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Information Warehouse, Census Mapping Project and Better Serving Users' 
Spatial Information Needs 

By S M Tam, Australian Bureau of Statistics 

Introduction 

In introducing the 1991 Corporate Plan, the Australian Statistician outlined a vision 
of the future Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) as an organisation and said: 

" .... We believe that together we face a major challenge to ensure that the 
\ ABS remains a vibrant and respected institution into the 21 st Century. We 
want it to be one in which all of us can take pride in our achievements and 
gain real satisfaction from what we do in the marketplace. 

This is not to deny that we have not already made a good start; we have. In 
fact, looking back over the last few years clearly shows that we have been 
laying the foundations to meet these challenges: 

we are developing a much stronger client orientation and this is 
influencing our thinking across all our activities; 

we have recognised the critical importance of strategically managing 
our data and other information sources; 

we have improved relations with respondents by better explaining the 
purposes of our collections, improved form design and establishing special 
relationships with large businesses; and 

we have begun to challenge the traditional ways in which we have 
organised many of our collection and administrative activities. 

Yet much remains to be done. Specifically these are to further improve our 
client servicing activities, strengthen our subject matter statistical capabilities, 
improve our relationships with respondents and to improve productivity whilst 
maintaining our reputation for high quality. " 

2. He went on to say· that: 

"Users are increasingly seeking statistics "all about" a particular geographic 
area, industry, population group, etc. rather than statistics derived from a 
specific collection. They are rightly irritated when they have to go to several 
places to get all the data they need and cannot find a comprehensive 
catalogue of all the data we hold. Increasingly, they are looking Tor a 
"one-stop" shop. Similarly, clients are seeking more thematic products. 

Despite the encouraging growth in the use of ABS data, it remains 
underutilised. Current use is limited by: 
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lack of guidance of what data are available; 

data are often difficult for users to access, particularly across 
collections; an important exception is the time series database and steps are 
being taken to develop a similar capability for small area data; and 

data across collections and over time are often not comparable. 

For these reasons it is most important that we give high priority to data 
management initiatives such as the development of output databases, 
software to access this data and directories ............ " 

3. Since the Statistician's address, the ASS has introduced a number of initiatives 
including the development of an information warehouse with small area statistics as 
one of its main thematic applications; and a national map database in conjunction 
with the Public Sector Mapping Agencies as part of the 1996 Census mapping 
project. Whilst products like CDATA91 and the Integrated Regional Database 
(IRDB) provide powerful mapping software for the retrieval and mapping of small 
area data, the combination of the information warehouse with the national digital 
map database will offer interesting opportunities for the ASS to significantly improve 
its service on the spatial representation of Census and other ASS data. 

4. These·initiatives are described in this paper, as well as the challenges faced by 
the ASS to provide an effective spatial data service. 

Information Warehouse 

5. The ASS is developing an electronic information warehouse to deliver statistical 
information to its clients in the form that they require. The objective of the system is 
to make ASS information and data held on behalf of other Government agencies 
more visible, accessible anclrelatable, and more relevant to the needs of ABS 
clients. 

6. The lack of a unifying data management framework has seen, in the past, the 
development of disparate processing systems for each subject matter area or 
organisational unit in the ABS. The proliferation of these systems has not only 
increased the costs for servicing the information needs of clients, the lack of a 
coherent framework for-statistical processes has also led to the development and 
u~e of inconsistent statistical concepts and classifications across many ABS areas. 
These resulted in difficulty of data access and lack of relatability of the ASS data 
thus potentially reducing the use and value of the statistics. 

7. The information warehouse, the ASS Database, will be the central repository of 
;-\bS stcdislical tiaiCt and iTIS(adata. Being largely platform independent; itsupporls 
PCs (SQLSase DBMS), Unix (Oracle) and relevant ABS mainframe (ADABAS/SQL). 
By reducing the complexity of communication and interfaces between data sources 
and ABS reporting systems and production systems (see diagram 1 and diagram 2), 

.. the cost of introducing new software and information products and services is 
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significantly reduced because one only interface or "pipe" between the new package 
or product and the ASS data is needed. 

Diagram 1 
Communications and 
Interface Compl exny 

Diagram 2 
The Data Warehouse 

8. The key to the information warehouse is the "Data Catalogue" which presents 
clients with detailed descriptions on data sets on a variety of attributes such as 
population groups, geographic areas, classifications and key words. Having chosen 
the data by the client, the Catalogue then drives the operation of statistical database 
tools which shape the data sets to the customer needs and represent data in the 
format of the users' choice. 

9. The underlying database design embodied in the warehouse allows data to be 
accessed via any of a virtually unlimited set of dimensions. Data and metadata 
retrieved from the warehouse (by issuing a simple "get data" command from the Data 
Catalogue) can be output to a variety of popular formats and packages. Most 
importantly, the data access and reporting tools have as a key feature the capacity to 
load metadata (eg definitions of data items, descriptions of the conceptual basis oUhe 
data etc) to "Windows Help" screens linked directly to the data at the cell and 'higher 
levels (ie row, column, table footnote etc). This allows metadata explaining the basis 
for any data element to be delivered to users using standard windo'Ns facilities (eg poin' 
and click). 

10. Value is added to data when it can be related to other data. The information 
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warehouse makes possible the physical integration of the data. Statistical integration is 
to be achieved by initiating significant work to standardise concepts, classifications and 
definitions to ensure that data across collections are relatable. 

11. There is also capacity fcrthe ASS informaiion warehouse'fD evolve inti» an 
information exchange. Organisations accessing the warehouse or installing . 
stand-alone versions of it within their own computing environments will be able to share 
data amongst themselves. It is expected that in the future government agencies will 
make their administrative by-product data and metadata available for loading to the 
warehouse thereby gradually enhancing the value of the information warehouse to 
become a national information resource. 

Spatial statistics, CDATA and IADB 

12. One of the growing demands of ABS data is statistics "all about" a particular 
area, ie spatial statistics. User expectations in this area have been considerably 
raised in the last ten years because of the ability to specify areas of interest and 
integrate the statistical data (ABS data and the client's data) with the digital mapping 
data by the use of desktop mapping packages and geographic information systems. 

13. Two significant products have been developed in the last couple of years in 
response to that demand, namely CDATA and the Integrated Regional Database 
(IRDS): . 

14. Building on the success of its predecessor, the CDROM product, CDATA91, 
was a flagship product from the 1991 Census and provided the ability for desktop 
analysis of 1991 Census data spatially. It enabled users to select Census data for 
user-defined geographic areas and view the results as tables, maps or graphs and 
link with the client's data. 

15. CDATA91 excelled i!s predecessor, CDATA86, on two fronts: first, it contained 
significantly more data (it included basic community profiles, expanded community 
profiles, time series profiles, working population profiles, usual resident profiles and 
Aboriginal profiles); second, it included, for the first time, a digital map database 
provided by an external supplier and a matched set of digital statistical boundaries. 
In addition, CDATA91 was available with Supermap or Mapinfo, which provided the 

., essential functionality for retrieving and mapping of Census data, but with different 
levels of sophistication for GIS-type capabilities. 

16. Although CDATA91 contains data which are of interest in their own right, its 
main limitation is that its does not integrate data from other ABS collections. To 
provide a diverse range of social and economic data in the same product, the 
Integrated Regional Database (IRDB) was developed. In addition to integrated 
spatial data, IRDB provides data for time series analysis. 

17. Available as a CDROM product, the IRDB uses a Paradox for Windows 
database and icons for the selection of data. It also uses a royalty free product 
called Digital Chart of the World for the digital map data. The mapping engine of 
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the IRDB is Arc View 2 which provides easy and interactive customisation of user 
interface. 

18. Examples of ABS sources or collections available from the IRDB incluce 
business register, agricutrure, building constru.ctiDl1, vitaJ registrations, population 
census and tourism. IRDB also contains data from other Commonwealth 8 .. :6nci33 
such as the Australian Bureau of Agriculture and Resource Economics, Au~,a!ian 
Electoral Commission, Department of Employment, Education and Training. 
Department of Human Services and Health, Department of Social Security, 
Environmental Resources Information Network and Industry Commission. 

19. In developing the product, one of the main aims was to make the selection of 
areas, time dimensions and data items as simple, flexible and intuitive as possible 
by the use of point and click operation. The selected items can then be tabled, 
mapped, graphed or reported. As an example, if a user selects 1989, 1990 and 
1991 as time, then the user can produce a table of the selected areas and data 
items which has wafers for 1989, 1990 and 1991. Alternatively, the user can pass 
the wafer(s) to the mapping module and produce a time series of maps for 1989, 
1990 and 1991. 

20. Because spatial boundaries do change over time, spatial statistics which only 
relate to the statistical boundaries defined at the time of the collection may not be 
comparable over time. The IRDB has three ways of dealing with the comparison 
issue. First, the user can select to have only tables of the chosen items for areas 
whose boundaries have not changed in the time period selected. Second, the user 
can select to have tables for the data if and only if they have been coded to a 
specific Australian Standard Geographic Classification edition (ie the equivalent of 
saying to a specific set of physical boundaries). Third, the user can select the option 
for the IRDS to provide synthetic estimates of the data items where the boundaries 
have changed. 

21. While the second approach is basically to allow the users to do the data 
adjustments for time series analyses themselves, the synthetic estimation techniq:..;e 
used by the IRDS makes the important assumption that growth at the local area 
level is uniformly distributed. To explain how the algorithm works, it is best to look at 
an example. Suppose one is interested to look at the growth in the number of 
people in a particular ethnic group in an area A between time t and t + 1. Suppose 
further that the data d at time t relates exactly to the area A, and that only data d' 
relating to area A' is available at time t + 1 where A and A' have some common 
areas. If A' equals to A then the growth in absolute terms is simply d'-d. If A' is nct 
the same as A, the task is to adjust d' in such a way that the adjusted data d" rela:es 
to area A. Rather than estimating d", IRDB estimates d"-d directly. This is achieved 
by first finding a minimum agglomeration of spatial units (including A' and those 
surrounding it) such that the aggregated area of these units remains unchanged 
between time t and time t + 1. If the size of the ethnic group for the aggregated a:"ea 
at time t is 0 and time t + 1 is 0', then d"-d is estimated by (D'-D)*(d/D). 

22. It is planned that in the short term users who have the IRDB on their desktops 
and who order additional and/or latest data sets from the ABS could have the data 
downloaded to their PCs via the modem. If a suitable "fire wall" can be installed, 
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users may in the ~uture be ~ble to ~ial into the ABSDB for the order and transfer of 
data, sets. There IS also an increasing trend for clients to request for customised 
versions of IROB, mostly with different geographic coverage. 

The Census mapping project 

23. Maps are an essential component of the Population Census. For collection 
purposes they are the tools for collectors to identify the boundaries of their collection 
areas and to ensure full and unduplicated coverage of Australia during the Census. 
In addition, maps are used in conjunction with the Census statistics to provide 
spatial representation of the population and its dwellings eg chloropleth maps, and 
for users to interpret the geographic implications of the data. 

24. For the 1991 Census, maps for collection and dissemination purposes were 
produced independently. Initial Collection District (CD) design was undertaken 
clerically by ABS staff on hard copy maps provided by Australian Survey and Land 
Information Group (AUSUG) which also provided the maps for collection purposes. 
Some of the maps for output purposes eg chloropleth maps were produced from the 
digital map database contained in CDATA91 provided by an external supplier. 

25. Early planning of the 1996 Census suggested that there would be a number of 
advantages in automating the Census mapping operation and the use of a single 
source of digital base map data for both collection and output purposes. These 
include improvement in the efficiency of Census mapping work and consistency of 
the map data for collection and output purposes. In addition, the effectiveness of 
Census collection process will be enhanced due to the improvement in accuracy and 
presentation of the maps that can be produced using a computerised mapping 
system. 

26. The Census mapping project involved two (linked) streams of work, namely: 

the acquisition of a national digital base map; and 

the development of a mapping system for CD design and printing of CD 
maps. 

The national base map 

27. Reflecting the ASS' observations that the government sector is the main 
provider of source material for most mapping purposes and that use of government 
sector data will accelerate the integration of government (and non-government) 
databases, during the tender process the ASS expressed a preference to using data 
from public sector agencies. Subsequently the ASS pursued an agreement 
involving the mapping authorities of the States and Territories and AUSLIG which 
formed a consortium referred to as Public Sector Mapping Agencies (PSMA) to 
provide the base map data. 

28. Negotiation with the PSMA suggested that it was also keen to participate in the 
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ASS mapping project. .The agencies recognised at the outset that the ASS project 
would enable th~ cr~atlon of a ~aluable national asset. The PSMA also foresaw 
many other applications for an Integrated nation~1 map database. 

29. ':~ n~t every State or Territory held base map data in the same format or 
specification, the tasks of providing a common data specification was given to the 
Land Information Centre (the mapping agency of the State Government New South 
Wales) in its role as lead agency. A feature list for the base map data is included in 
Attachment 1. . 

30. The agreement between PSMA and ASS also stipulates a maintenance 
program for the base map data for the 2001 Census. Whilst efforts have so far been 
concentrated on the acquisition of the base map data and the development of the 
mapping system, initial investigations suggest that, in light of the value add~d to the 
data by the ASS, both organisations realise the importance of putting in place a 
good maintenance programme for the base map and boundary data. Shortly a pilot 
project will be carried out to update a portion of the data in order to better appreciate 
the issues involved. 

TI19 Census mapping system 

31. The development of the Census mapping system was awarded to an external 
supplier, Candata Pty Ltd. Basically the mapping system performs the following 
functions: 

align 1991 Census Collection District (CD) boundaries with the base map 
data provided by PSMA; 

allow CD design work to occur primarily involving the updating/redesigning of 
CD boundaries for the 1996 Census, which will align with the base map data; 

allow the changes in the CD design to be automatically recorded in the 
Collection District Record Database; 

allow quality assurance checks to be carried out on the updated CDs; and 

allow maps reflecting the updated boundaries to be printed for census 
collectors, group leaders and field managers. 

32. The mapping system will significantly improve the quality of the maps provided 
to collectors because: 

it is possible to show a single CD on a map at an appropriate scale, r~ther 
than having many CDs on a page; 

it will be possible to use several colours on the maps (blue for rivers, etc) 
rather than all base map data being shown in black as in past censuses: and 
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the maps are more up to date in their content than has been possible in the 
past. 

33. By more clearly indicating the area in which the co "ector is to work it is 
ex~ecled that the coverage of the collection and the quality of the Census data will 
be Improved. 

Development of Census map-based products using the national map 
dntabnse 

34. The ~.BS' key output goal of the 1996 Census is to improve the timeliness and 
predIctabIlity. of Census output,. while maintaining the same high level of data 
comprehenSIveness, data quality and data delivery for the 1991 Census. The 
Census mapping project contributes to the key goal through more efficient and 
effective development and delivery of map-based Census products and services. 

35. Maps are used to depict the Census geography to enable users to relate the 
geographically-based Census data to areas on the ground. As a by-product of the 
Census mapping project, print files generated by the Census mapping system can 
be used to generate on-demand hardcopy CD maps for dissemination purposes. 
On-demand condensed maps (based on combinations of one or more CDs) can 
also be produced by the mapping system. It is expected that map orders will be 
filled within one day of receipt of the order. 

36. Plans are in hand for the ASS to p.roduce a CDATA96 product substantially 
similar to CDATA91. However, the base map data residing in CDATA96 will be a 
thinned version of the PSMA database. As it is obviously not feasible nor desirable 
to use the whole base map database (12 - 15 Gigabytes) in CDATA96, the PSMA 
database will be "thinned" in order to reduce the data volume to a manageable size 
{say less than 1 Gigabyte}. This thinned database is referred to as the Output 
Spatial Database and will also contain thinned statistical boundary data. The 
maintenance programme described earlier for the map and boundary data will need 
to be extended to the thirmed dataset. 

Opportunities and Challenges 

37. The information warehouse coupled with the digital map database developed 
for the 1996 Census provide enormous opportunities for better servicing of client 
needs through the development of standard and customised spatial products and 
services that have common look and feel. Whilst standard products like the IRDB 
and C DATA will likely continue to be :developed as off-the-shelve products, it is 
expected that, in the long term, they will have common mapping engines, user 
intHrfaces and use the Output Spatial Database as the source of their digital spatial 
data (including statistical boundaries) and the information warehouse as the source 
for statistical data .. 

38. More importantly, the information warehouse facilitates the development of 
customised spatial products and services that meet the needs of individual 
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cus~omers eg gettin~ ?ustomised slabs of ASS data with or without the mapping 
engine, and/or the digital spatial data. One challenge for the ASS is how to serve 
these needs cost efficiently and effectively. 

39 .. A~other challenge is th~ ability for the ASS to provide a flexible system of 
statlstlcal.geography that ~III allow the aggregation of ASS data to any user defined 
geographic area and provide meaningful spatial data for time series analysis. 

40. Hitherto, the smallest spatial unit, the Collection District (CD), is used as the 
basic building block for the aggregation of Census data to a user defined area. 
Unless the user areas are aligned with Census geography, the difficulty with CDs as 
the basic building blbcl< is that the ASS cannot always provide data that matches 
exactly the user-defined region. In many instances, users have to be provided with 
data from a region defined by aggregating CDs that collectively provide the "best fit" 
for the user-defined region. 

41. Also, by the very purpose for which CDs are constructed, their boundaries do 
chc:ngo over time in part to reflect collection workload issues thus making the task of 
trac;'~ing social and demographic changes over time, particularly over long periods, 
very diHicult if not impossible. 

42. The ideal solution from a user's perspective for flexibility in spatial output and 
analysis is the uS'e of geocoding. Geocoding is the process of allocating a 
geographic reference to each record. The advent of Global Positioning Systems 
(GPS) is making geocoding technically feasible. GPS is a satellite based system 
that can be accessed by hand held equipment and which gives an accurate grid 
reference at the push of a button. The use of Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) and GPS will give the flexibility required for spatial output and analysis. 

43. However, a major issue for the ASS to use geocoding for its collections 
including, in particular, the Census is the privacy issue related with the technology. 
The effectiveness of the collections and the Census relies heavily on the willingness 
of respondents to provide accurate and comprehensive answers to the questions. 
Currently the privacy of respondents is assured through the unequivocal guarantee 
that addresses of persons and households will not be stored on computer files, and 
that the Census forms will be destroyed after statistical processing of the data. 
Unless the ASS is satisfied that it will not compromise the effectiveness of the 
Census, geocoding will not be used. 

44. Another solution, while less flexible than the geocoding solution but which has a 
higher chance of implementation in the Census, relies on the recognition of the need 
to decouple the concept of a dissemination unit from the concept of an 
administrative or collection unit. The development of the Census mapping system 
makes possible the creation of a system of dissemination units which can be smaller 
than CDs and which will remain stable over time. In view of likely confidentiality and 
privacy issues, such dissemination units would unlikely permit the output of any data 
more complex than a simple count of population or dwellings. However, the main 
benefit of such a system will be the capability of providing a better fit to the 
user-defined regions as well as the ability for providing meaningful data for tim,e 
series analysis. A project team will be set up in the A8S to look at the issues of 
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more effective dissemination of spatial data to allow aggregation to user-defined 
regions and meaningful time series analysis. 
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Attachment 1 

COMMON DATA SPECIFICATION 

To provide a yardstick for data quality, key aspects of the standard established by 
AUSLIG for their GEODATA TOPO 250K product were acknowledged as the "ideal". 
The data description tables at Table 1 were adapted by the Centre to: 

characterise the PSMA data State-by-State, 
highlight differences between databases, 
estimate compliance with ASS requirements, 
provide the ASS and Candata with a common data specification. 

2. Three distinct data categories were delineated across Australia as follow: 

Urban Category 

3. These areas cover the capital cities and major population centres. Data is 
sourced principally from digital cadastral databases (DCDS) and other large scale 
coverage provided by the States anQ Territories. 

Rural Category 

4. In these areas the States and Territories provide digitised topographic map data 
at the main scales of 1 :25 ODD, 1 :50000 and 1 :100 ODD, augmented by DCDS data 
over townships. ' 

Remote Category 

5. The principal source of data in this zone is GEODATA TOPO 250K, augmented 
by large scale topographic data and DCDS data over townships that have a defined 
street pattern. 

6. In each data category, the Centre compiled data quality attributes of 
Completeness, Positional Accuracy, Logical Consistency, Label Accuracy, Main 
Source, ID and Other Source. 

DATA INTEGRATION AT THE LAND INFORMATION CENTRE 

Delivery units 

7. The PSMA feature list is shown at Table 2. The base map data representing 
these features must be delivered to Candata in rectangular tiles, using unprojected 
geographical coordinates in Intergraph design file format. Each delivery covers a 
field management area (FMA) and each FMA approximates to a census division. 
There will be 145 FMA plus Migratory areas covering Australia for 1996. The 
number of CDs within each FMA varies considerably, with urban areas . 
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encompassing the majority. There will be approximately 33,000 CDs following the 
redesign of 1991 boundaries for 1996. It is expected that the final data volume for 
the database will be around 20 Gigabytes. 

Reformatting 

8. As a result of the above constraint, the first processing performed on some 
PSMA data sets is reformatting to Intergaph DGN format to enable integration using 
MicroStation. Reformatting is not a trivial task. Many CAD/CAM vendors boast the 
ability of their systems to export data in a variety of industry standard formats. 
Experience on this project shows that reformatting provides great potential for error 
and frustration, demanding the closest attention. 

Topographic Features 

9. The PSMA features listed at Table 2 are integrated at the Centre, using most of 
the 64 data levels and the level symbology available in the MicroStation 
environment. One of the most time consuming tasks is to join and check features 
between different data sets to produce a seamless coverage. A simple and logical 
rule is applied, Le. move the linework for the least accurate data to meet the most 
accurate data. Commonsense and a good deal of cartographic appreciation 
accompanies this decision making as there is seldom absolute congruence between 
large and medium scale data sets. Gross differences require particular attention. 
Aerial photography, previous collector 'comments on 1991 census maps piUS street 
directories are used to check completeness. 

10. The national road centreline network from jurisdictional databases is reclassified 
to a hierarchy that represents the best possible compromise, considering that some 
jurisdictions classify their roads by surface and others by function. An original ASS 
requirement of name attribution for all roads could not be met within the expenditure 
and time constraints imposed on the initial phase of the project. This requirement 
will be addressed post-1996. For 1996, all highways, main roads and major 

, drainage will be name attributed, otherwise names appear on text layers. 

Cadastral Linework 

11. Parcellinework and road centrelines derived from DCDS are supplied over all 
populated places and everywhere else where they are available. This creates a 
large workload of integration and checking of these data against other source data. 
Integration is the key to the success of this database. Cadastrallinework has three 
functions in this project: 

Candata uses it to produce a casement style of road representation in the 
database; 

CD designers may use it to align CD boundaries where no topographic feature is 
suitable; and 
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It is selectively printed on the field maps to indicate density of settlement. 

12. Cadastrallinework data are separated from topographic data but they are 
provided in tiles that are referenced to the topographic tiles. 

File Size 

13. To optimise data retrieval and display time, maximum file sizes of 4 megabytes 
are observed. In urban areas the density of cadastral linework results in two or 
more cadastral tiles for a topographic tile. A delivery therefore consists of a 
patchwork assembly of edge matched topographic and cadastral tiles. 

Data Flow 

14. The data processing schema for the project as follows: 

PSMA delivers integrated data to Candata for enhancement in MicroStation and 
MGE-SX, 

Candata aligns the 1991 CD boundaries with the base map data. CORD records 
are linked to the aligned boundaries and a data tape is sent to the Canberra 
office of ASS to be transferred to the master spatial database via an Intergraph 
6750 UNIX machine. These data are then viewed remotely on an Intergraph 
2730 UNIX machine. A sample of CDs from each FMA is checked for data 
quality and completeness before the entire set of FMA fifes is transferred across 
the ASS network to a State or Territory office, 

The State or Territory office receives the data on local disk attached to an 
Intergraph TD1, which is a graphics optimised 486DX66 with ample local disk 
space. CD design software is used interactively to modify the 1991 CD 
boundaries to reflect changes since the last census. As CD boundaries are 
moved, the digital CORD records are also updated manually as well as 
automatically via an on-line link to the Oracle database that is held centrally on 
the 6750 in Canberra. 

At the completion of this process ASS staff can view the 1996 Census map data 
in the same format and detail as they will appear in the hands of the census 
collector. The redesigned FMA is then sent via the ASS network to Canberra, 
thus enabling central and State or Territory office staff to view identical data. 

Some quality assurance of CD design work is conducted in Canberra and the 
new CD boundaries and CORD records are sent to Candata for incorporation into 
the mapping system. A plot file is produced by Candata for each CD and two 
multi-colour high quality field maps are printed. Other maps for group leaders 
and field managers are also produced at smaller scales. Maps are sent to the 
central office for despatch to field staff. 
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Finally, the whole mapping system at Candata will be migrated to the A8S where 
it will be further developed and used in subsequent censuses. To this end, Joint 
pilot projects are addressing and refining maintenance and update strategies to 
carry the database well Into the 21st century. 
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• ROADS 
(8) Highway 
(b) Main Road 
(c) Sealed 
(d) Unsealed 
(e) Vehicle Track 
(f) Other road 
Lane or pathway (foOt) 

• ~TATE BORDER I 

• RAILWAYS I 
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• TEXT LAYERS 
Cultural names (a) to (k) 
Railway names 
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Water feature IWnCS 

National Park rwncs 
LGAnamcs 

Table 2. 

, • WATER 
(a) Coastline 
(b) River (double sided) 
(c) Major creek 
(d) Lake 
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(g) Reservoir (Urban) 
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(b) Desert 
(c) STI 
(d) Dry lake 

} 
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(e) ~1ine/Quarry 
(f) Island (coastal/River) 

(g) Dunes } text 
(h) TIdal Flat label 
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1. ~ACKGROUND - SCENARIOS OF NATIONAL DATA RESOUBCES IN BANGLADESH 

Bangladesh has a centralized statistical system. statistics 
Division in the Ministry of Planning through its Agency 
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) collect, process and 
disseminate Official Statistics on Population, Household and 
Housing characteristics, Agriculture, Industry, Trade, Labour and 
Manpower, Transport and Communication, Education, prices and wages, 
Health and Family Planning, Finance, Banking and Insurance, 
Planning and Development etc. The Bureau has been maintaining 
various data in off line storage media such as Magnetic tapes, 
Disks, diskettes in addition to hard copy in published reports. 

Because of poor public awareness and interaction between the data 
producer and the users collected data remained under utilized. 

Data Limitations are Identified in the from of four Distinct 
Scenarios: 

SCENARIO-l 

Data suffer from inconsistency, duplication and inadequacy. 
Perhaps, there have been lack of proper co-ordination and 
interaction between the data producers and the data users. 

SCENARIO-2 

Under utilization of massive data stored is a common phenomenon. 
Public awareness and accessibility to stored data is poor. 

SCENARIO-3 

Existing system of data organization and data storage are obsolete, 
data security is questionable and data retrieving is labour 
intensive, time consuming and costly. Data from different censuses 
and surveys are preserved in thousands of magnetic tapes without 
formal structuring. 

SCENARIO-4 

Institutional arrangement for co-ordination and mobilization of 
resources for national Data Bank has not been properly initiated. 
Recently technology has advanced very fast, system of data 
structuring, data storage: and data communication have changed 
dramatically. 

A part from BBS other Ministries/Agencies and private sectors also 
collect, process and disseminate statistics to meet their own'need. 
Because of lack of co-ordination and unified classifications and 
standards data inconsistency prevailed in the available data. 
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It is not denying the fact that under the prevailing mechanism 
there exists enormous Data gaps due to which development plans and 
programs suffer. 

With these in view and realizing the need for a formal 
institutional arrangements statistics Division has set a priority 
to the development of a National Data Bank with sUfficient terminal 
facilities to users. Planning commission also acceeded to this 
concept and stressed on the development of computerized Information 
Bank in statistics Division. 

There are five distinct categories of Data Resources: 

i) Liveware; 

ii) Hardware; 

iii) Software; 

iv) Data and database; 

v) Procedure.-

A developing country like Bangladesh has the limitation of all the 
above resources except Population. Among the popUlation also there 
are death of trained human resources. On the contrary, there are 
multitude of problems rQa~ing around. th~ .basic needs. The ~bo~e ro~ourC.1 
will l'em~ln ineffectIve \·,i thout strQng c':'.':)pl!!:alivu : !iulucial and . 
The highlights of the resources deemed to be as follows: technological 

support. 
(1) Livewara: According to the Population Census 1991 we have 

111.455 million population of whom only 24.9% has the universal 
literacy. Among them female literacy is only 19.5%. Among 
population of age 7 years and above 32.4% are literate. Adult 
literacy in Bangladesh is 35.3%. For population 19 years and 
above only 1.64% are graduate and above degree holders with 
0.5% for female and 2.56% for Male. There are continues brain-

drain from among of the advantaged and meritorious stUdents. 
Efficient and experience technical persons are the targets of 
NGOs who pick them up with higher salaries. As a result there 
is always shortage of technical manpower in the government 
departments. 

To combat this situation two options are identified; 

i) Systematic training in large number; 
ii) Sharing of experts in different organizations. 

National Data Bank has the provisions for both the options 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Hardware: It so happened that in Bangladesh there are have 
remarkable number of computers of different made, if not 
sufficient in both the government and private organizations. 
But a few of them are utilized upto JO% of its capacity. In 
many instances they are either obsolete or not of open standard 

and the maintenance is costs. In many instances the 
organizations are not aware of the cost effectiveness of the 
computer technology. NOB has been planned in such away that in 
future the entire system will be an open system in 
client/server environment. 

software: Softwares make the computer to run, to speak, to 
process, to communicate to disseminate information in variety 
of ways. People develop softwares to solve their problems in 
such a way ·which suits their requirement. For development as 
well as for application of software we need technical manpower. 
NOB is the institutional forum for development of softwares 
which can be shared by the participating organizations/clients. 

Data and Data Base: At present data for different sectors of 
economy are produced and stored by different organizations 
mostly in flat file which is neither known to other 
organization nor is compatible or accessible by the users. The 
NOB is being developed with the coordinated efforts of National 
Co-ordination Committee and the Standing Technical Committee. 
There are manuals for users education, network connection and 
access to the data bank. The NOB reserves the right to advise 
the prod~cer of information to produce statistics to narrow the 
data gap of the users in the format it is needed. 

Procedures: Standardization of classification, adoption of 
scientific procedures in data collection, processing, analysis, 
evaluation, storage, data communication and dissemination are 
very important for increasing the adequacy, accuracy, 
timeliness, accessibility and consistency of data. NDB has 
created the institutional opportunity in this regard. 

2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF NATIONAL DATA BANK 

Conceptually, the National Oata Bank is the store house of micro 
and macro level data of all socio-economic sectors of development 
plans which are structured in such a way that any part or whole of 
it, can be updated and retrieved in a cost effective way. 

In the National Data Bank (NOB) data are stored as per requirements 
of the users. Special subject oriented International Oata Bank, 
such as, Human Settlement Data Bank (HSDB) , Industrial 
Technological Information Bank (INTIB) will also be added to NOB 
for international comparison. Initially, potential users such as 
Prime Minister's office and Planning Commission will be hooked up 
with NOB.Ministries of Industry, Commerce and Finance, Bangladesh 
Bank etc. Will also be provided terminals simultaneously. In 
addition, a User's unit will be established in BBS for other users 
to work with share the resources. The regional, zila and thana 
offices of BBS and other:research oriented organizations will be 
given direct connection to NOB in phases. 
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Once NOB is developed the nation will be 
following ways-

benefitted in the 

i) Uptodate data required for development plans will centrally 
be available instantaneously; 

ii) Data of NOB will be accurate, consistent, precise and of 
standard classification; 

iii) Data redundancy will be reduced and data security will be 
ensured; 

iv) Time series and historical data can be made available whenever 
asked for; 

v) Users awareness and access to NOB will be increased; and 

vi) stored data can be used for multiple application and by 
multiple users simultaneously. 

There are long term and short term objectives of NOB: 

a) Long term objectives 

To create a repository of essential macro, micro and local 
level data for all socio-economic sectors required for short 
and long term planning, policy formulation and implementation 
of development activities; 

- To develop trained system ~ersonnel and users on computer 
networking and multi-media technology and linking all the 
government and semi-government organizations and divisional 
and zila headquarters with the NOB in phases; 

- To establish direct communication linkages with the 
International Data Banks, such as, INTIB, NISP, IDA Patent 

and Trademark, HSDB etc for exchange of information on science 
and Industrial Technology, Research & Development, Marketing 
etc; 

- To develop gender specific database to monitor the welfare of 
women at the national and local level. 

- To develop information bank for slum dwellers, landless, 
disabled and other destitute for alleviation of Poverty; 

b) Short term objectives 

- nC'concililltioll of hU(Jc volume of d"ta clll'n~llt)y avnilahlc with 
different organizations and identification of data gap with 
the help of National Co-ordination Committee (NCC); 

- Formation of a Standing Technical Committee for determination 
of the rules and procedures for development of NOB ; 
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- Development of sectoral Data Bank for the Planning commission 
(PC) ,and the Prime Minister's (PM) office on priority basis; 

- Regular training of computer system personnel and the users on 
computer network and multimedia technology; 

- Procurement & installation of essential softwares & hardwares; 

- Introduction of network and multi-media in phases; 

- Development of Data Archive for preservation and timely 
retrieval of historical and old data; 

- Establishment of network communication with the International 
Data Banks to educate the Entrepreneurs and the Researchers 
about the Technological developments before investment; and 

- Development of special Data Bank on " Status of Women" 
covering health, living arrangement, source of income, labour 
force participation, social life, child bearing & child 
rearing etc. 

- By the end of the project the NOB will be operational in the 
Client/Server environment. Different organizations will have 
micro-systems with local Area Network(LAN) some of which will 
be connected with the NDB with Wide Area Network (WAN). 

- An Users Unit will be established at installation site of NOB 
to provide other users direct access to the Public data Bank. 

- To Provide institutional support to perform the above 
functions. 

On principle NOB will function as a Client/Server Model. It is 
decided that NOB will be an open system in terms of hardwares 

softwares, netwares and the products which are appropriate for 
Client/Server environment and can accommodate the existing 
hardwares and the softwares to the extent possible. Each of the 
organizations brought under the computer network of NOB will 
function independently. Conceptual points behind system 
configuration, design consideration, data organization data 
structure and data bank development are given below: 

(1) SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

For development and execution of NOB three essential components are 
kept into consideration-

i) An user interface for communication 
between the system and the user - Lan,Telephone modem 

ii) A program for database management 
System - DBMS software 

iii) Physical storage - Disk, Optical Disk. 
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There are 3 distinct systems configurations-

i) Time sharing model Work under main frame and micro 
computor anv ironment. Comput~r timo is 
shared for different application. 
Centralized Control of data and users 
are done. 

ii) Resource sharing model- It operates under file server and 
work station environment. Resources 
are shared to get the jobs done. 
Decentralized control of data and 
users are done. 

iii) Client/Server Model It operates under PC'S Database 
servers environment. Decentralized 
control of data and users are done. 

systa. configuration 

i) Time sharing Model 

Client I Client I Client I Client I Client 

DBMS 

OPERATING SYSTEM 

DISK 

ii) Resource sharing Model 

'Client Client Client Client 

DBMS DBMS DBMS DBMS 

I I I I 
I 

OPERATING SYSTEM 

DISK 

iii) Client Server Model 

I Client 11 Client 

" 
Client II Client 

I I I T 
T I 

DBMS . DBMS 

OPERATING SYSTEM OPERATING 

DISK DISK 

system Configurattion of NOB follows: 
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(2) pESIGN CQNSIDERA'l'ION 

Designing of NOB is a highly technical and complex activity. The 
NOB ,is developed under 5 standard principles of data base theory. 

Principles are:-

i) Data Independence - Unique code and separate space for 
individual data; 

ii) Controlled redundancy - stored only once; 

iii) Data Integrity 

iv) Data security 

v) Practicability 

- No uncontrolled change to stored data; 

- Protection of confidentiality of data; 

- Tested and reviewed to ensure 
feasibility before implementation. 

Data Bank Designs are concerned with Proper Organization of 
information. Every information must keep track of certain 
population, places and things that have certain attributes (Colour 
address and type) and relationship among themselves. 

i) Public data Bank 

(3) DATA ORGANIZATION 

- In general store aggregated data in 
table or relational modules with open 
access to users. 

ii) Non-Public Data Bank - stores micro data in modules with 
restricted access to users. 

iii) Work Data Bank 

iv) User Data Bank 

Retrieved by user from NOB for further 
manipulation. 

- User required data are manipulated and 
stored. 

Data Bank Planning Involves 3 strategies. 

i) The strategic Planning - Requires top level decision; 

ii) The Tactical Planning - Development of logical Data Bank; 

iii) The operation Planning - Implementation and utilization of 
Data Bank. 

Data will be stored in the NDB under Principles of Uata structure. 
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(3) DATA STRUCTURE 

i) Hierarchical - Data are presented in tree structure 

ii) Network - Data communication among the linked computers are 
done through cables, modems and microwave link. 

iii) Relational - Data are presented in tables in table structure. 

iv) Semantic - Data are presented in tables with emphasis on 
abstractions. 

Computer alone cannot meet all tha demands of tIle users. 
Development of a realistic Data Bank depend on effective 
interaction among its 5 components. 

(4) DATA BANK DEVELOPMENT 

There are many different methods of systems development. 

Major system development methods are :-

i) Traditional systems 
life cycle - Series of stages through 

which a system progresses. 

ii) Phased·commitment - A long term method where the system is 
developed ever a series of phases; 

iii) Evolutionary 

iv) Packages 

v) Photo typing 

Less formal, Ultimate Goal is not known in 
advance; 

- Purchase of software from outside vendors; 

- Development of system models to clarify 
final objectives; 

vi) End-user development - Informal method without intervention of 
data processing specialist. 

vii) service bureau - Purchase of system or services from outside 
vendors. 
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Development work of NDB is being progressing under the scope of 
item (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) in four step life cycles. 

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE 

Ir i) 
II REQUIREMEN'l'S :: 

IIiV) IMPLEMENTATION JI ii)ALTERNATIVE 
EVALUATION 

:~ iii) DESIGN :: 

Each of the above phases requires extensive reviews, assessment of 
users need and interaction among the data producers, data users and 
the experts. 

BBS has accumulated large volume data of censuses and surveys in 
about 2000 magnetic tapes. Other departments and NGO'S might also 
have accumulated data in various storage media. 

For NOB it is essential to form two committees. 

i) National Co-ordination comm~ttee - To provide technical support 
for development of NOB. 

Currently, the Data are stored in flat files which suffers from 
redundancy, inflexibility and wastage of resources. Problems 
encountered with flat files are-

i) Difference in data sequence and data organization; 

ii) Change in record len~th; 

iii) Data Duplication; 

iv) Lack of relation between files; 

v) Lack of security to data con~identiality. 

The' proposed NOB will organize data in such 
serve multiple applications/organizations 
management efficiently by centralizing the 
redundancy of data . 

Schematic form of NOB follows: 
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'l'he present Government has been implementing different socio
economic programmes for achieving. the economic targets and for 
introducing market economy' in the society. For successful 
implementation of different steps of the programmes implementation 
of National Data Bank is very much required. 

At the first stage development of Data Bank will be started for the 
Prime-Minister's Office, Planning Commission and IMED on priority 
basis. At this stage Finance Division, Economic Relations Division 
and DCC will be connected with National Data Bank but manpower may 
not be shown for them. The computer installations of Bangladesh 
Bureau of statistics, Prime Minister's Office, Planning Commission, 
Dangladesh Computet" council, Economic Relations Dlvioion, l:'lnance 
Division and IMED thus hooked up with the National Data Bank will 
perform their respective duties independently under client/server 
environment. other Ministries, Departments, Divisions, Zila and 
Thana Headquarters will be connected with the National Data Bank in 
phases. 

NOB has been planned to be implement in three phases. 

Phase1- Preparatory phase (July'94 - June 1995): In phase1 a 
National Co-ordination Committee (NCC) will be formed and with its 
help data available in the country will be examined, data 
requirements will be recorded; orders for limited local purchase 
and installation will be made and the data gap will be identified. 
A Standing Technical Committee (STC) will also be formed to prepare 
rules & procedures for development of the NOB. Planning Minister 
will be the Chairman of National Co-ordination Committee while the 
Secretary, statistics Division. will act as chairman of the standing 
Technical Committee. Secretaries and Technical experts of concerned 
Ministries will be members of these committees. The Director of the 
National Data Bank will act as the Member Secretary of these 
committees.' With the help of these committees the systems 
development and implementation of National Data Bank will be done. 
As per decisions of the Pre-ECNEC/lnter Ministerial meeting held on 
27.6.94 the hecessary softwares and hardwares will be procured, 
manpower will be recruited and training will be organized for the 
upgradation of Computer Networks System of Prime Minister's Office 
into an On-line data Communication System. AT the same time 
procurement of hardwares, softwares and training Programmes will be 
organized for the Planning Commission, IMED and National Data Bank 
and Data Banks will be developed on test basis. 

Phase 2 - Development and Networking Phase (July'95 - June 1996): 
In" phase2 data bank will be expanded, necessary hardwares and 
softwares will be procured and installed, manpower will be 
developed and network connections will be extended to selected 
users on the basis of the experience of Phase1. At the same time 
necessary arrangements will be made to collect data to meet the 
data gap. 

12 



Phase 3 - Expansion of Data Bank Phase (July 96 - June 98): In this 
phase Data Bank will be developed and made operational in all the 
concerned organizations. Computer manpower will be developed 
through extensive training. Necessary hardwares, softwares and 
netwares will be procured and installed to give the National Data 
Bank an institutional shape. At the same time computer network 
connections will also be extended to other Ministries, Departments 
Divisional District and Thana Headquarters and the International 
Data Bank. Rules and procedures will also be developed for all the 
users of NOB. On the whole the National Data Bank will be developed 
as Client/server Model. It will be Vendor Free. For greater 
national interest the existing computer installations of the 
country will be connected with the NOB to the extent Possible • 

3. Operational Aspects: The National Data Bank is an endless 
concept. For operational convenience it will be implemented in 
three phases. Conceptual framework of NDB has been developed during 
1992-94. A miniature data bank has been developed as a part of 
feasibility study. On the basis of this feasibility study NDB will 
be started for 8 core organizations under client/server environment 
namely i Prime Minister's Office, Planning Commission, 
(Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation Division), Economic 
Relations Division, statistics Division, Finance Division and 
Bangladesh Computer Council. Simultaneously, Provisions will be 
kept for other 'organizations and Ministries for network connections 
namely Ministries of Industries, Education, Establishment and 
Election commission etc. Divisional Zila and Thana headquarters as 
well as International Data Banks will be linked with the NOB in 
phases. The NOB has the Development, Operational and Maintenance 
Wings. The existing Manpower of different concerned organizations 
will under the framework of the Shadow Orgranogram shown below. 

I, I 
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It National Data Bank will be a sub-ordinate office under the 
statistics Division at the end of the project period in June, 1998. 

There are bottlenecks in implementation, release off and as well as 
in appointment of consultants and officers for NOB. There are also 
bottlenecks in procurement, networking, communication and training 
of system personnel. 

Training is one of the major component of National Data Bank,. 
Development of User unit and providing of services is also another 
main objective of NOB. 

In the meanwhile the scope of the National Data Bank has been 
advanced to the :following areas-

i) Flight scheduling and Room allocation on lottery basis 
for the pilgrims; 

ii) Updating of voter list and issuance of laminated 
identify card; 

iii) National Focal Point for International Technological 
Information BanK; 

iv) Education Census and mid-decade head-count; and 
v) Development of GIS. 

Main components of the project cost of NOB follows: 

Item 
Manpower: 

i) Pay and Allowances of 
Local Employees 

ii) Consultant: 
a) Local 
b) International 

iii) Computer Hardware and 
Software 

iv) Other Machineries and 
Equipments 

v) yehj,cles 
-Jeep/Sedan Car (1) 
-Microbus (1) 

vi) Furniture 
vii) Fuel and Maintenance 

viii) Installation 
ix) Computer Maintenance 

x) Stationery 
xi) Others (Telephone,TA/OA 

xii) 
etc~ . 
I':sUnlDg: 
-Local Training 
-Study Tour 
-Foreign Training 

Local 

363.50 

12.00 

386.06 

13.00 
10.00 
20.00 
22.00 
34.00 

25.00 

36.44 

Total: 922.00 

Total 

363.50 

12.00 
38.00 38.00 

170.79 556.85 

54.90 54.90 

10.75 10.75 
12.00 12.00 

13.00 
10.00 
20.00 
22.00 
34.00 

25.00 

36.44 
68.38 68.36 

145.18 145.18 

500.00 1422.00 

NOB introduce a system and continuous training program along with 
curriculum for human resources development follows: 
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90VRBB CURRICULUM 'OB TBAIHINa nND!8 tiATIONlL DATA BAHI. 

'lOB. 
Duration cost per 

course course Title Head 

No. 
I Hours I Days' (TK) 

Weeks 

A. BASIC Education/Orientation 
..,.,. 

01- Computer FUndamentals J 1 Free TUtion 

02. Introduction to n', Database, GIS 3 1 II 

03. 
f Introduction to ~,WAN, E-Mail J 1 • 

04. 2:21 09 !:Qm~a,l t~,( i 15 5 2,250.00 

-DOS 
-windovs 
-Unix 
-Word Processing 
-spreadsheet 
-E-Mail 

05. DAtA AD" 1 ~~ hi 6 2 1,000.00 

-SPSS/SAS/PAS . -Harvard Graphics 

~ B.END USER EDUCATION 
1 _._--

11. Word Perfect )W Free 
Tution 

-
12. Lotus 1-2-) JW .. 

13. FoxPro 3W 1,000 

14. Harvard Graphics 2W Free 
Tution 

15. Excel/ouattro Pro 2W 2,000 

16. Introduction to Unix , RDBMS 7W 3,500 

., 
Management Information 17. System(HIS) 2W 4,000 

1 •• Computer organization and Theory 2W 4,000 

19. IMPS 4W 3,000 
.-, 

20. SPSS 2W 2,000 

21. PAS 2W 2,000 
.-

22. Unix system Administration 'HI 3,000 

I~ 



H'DB Duration co.t per 
eourse Course Title Head 

Ho. I Houra I Dayal (TX) 
WeeKS 

C.TECHNlCAL EDUCATION 

31. Hardware Maintenance , Trouble 2W 1,500 
shooting I 

32. Hardware Maintenance Basic 2W 2,000 I 
I 

33. LAN - Token-Ring and other Network lW 1,000 I Connectivity 

J~. LAN - Novell Netware , connectivity lW 1,000 

D.PROGRAMMING EDUCATION 

41. Programmin9 in C/C++ 6W 3,000 

42. Application Software Development 6W 3,000 

I 43. Geographic Inforraation Systera(GIS) 6W 3,000 

44. FoxPro 4W 2,500 

45. Realia COBOL 4W 2,500 

46. RDBMS Basics lW 2,000 

47. RDBKS for Developers 2W 4,000 

48. RDBKS Administration 2W 3,000 

49. LAN Administration 2W 4,000 

50. Systems Analysis and Design 2W 4,000 

51. ORACLE 2W 4,000 
-1----

52. Freelance 2W 2,000 

. 
-



---.. --
~8 Duration Coat per 

eour .. Cour .. Title Head RJtMAJUtS 
110. I Houri 10ay./ ( $ ) 

We.k. 

I. STUDY TOOR/WORXSHOP 

60 PCAD-ll ~dmini.trative ~pplication 2W 6,000 ~IT,BANG. 
Development under LAN Invironment SINGAPOJU 

62 PCAD-l6 Computer ~ided Project 2w 6,000 ~IT,KALA. 
KAnao ... nt BANGKOK 

63 PCAD-33 Critical Intormation 2W 6,000 ~IT,HONG 
TechDoloqy I •• uI. for Top Manaoement BANGKOK 

r.roAIIGM TRAINING . -
71 PCAD-Ol Computer ~pplication 12W S 7,000 AIT 

Development Tool, and Techniquee 
.. _---- ----_._._ . . -- ._. _. __ ._ 

72 PCAD-02 Advancod Tool, and Technique. 12w S 7,200 All' 
in Computer Application Development 

73 PCAD-OJ DAta Communication and 9W 
CompUter Networkinq 

S 6,700 AIT 

. 
14 PCAD-07 Repair and HalntenanOI' of 6W S 6,000 AIT 

MicrO-Computer 
-

7S PCAD-IJ Intormation SYltem. Analyah 2W S 3,800 -'IT 
, Oo8ion O,inO C.I. Tooh 

--
76 PCAD-24 Info~ation Syetem. Devilop- 6w S 6,000 AIT 

~nt und.r Unix Client/Server 
Archi.tocture --

71 rcAD-42 Devolopment ot Geo-reterlncod 4W S 4,200 -'IT 
DatAbA •• tor Plannino Application •• 

73 "IC Computlr Networkino and 4W S 4,200 AIT 
Mu 1 t iJoed ia 

:; 
79 IB~ Kultimodla Technol09Y 2W S 6,000 lJSA/AlJST. 

--
DO ' Cl>-I".oH and Super Hap Technoloqy 2W S 6,000 AUST. 

, 01 ,CIS 4W S 7,000 USA/NLND. 
.. _ .... 

to 



ClassificatioD of by p •• iqRltioR, 

Class Level Designation 

TL Top-Level KemberlSecretarY/DG/Division Chief 

XL Kid-Level JS/JC/Dir.ctor/Joint Director/DS/DC 

IlL working Level OD/AC/SO/RO/ASO 

PA Personal Assistant PA/PS/StenographerlSteno-Typist 

f:l Project Manager PD/PSA(Dev.lopment)/PSA (Mlintenanc.) 

S!' Systea Personnel SSA/SA/Sr.Pr./Programmer/Asatt.Proqraaa.r 

m: Maintenance Engineer Sr.Maintenance Engineer/ME/AKE 

OP Operation Personnel Computer OperatorISr.C.O./Cos 

00 Data Entry Operator Data Entry Operator/LOA 

DntAil&d SpecificAtion ot TrAining Program, tor PM" o,tic. 

JI.'O' PartiOLpantl Level Duration COlt 
~ (nva) (TK) It.a&rk. 

110. 'fL('7) KL(18) WL('4) PAIl) PM SP(9) HI: (1) OP(12) DO 

01 X X X X X X X 2I11III 6,000 Local 
TraLnln< 

02 X X X 1 I11III 3,000 • 

03 1 X X 1 IIIIll 3,000 • 

04 X X X X 6I11III 40,000 • 

OS 1 X X 2 lid 6,000 • 

11 X X X 24 I11III 12,500 • 

12 X X X X 1'7 IMI 18,000 • 

13 X X X l1nva 14,000 • 

U X X X X 16 I11III 11,000 • 

16 X X X 25 I11III 49,000 • 

It X X X 22 JMI 22,000 • 

20 X X X 7 IMI 7,000 • 

21 X X 5 nva 6,000 • -



.. Participant. Level Duration Coet 

JIIiaCM 
(m:'Q) (tit) R-.al'ke 

110. '1'L('7) KL(18) WL(9, PA(3) PM 5'(9) KI(l) 0'(12) DO 

22 X X 51N11 lO,OOO Local ' 
TI'al."ln9 . . 

.u X 0.5 1M! 2,000 · 
32 X 0.5 I11III 1,500 • 

33 X X X X 7 11ft 26,000 • 

).t. x x x X 7111111 26,000' • 

n x X 6l1'C11 12,000 • 
, 

C2 X X 6 mID 12,000 • 
-

4] X X 15 .... 30,000 • 

44 X X 10 .... 20,000 • . _ 
45 X X 10 IMl 11,000 · 
45 X X 2.5 mill 20,000 · -
~1 X X S mill 40,000 · 

1-

"n x x ;; mm 12,000 · 
.. , x X 2 mm 20,000 · 
!O X 3 mm 24,000 · 
~1 X X 3 mal 24,000 · _._ ... _--

Total 23J.S IMI 5,08,000 · 

r--" 

mil Participant. Level Duration COlt per 

Oc"re,'11 (IMII (Lac) RaGAr'" 
roo '1'L(1) KL(18) WL(9) PAIl) PH 5P(9) ME(l) OP(l~) DO (TIC) 

til X X X 1 lITO 4.83 STUDY 
TOUR 

-
6~ X X X 1 mm 4.83 · . , ---
~,). X X X 1 mm 4.83 · 

Total 3 11ft 14.49 · 
71 X J nll11 2.80 ror.19n 

Trainin9 
" 

12 X J 11ft 2.90 · 
13 X 2.S 11ft 2.70 • 

.,.. X loS 1M! 2.40 • 

16 X loS 11ft 2.40 · -. 
'70 Yo loS mm 1. 70 • 

Total 13 IMI 14.90 
-



Detailed specificatiOn or Training Program' tor PlAnning Commilion 

..,. P.~t1clp.nt. LevIl ! Cun- COlt I 
Q:Iane elon (Lac tit) a-uu: 
-110. , !L(11) K%.(69) WL(lOS) PA(SO) PH &'(7) KIt 1) OP(l) DO (I11III) i 
01 X 1 X I X 8_ 24,400 Local I 

Tnlnlncy . 
02 X I I 

I 
6 18,500 • I I I11III • 

OJ I X J. 6 I11III 18,500 · 
04 J:' J: 14 1M! 85,000 • 

OS J. J. 6 1M! 40,000 • -
11 X I X X X 123 I1I1II 16,400 · 
~ X X X 85 I11III 11,300 • 

13 J. X It 85 I11I'II 56,500 • 
14 J: X X X 91 I11III 18,200 · 
16 1 X X 3S I11III 70,000 • 

17 X X X 10 I11III 80,000 • 

19 X X X X X 164 II1II 164,000 • 
; -

20 X X X X 91 mro 36,400 • 

31 X 0.5 IMI 1,SOO • 

32 X 0.5 1M! 2,000 • 

.33 X I. X X 45.5 111m 36,400 · 
Z. 1 I. 'X X 45.5 IIVII 36,400 • 

41 X 10.5 lMI 21,000 • 

11..2 X 10.S IMI 21,000 • 

41 X 10:5 111m 21,000 • 
I --- -- -- .. __ ._ 

"4 I X X III INn 2,02,SOO · 
~5 I X X 10 I11III 25,000 • - -
~6 1 X X 10 IIIID 80,000 • 

,~7 I X X 141111D 112,000 • 

'~-1 X 0.5 1M 4,000 • 
-

~~ X X 1 1M! 8,000 • 

~·o I X X H' IIIID 40,000 • 

~1 X X 1 I11III 8,000 • 

Total 1007 1M 13,38,000 • 



(;11~4_UR,pitigAtioQ of TrAining PrpgrA., (or PllnDing commis.iQQ 

_._-
r:]u P.,.UcLpantl r..vel Duration co.t 

~~.~"f~·~.~ -- - (mra) (Lac) R .... rlt. ,-". TL(ll) JU,(69) WL(105) PA(50) PH SP(7) KI (1) Opel) DO (TK) , 
-' ...... 
".1 :t I X 1 mm 4.83 Study 

Tour 

62 X X X 1 II11II 4.83 • 

63 X X X 1 IIlIJI 4.83 · 
Total 3 nllll 14.49 · 

'11 X X 6111111 5.64 ronlqn 
Tra.lninq 

72 X I X 6 mm 5.80 · -13 I X 4.5 mrI' 5.40 · - -1. X X 1.5 mID 2.42 · 
7S 1 X 1 mm 3.06 · ._ 
76 X X l nvn 2.42 · 
17 X X 2 rom l.38 · -
70 X X 0.5 hn 1. 61 · 
79 X 1 nvn 1. 69 · 

'-~-
_._-

~~} X X' 0.5 l1l1I 2.42 · - - ._ 
f;.l X X 1 nyn 2.67 · --

Total 27 rom 36.51 · -_ ----.--. . .... _ .. -- -~ -... -_._ 

'}..4 
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4. Comparative Advantages: 

Data collection is costlier if duplicate efforts are made by 
different organizations.. Coverage and level of estimation also 
remains obscured in such circumstances. Because of lack of 
interaction with users wide data gap prevails. As a consequence 
data processing and data storage become costlier and resource 
sharing remain unexplored. Standardization and Timeliness also 
stands on the way to effectiveness of data use. Comparative 
advantages to be achieved from the NOB follows-

1) to preserve essential data in the easily accessible format 
under the institutional framework; 

2) to create opportunities for network communication to 
National and International Data Banks for information 
required for planning and implementation of programmes; 

3) to improve data quality control inconsistency and lack of 
timeliness and narrow down data gaps; 

4) to ensure technology transfer and development of human 
resources. 

5) to ensure sharing of hardware, software, network and 
liveware resources; 

6) to avoid duplication and wastage of resources; 
7) to optimize use of national resources with effective 

planning implementing and monitoring. 

5. Concluding Remarks: 

National Data Bank is the institutional arrangement for 
Planning, Co-ordination, Development and Implementation of 
programmes effectively and sharing of resources- Hardware, 
Software, Netware and liveware in cost-effective way. It ensures 
adequacy, consistency, accessibility of data when and where needed. 
It ensures better dissemination and optimum use of data through 
charts, tables, thematic maps, spatial distribution through multi
media etc. It ser~es ,~~g.{am9u~~,?f national resources spen~ on' 
maintenance. It"bank' (INTIB)' for access to inte,rnationally 
developed technoiogical information rapid industrialization. It is 
more or less true that NDB is an endless activity which is very 
difficult to achieve. But if prioritization concept is applied the 
NOB can be made as an essential and most needed tools for use of 
the power of information for welfare of the nation like Bangladesh 
with scarce resources. 
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Intergenerational accounts for a simple overlapping generations model. 

Age or Generation 
1 2 3 

------.~.-

Population N1 N2 N3 
Number of offspring 0 N1 N2 
Number of offspring with surviving parent 0 N1 N2 -
Number of parents N2 N3 0 

Offspring per person 0 N1/N2 N2/N3 
Parents per person 1 1 0 
Parents per person (shared) N2IN1 N3/N2 0 

Aggregate income 0 y2 N2 y3 N3 
Aggregate income of offspring 0 0 y2 N2 
Aggregate income of parents y2 N2 y3 N3 0 

Income per capita 0 y2 y3 
Income of offspring per capita 0 0 y2 N2/N3 
Income of parents per capita y2 y3 0 
Income of parents (shared) per capita y2 N2IN1 y3 N3/N2 0 
D~nastic income ~2 N2IN1 ~2 + ~3 N3/N2 ~2 N2/N3 + ~3 

01/02/95 03:08 PM 
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Table 1 

Ages of interaenerational income equality, 1976-1991 

Age at which own income Age at which own income 
equals parent's income eguals offspring's income 

Year Males Females Males Females 
1976 27 18 62 48 
1981 27 18 60 45 
1986 27 18 60 47 
1991 27 19 58 47 

Note: Comparsions are between men and their sons or fathers; and 
between women and their daughters or mothers. . 

Table 8 

Intergenerational income ratios, 1978-1991 

Parent's income relative to own income OffsEring's income relative to own income 
Age 1976 1981 1988 1991 1976 1981 1986 1991 

Males 
20-29 1.54 1 .... 1.52 1.56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
30-39 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
40-49 0.28 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.08 
50-59 0.18 0.09 0.12 0.14 0.43 0.51 0.60 0.66 
60-69 0.10 0.03 0.13 0.08 1.62 1.68 1.76 1.85 
70-79 (1) 7.01 7.40 6.88 5.52 

Females 
20-29 0.43 0.38 0.39 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
30-39 0.18 0.17 0.15 0.18 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.03 
40-49 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.72 0.79 0.65 0.58 
50-59 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 1.73 2.01 2.32 1.77 
60-69 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 5.16 5.25 5.78 6.07 
70-79 ~11 14.55 22.43 18.99 23.99 
1. Insufficient information to calculate income of parents of persons 70-79. 
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I. I NTRODUCT 10\ 

A census is an expensive and technically hard undertaking. being the 

largest statistical activity. Despite Its technical and costly limita

tions. the census has lasted for a long time. Its continuation can be at

tributed to the needs for the census. The census is needed to provide a 

basic framework of statistics about the population and groups within the 

population and framework of statistics on housing. Census statistics are 

used by public authorities. business and research institutes often In 

conjunction with information from more special ized sources and surveys. 

Is the census immortal? Wi II the census never diminish? 

been many cases in which the census has been challenged to 

environments. There are an increase in the number of absent 

There have 

by societal 

households. 

growing demand for the result dissemination with timel iness. an increase of 

. refusal' households{which refuse responding the.census questionnaire) due 

to the burden on the publ ic. expanding cost. etc. In the past. the cen

suses were successfully conducted by force of law and administrative power. 

However, the census may fai I. unless these deterrents are overcome. 

The Republic of Korea has prepared for the 1995 Popuiation and 

Housing Census. It has been strongly recognized that the planning and 

preparation should be considered the societal changes that may emerge as 

grea t burdens to the success of census tak i ng. In th i s paper, the presen

tation will be made on the basic framework of and preparations for the 1995 

version of Population and Housing Census and then on the societal environ-



ments that should be fully taken into consideration in the course of census 

preparations to guarantee its success. 

II. BASIC FR~~EWORK OF THE 1995 CENSUS 

1. His t or i ca I Background 

The Republ ic of Korea has a fairly long history of census taking. The 

first version of census carried out throughout Korea was in 1925. Since 

the first version. the census has been taken every five years. ending In 

zero or five. except for 1945. 1950 and 1965 versions which were replaced 

by 1944, 1949 and 1966, respectively. Especially, the 1965 version was 

postponed to the year 1966 due to difficulty of securing budget. 

The versions prior to 1960 had comprised only the census of popula

tion. According to the recommendation of the World Census Program set up 

by the United Nations. from 1960 and onward the census of housing has been 

comprised together with the census of population. Thus. the coming 1995 

version of census for which preparations are underway. comprises the fif

teenth census of population and the seventh census of housing in its ser

i es. 

2. Legal Basis 

The 1995 census will be taken as of 0:00 a.m. of 1 November 1995 in 

accordance with the Statistics Law, Article 3 and its Enforcement Decree. 

Article 5 which decrees the Population and the Housing Census Designated 

Stat ist ics NO. 10101 and 10102, respect ively. 



3. Area Covered by the 1995 Census 

As in the previous censuses. the 1995 census covers the whole area 

within the scope of administrative jurisdiction of the Republ ic of K0rea. 

excluding the northern part of the territory of Korea. 

Except fot the 1955 census. the populat ion has been counted l)n the 

basis of the so-called de jure population concept and it wi I I be the same 

appl ied to the 1995 coverage. However. the following persons wi II be ex

cluded from the enumeration; 

- Workers and students who were I iving abroad at the time of the 

census 

- Foreigners working in diplomat ic and consular offices in Korea and 

in offices of the Korean mission of the United Nations and their 

dependents 

- Foreign military personnel. mi I itary civi I ians and their dependents 

Housing units are classified into five categories; namely. 

dwell ings. apartment, row houses. apartment uni ts in a private 

dwelling units in bui Idings not intended for human habitation. 

following categories of units are excluded from the coverage: 

- Mi I itary barracks 

detached 

house and 

Bu t the 

- Prisons, pol ice detent ion houses, juveni Ie reformatory inst i tut ions 

- Housing units and office buildings where foreign diplomats, foreign 

military personnel and their dependents are living 



4. Enumera t i on Procedure 

The sample enumeration districts(EDsi are to be systematically select

ed with the sampling interval of ten from the population(or the complete 

EDs One sampl~ ED is assigned to an enumerator, whi Ie two complete EDs 

are assigned to an enumerator. 

For three days prior to the census date, each enumerator is to com

plete his/her ED map and household list (s). During the 10 census days. the 

enumerator is to visit al I households within the assigned ED and complete 

the supplementary questionnaires by interviewing the most el igible person 

of the household. 

After completin~ the supplementary questionnaires. the inspection for 

data is fol lowed and thereafter the data are transcribed to the optical 

mark reader (OMR) questionnaires. The completed supplementary and OMR 

questionnaires, ED maps, household I ists. etc. are to be returned to the 

NSO through the local Government hierarchy. 

5. Release of Censu~ Results 

The OMR questionnaires returned from the field are to be read through 

three OMR machines instal led in the NSO and tabulated by the computer 

system. The census results wi II be released at the fol lowing phases: 

(1) 1st phase: The preliminary counts of population. households and 

housing units by minor administrative units(Dong, Ep, Myon) are to be re

leased by March 1996. These basic counts are based on the summary sheets of 

household lists by minor administrative units. 
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(2) 2nd phase: The prompt 2 percent sample tabulations Oij the basic 

characteristics of population. household and housing units are to be re-

leased by June 1996. 

(3) 3rd phase: The complete count tabulations are to be released by 

June 1997. In this: phase. those tabulat ions wi II be publ ished by subject In 

three volumes; namely. Volume 1 Whole Country. Volume 2 Provinces alld 

Volume 3 The Aged. 

(4) 4th phase: The sample count tabulations are to be released by 

September 1997. In this phase. Those publications wi I 1 be publ ished by 

subject in five volumes: namely. Volume 4 Ferti lity and Nurture. Volume 5 

Internal Migra.t ion, Volume 6 Commuter. Volume 7 Economic Act ivi ty and 

Volume 8 Rent. 

III. PREPARATIONS FOR THE 1995 CENSUS 

1. Census Organization 

The 1995 census will be conducted under the direction of the National 

Statistical Office(NSO) through the local Government hierarchy for ordinary 

EDs(where enumerators can freely perform enumeration activity) and other 

ministries for special EDs(where enumerators are restricted to perform 

enumeration activity. i.e. military barrack). 
" 

In November 1994, the Headquarters for Execution of the 1995 Census 

was established in the NSO. This is composed of a General Manger, 3 Vice

General Mangers. 4 Departments. 17 Teams. under which 107 staff members are 



working. responsible for planning. preparation of documents including 

questionnaire forms. supervision of the local 0perations. data processing 

and. release of the census resul ts. In addi t ien. there are six organs of 

consultation under ~hich slaff memh:rs belonging ;..:_\ diff~rent department::> 

or teams or regular Divisions convene to discuss the census-matters. Local 

Governments and other Ministrit's \\i th rcsponsibi I i ty for execut ion of the 

19l)S censlIs wi II also establ ish simi lur Headquarters by September 1995. 

There are also several committees at diffl.'rent It.:vels: namely. a 

working commi I tee of staff members \\ith experience ill past census-taking as 

well as subject-matter specialists. a working committee of directors of 

Divisions direct Iy involved in execut ion of the census. and the Directorial 

Meeting covering al I Birectors and higher. 

Beside the committee groups within the NSO. Statistics Counei I, Expert 

and Data Users' Meeting. and Meeting of Related Officials for Special ED 

Enumeration 

Statistics 

are to funct ion for the execut ion of the 1995 census. 

Counc i I. a regu I ar adv i sory body mak i ng recommenda t ions on 

The 

a II 

aspects of Government stajistical activities, wi I I convene to endorse the 

plan for the 1995 census in March 1995. Before this general meeting, the 

Sub-committee on Population and Social Statist ics is to discuss the topics 

of the 1995 census and to submi tits opt ions to the general meet ing. 

The Expert and Data Users' Meeting consists of specialists and data 

users. This meet ing has been called five times to give opinions on the 

topics and design of questionnaires in carrying out pilot surveys. On the 

other hand. the NSO obtained opinions and requests on the 1995 census 
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directions from 335 Government agencies. research institutes. universi

ties. or individual experts through distributing questionnaires during th~ 

period from November 1993 to January 1994. It is to effectivei) plan the 

1995 census in favor of census users. 

Before enforcement of the 1995 census. there wi II be at least t\\O 

Meetings of Related-Officials for Special ED Enumeration. The first meet

ing is to collect their opinions on the execution of the 1995 census and 

the second one to direct the plan finally endorsed to those executive 

Ministries. 

2. Demarcation of EDs 

As in the t990 census. the 1995 census wil I require the whole country 

to be divided into separate EDs. The mapping and the formation of EDs are 

of importance to make ful I coverage of population and housing units. 

Mapping is to identify EDs, particularly their boundaries. aiming at facil

itating field work by minimizing omission and double counting. It is also 

needed to establish the master sampling frame as a basis for drawing sam

ples for various surveys. to equally assign the workload to enumerators. 

and to produce the smal I area statistics. 

In the past censuses. basemaps for the establishment of EDs were 

obtained through manually cutting and connecting the blueprint tracing the 

map on the scale of 1/5000. This process is long. laborious and repetitive 

on every census. In the 1995 census. the Census Mapping System(CMS) is 

introduced to produce the basemaps by computer; its main objective is to 

mitigate workloads for map-making, establ ishment and inspection of EDs and 

to exclude repetitive work since under this system basemaps are modified 



only when the boundary uf EDs needs tu be changed. For producing basemaps. 

those maps obtained from the \ati0nal Geological Institute and local admin

istrative offices are scanned in l 0 the image fl Ie on disks and thereafter 

edited and edge-matched. The fin:J1 basemJps are produced by clipping the 

administrative areas based on the boundaries of administrative areas, which 

are vectorlzed on the jnput maps. 

The time of demarcating EDs is different for rural and urban areas: 

since change is slower in rural areas than in lIrban areas, demarcating EDs 

of rural areas earl ier than of lIt'ban areas would be very helpful in reduc

ing amendments of EDs thereafter. Thus. the EDs for the rural areas were 

demarcated as of the end of November 1994. but it wi II be done for urban 

areas by June 1995. Even after the demareat ion is completed. EDs wi 11 

continue to be amended whenever needed. The boundaries of EDs will finally 

be fixed as of 15th October 1995. 

The EDs are put into the 1'01 lowing categories: 

- Ordinary EDs 

- Islands EDs 

- Dormitory EDs 

- Social welfare institution EDs 

- Foreigners and tourist hotel residence EDs 

Each of the ordinary EDs(which constituted about 96 percent of all the EDs 

in case of 1990 census) is to comprise from 50 to 70 households{or on the 

average 60 h9useholds). 
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3. Pi lot Surveys 

Five pi lot surveys were conducted for the preparation of the 1995 

census; two surveys in 1993 and three surveys in 1994. In particular, the 

last pi lot survey which is the Ful I Dress Rehearsal was conducted in al I 15 

regions, covering the entire area of each selected administrative unit, Ep 

or Dong. The main focuses which each of pilot surveys aimed at testing are: 

A. First Pi lot Survey(as of 15th September 1993) 

- possibil ity of demarcating EDs by the computerized basemaps 

- method of enumerating absent and 'refusal' households 

- appropriate workload per enumerator 

- response .rate for selected topics 

- possibility of adopting self-enumeration 

B. Second Pilot Survey(as of 1st December 1993) 

- appropriateness of some selected topics 

- possibility of reducing age-related topics 

- possibility of introducing a new concept of housing units 

- identification of maps retained by the administrative units 

C. Third Pilot Surveys(as of 15th March 1994) 

- approprJateness of the OMR sheets produced at home 

- use of supplementary and OMR questionnaires in connection with 

enumeration method 

- adequacy of sample topics 

- capacity of enumerator by their status(occupation) 



- transcription from supplementary to OMR questionnaires 

D. Fourth Pilot Surveys(as of 1st July 1994) 

appropriateness of ~esigns of supplementary and OMR questionnaires 

- production of statistics on the vacant housing units 

- procedure of training enumerators 

- procedure of data processing 

- separating data inspect ion from transcription of data from supple-

mentary to OMR questionnaires 

E. Full Dress Rehearsal (as of 1st November 1994) 

- overal I procedure of census undertaking by the local Government 

hierarchy 

- method of post enumeration survey 

- appropriateness of the census documents, form and design of 

questionnaires, and topics 

4. Securing Budget 
... 

The total amount of budget appropriated for the execution of 1995 

census is 53.9 bi II ion won(equivalent to about 683 mi I lion US dollarl. 

This budget is three times as much as that for the 1990 census(21. 1 bi I

I ion) and six times as much as that for the 1985 census. The major budget 

item is the allowance for enumerators which accounts for 85.7 percent of 

the tota I. 

5. Topics To Be Covered 

Since the 1960 census included 20 percent sample count on economic 
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activity. the Korean census has adopted the sample count mainly to meet 

growing demand for information on the socio-economic changes. The 1995 

census wil I also include 10 per cent sample count on economic activity. 

internal migrat ion, etc. in addi t ion to the complete count on the basic 

topi cs. 

The complete topics are enumerated using the short form of the ques

tionnaire. whi Ie the sample topics using the long form. As seen in Table 1. 

the number of complete topics in the censuses prior to the 1995 census 

which are more burdensome on the households than the sample ones shows the 

increasing trend; they increased from 8 topics in the 1966 census to 33 

topics in the 1990 census. However, the number of sample topics remained at 

about 15 topics among censuses. 

Table 1. Number of Topics Covered in the Korean Censuses. 

.~- - --- -. --.... _-- _. - -T--

1960 1966 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
-. - - . , 

Total 36 14 31 28 45 30 45 34 

Complete 36 8 15 11 26 30 33 19 
Sample 6 16 17 19 12 15 

On Population 
I 

18 14 17 19 25 16 21 19 

Complete 18 8 8 6 6 16 11 7 
Sample 6 9 13 19 10 12 

On Household 
and Housing 18 14 9 20 14 24 15 

Complete 18 7 5 20 14 22 12 
Sample 7 4 2 3 

- ________________ -.1--
-~ .. -.------_._ .. _--.. -- ---. ---_ 

* provisional 
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It is a basic principle to minimize the number of complete topics but 

to maintain the number of sample topics as in the 1990 census. Taking into 

consideration opinions and requests collected from experts and data users 

through questioning and meetings. the final proposal on the topics to be 

covered in the 1995 census wi I I be submitted to the Statistics Counci I 

which is authorized fo endorse it in March 1995. After numerous meetings 

and pi lot surveys including Ful I Dress Rehearsal survey conducted as of 1st 

November 1994. the topics to be covered in tile 1995 census are finally 

proposed as fol lows. although they are subject to change unti I the endorse

ment of Statistics Counci I; 

Population: (Complete) Name. Sex. Relation to Household Head. Educational 

Attainment. Marital Status (Sample) Domici Ie of 1 Year Before. 

Domicile of 5 Years Before. Place. Means and Hours of Commuting. 

Economic Activity. Seeking for Job. Industry. Occupation, Status 

of Employment. Nurture of Pre-schooling Children. Children ever 

born 

Household: (Complete) Type of Living Quarters. Type of Household. Living 

Facilities~ Heating Facility. No. of Rooms. Living Space. 

Parking Facility (Sample) Duration of Residence. Type of 

Occupancy and Rent. Possession of House in Other Place 

Housing Unit: (Complete) Floor Space. Area Space. No. of Total Rooms. Year 

of Construction. No. of Facilities 

The main characteristics of proposed topics for the 1995 census In 

comparison with those for the 1990 census are: 

(1) The number of complete topics are considerably reduced. aimed at reduc-
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ing the burden on the respondent households 

(2) The commuting related topics are to be covered on the sample basis 

instead of the complete basis 

(3) The economic related topics are to be identified by the labor force ap

proach; in the Korean census. only 1985 and 1990 versions adopted the 

gainful approach 

(4) The topics on the number of I iving and dead chi ldren are to be excluded 

mainly in order to reduce intrusion into privacy of households 

(5) The materials for walls and roofs. kind of water for drinking. fuels 

for cooking. etc. are to .be excluded for the reason of less extent to use. 

commonplaceness. etc. 

(6) The monthly income of household is to be excluded for the reason of 

difficulty in survey 

(7) The topic on the relation to household head is designed for the re

spondents to answer by selecting the relevant item rather than by describ

ing it. which aims at reducing the burden on enumerators as wei I as facili

tating data processing 

(8) The topics on the welfare of women and chi ldren, qual ity of living. 

problem of parking with regard to increase in the number of cars. etc. are 

to be newly included in the 1995 census to obtain information on the con

fronting socio-economic issues. 

IV. CHANGE IN CENSUS ENVIRONMENTS AND THEIR RESPONSE 

1. Increasing Cost of the Census Undertaking and Burden on the Local 

Government 

The cost for undertaking the census has increased very rapidly with in

crease of its versions. As explained. the budget secured for the 1995 



census is three times as much as that for the 1990 census and six times as 

much as that for the 1985 census. To secure the appropriate budget for the 

sake of census taking IS not an easy task because the amount of budget on 

request is too huge. Moreover. the budget authorities tend to put less 

values on the census than on the other fields such as expansion of social 

overhead capital, improvement of s0~ial welfare, etc. Even before the 

consultation with the budget authorities. pessimism on securing the budget 

for the 1995 census was prevai I ing among staff members. 

AI though the target amount of budget is secured, it is time to study 

how the future censuses in the Repub! ic of Korea should go on. In this 

regard. deep and wide consideration must be taken into the fol lowing three 

alternatives to the current status of Korean census: 

A. Prolonging the 5 Years' Interval to 10 Years' 

In order to monitor the rapid changes in society. most of the users 

.... ould probably prefer the 5 years' interval of census taking. However, In 

this case estimates, statistics from various administrative registers and 

large scale of sample surveys can. more or less, compensate for the absence 

of census taking during intercensal years. 

B. Replacing Census by Sample Surveys and Administrative Registers 

The major defect of the census may be the fact that it cannot provide 

annual data. However. sample surveys and registers can. On the contrary, 

the sample surveys are unable to provide the statistics on small areas but 

registers and censuses are large enough to provide such data. Increasing 

size of samples may enable sample surveys to provide data by small area as 
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well as subgroup of population to some extent. 

C. Combination of Census with Resident Registration System(RRS) 

It may be possible for the RRS to include some topics which are hoped 

to be covered by the census. For this case, the defects of RRS should be 

cured before its ap~lication. 

2. Increase in the Number of 'Refusal' Households 

As the census has been increasingly seen as a burden on the people, an 

intrusion of his privacy and a threat to confidentiality, its success 

becomes more and more dependent on the understanding and support of the 

majority of people. In recent years, regular surveys conducted by the NSO 

have been confr~nting increase of response-refusal households, influenced 

by prevailing consciousness of protecting privacy and increase of crimi

nals. One of the main societal changes detected from those pi lot surveys is 

also the increase of 'refusal' households. To overcome this problem and 

thereby lead to success of the census, all possible effective means must be 

designed and fully implemented. They may be as follows: 

(1) The topics must be selected for the majority of people not to 

perceive as an unreasonable burden or an intrusion of privacy. In addi

tion, selecting a reasonable number of topics is important to reduce the 

number of 'refusal' households. 

(2) , The law related to the protect ion of conf ident ia Ii ty is to be 

reinforced and implemented in practical terms. 

(3) Training enumerators and census staff on the protection of confi-



dentiality and against intrusion of the privacy is to be reinforced. 

(4) Publicity on the protection of confidentiality is to be reinforced 

by means of TV, newspaper, etc. 

(S) Procedures d~signed to maintain confidentiality are to be tight-

ened. 

sealed 

For example, the enumerator is allowed to deliver the 

in an envelope to the household Wllich does not want 

respond to the enumerator for the reason of privacy. 

3. Increase in the Number of Absent Households 

questionnaire 

to directly 

As women increasingly participate in economic activity. there is a 

rapid Increase in the number of households in which the husband and wife 

are working to make a living. Another phenomenon that has been salient In 

recent years is the rapid increase of one-person households. Strongly 

interrelated with the conspicuous trend toward nuclear families. these are 

making a decisive contribution to the increase of absent households and 

those households where the eligible person is absent during the daytime. 

With increasing encounters with these types of households. the enumer

ator is to be allowed to deliver the questionnaire and envelope to these 

households, requesting them °to fill in the questionnaires for themselves at 

night time. 

There is also an increase in the number of households where all mem

-bers are going on a journey or on business for a long duration. In these 

cases, it is impossible for enumerators to interview the households. To 
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cover these households in the census. the indirect inquiry method by which 

the basic topics such as number of household members. sex. etc. are enumer

ated, is to be designed. 

4. Increase of Fore i gners L i v i ns in Korea 

As the labor ~hortage in the industrial sector becomes deepened and an 

open-door pol icy intensifies the international I inks in the socio-economic 

view, the number of foreigners migrating to the country is rapidly increas

ing. The increase of foreigners including illegally residing ones has a 

complicated impact on the economy as wei I as the society of the country; 50 

it becomes important to identify the number of foreigners and to analyze 

its socio-economic influence in providing information on foreigners for the 

po I icy-makers. 

In attempting to meet such growing demand for information on foreign

ers. the method of enumerating foreigners living in the country without 

omissions is under study. The topics on foreigners and design of foreign

ers questionnaire are to be invigorated. The tabulations on foreigners 

wi I I be expanded for a variety of users. 

5. Increase of Vacant Housing Uni ts 

In recent years, the number of vacant housing units Increases with 

increase in their construction in urban area as encouraged by the house

supply polic; and increase of population movement to the urban area 

leaving the house vacant in the rural area. Therefore, to accurately grasp 

the stock and the status of vacant housing units is strongly needed for 

policy-makers to set up plans for supply of housing units. reconstruction, 

etc. 
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In producins data for the vacant housing units, the separate question

naire for the vacant housing units only is to be. for the first time in the 

Korean census series. designed in the 1995 censlIS. The topics to be covered 

in this Questionnaire are to be type of the unit. reason for vacancy. 

durat ion of vacancy. extent of demol i t ion. dC. 

6. Growing Demand for the Census Resllit with Timel iness 

The census undertaking is a long and hard process. Development of 

computer technology has facil ilated averal I procedures of census undertak-

ing. Abo\t~ all. the computer sciellce plays a decisive role in reducing the 

time gaps between the reference period of census and release of its out-

comes to the users. through speeding up data processing. However. it can 

not be denied that there sti I I exists formidable time-lag in disseminating 

census results, whose causes are inherent in overall procedures of census 

opera t ion. 

It is taken for granted that the users want the census result as early 

as possible. In other words. the later the release of census data becomes, 

the more users may turn their faces away. Having recognized the importance 

of the timel iness of-the census. a great emphasis is put on reduction of 

the data processing duration. Efforts at achieving the target of releasing 

the census result more than six months ahead in comparison with the 1990 

census are to be made at various aspects as follows: 

.' 
(1) The effective use of OMR data capture system which was introduced 

into the Korean census in 1990, should be made. For this purpose, the 

defects which are considered obstacles .. to the operation of the system in 
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the 1990 census. 

(2) For speeding up the data processing. the topics which are out of 

date. unrealistic or obtainable from the other data source are to be ex

cluded and the way of answering or coding is to be simpl ified. 

(3) Correct in' the erroneous part on the questionnaire. especially by 

re-questioning the households. is very hard and time-consuming work. 

Hence. the application of an imputation program for automutical ly detecting 

and correcting errors on the quest ionnaires can contribute to the Improve

ment of timeliness to a great extent. In addition. the systematic operation 

of re-questioning the households is important for improving t imel iness of 

census dissemination. These are under study for the 1995 census. 

(4) Thorough planning for the tabulation and development of tabula

tion-checking by computer is to be made. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The census is the most important source of data for a variety of 

users. However, the census is valuable only if its results are reliable 

and at the same time its dissemination is timely. Accuracyand timeliness 

of the census should be taken into consideration throughout the overall 

procedures of census taking. As mentioned in this paper. the principal 

emphasis of the 1995 census preparation is put on encountering new and ever 

challenging changes in census environments. 
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Change is the "watchword" in Washington, DC -- our Nation's capital -- this 
year. The 2000 decennial census and the automat~d geographic support 
system the U.S. Census Bureau has developed have been no exception to this 
process; in fact, they have been "leading the charge" with efforts to "reinvent 
the 2000 decennial census" and create a comprehensive address file for the 
entire United States. 

In.the next few minutes, I will be telling you about how the U.S. Census 
Bureau has approached this process, what the results have been t~'date, 
and what this may mean for those working with census data in the GIS 

. community of 2001 -- as people turn these "data" into "information;" and.that 
information into "knowledge." 

Miguel de Cervantes, the creator of that crazy -- but occasionally profound -
dreamer, Don Quixote, recognized the value and intrigue of GIS neady 
400 years ago when he had Don Quixote exclaim that, 

" ... in a map, one could jouJ;'ney over all the universe, without the 
. expense and fatigue of traveling, without suffering the inconveniences 

of heat, cold, hunger, and thirst. n 

Even in his wildest dreams, old Don Quixote could not have conceived of the 
spectacular maps people are creating -- and the sophisticated analysis they are 
performing -- with geographic information systems. 

To help a broad range of audiences understand the role of census data in a 
GIS, we at the Census Bureau often suggest the following generic definition: 

."A GIS is a computer system -- hardware and software -- that helps 
analysts discover relationships between and among sets of computer
readable, geographically-referenced data that those analysts could not. 
see or understand easily without the aid of this technology." 

The notion of looking for correlations among different sets of data is not new .. 
Geographers, 'demo_graphers, economists, and others have been doing this for 
centuries using traditional approaches -- such as colored pencils and paper 
maps or multiple transparent overlays. 

What is new is the speed that automation brings to the process, and the 
capability it provides to integrate -- and study -- many varieties of data: 
It's the same work, just done faster. Modern GIS technology started with the 
early earth-observing satellites that provided masses of data about the physical 

: characteristics of the earth's surface as the satellites could "see" those 
characteristics from space. 

As useful as this information has been, those analysts who confine their view 
to such limited sources are ignoring a critical set of information -- information 
about people! People inhabit almost every part of the earth. They either affect 
what is going on or they are affected by what is going on. 
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The importance of people information in the equation is even more stunning 
when one considers the predictions of experts who tell us that, in the next 
50 years, the earth's population will double. These same experts predict that 
the tectonics of this growth likely will continue the dramatic shift from 
rural settlement to urban settlement; thus, in the same 50 years, the urban 
population of the world likely will triple. 

Let me begin my discussion about our current work with a little history about 
the geographic program at the Census Bureau. In 1981, the Census Bureau 
evaluated the technology called GIS -- and set a goal for itself: 

"to automate the full range of mapping and related geographic support 
processes in time to serve the data collection, data tabulation, and data 
dissemination needs of the 1990 decennial census -- the Bicentennial 
Census of the United States." 

Achieving this goal would mean better "people" information about the United 
States. The staff assigned to implement this goal recognized that the 
leadership it established in response to the generally negative comments the 
Census Bureau had received from internal and external users of the 
geographic support products prepared for use in conducting -- and 
disseminating the results of -- the 1970 and 1980 decennial censuses of the 
United States: traditionally prepared maps, independently prepared address 
reference files, and independently prepared geographic relationship files. 

Everyone involved understood that the success of a census or sample survey in 
the United States rests not only on collecting statistical data, but also on 
linking those data to the correct geographic areas. The geographic linking is 
necessary to make the results useful to all the various constituencies that by 
law -- or for other reasons -- depend on those data. 

The geographic support task is a two-part process: 

• The first part is to compile, validate, and assign to a specific geographic 
location -- in the United States, this means to a specific 1990 census block 
number -- every housing unit and group quarters address for the censuses 
of population and housing and every business, industrial establishment, 
and farm address in the United States for the economic and agriculture 
censuses. In the United States, we call this process "geocoding." 

• The second part is to classify all the geocoded addresses into the 
geographic framework needed to tabulate and disseminate the data 
collected in each census. 

All the foregoing leads me to a discussion about tigers! 

People -- especially here in India -- normally visualize a tiger as a large, 
yellow, cat-like animal with black stripes. The TI9ER to wh.ich I refer is an 
altogether different creature. The Census Bureau sTIGER 18 an acronym for 
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a computer data base that documents the relationships between the streets 
and other lines on a map that define the transportation network of the United 
States -- map features that we all traverse on a daily basis, and that we all use 
as a frame of reference, and the geographic entities for which the Census 
Bureau -- and many other organizations and individuals -- collect, tabulate, 
and analyze statistical data. 

The TIGER data base is a massive collection of computer files that provide 
geographic information about the entire United States and its territories in 
great detail down to the level of the individual city block and its component 
boundary features. 

The TIGER System includes the TIGER data base, the computer file at the 
heart of the TIGER System, along with the clerical procedures and computer 
programs required to create, edit, and use this massive data base for support of 
the statistical programs conducted by the Census Bureau. Let me explain. 

The Census Bureau was able to accomplished the massive task of creating the 
TIGER System and its component data base in the six short years following 
agreement on the plan only with a great deal of help! Staff looked at the option 
of using commercially available software, and doing its own digitizing to 
convert the geographic information shown on maps compiled by various 
Federal, state, and local government agencies into digital form, but quickly 
decided against it. 

In 1982 and 1983, when staff had to make these decisions, they found that none 
of the commercially available GIS packages could perform the full range of 
activities required of the TIGER System; even in 1995, none can do all the 
things that the TIGER System does. 

For this reason, the Census Bureau: 

• Designed, developed, tested, and implemented its own computer data 
structure; a computer data structure like none in existence before. A data 
structure that would handle both the mapping and the related geographic 
tasks requiredlo support the Census Bureau's statistical programs. 

To work with this new data structure, staff designed and developed their 
own data base management software -- and all related application 
software -- using the then reasonably new FORTRAN 77 language. 

• At the same time, other staff identified, procured, installed, and -- most 
importantly --learned to use the graphic work stations computer-driven 
plotters and new host minicomputers required to build and use the TIGER 
data base. 

The data base building process began when the Census Bureau signed a 
cooperative agreement with the U. S. Geological Survey -- the premier map 
making agency in the United States. 
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Under the terms of the agreement, the USGS, as people call this amazing 
organization, used its automated scanning equipment and sophisticated. 
computer processing techniques to convert the roads, rivers, lakes, railroads, 
and so forth on its conventional maps at 1:100,000-scale -- covering the lower 
48 states -- into computer files: one file for roads, one file for water, one for 
railroads, and one for miscellaneous transportation features. 

Simultaneously, Census Bureau staff digitized maps -- mostly published 
USGS quadrangles -- to capture and convert into digital format the essential 
geographic information for Alaska, Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, the 
Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands of the 
United States, the Federated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, and 
the Midway Islands. 

Staff digitized all these maps because the Census Bureau had conducted 
censuses in these areas in recent decades, and might have been asked to do so 
again in 1990. They also did it because the USGS did not have 1:100,000-scale 
maps to scan for these areas and Census Bureau staff could not find any other 
acceptable digital sources. 

In this era of limited resources, especially for those of us in public service 
agencies, sharing the map conversion task was a critical factor in the Census 
Bureau's ability to succeed. Also critical was limiting the TIGER dream to 
ensure that the Census Bureau could accomplish its essential geographic 
support objectives: The 1:100,000-scale DLGs from the USGS provided a fully 
sufficient cartographic base for taking a census in the lower 48 states -- even 
for areas as small as an individual city block. 

The Census Bureau followed the production steps of the USGS cooperative 
project by implementing a consecutive series of processes that transformed the 
initial digital files from the USGS -- and the Census Bureau's digitizing 
operations -- into the TIGER data base. 

This transformation is what made the digital geographic information useful 
for application to the Census Bureau's statistical programs: 

• First came a process called "Vertical integration" that merged the separate 
USGS data layers to record the points at which roads cross rivers, rivers 
cross railroads, and so forth. 

• Second, was an update of the file to insert all known new streets, all known 
street names, and the range of address numbers along each segment of 
every street in the 345 largest urban centers of the United States -- areas 
that include approximately 70 percent of the U. S. population. Staff did this 
update using publicly-available, uncopyrighted maps and other source 
materials collected from individual city, county, regional, and state 
governments. 
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This work also identified all missing, but significant, hydrographic 
features and their associated names; named landmark are~ such as . 
major parks and military bases; and, essential "key geographic locations" 
such as named apartment buildings, shopping centers, factories, and 
named office buildings that are important as alternate ways to address 
mail. . 

, 

• Next, the Geography Division performed a process called "horizontal 
integration" in which the computers "edge matched" the adjacent, enhanced 
USGS (and Census Bureau digitized) files -- that were used to cover more 
than 98 percent of the land area in the United States -- with enhanced 
versions of a set of computer files called the GBF/DIME-Files that the 
Census Bureau had developed to cover the major urban centers of the 
United States to support the automated address list matching needs of the 
1970 and 1980 decennial censuses. 

The GBFIDIME-Files covered the remaining two percent of the land area 
and had been updated in a parallel set of operations. Using these files, 
the computers formed county-based files rather than the quadrangle-based 
format used by the USGS. As statisticians and geographers, the . 
U.S. Census Bureau works with governmental units, not arbitrary 
rectangles of space. . 

• The preceding processes took about four of the six years the Census Bureau 
had for the total TIGER data base creation task. In the remaining two 
short years, staff entered, verified, and updated the boundaries, names, 
and numeric codes of all the geographic entities used by the Census Bureau 
to tabulate and release the results of both the 1980 and 1990 decennial 
censuses .. 

Did the Census Bureau and the USGS do all this work perfectly? Of course not! 
The multitude of processes involved in this massive project used people to do 
many of the. tasks -- and people always will make some mistakes when they do 
very detailed work. :ijut most of the information in the TIGER data base is 
correct, and it is far more up-to-date than the information on the earlier 
traditional maps, in the earlier address reference files, and in the type of 
geographic relationship files the Census Bureau used for the 1970 and 1980 
censuses. More importantly, the TIGER System ensures that this information 
appears exactly the same in all Census Bureau products; a situation that was 
Dot true for the geographic information in earlier censuses. 

During the past five years, the TIGER System has fulfilled the geographic 
support functions required to conduct the 1990 Census of PopUlation' and 
Housing of the United States; the initial objective for which the Census Bureau 
designed it. 

The TIGER System also has provided most of the geographic and cartographic 
products needed to make those data useful to the many constituencies that, by 
law or for other purposes, carry out the myriad tasks that define our daily lives 
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in the United States. The Census Bureau also has used the TIGER System 
to provide similar geographic support services to the 1992 Economic and 
Agriculture Censuses of the United States, to the Special Census Program 
under which local governments in the United States can contract with the 
Census Bureau to conduct a population count at times of the decade other than 
the regularly scheduled decennia1 census, and to support the monthly, 
quarterly, and annual statistical sample data collection programs that 
measure the economic vitality of the United States and its population. 

In many ways, the public reaction to the 1990 census process parallels --
but 10 years later -- the public reaction to the geographic support products in 
the 1980 census. The re-invention process of the decennial census also started 
with a look to the past. 

In doing so, staff found some "good news" and some "bad news." Being an 
eternal optimist, let me start with the "good news." 

o TIGER -- the Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and 
Referencing System that I have just described -- improved the 1990 census 
geographic processes. 

o The Census Bureau released the 1990 census data ·tabulations in a more 
timely manner than in prior censuses. 

o The Census Bureau had a very successful Post Enumeration Survey that let 
staff measure the extent of the problems in counting the population. 

o And from a purely operational perspective, the 1990 census had a vastly 
improved recruiting system, and much higher productivity, because of 
using differential and supplemental pay schemes. 

These things are very significant when one is hiring, training, assigning, 
and then releasing nearly 500,000 temporary workers! (Which I guess 
might sound like an easy task here at the Office of the Registar General! 

The 1990 census also highlighted more than a little "bad news." 

o It had invested heavily in labor-intensive methods to COUNT the population. 

- These methods proved to be very expensive and only marginally effective 
in counting people who live in nontraditional situations, who have 
literacy or language problems, or who are highly mobile. 

- They yield little that helped in reducing the differential undercount -
that is, the fact that the Census Bureau does a better job counting 
some components of our Nation's population than it does in counting 
other components. 
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o Even worse, from the perspective of those in the U. S. Congress who pay the 
bills, the cost per unit (in real dollars) continued to increase faster than the 
population. 

from $221 million in 1970 

to $1.1 billion in 1980 

to $2.6 billion in 1990 

Based on the foregoing, the Census Bureau decided in 1991 that it needed to 
explore a variety of new methods. These new methods included greater use of 
the several things that Census Bureau staff do very well --

o employ new Statistical Techniques 

o develop more Cooperative Ventures and more Opportunities for Participation 

o and make Greater Use of Technology 

I'll tell you a little more about each of these fundamental changes later in the 
presentation. 

Having reached these grand conclusions, the next step was to develop a series 
of processes to identify specific new techniques. As a first step, the leadership 
at the Census Bureau decided that the new plan needed to be developed using 
an open process that sought advice and guidance from the widest possible set 
of stakeholders: 

This involved establishing a "Task Force for the 2000 Census" that consists of 
three committees --

o An Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Commerce -- the ministerial 
department in which the Census Bureau is located -- that includes 
representatives of 25 prominent public interest groups, racial and ethnic 
organizations, and so forth. The mayor of a mid-sized city in our State of 
Colorado, chairs this committee. 

o A Policy Committee that includes representatives of all the Federal 
agencies that are major users of decennial census data products; and 

o A Technical Committee that includes representatives of the key operational 
divisions within the Census Bureau and other statistical agencies in the 
Washington Metropolitan Area. 

o It involved re-establishing a series of four Advisory Committees focused on 
the major racial and ethnic groups in the United States -- African 
Americans, Asian and Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaska 
Natives, and people of Hispanic descent that can be of any race. 
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o It involved increasing discussions with the Advisory Committee composed 
of representatives of the major professional organizations involved in 
statistical matters -- the American Statistical Association, the Population 
Association of America, the American Economic Association, and the 
American Marketing Association. 

o And it involved establishing two National Academy of SciencetJ panels 

One to look at the methods being designed for taking the 2000 census, 

- And another to look at the requirements for data from that census. 

All these external processes have been very helpful and productive in offering 
well thought out, valuable suggestions and in providing sounding boards for 
some wild ideas that Census Bureau staff came up with. 

As a second step, the Census Bureau instituted a significant research and 
experimental program. These activities explored a broad range of design 
options for the decennial census process using as series of fairly limited, but 
carefully designed and controlled, tests. These experiments explored public 
reaction to alternative data collection techniques and form designs and 
included: 

o 

o 

a Simplified Questionnaire Test that measured response to various 
questionnaire length and "friendliness" approaches. It showed that using 
a shorter and "friendlier" form, with mailing of a replacement form to 
those who did not respond to the initial mailing, improved mail response 
rates by 13-15 percent! That is a huge gain. 

an Appeals & Long Form Experiment test that evaluated various long form 
formats and motivational messages to improve response. It showed that 
using a strongly worded mandatory appeal -- such as, "Your response is 
required by law" -- also increased response fairly dramatically. 

o a Mail and Telephone Mode Test that evaluated how people would prefer to 
respond if given a choice of methods. This experiment showed that up to 
5 percent of respondents may choose to use the telephone to respond in 
2000, but they all were people who would have responded to a paper form as 
well. . 

The first phase of this process has culminated in a much larger test that will 
evaluate many components of the decennial census process simultaneously, 
under operational conditions. We call this the 1995 Census Test. 

This test will start in March in three sites: Oakland, California and Paterson, 
New Jersey -- to see how things work in an urban setting, and six parishes in 
northwestern Louisiana -- to see how things work in a rural setting. This test 
will provide much of the information needed to select a final design for the 
2000 census. 
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Significant among the things being tested in 1995 are: 

o New sampling and estlmation procedures that the methodologists expect 
will help reduce the differential undercount and limit the cost of the next 
decennial census. These include: 

- Non-response followup sampling will reduce census staffing demands 
and cost, by reducing the number of non-responding households we 
must visit. Unfortunately, it also will increase the uncertainty of the 
final numbers. 

Integrated Coverage Measurement will produce a single set of final 
census results that will reduce both the total and the differential 
unde,rcount and, thus, improve the accuracy of the final result. 

Both these new approaches are quite controversial-- but they are the only 
methods available to both imit cost and reduce the differential undercount. 

To ensure the best possibl~ count, the 1995 Census Test will add 

o New procedures to count the population groups undercounted most 
frequently in the past. These procedures include:' 

Using an easy-to-ftIl-out questionnaire with multiple mail contacts to 
improve response. 

Using new coverage questions to ensure a complete listing of all 
household members. 

- Making census questionnaires -- called "Be Counted!" forms --' available 
at convenient locations for those who did not receive a questionnaire or 
feel they were not counted. 

- Mailing Spanish language questionnaires to areas with large 
concentration) of Spanish-speaking households. 

- Using special methods that "target" historically undercounted 
population groups and geographic areas _. such as a method that 
focuses on the locations where homeless people obtain services •• to 
improve the counting of people with no usual residence. 

Looking at various ways to use administrative records .. information 
already collected by other agencies •• to identify people otherwise missed 
in the census. 

Suddenly, this is starting to sound a lot like the new geographic support 
process _. using what others have already collected, rather than recollecting 
the information. This will involve establishing new avenues for greater 
cooperation with others. ' . 
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• Staff are de~lopmg new cooperative ventures with other .Federal apncl .. 
and the U.S.~;P .. tal Service; i~ addition to the lq ... tanding cooperative 
relationship With the U.s. Geological Survey; with state, local, American 
Indian tribal, and Alaska Native village governments; ar1d with 
community-based nonprofit organizations. 

o In starting the ~ork to compile and maintain a'Muter Address FIle and 
update the TIGER data base _. using the information other agencies collect 
and update to do their work _. provides a means to identify where updates . 
are needed. 

o And, staff worked with our Congress to pass new legislation that allows the 
Census Bureau _. for the first time - to show the individual addresses in the 
Master Address FDe to officials of the local governments in which those 
addresses are located; to let them see directly that the Census Bureau has 
included· every housing unit. 

o Staff also will work with the U.S. Postal Service to more efficiently identify 
vacant housing units, mistakes in the Master Address File, to ensure the 
deliverability of each address in the Master Address File, to make 
questionnaires available in convenient locations, to perform address 
checks, and to help promote participation in the census. 

All stakeholders agree that having a complete, accurately geocoded address 
list is an essential ingredient in a successful 2000 census. 

In this regard, 

o 

o 

the Census Bureau has been consulting with its Federal agency colleagues 
and other consumers of its statistical data to determine the data content 
requirements for the 2000 census and the other statistical programs the 
Census Bureau is developing to provide annual updates to this invaluable 
socioeconomic information resource throughout the coming decade. 

This content determ.inatlon proce8II will culminate with a major test in 
1996; the reporting, to the Congress, of the final list of topics proposed for 
the 2000 census by April 1, 1997, and the reporting, to the Congress, of the 
final questions proposed for the 2000 census by April 1, 1998. 

Because of multiple different comments about the amount of data collected in 
the decennial census, concerns about how this might adversely affect people in 
their decision to cooperate with the decennial census, and the fact that the 
result of the current process yields new data only once in every 10 years, the . 
Census Bureau is actively exploring a variety of different methods for 
collecting the most detailed information - that we call -long form data -; the 
stuff on the forms delivered to only one household in six in the 1990 cen8U1, to 
reduce response burden on the public. 
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• one experiment in the 199&),,-Densua Teat involves collectUJg long form data 
using Corms having ,..nous num~rs of questions, to see: if the number of 
question. really has any sigDiticant 'etract on response rates •• some belleve 
it does, others doubt it. . . . . 

• The 1995 Census Test will examine a new proc-. - that we call , 
Continuous Meuurement. It sends forms to a dift'erent sample of 
households each month ~.a way to get data updates more frequently -
such as yearly! This program offers the prospect .of current statistical . 
profiles Cor all geographic entities ranging trom census tracts, through 
cities, tQwnships, and counties, on up to our states, and' the Nation, using 
the Master Address File and the TIGER data base as its sampling and 
geographic frameworks. . 

Others have been testing new uses of technology, not only for the Master 
Address File and the TIGER System, but also 

o To contact people and to allow them to contact the Census Bureau, such as 
compufer.aadsted telephone InterriewiDg, touCh-tone data entry, portable 
computers -- perhaps equipped with portable·GPS receivers -- and so Corth . 

. 0 To develop a new data capture system -- that is, a new way to convert the 
responses on 120 million questionnaires into computer-readable files in a 
period of three months, to improve the quality of the resulting data, and to 
reduce the cost of the process -- using'electronic imaging and optical 
cbaracter recognition. 

o To improve the Census Bureau's ability to use fully automated record 
matching techniques -- to work with the records compiled by others who 
have their own programs to administer .- as a source of information to 
improve census coverage. 

All the foregoing disc~ssion really says one thing -- the decennial census i~ a 
vehicle Cor transCorming the Census Bureau through actions that re-eDIPDeer 

. nearly every fundamental process oC the past. 

Activities related to the geographic planning, statistical data content 
development, and data dissemination processes have been oC particular 
interest to people in the GIS profession. These activities will proCoundly affect 
the ways in which future users of this. powerful technology interact with the 
Census Bureau. 

Although the TIGER System is not a GIS in the context oC the dermition I 
provided earlier, it can form an important ingredient in the operation oC a GIS. 
Spatial data bases, such as TIGER, deal with a variety of spatial objects. in the 
rough categories oC points, lines, and areas: there are both vector and raster 
representations oC these objects -- the TIGER data base is a vector representation, 
and there are varying degrees oC topological relationships between and among 
the objects. , . 
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Many such data bases are concerned with spatial objects only for the geometric 
purposes of locating text or symbols on a map or a CRT display or for making 
relatively simple measurements. Other spatial data bases need to know the 
topological relationships among the point, line, and area objects; the TIGER 
data base is in this latter category. 

Let's look briefly at what the TIGER data base contains: 

As I mentioned earlier, the TIGER data base structure provides a bold new 
approach to storing the information in automated cartographic and 
geographic files. It adapts the theories of topology, graph theory, and 
associated fields of mathematics to provide a disciplined, mathematical 
description of the geographic structure of the United States. 

At the base of this structure, linking all other components together, is, the 
spatial or geometric framework -- shown in blue. The spatial information in 
the TIGER data base includes the latitude and longitude coordinate locations 
of all known street intersections -- and end points -- in the United States and 
the points at which those streets cross the rivers, railroads, and other mapped 
features comprising the TIGER data base -- roughly SO million points. 

The geometric component also includes information that shows which of those 
30 million points are connected by the 42 mlllion lines that define the 
transportation and hydrography network of the United States -- plus the nearly 
145 million coordinates that define the shape of those lines that are not straight 
-- in a giant "connect-the-dots" fashion. And it tells us which sets, of those 
lines enclose the more than 12 mlllion polygons that compose the more than 
7 million 1990 census blocks in the TIGER data base. 

These "blocks" include both the "physical" blocks that you would see walking 
or driving around on the ground, and the blocks as they appear in the data 
products from the 1990 census, where the physical blocks have had 
governmental unit boundaries superimposed -- which creates many more 
blocks for data analysis. ' 

The TIGER data base is much more than points, lines, and areas, however. 
The majority of the TIGER data structure is composed of the directories, 
subfiles, and lists that contain the attributes describing the various 
components of the spatial structure. It is this specific set of attributes that 
make the TIGER data base useful for the Census Bureau; and it is this set of 
attributes that can help to put people into your GIS. ' 

Let me describe these attributes briefly: 

First, the linear feature attributes, shown in red. This information includes 
the street names and river names mentioned earlier, along with address 
ranges and postal codes located along the streets in the major urban centers of 
the United States. It also includes the names of major water bodies, 
landmarks, and the other key geographic locations I described earlier. ' 
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Nost importantly~ the attributes in the TIGER data base - shown in green' 
here -- include all 'the geographic entities Cor, which t,he Census Bureau, ' 
tabulates the statistical data it collects. Collectively, the Census Bureau calls 

. the "public materials" available from the TIGER data base TIGER Extract 
products. These geographic products, which the Census Bureau offers in 
conjunction with its' statistical data -- are designed to assist ~ data ;.' .,:' . , , ' 
interpretation and analysis. , 

, The Census Bureau currently makes these geographic products available in 
two primary Corms -- just as it does its statistical data products -- "hard copy" 
and "machine-readable." The most detailed geographic products include 
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paper maps -- the County Block Maps -- ,and machine-readable inC ormation for ' 
, computer displays and GIS applications -- the TIGERlLine'I'M files. ' ' , ' 

Each county-based map 'set includes an index map showing the grid oC ~ap 
sheets, superimposed on the outlines oC all governmental units in the county, 
along the detailed map sheets required to display all the geographic , 
information legibly. The nationwide set contains appro~mately 70,000 map 
sheets, which yields an average of about 22 map sheets per county. 

The nationwide set of TIGER/Line'I'M files includes approximately 25 gigabytes 
of geographic information., This would require almost 25,000 high-density 
floppy disks if the Census Bureau distributed the files in that f~rmat. ' File sizes 
are highly variable -- the average county file contains about 7.2 megabytes of 
geographic information. The counties range in size" from just over ,1 kilobyte -- ' 
very small -- to over 125 megabytes for Los Angeles County, CA. Anyone can ' 
buy all the county files for an entire state on a single CD-ROM -- in most cases 
- for $250. Because there are multiple smaller states on some disks, and a few 
large states require more than one disk -- which are sold for an extra $100 per' 
disk, the full set includes 44 CD-ROMs. 

For a mere $7,000, a company, or university, or individual can own a 
computer-readable, street-level map of the entire United States in which the' 
geographic entities correspond exactly with the geographic entities in the 
statistical data productrirom the 1990 census! And if you have access to the 
Internet -- the "information superhighway" -_. the University of California at 
Berkley has the full set of CD-ROMs "on line" for downloading. 

In a GIS environment, using one of the TIGER Extract products and one of 
the Census Bureau's statistical data files -- such as one of the 1990 census 
Summary Tape Files -- or any other source that has its data categorized' 
according to the widely known geographic codes these files use to identify the 
various entities of the United States, many of which are, part of the Federal 
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) system -- the computer ,can link, , 
display, and help an analyst understand the'characterlstics of the people who 
occupy the land: their hoU&efl, their farm., their buainelllle., and their 
Industrial activities. ' 
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A GIS also lets an analyst view these data in the context of the governments 
responsible for managing an area and examine the inhabitants in conjunction 
with other geographically distributed data sets _. soil categories, hazardous 
waste sites, water quality, land use/land cover, sales data, instances of 
disease, and so forth. 

Thus, each class of geographic entity in the TIGER data base can act like a 
layer in a GIS. This means that an analyst can examine the relationships 
that exist among the statistical data from the recent decennial censuses along 
with the statistical data from .the economic and agriculture censuses because 
all these censuses use many of the same geographic entities for their data 
tabulations. 

As I mentioned earlier, the Census Bureau has included both the 1980 census 
set of entities and the 1990 census set. By including both sets of entities, a data 
analyst using the TIGER data base in a GIS can link the statistical data files. 
from both decennial census years. Having done so, he or she can study how 
the characteristics of an entity changed from one decennial census to the next. 
In addition, many of these entities are the same ones for which the Census 
Bureau tabulates data in its economic and agriculture censuses. 

Most important for people wishing to use the TIGER Extract products -- and 
the statistical data· tabulated by the Census Bureau and other Federal 
agencies -- is the fact that the United States Government practices an "open 
access" philosophy. In the United States, these geographic and data products 
are in the public domain! As such, they cannot be copyrighted and are made 
available at the cost of dissemination; not some higher cost that covers the 
expense of creating the data base or keeping it current. 

It also means that these products are available for purchase at a reasonable 
price, and that they can be copied, published, and redistributed by anyone -
or any company -- without restriction or payment of a royalty. Such "open 
access" to Federal Government information is a basic tenet of democracy as 
practiced in the United States~ 

A critical component in the planning being done by people in the organizations 
and institutions outside the Census Bureau assumes a continuation of the 
long-standing United States Government policy that data, collected at taxpa~er 
expense, are "public" records. At the moment, the United States appears to De 
alone in its open access approach to such products. 

One of the long-time developers and advocates of automated geographic and 
cartographic systems in the United States recently said, "TIGER is a gift. The 
Census Bureau didn't have to release TIGER. They could have just put out 
paper maps and data. Their job is to take the census, not to be the supreme 
cartographer of the country." 

This very flattering sentiment also has been expressed in slightly different 
terms by the previous Director of the Census Bureau when she described the 
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TIGER data base as, "the Census Bureau's bicentennial birthday present to the 
Nation." 

This open access philosophy has provided the citizens of the United States with 
a wonderful return on their investment. These policies have been reaffirmed 
by a higher level group -- the Federal Geographic Data Committee, -
established by the Federal Office of Management and Budget. This committee 
comprises the 14 Federal departments and independent agencies in the United 
States that. are the major producers and consumers of digital spatial data. 

As a consequence of the open access policies of the Federal Government, the 
GIS industry in the United States has flourished. More than 135 companies 
that develop and market GIS software and services have included interfaces to 
work with the TIGER/Line ™ files: Many of these companies also have 
developed interfaces that work with the DLG files of the USGS, and several also 
have computer-readable geographic or map files of their own for sale. 

Each company's product package has its own focus and capabilities; it is up to 
each consumer to examine these capabilities and select the package that best' 
meets the functional requirements sought. 

It is important to note that an essential component of the Census Bureau's 
open access policy is that the Census Bureau does not attempt to market 
software products to use the TIGER Extract products: That role has been 
reserved for. the private sector in the United States. Instead, the Census 
Bureau has developed an extensive product publicity program and has 
established an extensive network of governmental and academic organizations 
to help with the task of data dissemination. 

• The product publicity program includes staff presentations about, and 
displays and exhibits of, the Census Bureau's statistical and geographic 
products at the hundreds of meetings and conferences of professional 
associations and data user organizations that occur each year in the United 
States. 

It also includes a significant number of publications that describe the 
statistical data and geographic products the Census Bureau produces and 
many of the uses of those products. 

• The data dissemination program includes a network of more than 1,700 
state and local government agencies, academic organizations, and private 
companies that participate in the State Data Center Program, the Business 
and Industry Data Center Program, the National Clearinghouse for 
Census Data Services Program, and the Census Information ,Center 
Program. 

Five recent innovations have been major contributing factors to the success of 
the Census Bureau's statistical data and geographic product dissemination 
program: 
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• Firat, the nearly universal adoption of the personal computer ~ a 
processing platfonn for government agencies at all levels, for buaineues 
. and industries, for academic institutions, and for private citizens. 

• Second, the development and widespread acceptance of compact disk-read 
. only memory - or CD-ROM, 88 it commonly is called -- that provides a data 

,distribution medium capable of storing, at low cost, large amounts of . 
information that catl be used by thOle personal computers. 

• Third, the availability of relatively low-cost GIS software that operates on 
thOle personal computers and with the data on those CD-ROMs. 

• Fourth, the development and widespread availability of the TIGER/Line 'not 

files and the 1990 census statistical data files on CD-ROM. 

• And Bfth, the support of the GIS industry that has made the use of these 
Bles for data analysis relatively simple and straightforward. 

The former Director noted that these factors have led to "the democratization 
of data." They have made available, to nearly every person and every 
organization having an interest in understanding and using the results of the 
Census Bureau's statistical programs, the analytical power that once was 
limited to a few large corporations or govemme~t agencies operating 
mainframe computers dependent on magnetic tapes. 

Peter Francese, the publisher of American Demographics, the monthly magazine 
published by Dow Jones & Company to describe "consumer trends for business 
leaders," had the following to say about TIGER as "a f9rce for change" in our 
society: 

". . . like many technological achievements, people are finding 
hundreds of ways to use this tool. This isn't the first time that a census 
product has sparked a revolution. 

"Herman Hollerith devised a punchcard to speed tabulation of the 
1890 census. The punchcard later became essential in the early years of . 
the computer industry. While more than "one hundred years later, the 
uses of TIGER-based geographic data are spreading rapidly 
"transforming jobs in marketing, distribution, and corporate planning." 

The American Marketing Association refers market researchers to this 
technology citing the Census Bureau as the largest single source of secondary 
data in the United States. ' 

In the past five years, numerous other organizations have started publishing 
, journals about GIS; these journals include: GIS World, the International 

JoumaJ of Geographical Information Systems, Cartography and Geographic 
Information. Systems, Geo Info Systems, and Computer Graphics World. 
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Many people lumI .... i •• ed . interest in the Oena.·BUf8&u'. plana for . 
updating the TIGER data bu8 and ita plana fot the· 2000 C8D8_ •• the 
-MillennIal Deceimial' census. . 

One .. pact of thil exercise baa been to document the·fact that the TIGER . 
SyateJP and related 1990 census Addre .. Control me are -national.resources"; 
topther th->, provide a IBDlpling frame for the Census Bureau's' demographic 
aample aurv8ya and both will be needed in up-to-date versions to support the 
methodology aelected for taking the 2000 decennial census of the United States. 

. . 
. . 

Unlike fine wine, however, neither the TIGER data base nor the 1990 census 
address list improves with age. Both become more out-of-date every minute 88 
the bulldozers keep scraping new .treeta out of farm fields and woodlands, 
and 88 the construction industry builds its millions of new housing units each 
year. 

In addition, these tWQ massive files still exist separately. As things stand, 
Census Bureau staff must apply every needed street update twice: once to the 
TIGER data base and once to the address list. 

To guide the decision-making proceaa when questions arise about the potential 
value of alternative approaches for updating these national resources, the 
Geography Division haa prepared a "geographic vision" statement that reads, 
88 follows! 

"We will manage, in an automated format, a continually updated and 
increasingly accurate map bue for the United States and its territories 
that includes the correct mailing address and geographic location of 
each housing unit, group quarters, farm, business, and industrial 
. establishment. 

-rhia computer file consistently will exceed the expeci;ations of our 
customers, both internal and external, for current maps and correctly 
geocoded statistical data. 

It also will provide compjete addreaa lists to serve as the frame for approved 
statistical activities. 

liTo do this, we will seek to build partnerships with others who share 
our concern for having current and correct geographic and address 
information. Doing 80 will enable us to extend and improve on our 
earlier geographic innovations so that future products and processes 
will better serve the Cehalis Bureau'srespondents, customers, and 
partners." 

At the Census Bureau, activities have begun to update the geographic '
information already in the TIGER data base,.to improve its accuracy, and to 
expand its content and applications for internal uses. . 
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The increasing availability of automated mapping systems and GIS 
technology, the increasing sophistication of mapmakers and map users at all 
levels of government and in the private sector, and the existence of the Federal 
Geographic Data Committee make the pursuit of cooperative programs and 
automated file transfer approaches very appealing. 

• For example, a pilot project involving the Census Bureau, the USGS, and 
the United States Postal Service recently tested one methodology to update 
both the road network and the address information in a merged TIGER 
data base and nationwide housing unit address list. 

• Another experiment involves working with several state and local 
governments in developing a process to exchange locally updated digital 
files. A major impetus for these efforts has been establishing city-style 
addresses in rural areas for emergency service response -- the "E-911" 
telephone systems. 

Open access, data sharing, and cooperation appear to be the keys to the future 
success of not only the TIGER System, but the digital spatial data systems of all 
Federal, state, local, and private organizations in the United States. The 
Federal Government in the United States cannot afford to continue the 
widespread practice of each agency or organization duplicating what others 
already have done. Neither can it afford to have one if its agencies paying "cost 
recovery" prices to another one of its agencies for the use of a product already 
paid for with Federal tax dollars. 

If the TIGER System is to be judged truly useful outside the Census Bureau, 
similar planning will need to be going on in offices and institutions across the 
United States and around the world; especially those involved in GIS 
applications that rely on the geographic and cartographic extract products 
prepared using the TIGER System and the statistical data products flowing 
from the 1990 census. This is true especially in those organizations wishing to 
do business in the United States. 

In the future, most of these organizations will be using the demographic and 
economic data that are so readily available and useful in a GIS environment to 
support their marketing programs. Data sharing is a "good idea." The TIGER 
System supported this geographic need for the 1990 census as follows: 

Initially, the Census Bureau used the TIGER System (the TIGER data 
base and specialized application software) as a tool for its computers to 
assign automatically, to a 1990 census block number, the 55 million 
residential addresses purchased from a commercial mailer (vendor). 

This vendor's address list included most housing units in the 345 major urban 
centers of the United States, which are located on about 2 percent of the land 
area of the United States. 
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During the initial automated geocoding match, the Census Bureau's 
computers were able to assign about 75 percent of the vendor's addresses to a 
1990 census block number. 

The computers did this based on finding the same street name in the TIGER 
data base as the one that appeared on the vendor's address list and on finding 
where each specific address on the vendor's list "fit" into some "address range" 
that existed in the TIGER data base. 

For the remaining 25 percent of the vendor's addresses, the Census 
Bureau used the second of the TIGER System's capabilities -- map 
production -- to generate large-scale map sheets for clerical staff in 
the Census Bureau's 12 regional offices to use in assigning tl)e 
"uncoded" addresses to the correct 1990 census block number. 

The regional office staff determined where the unassigned addresses "fit" 
using the TIGER-generated maps in conjun~tion with street name and 
address reference materials that they had collected from local officials. 
The TIGER maps were essential in terms of showing the 1990 census block 
numbers in relation to these local maps. 

In the process of doing this "clerical geocoding," the regional office staff also 
drew missing streets and noted new and corrected street names on the TIGER 
maps; they subsequently entered those corrections into the TIGER data base. 

For the rest of the country -- over 98. percent of the land area -- the Census 
Bureau used the TIGER System's map production capability to generate 
more maps. 

District office field staff used these maps to guide them as they walked and 
drove around the perimeter of every block in that vast area to list the mailing 
address, and a location description if needed, of every housing unit located in 
each block. They recorded each address on a page specifically prepared for 
that block number in a book called an Address Register. Many of these 
address were not ciD'-style (house number/street name) addresses. This work 
went on in three separate operations, depending on the general nature of the 
area: 

an "early prelist" in the areas where the Census Bureau used the United 
States Postal Service to deliver the questionnaires by mail, as it did in the 
major urban centers; . 

a "late prelist" in the areas where the Census Bureau used its own staff to 
deliver the questionnaires -- called the "updatelleave" areas; 

and a "list/enumerate" in areas where the listing, enumeration, and 
questionnaire pickup took place at the same time -- in April of 1990. 
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Not only did the maps show each lister the limits of his/her assignment area, 
they also provided each with the information he/she needed to assign every 
housing unit and group quarters address listed to its correct geographic 
location: the 1990 census block number where the lister was standing when 
listing the address! 

These listers were doing the same thing with the maps, functionally, as the 
computer did in the vendor-list areas; they were geocoding the locations of the 
living qtiarters addresses. 

• The Census Bureau also used the TIGER System to produce the wide 
variety of maps that supported the many geographic boundary collection 
and delineation operations required to build and document the geographic 
framework of the United States, that supported the precensus and 
postcensus local review activities in which the Census Bureau invited local 
offici,!ils to participate, and that allowed the Census Bureau to evaluate the 
quality of the 1990 census data collection operations. 

• Finally, the Census Bureau used the TIGER System to make available the 
wide variety of maps and other "public" geographic products that match, in 
exact detail, the geographic entities in the framework used to report the 
1990 census data. " 

These public products have supported legislative redistricting activities ~t all 
levels of government, and have enhanced data user understanding of the 
tabulated results with maps ranging aU the way from the most detailed block
numbered maps to the many summary reference maps that now appear (or 
soon will appear) in ·the published reports flowing from the 1990 census. 
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FIFTEEN YEAR DECENNIAL CENSUS CYCLE 
• 11IREEMAJORPHASES 

- Test and DesIgn (1989-1993) 

o 21st Centuzy Plannim: envisioned the changing conditions that will affect the 
next census. 

o Year 2000 Research and Development Program conducted a series of 
single-variable tests that determined the design features for the 1995 Census 
Test. 

• Operational PJaDDing and Testing (1994-1998) 

Regardless of the design selected for the 2000 census, the Census Bureau must 
begin preparations for the 1995 Census Test, continue preparations for the 
1998 Dress Rehearsal, and implement plans leading to Census Day. 

o The 1995 Census Test will provide much of the information needed to select a 
2000 census design based on the operational feasibility, cost, and effectiveness 
of the fundamental changes being tested. 

o The Content Determination Process concludes with the National Content Test 
in 1996, the reporting of proposed subjects to the Congress by April 1, 1997, and 
the reporting of proposed questions to the Congress by April 1, 1998. 

o Other 1996 Tests include several activities to refine the design features 
identified in the 1995 Census Test, and to develop new methods and procedures 
prior to the Dress Rehearsal. 

o The 1998 Dress Rehearsal is the Census Bureau's only opportunity for a full 
dry run of the selected 2000 census methods, procedures, operations, and 
technology. 

• Conduct and Disceminate (1999·2003) 

o Census Day is currently scheduled for April I, 2000, with all data collection 
and data capture activities to be completed that year .. The Census Bureau 
believes there are many advantages to moving Census Day to the first Saturday 
in March and is requesting this change. 

o Apportionment Counts, showing total population by state and the number of 
seats each state will be assigned in the Congress for the ensuing decade, will be 
presented to the President for delivery to the Congress before December 31, 2000. 

o Redistricting Counts, showing age and race/ethnicity by block and other 
geographic entities, will be delivered to the states before April 1, 2001. 

o All remaining 2000 census statistical data and ieoiflphic products, along 
with all 2000 census evaluation studies, will be completed before September 30, 
2003, with the majority of the statistical data and geographic products 
available in 2001. 

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census October 31,1994' 
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• MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSES 

• The Budget Cycle requires that the Census Bureau submit cost estimates well 
in advance of the 2000 census and even before the design is selected! 

o The Census Bureau is working with the Department of Commerce 
and the Office oC Management and Budget (OMB) to develop scenarios for 
which it can develop preliminary full-cycle cost estimates before April 1995, 
as part of the FY 1997 budget cycle. 

o Based on the results of the 1995 Census Test and other factors, the Census 
Bureau, the Department of Commerce, and the OMB will select a final design 
for the 2000 census by December 1995 and the Census Bureau will prepare a 
final full-cycle cost estimate by April 1996, as part of the FY 1998 budget cycle. 

• The Technology Acquisition Cycle requires that the Census Bureau select the 
technology Cor the 2000 census by early 1996 (based on research it is conducting 
in 1995) to allow selection of vendors, development of prototype systems Cor the 
1998 Dress Rehearsal, and delivery/installation of all equipment to decentralized 
offices to support 2000 census operations. 

o The Census Bureau is working with the Department of Commerce on an 
acquisition schedule and plans for acquiring the full set of automation 
equipment it will require. 

o Based on the results of the 1995 Census Test and other factors, the Census 
Bureau and the Department of Commerce will develop the procurement 
package by April 1, 1996. 

• SIGNIFICANT SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES 

• Continuous Measurement program design processes are underway with major 
testing and development activities scheduled to begin in early 1996, full-scale 
implementation in pm-allel with the 2000 census scheduled for 1999·2001, and 
integration into the Federal statistical system scheduled for 2002 and onward. 

• Master Address File development and TIGER data base update is now underway 
and will continue through 1998. Major field listing of addresses to complete MAF 
development and TIGER data base update in rural areas, as well as to enhance 
the address inC ormation in the MAF for urban areas, will occur in 1999. Ongoing 
cooperation with the U.S. Postal Service, local/tribal governments, and updates 
from 2000 census operations will continue on a regular basis. 
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THE 1990 AND 2000 WORLD POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUSES 

Yeun-chung Yu 
United Nations 

In the period 1985-1994. which the United Nations designated as the 1990 C~nsus 
Decade and introduced the 1990 World Population and Housing Census Programme. 202 
countries or areas took a population andior housing census. some took two censuses. It was 
estimated that 95 per cent of the world population had been enumerated. Compared to 
previous decades. the percent of population covered in the 1990 decade was about the same 
as in the 1980 decade (1975-1984) but larger than earlier decades. The 1950 round (1945-
1954) covered about 80 percent. the 1960 round (1955-1964) covered about 94 percent and 
the 1970 round (1965-1974) covered only 71 per cent. 

However. countries or areas which took a census in the 1990 round number less than 
in the 1980 round because 35 countries or areas did not repon a census in the 1990 round. 
Three of these countries made all census preparation but for various reasons decided to 
postpone their censuses to a date aiter j 994. Ten countties did not take a census but relied 
on their population registers andior other data systems to obtain population information. 
Twenty-two countries or areas have not provided any information about their census plans. 
In contrast. 32 countries or areas took two or more censuses. As a result. by the end of 
1994, a total of 237 population andior housing censuses have been conducted. as compared to 
242 in the 1980 decade and 261 in the 1970 decade. 

The 1990 round censuses by regions of the world are shown in Table 1. In Africa. a 
census was taken in 48 out of 57 countries or areas. Nigeria which accounts for about one 
fifth of the population of Africa and which did not conduct a census in either the 1970 or the 
1980 census decade took a census in 1991. Namibia. which attained its independence in 
1990, successfully conducted its first census in 1991. Chad carried out a population census 
for the tirst time in April 1993. 

In Nonh America, 34 countries or areas participated in the 1990 census round. Three 
did not take a census (Cuba, Greenland and Haiti). All 14 countries or areas in South 
America. except one (Suriname), conducted a census in this decade. Two (Colombia and 
Falk.land Island (Malvinas)) conducted two censuses. 

In Asia, 42 out of 50 countries or areas carried out a population and/or housing 
census in the 1990 decade. Six carried out quinquennial censuses (Hong Kong, Iran, Japan, 
Republic of Korea, Maldives and Turkey). Two countries, namely the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea and Oman, conducted their very first census respectively in February 1994 
and in December 1993. Countries or areas which did not conduct a census include 
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Cambodia, Israel, Lebanon, Pakistan, Palestine and Sri Lanka. 

In Europe, censuses of population andl or housing were conducted in 40 out of 48 
countries or areas. Some of these censuses were termed "register-based censuses" (Finland 
and Denmark, for examples), which undertook no enumeration but produced census reports 
with a census reference date based on data stored in various data registers, including 
population, employment, health, taxation, real estate, etc. A few countries do not even 
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produce census reports but rely on population registers and other administrative record 
systems for all demographic. social and economic information. 

Twenty-tive out of 31 countries or areas in Oceania took a census in the 1990 round. 
One census was taken in 12 countries or areas and two censuses were carried out in another 
13 countries or areas. In four small islands. population data were compiled from 
administrative records. 

Table 1 population and housing censuses reported in 
the 1990 world census decade, 1985-1994 

World Africa Am~u;:i~a Asia Europe oceania 
North South 

A. Number Qf cQuntries or areas 

Total 237 57 37 14 50 48 31 

Count:ries 202 48 34 13 42 40 25 
took censuses 

One census 170 45 33 11 35 34 12 

Two or more 32 3 1 2 7 6 13 
censuses 

B. Number of censuses 

1985-1994 237 51' 35 15 52 46 38 

1985 18 3 0 2 7 4 2 
1986 27 4 1 1 4 3 14 
1987 8 6 0 0 1 1 0 
1988 12 6 1 0 2 1 2 
1989 23 1 1 0 10 9 2 
1990 46 - 6 13 3 10 7 7 
1991 62 9 12 4 9 20 8 
1992 15 2 4 3 2 2 2 
1993 13 7 0 2 4 0 0 
1994 13 7 3 0 3 0 0 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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THE UNITED NATIONS SURVEYS ON CENSUS METHODS AND ON THE USE 
OF GIS IN STATISTICAL WORK. 

As a pan or' the continuing effon to improve census methodology. UNST A T sent two 
different questionnaires to the national statistical oftices recently. The tirst was the 
Questionnaire on Population and Housing Censuses (Carried Out During 1985-1994). It was 
sent out in February 1994 with a request of its return by 1 ~ay i 994. The questionnaire 
sought information tor 14 topics. It used a precoded design to obtain basic answers to 
selected aspects of census operation. Countries were asked to provide additional information 
when the appropriate answer was not among the precoded answers. One-hundred-ten 
countries or areas replied. eight indicated that no censuses were conducted during 1985-1994 
and ten provided data tor two censuses. Therefore. the number of censuses responded in this 
Survey is 112. Since some countries which have not answered the inquiry had previously 
sent their 1990 census information to the United Nations. it was possible to obtain additional 
information for 51 censuses. Thus census method information for the 1990 round is available 
in UNSTAT for i63 censuses. This number will increase as more census information 
hecomes available. 

The second was the Questionnaire on the Application of the Geographic Information 
System (GIS) to Population Statistics and was sent out in November 1993 with a request tor 
its return by the end of 1993. The Questionnaire has two partS. Pan I requested information 
on the availability af topographic-cartographic materials demographic databases. and the 
system of geocoding used in statistical work. Countries which had experiences of using GIS 
in the population and statistical work were requested to complete pan II of the questionnaire 
concerning their GIS experiences. A total of 102 countries or areas replied. 28 of them were 
letters stating no experiences of using GIS in statistical work. Theretore questionnaires were 
actually returned by 74 countries or areas and only 37 reponed to have experiences using 
GIS. 

Detailed analyses of the two surveys are being carried out at UNST AT. This paper 
presents a summary of some of the tindings obtained from the two surveys. 

THE 1990 ROUND POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUSES 

The topics asked in the Census Questionnaire include the general information about 
the census. census tests. enumeration. processing, evaluation, dissemination, and future 
census or survey activities. The following discussions are based on the information available 
from the 163 countries or areas unless otherwise indicated. 

Types and Conce.pts of Census 

Among the 237 censuses conducted by 202 countries or areas during the 1985-1994 
decade. 215 were population and housing censuses, 21 were population censuses and 3 were 
housing censuses. A few had combined also with other types of censuses such as 
establishment, agriculture, buildings and others. Clearly, the undertaking of both population 
and housing censuses together was operationally feasible and concepmally meaningful. 
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The increase in the numoer of countries that also carried out a housing census in 
~un.iuncti()n with a population cc:nsus is striking. There were 178 censuses of population and 
housing in the 1980 decade and the number increased to 209 in the 1990 decade. Howcver. 
it appears that the results of housing censuses are sometimes only partially processed and not 
fully utilized. 

The United Nations has recommended mat countries treat me population and me 
housing census programmes as a single combined programme since the 1970s. In the United 
Nations Principles and Recommendation for Population and Housin~ Censuses, which was 
issued in 1980. population and housing census topics were discussed together in a single 
volume and in an integratcd manner. A combined population and housing census makes it 
possible to relate to the housing census data the information on demographic and economic 
characteristics of each household member. Information collected from each household and 
each housing unit can be more readily matched. The processing of household and housing 
data is facilitated and extensive analysis can be carried out. (United Nations, 1980. Para. 
1.23). 

Among the 237 censuses. 131. or more than half were conducted in 1989. 1990. and 
1991. The United Nations recommends that. for international comparison purposes. 
\:ountrics may wish to undenake a census in the year ending in '0' or as near to those years 
as possible". However. for national legal. administrative. tinancial and other reasons. 
~ountries should give more weight to national factors than to the desirability of international 
simultaneity (United Nations. 1980. para. 1.10). 

Both the de facto and the de jure concepts have been widely used in the 1990 round 
census. For the 163 countries or areas for which the infonnation on census concept was 
available. 67 used the de jure concept, 68 used the de facto concept and 28 used other 
concepts. mainly a combination of both de ,facto and de jure concepts (Table 2). Clearly both 

Table 2 Census Concepts used 

Concepts Number of 
censuses 

All " 163 

De .iure 67 

De facto 68 

De jure & de facto 28 

the .. current and the usually residence status of the population are important to the 
measurement of population distribution and characteristics that are associated with the resident 
status. As shall be seen in the latter part of this paper, the selection of a census concept does 
not seem to have significant effects on the duration, methods or other aspects of census 
enumeration, althougb no countries selecting the de jure concept concluded their enumeration 
in one day while 9 countries using the de facto concept have done so. 
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(sensys Organization 

The Census Survey shows that the majoriry of the ct:nsuses ( 1551 were pianned and 
t!xecuted by a permanent orfice. Only 2~ censuses were carried out by an ad hoc 
I)rganization and half of these (I:!) were not a pan of the natIonal statistical system I Table 3). 

Table 3 Census Organization 

Type of Census Number or' Part of Number of 
Office censuses statistical censuses 

organization 

All 163 Yes 137 I 
Permanent 135 I (Pennanent ) 121 I 

I Ad Hoc I 24 I No 26 I 
I 
I 

I Not Stated ~ (Ad hoc 1 I 12 I 

Census Technical C~nsus and 
Committee Advisorv Technical 

Committees Committees 

Established 124 91 81 

Not 37 69 27 
established 

Not stated 2 3 -

There are clearly advantages of using the existing and permanent national statistical 
system to conduct a census. A statistical organization has accumulated many years of data 
collection experiences. It generally has established network for statistical reporting and 
dissemination and has trained statisticians and facilities to carry out censuses and surveys. 
More importantly, it has the capability to preserve the census experiences, which an ad hoc 
census organization does not have. 

In carrying out census planning, the Survey shows that 124 censuses had a separated 
national census committee to guide the census work, 91 censuses had a technical advisory 
committee providing technical suppon to the census planning and execution. However, only 
half of the censuses (81) have established both a census committee and a technical advisory 
committee. Tbe other half relied upon existing statistical offices to plan and execute the 
census (Table 3). 
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Cc:nsvs fCSl5 

Ct!nsus tests are indispensahle for planning and organizing census work. Even if the 
present census design and procedures would use the same design and procedures as the last 
census. ~;.!nsus tests must he conducted hecause time has changed and personnel of the census 
orgaOlzation has also largely changed. The United Nations recommends that tests should he 
employed for aU stages of the census. including enumeration. processing and evaluation 
(United Nations. 1980. paras. 1.101-1.103). 

The Census Survey shows that for most censuses ( 127) various forms of tests were 
indeed t;onducted: 73 have conducted one or more pretests and 81 have conducted a pilot 
census and 39 have conducted hoth a pilot census and one or more pretests. For those which 

Table 4 Types of census tests conducted 

Types of census test ·Numher of I Number or times Number of 
I censuses I pretests conducted censuses 

\nv test~ I 127* I All 73 I 
Pilot census 81 One 41 

Pretests 73 Two 8 

Not stated 12 Three 7 

Four 7 

Five & more 8 

Not stated 2 
'" rtu1tv-mne censuses conducted hoth retests and p p dot census. 

have reponed the number of pretesl~ that they had conducted (73 censuses), 41 took one 
pretest. 15 took 2-3 pretests and another 15 took 4 or more different tests. However. there 
were still 36 censuses not undertaking any tests. As shall be seen later in this paper. a 
substantial number of them had not made an evaluation of the census results either. 

On pilot censuses, the United Nations recommends that countries undertake a pilot 
census in conditions as closely resembling the actual enumeration as possible. For this 
reason, it suggests that countries conduct the pilot census "exacdy one year before the 
planned census so as to conform with the expected seasonal patterns of climate and activity. 
(United Nations, 1980, para. 1.103). The Census Survey sbows that for 30 censuses, the 
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Table! 5 Numher or' months hefore enumeration that the last 
~ensus test was conductetl 

Months Number of censuses II Months 

A II censuses 163 I 13-18 

Lc:ss than 0 19-24 
one 

1-6 27 25 & more 

7-11 12 N.Stated 
,.., I 30 ._ 

I Numher of censuses I 
I 14 i 

~l 

I 5 I 
51 I 

I II 

pIlot census was wnducted exactly one year prior to enumeration. 27 conducted the pliot less 
than six months. 12 hetween 6 and 11 months. 1.+ hetween 13 and 18 months anti 21 hetween 
19 and 24 months. It was reponed that for 5 censuses the pilot was conducted 25 months or 
more prior to the census enumeration. It is helieved that these latter 5 misunderstood the 
meaning of this question (Table 5). 

Methods of Enumeration 

Two major methods of enumeration are: the canvasser method and the householder 
method. In the canvasser method. information for each individual is collected and entered on 
the questionnaire by an enumerator or a designated census official. In the householder 
method. the major responsibility for entering the information of each household member is 
given to a person in the household. usually the head of the household. A census 
questionnaire is distributed to the household either through the post office or by a census 
official and retwned to the census office either through the postal service or collected by the 
census official. 

The Survey shows that a predominant number of censuses (124) relied on the 
canvasser method to record individual information. less than one-tifth (34) delivered and 
collected census questionnaires by census officials. 13 censuses used the mail out and mail 
back method and only 3 censuses mailed the questionnaires to the households and collected 
them back by census officials. A few censuses used more than one method of enumeration. 
For examples, 9 censuses used canvasser method and the mail-out and mail-back method, 7 
used both the canvasser method and the delivery and collected by enumerators 
methods. There were 2 censuses using three different kinds of methods. e.g., the canvasser 
method, the mail-out and mail-back method and the mail-out and collected by enumerators 
method. However, no census used all four kinds of methods in enumeration. 
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Table (J ~lethod or' Enumeration 

;\1cthods Numher of Methuds Number of 
censuses censuses 

All methods 163 (1 )&(2) 9 

( 1) Canvasser 124 (1 )&(3) 3 

(2) Mail-out mail-back 13 (1 )&(4) 7 

(3) Mail-out collect-back 3 (2)&(3) ., 
(4) Delivery-collect 34 (1 ),(2)&(3) ., 
(51 Other 10 - -

Duration of Enumeration 

About one-tifth (31) censuses completed their enumeration in a period of one week. 
among them 12 completed it in one day. Another half of the censuses (77) took two to three 
weeks and 21 censuses took four weeks to one month to enumerate. It may be noted that 
there were 11 censuses taking more than one month to complete the enumeration. However, 
countries like Colombia. Jamaica. U.S.A. Bahamas. Nauru, Singapore. Portugal, St. Lucia 
indicated that census enumeration took more than 60 days to complete. 

Table 7 Duration of Enumeration by census concepts 

Duration All De jure De facto Other 

All duration 163 ... 57 64 27 

One day 12 0 9 3 

2-7 days 19 8 10 I 

1-2 weeks 40 11 16 13 

2-3 weeks 37 15 14 8 

3-4 weeks 21 12 9 0 

One month+ 19 11 6 2 

Not stated 15 10 4 1 
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Duration of enumeration may he related. to some extent. to the workload of 
I!numerators (Table 8). Among the 30 censuses which completed the enumeration within one 
week. 13 had a lower workload. i.c! .. an enumerator enumerated on average less than 50 
households. For the censuses which completed the enumeration within two weeks. 22 
~ensuses (out of 36) had an workload of between 50 and 200 households. For censuses 
which completed the enumeration within three weeks. 21 censuses (out of 34) had an 
average of workload of 100 to 300 households. However. duration of enumeration does not 
seem to be determined by the method of enumeration that a census has adopted since most 
censuses used the canvasser method. 

Table 8 Number of countries by workload of enumerators and supervisors 

Households/ All One Two Three Four One 
Enumerator duration weeks weeks weeks weeks month 

+ 

I 'I I I I 
All 138 30 ! 36 I 34 20 1 18 

Under 50 17 13 I 0 I 1 1 ., 
50-99 22 2 8 7 2 3 

100-199 45 5 14 11 11 4 

200-299 26 6 1 10 4 5 

300-399 12 1 4 2 2 3 

400-499 8 ., 6 0 0 0 -
500+ 8 1 3 3 0 1 

(N . stated) (25) 

Enumerators per supervisor 

Ratios Number of censuses 

All 163 

Under 5 23 

5-9 64 

10-19 33 

20-29 6 

- 30 + 1. 
Not stated 30 
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C;:n:>us Tabulalions and the release of census resull5 

Because of the urgent need for inf(lfmation on some census topics and the length of 
lime required for tina! tabulation of census results. the United Nations recommends that 
~()nslderation should be given to the preparation of advance tabulations on selected topics 
(United Nations. 1980. Para. 1.142). Provisional census results. most of which were 
tabulated manually based on summaries of the raw data in a very shon period of time were 
found to be invaluable for a variety of purposes. Advance results tabulated on a sample basis 
were also very useful when tinal tabulations can only be made available several years after 
the enumeration. The Survey asked countries to repon whether they have prepared 
provisiona1. advance and tinal tabulations and the status of their releases. 

Of all the 163 censuses, 124 indicated that the provisional census results had been 
released. 8 had not been released. 22 had no plan to prepare any provisional tabulations. and 
9 did not reply to this question. Among these. three-quarters. or 87 censuses. released the 
resuilli within 6 months after the enumeration and half (58) within 3 months. mostly in the 
third month after the enumeration. For the advance tabulation. 30 censuses had also released 
them hut most ( 115) had no plan to prepare the tabulation. For tbe tinal census results. 99 
censuses had already released them. 29 released some results. 25 have not released any 
results and II censuses did not reply to tbis question. 

One quaner of the censuses (35) released tinal results. or some pan of them within 
one year after the enumeration. Over half (71) released the results in the second year. 

Table 9 Census tabulation plans and results release 

With Census tabulations 
tabulation plan & (Number of censuses) 
data released 

Provisional Advance Final 

All censuses 163 163 163 

Released 124 30 99 

Some released - - 29 

Not released 8 - 25 

No plan 22 115 -
Not stated 9 18 11 
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Timing ot' census results release 

Months after Number of censuses I 
enumeration 

Provisional Final* 
resuits results 

All 124 1:!8 . 

Under 3 58 ~ 

4-6 29 9 

7-9 10 3 

10-12 7 19 

1-2 vears 9 71 

3-4 vears I ., I 15 -
4+ vears 0 I 7 

Not stated 9 -
'" tncludm g i 1 censuses wtuch had released some unal resu!ts. 

There were still 7 censuses taking 4 years or more to make the final census tabulations 
available. Generally, it is very encouraging to see the improvement in the length of time 
required to release results in the 1990 round censuses. The United Nations Demowphic 
Yearbook will devote its 1993 issue (to be published in 1995) to census results on the 
demographic and social characteristics of the population and the 1994 issue (to be published 
in 1996) Qn the economic characteristics of the population. 

Census Data Processin& 

An imponant advance in the 1990 round is the wide use of microcomputers in all 
aspects of census activities. Microcomputers were flISt introduced in the census work of a 
few small island populations such as Cape Verde Islands, Cook Islands and Comoros Islands 
in the early 19805 (United Nations, 1989, p.24) and were quickly accepted as the principal 
method of processing as the census decade progressed. In a number of countries, 
microcomputer systems played an important role in census planning, managing of field 
operations, data entry, data processing, tabulation, census publication and data dissemination. 
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Table 10 Methods and Organization of Data Processing 

Methods of data entrY . 

Methods Number of Methods Number of 
censuses censuses 

( I) Microcomputers 83 -

(2) Terminals to 52 (1 )&(2)&(3) 14 
computers 

(3) OMRJOCR 35 (1)&(2) 13 

Not stated 15 - -

Organization of processinl! -
Data processing 

All types Centra- Hzed Decentra- Not 
Data Hzed stated 

entry 
AU types 163 135 12 16 

Centralized 95 94 0 1 

... Decentralized 51 39 12 0 

Not stated 17 2 0 15 

However, manual tabulations are still used for preparing provisional results. In the 
1990 round census. countries have used microcomputers. mainframe and mini-computers and 
optical mark reader (OMR) and optical character reader (OCR) technology or a combination 
of the above to enter and process census returns. For examples. 83 censuses reported they 
used microcomputers to enter census data. 52 censuses used computer terminals to 
mainframe/mini-computers as data entry methods and 35 used OMRJOCR to complete data 
entry. In processing census data, 57 used microcomputers, 50 used mainframe/mini 
computers and 38 used a combination of both micro and main/mini computers. It may be 
noted that countries using only microcomputers are mostly developing countries where 
computer processing capability for statistical work had just been established. Countries using 
the maioframeImini systems are mostly those which had an established statistical processing 
9 stem. 

The use of OMRJOCR technology in census data entry is still in its early stages. 
Despite of its high speed, reduced manpower requirement and fewer management problems in 
comparison with other conventional data entry methods, its high costs and its requirement for 
precision have prevented many countries from adoption of this data entry method. The 
Census Survey 'sh~ that only 35 censuses used this technology in the 1990 round. 
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~evenheless it is believed that more countries will use this technology in the 2000 round 
I.:ensuses it issues associated with high COSts and high precision requirement can be resolved. 

Two-thirds of all censuses (95) organized the data entry work in a centralized manner 
and about one-third (51) used the decentralized method (Table 10). However. the great 
m~jority of the censuses (135) processed their returns using the centralized approach. For all 
censuses which have replied to these questions. 94 used the centralized approach and 12 used 
the decentralized approach in both data entry and tabulation. but 39 censuses used the 
decentralized approach in data entry and the centralized approach in data tabulation. No 
census entered the census data centrally and tabulate the results decentrally. 

Census EyaluatiOn 

Census returns contain both coverage and content errors. Therefore an evaluation of 
the completeness and accuracy of the results will provide users with some basic measures of 
the quality of census data and will provide census producers with the information needed to 
plan and carry out improved censuses and surveys in the future. I United Nations. 1980. Para. 
1.1-1-3) 

The Census Survey requested countries to state methods used for and resuits obtained 
from census evaluation. Half of all 163 censuses (82) indicated that a post enumeration 
survey (PES) was conducted. Another 36 censuses checked the consistency of successive 
census results. 9 applied various demographic analysis techniques to examine the reliability of 
data. 4 compared census results with population or civil registration data to verify their 
agreement. However, 22 censuses indicated that no evaluations were made and 10 censuses 
did not reply to this question. 

Table 11 Methods used in census evaluation and timing of post evaluation survey (PES) 

Evaluation methods Number of Timing of PES - Number of 
censuses after enumeration censuses 

All methods 163 All PES 82 

PES 82 I 1st week 16 

Consistency check 36 2nd week 7 

Demographic 9 3-4th week 19 
analysis 

Comparison with 4 2nd month 8 
civil registration 

No evaluation 22 3rd month 7 

Not stated 10 After 3 months 8 

" Not stated 17 
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PES has widely heen recognized as a very useful method in evaluating the quality of 
~cnsus results. Fur the 82 censuses which conducted a PES. 31 used a sample size of I per 
cent of households or less. 10 adopted a size of 1-2 per cent of households. 9 selected per 
cent of households and 15 used 25 per cent of households. PES was carried out mostly in 
the tirst month following the enumeration. particularly in the tirst and the founh week. The 
timing or" the PES suggests that it was easier to execute the PES while the local census offices 
were stil) functioning. Results of the census evaluation provided to the Survey are given 
helow in the Annex. For the 52 censuses which provided under-enumeration rates. 32 were 
below 2 per cent. 

It may he noted that 28 out of the 131 censuses that conducted census evaluation have 
not conducted any census tests. Also. there were 13 censuses that have conducted neither a 
census test nor a census evaluation. Needless to say, the quality of these censuses are 
unknown. 

THE USE OF GIS IN CENSUS AND STATISTICAL WORK'" 

The GIS Questionnaire has two parts. The tirst part asks counnies to repon the 
availability of topographic-canographic materials. demographic databases. system of 
geocoding and their general application tor statistical uses. For those statistical offices which 
had experiences in using GIS. they were asked to answer such questions as software and 
hardware used for GIS appJications. time required to develop and implement each stage of 
GIS programme. availability of digitized maps, frequency of GIS updating, institutional 
arrangements tor collaboration with other national organizations, the training of personnel. 
major outputs and dissemination and budget allocations for GIS development and 
i mplemeiiiation. 

Based on the returns of the 74 countries or areas. a working paper entitled "Practices 
of GIS for Population Statistics - An International Overview" (Siqueira, 1995) showing 
selected results of using mapping software and GIS for population and statistical work has 
heen completed. The present paper summarizes the major tinding of the working paper and 
includes a few observations about the Survey results. 

Type of TQaouaPhic-caQograpbic Materials Available at the National Statistical Office 

All 74 countries or areas indicated that they have used hard copy maps in the 
population and census work. These maps were disaggregated by various administrative units 

. covering the entire country. Many also have detailed maps for each census enumeration area. 
However. not all maps were developed for demographic or statistical purposes, some were 
prepared for election, real estate delineation, etc. Most countries (50) also had manual data 

. files (which are files related to the spatial organization of the country that can be accessed 
manually). Aerial photography was also used for population and statistical purposes in 31 
countries or areas. 13 of them had full coverage for the whole country and the rest covered 
only a part of the country, e.g. rural, urban or specific areas. The imagery/remote sensing 
techniques, a more recent technology which can be used to manipulate data obtained from the 
satellites. were.used by } 2 countries. . 
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Table 13 Types of topographic-cartographic materials available and application of data 
sets for dc:mographic statistics 

Types Number of Use of Number of 
counoies demographic counoies 

data sets 

Maps I 74 Design E.A. 62 

Aerial-photography 31 Post survey 45 
mapping 

Imagery /remote 12 Thematic 49 
sensing mapping 

Manual data files 50 Graphic 10 

I 
simulations 

i 
.+9 I Automated data Others 9 

! files I 
I 

Others I 5 

Beside maps, many counoies or areas also used other types of topographic
cartographic materials in the work of population statistics. For examples, 50 counoies used 
maps and automated data files. 49 used maps and manual data files and 8 also used maps, 
manual files, remote sensing techniques. etc., in their work (Table 13). 

The great majority of countries or areas have introduced a geocoding system in their 
population and general statistical work but a few used three different geocoding systems to 
accommodate various geo-statistical application. However. the general tendency was to use 
only one georeferenced system for all need when the GIS system is well-established in the 
country. 

Two-thirds of the counoies reponed they have used various demographic data sets for 
the design of enumeration areas. for post census/survey mapping, and for thematic mapping. 
The data files they have used were developed for purposes other than the GIS. Many were 
fragmentary and did not follow a common standard. However, they could be used for the 
introduction of a basic GIS system. A systematic assessment of the needs and the capability 
of a national statistical office, particularly the functional requirements for the system is 
essential before a GIS system is introduced and implemented. 

Recent development in the use of GIS in statistical work 

The GIS Survey shows that 44 out of the 74 countries or areas that replied were using 
various mapping software in population and general statistical work, but only 37 were using 
the GIS. The bulk of the national statistical offices began to develop a GIS system in the 
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i 99Os. only 3 countries had a computer assisted mapping and/or a GIS in the 19705 and 8 
had such a svstem in the 1980s. Manv more countries are expected to d~velop their GIS in . . . 

the next few years. 

Table 14 Years that countries introduced the Geographic Information 
System (GIS) Of the Computer Assisted Mapping System (CAM) 

Years GIS or CAM introduced Number of countries 

All 44 

1970-79 3 

1980-89 8 

1990 4 

1991 6 

1992 5 

1993 15 

Not slated 3 

The Survey suggests that there were 25 different GIS software packages available and 
the majority of them used a combination of GIS packages. The most prevalent software was 
ARC/INFO. used by 27 countries or areas. although it was considered difficult to use. Other 
more popular software included ATLAS-GIS, Mapinfo, INTERGRAPH and ERDAS and 
were appraised as user's friendly packages. Some countries also used software developed by 
themselves. 

Sta&es of GIS Deyelopment 

"Ideally three stages should take place for the introduction, development and 
implementation of a GIS for statistical application: a) the functional requirements study; b) 
the system implementation planning and c) the full scale system implementation." (Siqueira, 
1995) Not all countries using GIS have gone through these three stages systematically. The 
replies to questions on the stages in which a GIS was in operation and the time that had been 
spent on the plaDniDg and the design and testing suggest certain inadequacies in the early 
iatroduction and development stages. The Survey shows two groups of countries: 17 were at 
·the operation stage, 16 engaged in the design and testing stage (four countries did not report 
their state of operation). That the latter group has devoted more time in planning and 
development than the former which seems to suggest system inadequacies of the former in the 
design and testing of GIS. The other inadequacies are indictated by the fact tbat 16 countries 
or areas have not decided OD the frequency of system updating and 21 countries could not 
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designate any estimate for budget allocations tor GIS development and implementation. 
Funher inadequacy is the limited collaboration with other national institutions. A GIS 

is more cost-effective and efficient if institutional arrangements exist tor collaboration with 
other institutions and links to various related databases. The Survey suggests that 27 
counaies have indeed had such collaboration in exchanging data with other institutions. 13 
had joint training activities. 12 sharing personnel expertise. 7-9 had cost and equipment 
sharing. etc. However. it must he said that these types or collaboration are rather resaicted. 

Finally. the Survey shows that out of the 37 countries or areas which used GIS 20 did 
not have a policy concerning how the GIS should be developed and implemented and 13 did 
not make an evaluatioq of their GIS work (4 countries did not reply to these questions). 
Nevertheless. one can not over-emphasize the importance of a sound policy to guide the 
development of the GIS and a comprehensive evaluation programme to learn how a GIS 
should be implemented. 

Trainin2 of GIS Personnel 

.\n imponant aspect of the development of GIS in a country is the training of GIS 
personnel. Since the application of GIS to statistical work is still a very recent activity, 
counaies have tried various ways to train their personnel. The GIS Survey shows that self 
training with tutorials and on the job options were just as important as attending training 

Table 15 Methods used in training GIS personnel 

Methods Number of Number of Number of 
counaies methods used countries 

All methods 37 All methods 37 I 
Self-training 22 One 6 

Training centres 16 Two 12 I 
In-house with 22 Three 12 

consultants 

On the job 2 Four 5 

centres and the majority of countries or areas used more than one training method. i.e .• a 
combination of self-training, attending training centres, in house training and/or on the job 
training to train their staff (Table 15). Six countries used only one method, 12 used two 
methods, another 12 used 3 different methods and 5 used all four methods shown above. 
Among the six countries that used only one method, 4 reponed reliance solely on self
training. 
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THE 2000 CENSUS DECADE 

For decades. the United Nations has provided substantial suppon to countries in 
carrying out periodic censuses. On the recommendation of the United Nations Statistical 
Commission. the United Nations Economic and Social Council adopted on the eve of each 
census decade. a resolution urging countries to carry out a population and housing census and 
requested UNST AT to undertake necessary preparations t()r the successful implementation of 
a world population and housing census programme. 

Similar activities arc vital in the cuntexl uf the 2000 World Population and Housing 
Census Programme as well. UNSTAT will continue its work on population and housing 
census methods. provide technical information and state-of-the-an developments in the census 
Held as well as new standards and recommendations for adoption in population and housing 
censuses to governments and other organizations for use in the planning and execution of 
censuses. 

UNST AT has planned to organized an expen group meeting on the 2000 World 
Popuiation and Housing Census Programme at the United Nations Headquaners during the 
fourth quaner of 1995 to examine various issues and challenges that have emerged in the 
1990 census decade and face the future census round. Some of the topics that call for 
considerntion by the Expen Group include (1) emerging issues and data requirements. (2) 
review and upgrading of the existing principles and recommendations for population and 
housing censuses relating particularly to housing censuses. family and household 
classitications, census databases and dissemination, GIS and so on, (3) training needs and 
technical suppon to countries. Further. at the request of the Statistical Commission the 
current recommendations on international migration statistics are being reviewed by UNST AT 
and EUROST AT in collaboration with other interested organizations. The outcome of this 
review including possibly a draft of revised recommendations on international migration 
statistics is pJanned for submission to the Expen Group for consideration of its implications 
for the 2000 round of censuses. Moreover, the Expen Group will also consider and 
recommend other activities deemed necessary in the context of the 2000 World and Housing 
Census Programme. 

Technical assistance would also be needed for the successful implementation of the 
2000 Census Programme taking into account new developments in the census field and user 
needs. In the 1990 Census' Decade. a total of 100 countries or areas in Africa. the Americas. 
Asia and Oceania, received technical assistance from the United Nations in various aspect of 
planning and carrying out population and housing censuses. These activities include the 
provision of technical advisory services through country, regional or interregionaJ advisors; 
the provision of training by means of workshops, fellowships and study tours, and the 
provision of funds for the purchase of equipment and to meet selected local costs. These 
types of direct technical cooperation activities were supponed primarily by UNFPA and other 
donors and are expected to continue in the 2000 World Population and Housing Programme. 
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Annex - Census results evalua~ed from the pos~ enumeration 
surveys 

Coun~ries or areas 

1-
2 . 
3 • 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 

ANTIGUA & BARBUDA 
AUSTRALIA 
AUSTRALIA 
BAHAMAS 
BANGLADESH 
BELARUS REPUBLIC 
BELIZE 
BENIN 
BOLIVIA 
BOTSWANA 
BULGARIA 
BURUNDI 
CANADA 
CANADA 
CAPE VERDE 
CAYMAN ISLAND 
CENTRAL AFRICAN 

REPUBLIC 
CHILE 
CHINA 
COLOMBIA 
CYPRUS 
ECUADOR 
EGYPT 
ESTONIA 
FRANCE 
GERMANY 
GREECE 
GUINEA-BISSAU 
HONG KONG 
INDIA 
ITALY 
KENYA 
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 
KYRGYZSTAN 
LATVIA 
MACAU 
MAURITIUS 
NEW ZEALAND 
NIGERIA 
PACIFIC ISLANDS 

(PALAU) 
PARAGUAY 
PHILIPPINES 
POLAND 
PORTUGAL 

Year 

1991 
1986 
1991 
1990 
1991 
1989 
1991 
1992 
1992 
1991 
1992 
1990 
1986 
1991 
1990 
1989 

1988 
1992 
1990 
1985 
1992 
1990 
1986 
1989 
1990 
1987 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1991 
1989 
1985 
1990 
1989 
1989 
1991 
1990 
1991 
1991 

1986 
1992 
1990 
1988 
1991 

19 

Under- Over-
Enumeration Enumeration 
----- (Percen~) -------

0.30 
1.90 
0.90 
5.70 
6.60 
0.10 
1.80 
5.00 
6.90 
0.70 
0.30 
6.00 
3.20 
3.40 
2.20 
2.00 

8.00 
8.00 
0.07 
6.40 
2.00 
6.30 
0.50 
0.50 
1.80 
0.10 
0.60 
6.40 
0.50 
1.70 
0.70 
6.00 
0.80 
0.80 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.60 
0.40 

2.80 
7.70 
2.00 
0.10 
5.90 

2.00 

0.60 

0.01 

0.70 

5.00 



Annex - Census results evaluated from the post enumeration 
surveys (Continued) 

Under- Over-
countries or areas Year Enumeration Enumeration 
-----~--~--------- ---~--... (percent) --------
46. ROMANIA 1992 0.10 
47. RWANDA 1991 4.10 
48. SLOVAKIA 1991 1.00 
49. SLOVENIA 1991 1.00 
50. SOUTH AFRICA 1991 15.10 
51. SPAIN 1991 1.90 2.10 
52. SWEDEN 1990 8.70 
53. ST. LUCIA 1991 4.00 
54. ST. VINCENTI 

GRENADINE 1991 0.60 
?5. TRINIDAD & TOBAGO 1990 6.70 
56. UNITED KINGDOM 1991 0.50 
57. UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA 1990 1.60 
58. VIETNAM 1989 0.50 
59. YUGOSLAVIA 1991 2.00 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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1991 CENSUS OF INDIA - THE DATABASE AND ITS DISSEMINATION 

Introduction 

The 1991 census of India was conducted with March I, 1991 as the reference date. This was the 

thirteenth decennial census of India. Considering the diversities within the country in terms of language, 

ethnicity, culture, administrative structure, settlement pattern and the huge size of population (846.3 million 

in 1991) collecting information on various socio-economic and demographic aspects from every individual 

and household is a gigantic task. Even after the primary data collection is over, compilation and tabulation 

of the data and dissemination of the results need tremendous administrative and technical inputs: 

India's administrative set-up 

India consists of26 states including the National Capital Territory of Delhi and 6 union territories. 

These units range in population size from about 50,000 to 140 million. Most of these are further divided 

into districts which in turn consist oftehsils etc. At the time of the 1991 Census there were 466 districts and 

4664 tehsils in the country. The lowest units in this chain are towns (urban) and villages (rural). There are 

4689 towns and 630,000 villages in the country. The area, population size and administrative set up of the 

towns and villages are not uniform across the states and union territories. 

Census Act 1948 

The census is undertaken under India's Census Act 1948. Under this Act schedules to be 

canvassed are notified. The confidentiality of the data furnished by the individual is ensured under the Act. 

Only abstracts can be published. 

Schedules canvassed in the 1991 Census 

In the 1991 census, three schedules namely houselist, household schedule and the individual slip 

were canvassed. Two other schedules were entrusted to the census organization on behalf of other 

organizations. One was the enterprise list on behalf of the Central Statistical Organisation (CSO) canvassed 

at the time of the houselisting operation. The other was a schedule which was distributed to all post 

graduates on behalf of the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research(CSIR). This was to be filled up by 

the respondents themselves. 

Stages of census operations 

The census is carried out in two stages. The first is the house listing stage which is a preliminary 

operation to locate and identify all the places that are occupied and are likely to be occupied and used by 

the people. This is followed by the main census enumeration a few months later. 



Data collected at the houselisting stage 

The house listing operation is conducted 6 to 12 months prior to the main census. In the 

house listing operation every building is visited and certain basic steps are to be taken. These are (i) 

preparation ofa notional map and a layout sketch of the area assigned to the enumerator, (ii) numbering of 

buildings and census houses, (iii) filling up the house list schedule, (iv) preparation of the abridged 

houseHst and houseHst abstract, (v) filling up the Enterprise list and (vi) preparation of the abstract of the 

enterprise list. At the house listing stage, a houseHst schedule was canvassed. In the 1991 Census, for each 

census house data on the predominant construction material of the wall, roof and floor and the use to which 

the census house was put were collected. If the census house was used wholly or partly for residential 

purposes, then details of the households living therein were collected. In addition to the identification 

particulars of the household like the name and sex of the head of the household, whether he or she belongs 

to any scheduled caste or scheduled tribe was specifically recorded. Apart from a question on whether the 

household lived in owned or rented house, the houseHst collected data on facilities available to the 

household like number of living rooms in occupation of the household, sources of drinking water supply, 

whether the source was within the premises or outside the premises, availability of electricity and 

availability of toilet facility. A new question on the type of fuel used for cooking had been included in this 

census which would be useful in planning for the supply of fuel material. 

Data collected at the census enumeration stage 

The individual slip was canvassed at the time of census enumeration with I st March, 1991 as the 

reference date. The individual slip is the basic document of the 1991 census and contains 23 questions. It 

was canvassed for every individual. It covered information relating to demographic, social, cultural and 

economic aspects of the population. It also collected information on migration and fertility aspects. It is 

pertinent to point out that in the Indian census four questions are canvassed on migration. These are: place 

of birth, place of last residence, duration of residence at the place of enumeration, 'and reason for migration. 

Most of the migration stream data are tabulated based on place of last residence data. 

Tabulation of houselist data 

The data collected during house listing have been tabulated on computer. Due to resource and 

time constraints sampling was resorted to in the case of the 15 larger states with a population of 10 million 

and above while tabulation was on the basis of 100% of the schedules in the smaller states including the 

National Capital Territory and the union territories. A number of tables providing data on uses of the 

census house, material used in the construction of the house, number of rooms available to the household, 

availability of facilities like electricity, water supply, toilets and the type of fuel used by the household for 

cooking have been prepared. These tables have been generated at the area level of a district, city, sub 

district or tehsil. 
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Manual and computer tabulation 

The main task of tabulating the data for the fmal census tables is being done in two parallel 

operations: (i) manual tabulation and (ii) computer tabulation. The household schedule which was prepared 

during the canvassing oflndividual slip, was checked with reference to the individual slip and was used for 

the manual tabulation of certain census tables, namely, the Primary Census Abstract (PCA) (for the smallest 

area), tables on religion, language and household structure. The PCA provides the data on number of 

residential houses and households, population, literates, workers by industrial category and non workers by 

sex, at the village/town-ward level. The tables selected for manual tabulation were those which did not 

require much coding and did not need cross classifications. The PCA has already been released through the 

National Informatics Centre Network (NICNET) for all villages and towns of India. In a parallel operation 

the individual slips were edited and prepared for data entry. All the tables other than those specified above 

are being tabulated after entering the data on computer media. 

Computer tabulation of individual slip data 

With the available resources for data entry it was not possible to enter the 100 per cent data and 

bring out the tables in a reasonable time. At the same time tabulations were required at lower area levels. 

Since the data entry on computer media was a big bottle neck, it was fmally decided to have a mixture of 

sample as well as 100% tabulation to give data of desired reliability to the users. Most of the tables are 

based on this sample. 

Use of census data for urban studies 

One of the main problems in urban studies is the preparation of a correct frame of villages and 

towns in the country for the census purposes. The frequent changes in the administrative boundaries at 

below state level resulting in transfer of villages from one administrative unit to another results in the frame 

getting outdated. Normally, in India, all such administrative changes are notified in the gazette. The 

Census directorates in the states and Union Territories collect information regarding all such changes that 

have occurred since the previous census. To see that during the census operation no such boundary 

changes take place, the Central Government, at the instance of the Census Commissioner advises the state 

governments to freeze the boundaries of the administrative units during the census period. Nevertheless, in 

some cases changes are affected by the state governments in the boundaries of the tehsils and districts on 

the ground of urgent administrative requirements. Similarly, the boundaries ofstatutory towns also undergo 

changes. All the changes in the municipal boundaries are noted in the census frame. In addition, the 

characteristics of the villages are studied to identify those villages which have become urban .after the 

previous census. All such villages which are considered urban are taken out of the frame of the rural areas 

and included in the frame for the urban areas. In some cases it is found that urban units of the previous 
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census have not retained their urban character. They are removed from the urban frame and placed in the 

rural frame. 

Definition of urban areas 

In the recent censuses ofIndia, the defmition of urban areas adopted is as under: 

a) All places with a municipality, corporation, cantonment board or notified town area committee, 

etc. 

b) All other places which satisfy the following criteria: 

i) a minimum population of 5,000; 

ii) at least 75 per cent of the male working population engaged in non-agricultural pursuits; 

and 

iii) a density of population of at least 400 persons per sq.km. 

Besides, the Directors of Census Operations in StateslUnion Territories were allowed to include in 

consultation with the concerned State GovemmentslUnion Territory Administration and the Census 

Commissioner of India, some places having distinct urban characteristics as urban even if such places did 

not strictly satisfy all the criteria mentioned under category (b) above. Such marginal cases include major 

project colonies, important tourist centres, etc. 

Apart from these, the outgrowths (oos) of cities and towns have also been treated as urban. 

It may be noticed from the defmition that there are two distinct types of urban units, such as: 

(i) places which have come into existence by virtue of statutory notifications and are referred to by 

the nomenclature adopted in the relevant notification as municipal corporation, municipal 

board, cantonment board, notified area committee etc., and 

(ii) places which are defmed as urban because they satisfy criterion (b) and are referred to as 

Census Towns or non-municipal towns (CT or NM). 

Another problem regarding the urban areas is that the boundaries of many urban units cut across ... 
those of the higher adrOinistrative units like districts. In some other cases a number of urban areas are 

adjoining each other so that they form an "agglomeration". In such agglomerations it is necessary to have 

the census fipres for the whole of the agglomeration together for any meaningful use. So it is necessary to 

devise a procedure by which data can be easily compiled and provided for each of the units as well as the 

urban agglomeration as a whole. The case of urban agglomerations spread over more than one 

administrative unit complicates the problem in providing the area codes for these units. It also adds to the 

conceptual problems in migration data. For example, a person who has changed hislher residence from one 

town in an agglomeration to another in the same agglomeration will not be counted as a migrant if the 

agglomeration is considered as a single entity. At the coding stage, special effort is undertaken to identify 

and eliminate intra agglomeration migrants. However, he/she will be counted as an inter-district migrant if 
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the towns fall in different districts. The code structure and data processing procedures have been so devised 

as to take care of these. 

Census presents all tables separately for rural and urban areas. Many important tables are also 

presented for cities (i.e. urban areas with a population of 100,000 and over). A few additional tables are 

presented for the million plus cities. 

Data dissemination 

The Indian Census publishes a number of volumes on statistics. Traditionally, census statistics 

were being brought out in printed volumes according to a tabulation plan. The number of publications 

brought out by the census organisation has increased from 120 in 1901 to 1541 in 1981. For the 1991 

Census also, a similar number of publications would be brought out. The tabulation plan is finalised in 

consultation with a large number of government departments and academic institutions. To make the data 

more user friendly, a number of in-set tables are usually presented in the census reports which calculate a 

few important rates and ratios based on census data. These rates and ratios are presented as a preface to the 

census volumes so that any census data user who does not have computation facility and wants comparison 

between different regions or segments can refer to these tables and obtain quickly a comparative picture. A 

number of pocket books had also been brought out from time to time which give useful statistics. At the 

time of the census centenary year 1972, apart from releasing one percent sample data, a pocket book which 

gave the salient features of the population census was brought out. Similarly, after the release of 1981 

census 5% sample data, a publication titled 'Key Population Statistics' was brought out which summarised 

the important information in a capsule form for circulation to census data users. Prior to the data users 

conference held in 1987, another summary volume was brought out to disseminate the important 

information among the users. 

Tbe use of Information TecbnololY to enhance the value and use of census data 

The 1991 census results have been released in the form of publications and through the computer 

network of the National Informatics Centre (NIC). NIC was set up in 1977 by the Government of India 

with the overall objective of providing Informatics services to the government at different levels such as 

Central Government, State Government and District Administrations. 

In order to ensure efficient and reliable flow of information at various levels of the government, 

NIC has set up a nation-wide satellite based computer-communication network called NICNET, connecting 

MinistrieslDepartments of Central Government, StatelUT Governments, and all the district headquarters in 

the country. NICNET consists of more than 650 nodes across the country. 

In 1994, NIC has upgraded its low-speed satellite based network into a high speed Information 

Highway to provide state-of-the-art Network Services at par with similar services being provided by other 

networks around the world. The NICNET Info Highway supports high speed communication at various 
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speeds from 64 Kbps to 2.2 Mbps through KU-Band SCPC data pipes at each of the remote sites. NICNET 

is also connected to more than 200 networks in 160 countries providing international connectivity to its 

users. 

The normal praCtice in all the previous censuses was to print the publications and release them as 

books. In many cases bringing out detailed publications especially at the district level had taken a lot of 

time. In the 1991 census, the Office of the Registrar General, India decided to disseminate the census data 

far and wide and through a number of magnetic media. As a result of this decision, the primary census 

abstract (PCA) which gives abstracted census data at village/town/ward level has already been released 

through the computer network (NICNET) without waiting for printed copies becoming available. This has 

helped the data users tremendously since they did not have to wait till data become available as printed 

books. Though similar data for 1981 census were also available on computer, they were put in the 

NICNET on a much later date. It has also been decided to make the data available on floppy disks and 

magnetic tapes so that users need not key in the tables again on their computers for further analysis. The 

PCA, Village Directory data and Housing Tables of 1991 census are available on floppy disks. 

Census cartolraphic data base 

For dissemination of census results spatial analysis of data through cartographic portrayal of maps, 

charts and diagrams was undertaken in some provincial offices prior to ] 951. Some of the good maps of 

earlier census reports were reproduced in the Census Centenary Atlas of 1974. During 1961, for the first 

time mapping activities were initiated with pre-census and post-census mapping programme. Besides taking 

up the preparation of notional maps showing enumeration block boundaries numbering nearly 1.2 million 

for the conduct of census, cartographic data dissemination was also planned through preparation of thematic 

maps in the Census Atlas Series at national and state/union territory levels. 

Census of India has a long tradition of preparing thematic maps to disseminate census results by 

traditional methods of pub1ication of hard copy maps in various census publications such as District Census 

Hand Books, Part-II-A &. B, Housing tables, State Level Town Directory, Census Atlas series of National 

and State Volumes, Occasional Monographs and Geographic Distribution of Internal Migration since 1961. 

Special mention may be made of large scale maps for occasional volumes in the series of 'Regional 

Divisions of India' available for 32 states/union territories. 

During the VIII Five Year Plan 1992-1997 a modest beginning has been made to initiate computer 

aided cartography for digital mapping. One PC-486 machine, AO Size Digitizer, AO Size Plotter, HP 

Lazer Printer and PC based ARCIINFO GIS package have been acquired. It is proposed to equip some 

state census offices wi~ similar configuration and some more additional software namely Map Info, Atlas 

GIS, GIMMS, DIGIT II etc., will be procured. 

Under the Modernisation project of the Office of the Registrar General, India, UNFPA has 

provided one PC 486, one scanner and a few softwares like PC ArcIInfo. Arc View. Windows. Aldus Page 
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maker, Cad Core, SPSS, Map Info for DOS. etc. which have been installed and are being used for creating 

cartographic data base at various hierarchical level. 

It has been planned to use GIS to collate statistical data over geographical space and produce 

thematic maps to disseminate census results and maps through magnetic media, to the data users. National 

Volume I of the Census Atlas for 1991 has been prepared using ARC/INFO GIS software and is currently 

under print. Some time will be required to complete the 'learning cycle' for the staff who are well trained in 

traditional cartography, but not so exposed to computer environment. We are also proposing to use the GIS 

software to create maps in the digital format for our Enumeration Block maps. 

Local area level statistics available througb census 

Census is the only source from which population- related data can be obtained at lower geographic 

levels. The Community Development Block is an important unit for which census data has been tabulated 

for a number of characteristics. Below the community development blocks the data on population, literacy, 

economic activities and infrastructure are available at the level of villages. To make the census data more 

useful for further planning and analysis it has been correlated with the information on infrastructural 

facilities available in the villages. Thus at the village level the following information will be available from 

the census: 

i) Population and number of households 

ii) Literates, workers by industrial category, marginal workers and non workers. 

iii) Availability of amenities and the distance range in which the amenities available in case they 

are not avai!able within the village. 

The amenities include educational institutions, medical facilities, drinking water, post, telegraph 

and communications (bus stop and railway station), type of approach road to the village, nearest town, 

power supply, staple food of the villagers, market facilities etc. The land use pattern in the village and the 

presence of any place of historical, religious and archaeological interest will also be indicated. All this 

information at the village level is available on the national computer network managed by the National 

Informatics Centre. 

Conclusion 

The Census of India is undoubtedly the most important and extensive source of data on the 

population of the country. Since the census counts each individual, its potential to provide local area 

statistics is enormous. However, the full potential of the data collected in census could not be exploited 

earlier due to the lack of technology for quicker table generation and faster data dissemination. With the 

developments in information technology, more and more demands are being made on census for providing 

data at local area levels within a shorter time frame and with more detailed classification. For this purpose 
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census organizations everywhere have to develop new skills in data dissemination. In India efforts are now 

on in this direction. 

• ••• 
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Experience of Population Census 1991 
and Prospects for Future Improvement, Nepal 

Krishna Prasad Slrrestha 

Introduction: 
, 

Kingdom of Nepal is a \1ountainous Country situated in the lap of Himalaya. It has a total land 

area of 147181 square Kilometers and population recorded in 1991 census was 18.5 ~lillion. 

It has a long border with Tibetian region of China in the North and with India in the South. 

East and West. The Country is stretching over a length of 885 Kilometers east-west and 

average width of 193 Kilometers north-south. It is divided geographically into three regions 

namely the Mountain, the Hills and the Terai (Plain). For administrative purposes. the Country 

is also divided into five development regions and 75 districts \vhich is further divided into 3995 

village development committees (VDCs) and 36 Municipalities. Each VDC is further divided 

into 9 wards and each municipality into 9 to 35 wards depending on the popUlation size of the 

Municipality. Ward is the 100vest level of administrative unit. 

Table 1 Presents the Population distribution and gro\\;th rate by different regions. ?\epal has 

very strange geo-physical structure ranging from as high as 150 meters from the sea level to 

8848 meters. Population is not evenly distributed in all the regions. The Himalayan Region 

occupies about 35.2% of the total land and accommodates only 7.8% of the population, while 

Hills cover 41.7% of the land and accommodates 45.5% Population and the Terai (Plain) 

accommodates 46.7% of the total population with only a land area of 23.1 %. It indicates that 

more people are concentrated in terai which is the most fertile land and is called the granary 

of the country. After the eradication of malaria. the Terai region has become centre of 

attraction to the people of Hill and Terai during the last four decades and more and more 

people are migrating to this area because of easy way of life. better opportunities for schooling, 

health and job etc. On the other hand the hard life in the mountains and high growth of 

population press~e in the Hills had led to encroachment into forests and Hill slopes resulting 

in environmental degradation (deforestation, soil erosion, flooding. land slides) which resulted 



in further decline in agricultural productivity and consequently contributed to migration to the 

Terai and Urban areas. 

Table 1: 

Areas 

Nepal 

Mountain 
Hill 
Terai 

Eastern 
Development 
Region 

Central 
Development 
Region 

Western 
Development 
Region 

Mid-Western 
Development 
~egion 

Far-Western 
Development 
Region 

Population. Land Distribution and Population Growth Rat' by Geographic 
and Development Region, Nepal, 1981-91. 

No. of 
Districts 

75 

]6 
39 
20 

16 

19 

16 

15 

9 

Population 

No. % 

18452081 100.0 

1444481 7.8 
8511309 45.5 
8606291 46.7 

4446749 24.1 

6183953 33.4 

3770678 20.4 

2710414 13.0 

1679301 9.1 

Population 
Land Area density 

sq.km. % 

147181 100.0 125.6 

51817 35.2 27.9 
61.45 41.7 138.7 
34019 23.1 253.0 

28456 19.3 156.3 

27410 18.6 225.6 

29398 20.0 128.3 

42378 28.8 56.9 

19539 13.3 86.0 

Average 
Annual 
Growth 
Rate 
1981-91 

2.1 

1.0 
1.6 
2.8 

1.8 

2.3 

1.9 

2.1 

2.4 

Figure 1 presents the map of the country by ecological and development regions. The map 

highlights the area covered by high Himalayas, high Mountains, Hills and Plain. Seeing the 
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map one can feel how strange the geophysical structure of the country which consequently 

among others hindrance the rapid development process. 

The 1991 Papulation Census is the fifth scientifically conducted census of ~epal. The 1991 

census was conducted during the period June 5-22, 1991. The census was conducted after one 

month of the general election for the house of representatives of the new democratic 

government. More priority was given for the election and at the same time the census had to 

be conducted during' historical census day. There was very little time to conduct house listing 

separately ahead of the main census. So house listing and the census schedule were 

administered simultaneously. The informations collected in the census were through household 

and individual schedules. Basic informations of the settlement (such as availability of school, 

transport, communication, lodge, shops, industry, sources of drinking water, health facilities, 

source of energy etc) were also collected as requested by Strengthening NPC Project. The 

Preliminary results of the census were published within 3 months after successful completion 

of tield work. Tables on major characteristics on sample basis 10% of the rural and 20% of 

the urban population were published within 8 months and the analysis of the advance tables 

was completed within less than one and half year. Most of the sample results were used for 

preparation of the Eighth plane 1992-97) of the country. 

Census Organization: 

Census operation including tl"eld work had been improved over the past censuses in 1991. A 

Technical Committee having representatives from different organizations was formed well in 

advance and had met regularly for discussions towards the improvement of questionnaire and 

related activities. A (jazetted Ollicer, who was designated as census in-charge, was posted to 

each district and rigorous training in the various aspects of census field operation was given 

for a duration of about 5 weeks in the central office before they moved to their respective 

districts. A District Coordination Committee was formed for the first time in each district and 

some of the districts were divided into 2 or 3 subdistrict census areas wherever necessary to 

facilitate the flow of census materials and wide areal supervision. The supervisor/enumerator 
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ratio was substantially improved over the years especially in 1991 which was 1:5 compared 

to 1: lOin 1981 and 1 :24 in 1971. On the recommendations of the Technical Committee, the 

enumerators were employed from among the local primary school teachers. In the areas, where 

teachers were not in sufficient numbers, other having the qualification of SLC were recruited . 
• 

All enumerators were given training of ten days on census operation and questionnaire

administration. The headmasters of the primary school or secondary school teachers were 

employed as supervisors. In areas. where teachers were not in adequate number. those having 

a minimum qualificatiqn of intermediate level were recruited: about 300 post graduate students 

studying in Department of Population Studies and Statistics from Tribhuvan University were 

employed as field supervisors. Census publicity activities aimed at creating awareness among 

the people were quite extensive in 1991. All the available mass media including postage 

stamps, calendar, microphone announcement. television were used rigorously in this census. 

Even the individual questionnaire forms were made handy (9.5" * 14.5"in 1991 vs 15.5" '" 21" 

in 1981) in size and were banded in the form of book in 1991. 

The mode of payment to the enumerators was different from the mode adopted in the pre\'ious 

censuses. In the 1981 census, they were paid on a piece-meal basis while in 1991. they were 

paid a lump sum amount. CBS had suspected that piece-meal method of payment in 1981 may 

have given risc to the possibility of multiple recording of same individuals. for example at 

place of enumeration as well as usual place of residence. While in 1991 because of strict 

directive to the enumerators to enumerate at the usual place of residence only. there existed 

much less chance for such dual recording. But due to the type of payment there was the 

possibility of exclusion of some members of the household or to miss the household. Since. 

local teachers were used \\'ho knew their areas as well as their people well. the exclusion 

possibility is expected to be very rare. Some persons residing in army and police barracks were 

not enumerated because of some security reasons. 

The average annual growth rate of population during 1981-91 was 2.1 % per annum as 

compared to 2.66% during 1971-81. This low rate of population grO\\'th during 1981-91 raised 

several questions including the extent of under-counting in the 1991 census. In this context, 
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Dr. Y.B. Karki attempted to evaluate the 1991 population census and came up with a minimum 

under count of 2.2%. This under count is mainly due to males undercount (Karki, 1992). Based 

on post enumeration survey data Natarajan estimated the 1991 census undercount to the extent 

of 11 %, which was much higher than expected. If adjustment is made for thi, degree of under 

count, the population growth rate would jump to more than 3 percent per year during 1981-91. 

So one has to identify the problems associated in the PES of 1991. The post enumeration 

survey (PES) was conducted after six months which poses the problems of reconciling the 

cases between the census and PES. In 1991 census, matching was done on the basis of two 

characteristics i.e. name and caste of head of household. Generally survey data are expected 

to give better results than that of census but matching between PES and census data show more 

households missed by PES (i.e 2296) than by census (1662). PES did not cover all the sampled 

areas which was supposed to cover and consequently might have contributed to data coverage 

problem in the sample itself. The other reason was during the time of PES 1991, there was 

a governmental ban in recruiting staff even for short duration, consequently PES was conducted 

by the lower level staff from other ministries on deputation. This prevented choice of qualified 

and capable persons for the survey. The problem of identification of boundaries might be a 

crucial one. Because ward boundary was not clearly demarcated due to lack of mapping, the 

malching belween PES and census becomes' difficult. Enumerators had to rely on the local 

people. All these factors might have created a problem in reconciling the cases which showed 

an unrealistic under enumeration in 1991. 

Indirect estimations and co~sistency analysis seem to indicate that under count was about of 

the order of 4% (about 3% for female and about 5% for males) in 1991 census. 

I f we evaluate 1991 census based on accuracy of age reporting. census organization. quality 

of persons used in the census, supervisor/enumerator ratio it could be regarded as the improved 

census over the past censuses. On the basis of experience of the 1991 census much 

improvement can be done for the forth coming population census of 2001 by avoiding the 

short-comings of the past censuses. 
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Most of the people (91.5%) of Nepal live in rural areas i.e. in VDCs. VDCs need to be 

developed in order to develop the country. For developing VDCS basic information are needed. 

Up to 1981 information on population by sex and on households were available for VDC level. 

Population census is the only source of information for the country as·a whole. Realising all 

these short comings for the first time VDC level information are made available on all the 

major characteristics along with information of the settlement. In the constitution of the 

kingdom of Nepal 1990, (i.e Nepal Adhirajya-ko samvidhan. 2047), provision is made in the 

constitution to elect the members of house of representative from each district and the number 

of electorial constituencies determined by population size (sub article (2) of Article 45 of the 

constitution). For the General Elections to the House of Representatives. there is pro\'ision for 

establishment of the Electoral Constituency Delimitation Commission (ECDC) and in 

accordance with sub article (1) of Article 105 of the constitution is the final authority to 

determine for the reapportionment i.e. the number of Representatives to which a distric: is 

entitled (sub article 3 of Article 105 of the constitution). For 1994 ~v1idterm general election 

the reapportionment of total 205 seats for House of Representatives from different districts 

were made according to 1991 population census which yielded 1 to 7 members from e::..:h 

district according to size of population in the respective districts. This provision shows one of 

the most important uses of census data after the promulgation of the above constitution of 

Nepal. 

Some basic indicators are presented in Table 2. The CBR is 37.5. CDR is 13.8. and TFR is 5.8 

and average life expectancy is 54.4 for the country in 1991. The population growth rate during 

1981-91 was 2.1 % per annum compared to 2.66% during 1971-81. These indicators re\'eal that 

Nepal has comparatively young population \vith low level of socio-economic status. . 
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Table 2: Basic Indicators of Nepal 

A. Demographic Indicators 10. Vital Rates 
a. Crude Birth Rat~ 37.5 

1. Population, 1991 b. Crude Death Rate 13.8 
Total 18,491,097 c. Total Fertility Rate 5.8 

Male 9,220,974 d. Life Expectancy (in years) 
Female 9,270,123 Total 54.4 

Male 55.9 
2. Annual Population Growth Female 53.4 

Total 2.10% 
Urban 5.89% B. Health Indicators 
Rural 1.80% 

1. Infant Mortality Rate 102/1000 
3. Agricultural Population Density live births 

6.20 persons per hectare of 2. Child Mortality Rate 165/1000 
cultivated land live births 

126 persons per sq.km. 3. Maternal Mortality 85011 00,000 
live births 

4. Sex Ratio (males/l00 females) 4. No. of persons per 
99.5 Hospital Bed 3,967 

5. No. of persons per 
5. Medil,Ul Age of Population Health Post 24,000 

18.8 years 6. No. of persons per 
Medical Doctor 15,800 

6. Urban Population 
9.5% c. Socio-Economic Indicators 

7. Population Distribution by Broad 1. Economically Active 
Age Group Population (10+) 
0-14 42.7% Total 57.0% 
15-59 51.8% Male 68.7% 
60+ 5.8% Female 45.5% 

2. GDP Growth Rate 
8. Dependency Ratio in 1991192 2.1% 

Total 93.1% 3. GNP per capita $205 
0-14 81.9% 4. Literacy Rate 
60+ 11.2% Total 39.6% 

Male 54.5% 
9. Women (15-49) out of Total Women Female 25.0% 

47.49% Urban 
Male 77.4% 
Female 54.3% 
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Data dissemination: 

Prior to 1991 census, the information about all the characteristics were made available by 

districts and municipalities. For VDC, only the household and population by sex was made 

available. After the 1991 census, 10% of the rural and about 20% of the Urban sample was 

processed and major characteristics tables were produced and analysed \\ithin 1 1/2 years. The 

hard copy as well as PC diskette were made available for the interested persons. The census 

output tables were also published within 2 years and analytical report is almost completed by 

this time. Many cross-(:lassified characteristics tables are published by district and municipality. 

Tabulation of major characteristics are also available at VDC level and number of households, 

population by sex are available at ward level. The data are available in computer diskette as 

well as in the printed from. In the past the census data were under utilized due to many 

regions. In the recent years these data are used for various purposes and there is momentum 

day by day in the utilization of data by government NOO. INOO, Institutions and individuals. 

Census under-taking is an expensive task. Attempt should be made for the maximum utilization 

of the census output for the well being of the general public as a whole. Therefore attention 

should be given to make data friendly and useful for the users. 

The democratic government in Nepal is taking steps to uplift the social status of the most 

neglected segments (ethnic groups) and elderly people along with fulfilling the minimum basic 

human needs. poverty alleviation including over all development of the VDCs. The information 

collected in the census is getting more and more important in this respect. So due attention 

should be given to collect more information and more reliable information which could serve 

many a useful purpose. 

After 1981 census there was boundary change in some of the districts and intercensal growth 

rates of district population between 1981 and 1991 were adjusted for bound~ change. After 

1991 census the boundary of some of the municipalities and VDCs were changed so the 

population should be adjusted according to boundary change. Mapping was there for VDC 

level in rural areas and ward level in Urban areas. It would be very convenient if geophysical 

map, with recognisable landmarks, could be made in ward level. 
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Summary and rccommendati~ns: 

Although the 1991 census of population was found to be better than the- pr!vious censuses, 

particularly the 1981 census, the evaluation of some of the aspects of the 1991 census clearly 

shows that a lot has to be done to improve the quality of census data of Nepal. Below, a 

summary of evaluation is presented as well as some recommendations are outlined for the next 

census-taking. 

1) In 1991 the Census Technical Advisory Committees was more effective than the one 

in 1981, in that it met more often and acted as a good technical back stopping. But still 

there is plenty of room to make it even more effective. For instance, in order to discuss 

specific topics relevant persons can meet more frequently. 

2) To prevent the omission and duplications in enumerations depends to a large extent on 

the proper delimitation of enumeration areas which in tum depends on the accuracy of 

the available maps. Since there are frequent boundary changes, maps must be updated. 

For updating maps strong cartographic section should be established within CBS. 

3) The manpower in 1991 census round was much better in terms of both quality and 

quantity as the census supervisor/enumerator ratio was high and also the educational 

qualifications of both ~numerators and supervisors were much higher in 1991 than in 

1981. This manpower mix should be maintained. 

4) In future, if proper attention is given on the basis of 1991 experience, data processing 

and dissemination of census results can be completed in shorter duration than that of 

1991. 

5) Certainly a lot of efforts were made in 1991 to educate the public about the importance 

of population census. For this mostly mass media were utilized. For the next census of 
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2001 one should aim at not only the quantity of media materials but also at their 

distribution and use at the grassroots. This is the lesson learned by other health 

promotiOn activities during the last two decades or more. For this some months prior to 

the total count mass census canvassing can be launched. In that cafnpaign the public can 

be informed of the importance of census taking, explain them that better response would 

be of immense value, to both the government, and local political leaders and eventually 

to the public. If possible every head of the household must be made aware that a census 

is being undertaken and that his household is not to be missed by the enumerator. 

Enumerators from the local area should be encouraged, especially in urban centers. to 

cover the persons at other times if some respondents cannot be captured in normal time. 

6) Quality of data, as indicated by the age-sex reporting indices etc., seems better in 1991 

than in the previous censuses, although still not as good as in the survey data Age 

shifting is also less problematic in 1991. 

7) Children ever born (CEB) data are relati vel y better in 1991. Compared to survey data 

they need to be further improved. 

8) Birth data collected for the year preceding the census, do not seem to have improved 

even in 1991. Perhaps the question items will have to be modified in this respect 

9) Nuptiality data look better than the 1981 data but the proportions of males and females 

not revealing such information is unexpectedly high in 1991 compared to all other 

censuses. In Nepal marriage is not a sensitive issue, nevertheless it is surprising to know 

that such information is not well reported. 

10) Sex ratios by caste/ethnic groups indicate low coverage of the underprivileged and the 

minority and the relatively backward groups. This is suspected because their sex ratios 

are mostly out of normal range. 
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11) Efforts must be made to make "post enumeration survey" successful because it is the 

main source of information that can be used to evaluate the total count. This should be 

organized on time, well manpowered and administered immediately after the total 

enumeration .. _ 

12) If "post-enumeration survey" is to be successful as contrary to the last two censuses a 

"built~in" sample must be devised at the time of census under-taking where in detailed 

investigation can be made with relatively better trained manpower. In the context of 

Nepal this would probably be better for the following two reasons. 

a) Total enumeration takes place in June and if PES is to be conducted it will have to 

be in the beginning of the rainy season which can affect, as it did in 1981, the 

quality of work. This problem can be avoided if a "built-in" sample is administered 

simultaneously with complete count. 

b) In a "built-in" sample additional and more detailed questions on some popUlation 

characteristics like mortality and migration can be included which will' help to 

shorten the main census questionnaire. 

13) A system must be devised to check a large part of the data collected in the field so that 

if some schedules are badly done they can be checked at the spot. Also a record of 

revisits, changes that are made, must be kept by each team of supervisor and 

enumerators. 

14) Of course, more efforts must be made to conduct the processing of thc collectcd data. 

Even if data are well coded, data entry must be checked for their consistency before the 

diskette is made available to the public. 

15) For the evaluation of census results it would be most useful to have a volume on 

methodology of census taking. It must include all aspects of census operation from 

preliminary planning to the stage when final volumes of census tables are produced. 
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16) In 1991 advance tabulation of basic data was produced and this activity should continue 

in the future too but perhaps with more detailed ~ata. 

17) Nepal's stage of socio-economic development also in part accounts for low quality 

census operation. The problems of census taking in Nepal has long been recognized 

(CBS, 1987) but perhaps are still not widely appreciated. These problems relate mainly 

to the dispersal of the population over numerous hills, valleys and low lands. 

Problems of transportation and communication between the capital city and the rest of 

the country is difficult especially in Mountains. Despite fairly fast construction of roads 

in the recent past (now 59 district Headquarters are linked by roads) most of Nepal is 

still not easily accessible. In the 1981 census-round, the bulk of census materials like 

questionnaire, stationary, enumerator's manuals etc., were transported on human backs. 

This was still so in 1991 but to a lesser extent. This time census materials were made 

available in nearest place of different parts of the country where transportation by vehicle 

could be made. From these places census materials were transported in the respective 

districts more efficiently and conveniently than in the past. It is hoped that further 

improvements could be made in future. 
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SOME FEATURES OF POPULATION CENSUSES 

IN SRI LANKA 

1.. Introduction 

The first enumeration of the people in Sri Lanka was done in 1779 and was confined only to the 

coastal areas. Two partial censuses followed in 1814 and 1821 covering the maritime provinces and 

J<andyan provinces respectively. The first of a series of decennial censuses in Sri Lanka was conducted 

in 1871. Five regular censuses were held thereafter upto the year 1921, establishing a well defined 

census methodology. For financial reasons arising from the economic depression, the census of 1931 

was restricted only to a head count of the total population. However a detailed enumeration was carried 

out in the city of Colombo. The practice of conducting the census in years ending with digit one could 

not be maintained in the forties. fifties. sixties and in the nineties. The census due in 1941 was postponed 

until 1946 on account of World War II. A paper shortage resulting from the Korea~ war caused a 

rescheduling of the census from 1951 to 1953. The census in 1960's was held only in 1963. The next 

census, taken in 1971 was the eleventh in the series and marked the 100 years of experience in 

conducting censuses. The twelfth decennial census was taken in March 1981. Unfortunately, the census 

due in 1991 could not be held due to the disturbed conditions prevailing in the Northern and Eastern 

provinces of the island. 

Census procedures are very well established in Sri Lanka. The first stage in census taking is the 

pre-listing of all buildings in the country. This list is used to form census blocks which can be assigned 

to each enumerator. In addition, this list serves as the sampling frame for intercensal surveys. The census 

enumeration is carried out in two phases; the preliminary census and the final census. The preliminary 

census is usually completed within 10 days. During this period, the enumerators update the lists of 

building units in their census blocks and fill a schedule for each unit in respect of all persons usually 

living there. The final census enumeration is carried out between 6.00 p.rn and 12 midnight on the day 

specified, usually 1" week after the preliminary census. This is intended to be a direct check and updating 

of the information recorded at the preliminary census by deleting information relating to absent persons 

and recording information in respect of additional persons present in the housing unit at the time of the 

enumerator's visit~ So, the population censuses in Sri Lanka are taken on adefacto basis, although dejure 

method is used during the preliminary census. 
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2. Currerit Situation 

The Northern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka are subject to disturb conditions due to the 

ethnic crisis. This area consists of 8 administrative districts out of a total of 25 and accounts for about 

29% of total land area and 14% of total population in Sri Lanka. 

The prevailing situation in the Northern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka is not conducive for 

the organization and implementation of census activities. Provision for extensive logistical arrange

ments such as staff recruitments, trclining, supply of printed forms and materials and more importantly 

the accessibility to dwellings for data collection and the obtaining of the co-operations of people living 

under disturbed conditions would be severely limited. In addition, the population from these disturb 

areas have migrated to other parts of the country. The Population Census, canvasses detailed 

. information on such characteristics as ethnicity and religion. A census taken in the undisturbed areas 

will also enumerate displaced persons from the disturbed areas. Thus the pattern of distribution of the 

population elsewhere would also be different to that under normal circumstances. It might, however, 

be possible to some extent to identify these displaced persons by canvassing additional questions. 

Under these circumstances one possible course of action is to take a census of the balance 17 

districts excluding the Northern and Eastern provinces of Sri Lanka. It has the weaknesses referred to 

earlier of including displaced persons from the disturbed areas. The enumeration and complete 

idntification of all displaced persons would be difficult at such a census enumeration. Most importantly 

it would not be a national census. 

These considerations cause to postpone the census due in 1991 until the situation in Northern 

and Eastern provinces are conducive to conduct such an operation. The new government of Sri Lanka 

'is actively persuading a peaceful solution to the ethnic crisis; but still a decision has not yet been taken 

on the possible period of conducting the next Population Census. Postponement of 1990 round of census 

results severe scarcity of data needed for various action programmes of the government, particularly at 

the lower administrative levels. In order to fulfil such demands, at least to a certain extent, a large 

Demographic Survey covering approximately 100,000 households were carried out in September'l994 . 

. The major objective of this survey is to provide information similar to that of a popUlation census at 

lower level of disaggregation. The processing of data of this survey is in progress. 
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3.' Data Processing Plans 

Recognizing the absolute importance of preparing the data processing plans and testing them 

well in advance of the census, much thought was given to developing a data processing strategy. The 

primary concerns in developing such a strategy were determined on the elltperience of 1981 and previous 

censuses. 

On data capture. the interest developed on changing from the systems of dumb data entry to 

intelligent and interactive data capture. A review of the editing procedure adopted in the 1981 census 

showed major problems; error correction was a difficult procedure to administer; several rounds of 

computer editing and manual correction involving large volumes of 'error point-outs' caused consid

erable delays in processing the data. The need to reduce the volume of manual editing and to minimize 

manual error correction was therefore of important consideration in developing an editing strategy. 

Regarding tabulations, it was accepted that a main course of delay in the census results at the 1981 census 

was the necessity to re-prepare the computer output tables for publication. This was a laborious and time 

consuming process. Therefore the need to ensure that the computer output tables are camera-ready for 

printing was given primary recognition. The software package IMPS developed by the U.S. Bureau of 

the Census is used to process the data. l~ fact, data collected during the Pilot Census was successfully 

entered. edited and tabulated using IMPS package. 

3.1 Data Capture 

The necessary computer programmes for data entry in the pilot census of 1990 round of census 

were prepared using CENTRY. The program produces screens on the monitor which can be designed 

to look almost like the census schedule. It also causes only valid values to be accepted. Skip patterns 

were not incorporated in the program. The reason for not doing so was the experience that miskeying 

at test fields leads the cursor to incorrect positions subsequently and the keyer is often unable to resolve 

. this. 

Two types of records were created, one for population and the other for housing. An optimal 

batch was taken to be a census block which consist of about 60-80 housing units. All schedules in one 

census block have the same identification information upto block level and these ID's are'keyed in'only 

once for the whole block, but are automatically duplicated from record to record. The batch files could 

be concatenated to any desired level using concatenation procedure. However, the main concern in 
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census data preparation is to ensure that data for all census blocks are inciuded with correct lO's and' 

no omissions. the facility under CENTRACK procedure was used to achieve this task. This facility is 

likely, to be a major advantage in maintainingaccutacy of datafites at the census. 

On the basis of this experience it is most 'likely thai the Same procedure with necessary 

improvements could be adopted for data capture at the next census. 

3.2 Data editing 

During the pilotcensus, manual editing was contained to a very few basic checks including the 

identification information. The CON COR component of IMPS was used for computer editing. It 

checked that there was one and only onc head of household for a household and that for all households 

in one housing ul1it there was only one housing record. It also checked for ranges viz. valid values for 
~ ' ... ' 

each item and inconsistencies between items. Under consistency checks, improbable relations between 
,-' 

values of different.items were prepared as extensively as possible~ 

The edit program also performed imputations. The number of imputations, however, were 

confined to minimum. Hot decking' for imp!Jtations was used very sparingly, the main instance of its 

use being to impute age, the relatively infrequent case when the year of birth- was not reported. 

The correction of data at computer editing stage was done automatically. When for a particular 

item, a value was not reported or it was internally inconsistent, the computer program carried out the 

correction on a set of guidelines that a manual editor would follow. In this manner, a given inconsistency 

was corrected exactly in; the same manner in all instances where it occurred. Most importantly, it 

'eliminates the tedious process of printing error records, tracing the related schedules, and correction by 

editors which is often error-prone. 

During the pilot census over 240 edit cheeks including allocations were carried out. The time 

taken to perfonn these edits on 67.769 records of which 55,092 were population and 12,057 were 
" 

housing was approximately 8 minutes. Tests carried out later by duplicating the data set has revealed 

that 338,845 records could be edited on PS/2-SO system in nearly 25 minutes. This could add 

tremendously to the speed and efficiency of the process of edititig. 
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3.3 ' Tabulation 

CENTS component of IMPS was used to produce the tabulations. An important feature of this 

software is that the table fonnats and its appearance in custom tailored. This facility was fully utilized 

to produce tables in exactly the same way as required for the census publications. The table headings, 

spanners, column headings, captions, stabs, margins, spacing and footnotes were all as required for 

printing. 

Producinl table for lubnational area. ~ould be carried out very effectively ulina the 11'0' 
processing and consolidation facilities available in CENTS. Area processing was also utilized for 

producing table on occupation and industry at unit level. Most of the tables to be included in the 

publications have been produced using the data from the pilot census. 

4. Preparatory work in Census-Cartography 

At the 1981 census and the previous censuses, the pre-listing officers were requested to list all 

the bui_ldings in the assigned area and demarcate the area into census blocks. There was no specific size 

defined for a census block, generally it was about 60 housing units in rural areas and about 80 in urban 

localities. The general rule adopted in demarcating the blocks was enumerator should be able to visit 

all these units between 6 pm and midnight on the night of the final census. So the exact size of a census 

block depends on local conditions such as terrain and the distance between the buildings. The listing 

officers were also asked to draw a sketch map of the census block showing the boundaries and the 

location of buildings. But this sketch did not show the clear boundaries of the census block. Further, 

if was not possible to ensure that the blocks are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. As a result when 

the blocks are updated for sampling purposes problems encountered in allocating the new buildings 

which have come up after the census to the specific census blocks. 

In any case by definition a census block should have well defined boundaries and this requires 

the use of maps for delineation of census blocks. A very detailed review of availability of maps and the 

procedures for using available maps have been carried out. No maps are available at the requisite scale 

and with recent infonnation to be used for this propose. 
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Recognizing the absolute importance of maps at lowest level and also their value in presenting 

the data for small areas it was decided to explore the possibility of preparing sketch map of each O.N. (I) 

division in the rural areas prior to the listing operation. Preparation of a set of G.N. division sketches 

was undertaken on an experimental basis in a selected area. This was drawn by the Grama Niladhari(2) 

since he knows best about the area, its boundaries, villages etc. The initial maps were not totally 

satisfactory; later the instructions were improved, maps were reviewed and returned to the officers with 

specific comments forcorreclions and the subsequent maps were reasonably acceptable. It was decided 

to implement the program throughout the country and the sketches were drawn for about 11,000 G.N. 

divisions. Portion of these maps were updated in the early part of 1994 as a pre-requisite of the 

demographic survey mentioned in section 2. 

A different procedure is necessary for preparing maps in the urban sector because the urban areas 

are far more densely populated than the rural areas. The Colombo city is exceptionally densely 

populated. At the 1981 census it was found that one ward was far too large and also impossible to be 

pre-listed by one pre-listing officer. Assigning a ward to a single pre-listing officer Jed to severe 

problems at the last census. This situation was of great concern and the consultants on population census 

who examined the situation have strongly suggested that no pre-listing officer should be assigned more 

than 300-400 units. 

So it is desimble to draw pre-listing area maps for urban areas together with the appropriate 

census blocks marked on it. More recent and large scale 1: WOO maps are available for the city of 

Colombo. A work program was undertaken to draw the sketches of wards in Colombo city based on the 

above maps. In other urban ~as the process was carried out making use the ward level maps available 

,.in the ,respective urban bodies. 

The ultimate aim of this mapping exercise is to develop a Geographic Information System 

making use of the recent developments in the computer software technology. As a first step, it is planned 

to digitized and computerize the maps already being prepared by the Survey Department at the G.N. 

division level. Further information available from the sketches already drawn such as the demarcation 

of census blocks as described in the above paragraphs will be incorporated as far as possible. Cbmputer 

production of enumerator maps will no doubt improve and enhance the value and quality of the data in 

the future censuses. However to carry out this work successfully, GIS capabilities within the department 

should be fully developed. 

(1) a.N. division is a small administraLive subdivision; there are aboul12,400 such division in the country. 

(2) Grama Niladhari is the village level officc~ appointed by the govemmcnllO be in charge of a.N. Division. 
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5. Measurement and Analysis of Migration Data 

The Census of Population is the major source of infonnatioll on intemal migration or movement 

of persons within the country. It enables to measure the volume of internal migration and helps to 

identify the migration streams. Census data, however, do not pennit to analyze causes and conse

quences of mibrration which is an important component in migration studies. These can only be gathered 

through sample surveys specifically designed for the purpose. The population registration system, 

under which residents are requested to register or renew their registration for each move, has not been 

established in Sri Lanka. 

Population censuses of many countries include a question on the place of birth. In Sri Lanka this 

question was included in all censuses; but data on place of birth by place of residence were published 

for the first time at the 1946 census. This infonnation is used to identify the 'lifetime migrants'. A 

lifetime migmnt is one whose usual residence is a place other than the place of birth. This is generally 

not a satisfactory measure. The main problems are that people of different ages are exposed to the risk 

of moving for different lengths of time, that multiple moves are not recorded and that moves which 

occurred upto a lifetime ago are included with very recent moves. In addition to these conceptual issues 

data collected under place of birth are. generally subject to certain problems due to misreporting. 

Statements of birth place occur because of deliberate misreporting as well as due to ignorance. 

Deliberate misreporting is often due to the tendency to state the name of a nearby town better known 

than the village of hirth for reasons of prestige. This bias is minimized if the data are recorded at district 

level. Misreporting due to ignorance results since the answers to the census questions are given by one 

member of the household who may not know the birth place of others, particularly of boarders and 

relations. 

In addition to the place of birth and usual residence two additional questions were introduced 

in 1971 census and thereafter. These are, duration of stay at usual residence and previous residence. 

That infonnation was collected in 1971 only in respect of the population within a 10 percent sample in 

all urban, rural.and estate sectors of Sri Lanka. At the 1981 Census however, a change was made. The 

data on above topics were collected on 100 percent basis in urban areas and the 10 percent sample 

applied only to rural and estate areas. The sampling approach used in 1971 census created some 

problems such as over reporting in some areas and under reporting in others since the migrants from 

parlicularparts of the country, especially in urban areas, tend to congregate together. In the 1981 census, 

this problem was less serious since all urban areas were covered by complete enumeration. 
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The topics on which information on migration were collected during the .197l ~d 1981 census~s 

are as folJows; 

1. Place of birth: 

2. Place of usual residence: 

If the person was born in the same district of enumeration, 

than it was recorded separately. For others, district! 

country of birth was recorded. 

If the person usually lived in the town orvillage where he 

was enumerated, that was indicate~. If he usu~lly lived 

elsewhere the name of the town/village and the district 

was entered in 1971. II?, the, I Q8,l census tij~ lauer was 

slightly modified to ident,i.(y, 

(a) . those wh~ live oU,t,side.tb~ (9)Yll/yiIl~ge ().f.yf)~p'l~ra 

tion but within the same di~tt:ict and 

(b) those who usually live in al1o.~hCf~ district/~ou,ntl)' .. 

3, ... , plp"atjop, ~f ~,tay, at,~~ua.J resi~epce: If the pe,rson was bor!) in,the tOY'n/villagein jNhich h~ 

4. Previous residence: 

,~sll~lly,residc,d and ha(.i bCC.n living therc since bi,r!!} JIII~n 

it was indicated. ,.Otherwise the duration of usualxesi

. dence was entered. ~n t~e,-l971, census only certain! I ! 

categories of the d,u.-ation of re:;idcnce was recorded; but 

the 1981 census rccor(.icd thl,; duration in two digits. 

For persons not born in the town or village of residence 

the lown or village and the district where the person 

resided prior to the present place of residence were 

obtained in the 1971 census . .In the 1981 census whether 
,,;'" ",' "1; 

the previous d~strict is the same as the current district of 

residence was ascertaincd. Then only thedistrict!country 

of previous resiQ~n~e, was recorded. 

Th~ next populalioncensus will also include the above fou,r que~~~o.ns on migration quite simillJ{ 

to that of 1981 censu~. But in, addition, a question on the reason fqr moving ,to the c.UITent pla~~,Qf ~s~~l 

residence is under considera~on .. This infonnation is impon~nt to evaluaJe the m;J.gni~ude pf d.i~pJC\c~ 

persons and relevent under the prevailing situation. 
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The analysis of internal migration data from the past censuses were carried out mainly using 

three methods. 

1. Using the data on place of binh and place of usual residence lifetime migl"clJ1ts were identified. 

Canographic methods were used for presentation of migration streams. 

2. The data on the district of usual residence and district of previous residence and duration of 

residence were used to estimate the migration within specific time periods. 

3. The census-vital statistics method was used to estimate the net inter-censal migration into a 

given area. In this method net migration is estimated as the difference between the population increase 

and the natural increase as specified by the demographic balancing equation. Population increase is 

simply the difference in the enumerated population at the two censuses. Natural increase is the 

difference between the total numbers of births and deaths from one census date to the next. In the case 

of Sri Lanka. since data on births and deaths are virtually complete the census-vital statistics method 

gives a reliable estimate of migration. 
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I. Introduction 

1. The conditions for Japan's censuses and surveys have 
become increasingly difficult because of refusals to respond due 
to privacy consciousness, inaccessibility to households vacant 
in the daytime, and difficulty in recruiting enumerators. 
Moreover, expenses have become huge, although Japan's financial 
authorities have 50 far shown a fairly good understanding of the 
need for statistical activities. This paper examines alternative 
data sources of past and present population statistics in Japan, 
and calls for discussion on the validity of population censuses 
in the future. : At its last section, the paper describes the 1995 
Population Census. 

II. The Development of Japan's Population Statistics 

a. Pre-census period 
2. Statistical activities are one of the most fundamental 

functions of any government. As early as 1871, three years after 
the start of modern Japan, the predecessor of the present 
Statistics Bureau and Statistics Center was set up in the central 
government. This agency compiled the first statistical yearbook 
in 1872, in order for the government to understand conditions 
throughout Japan. 

3. In ,1871 the Permanent Address Register was started, and 
Japan's first statistics agency measured the permanent-address 
population by counting people recorded in the Register for 1872, 
(and the current-address population by adding net temporary 
residents to it.) From the next year through 1897, the current
address population was estimated every year by adding to or 
subtracting from the previous year's current-address population, 
the changes reported (migrations, births Idea ths, etc.) From 
1898 through 1919, the permanent-address population and the 
current-address population were counted every five years using 
the Register, and the current-address population was estimated 
annually for the middle years taking into consideration births 
and deaths as well as internal migrants, immigrants and 
emigrants. 

4. It did not take long before these population figures 
were found to be over-estimated, and the current-address 
population had to be adjusted somehow for actual administrative 
uses, both at the central and local levels (Table 1.) The reason 
for this was mainly because of duplications in the Register I 
which was already detected in those days: the number of moving-in 
temporary residents outnumbered that of moving-out temporary 
residents by more than two million in 1908, 1913 and 1918 at the 
nationwide level. 

b. The 1920 Population Census and quinquennial population 
censuses 

5. In this regard, census taking was urgently needed. 
Japan I s first Population Census was scheduled to be taken in 
1905, but was postponed until 1920, mainly because of the 
Japanese-Russo War (1904-1905). 
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6. ·Population censuses were taken every five years after 
that, namely in 1925, 1930, 1935 and 1940. The 1945 Census was 
put off until 1947 because of World War II, but population 
censuses have maintained a regular interval of five years since 
the 1950 Census. 

c. Resident Registration Systems 
7. In 1952, the government started another registration 

system, in which people were required to register themselves at 
the municipal office of the area where they resided. This 
Resident Registers did not cover such fields as taxation, 
elections, compulsory education, medical and social insurances, 
or rice rations, for which people needed to report separately. 
In 1967, this system was improved to handle the above mentioned 
fields by establishing an integrated register called the Basic 
Resident Registers. 

8. Fiscal year end (March) population figures by sex and 
age were produced using these registers earlier by the Ministry 
of Justice, and later by the Ministry of Home Affairs. Table 2 
shows differences between population figures obtained from these 
registers and population censuses. It can be observed that the 
difference ratio has become much smaller after the Basic Resident 
Registers were introduced. 

9. The Statistics Bureau has been compiling internal 
migration statistics since 1954 by gathering reports from the 
heads of municipalities on residents' movements recorded in these 
registers. 

10. The Basic Resident Registers have been computerized in 
85.2 l·of municipalities as of 1992. Thus, its usefulness in 
population statistics will be enhanced even more in the future. 
For exampl e, "age" cOt! ld be added to the in terna 1 migra tion 
statistics stated above. 

d. Current population estimates 
11. The Stati.stics Bureau has been produci.ng current 

population estimates for inter-census periods using population 
census figures, births and deaths from Vital Statistics of the 
Ministry of Welfa-re and Statistics on Legal Migrants of the 
Ministry of Justice. The estimates include population by sex 
every month for the whole country and annually for individual 
prefectures, as well as annual estimates by sex and age (single 
year) for the whole country and by sex and age (5-year group) for 
individual prefectures. One of the uses of these estimates is 
to get a bench-mark population figure for the monthly Labour 
Force Survey and other sampJe surveys which should produce total 
population figures at H specific survey date. 

III. Censuses versus Hegisters as a Source of Statistics 

a. General observations 
12. There are two kinds of sources for data collection for 

statistics: (i) censuses and surveys conducted directly by 
statistical orgartizations, and (ii) records reported through 
various administrative channels. In the early days of lJ\odern 
Japan, statistics were compiled from administrative reports 
obtained from sources such as the Permanent Address Register and 
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the Reports of the Ministry of Home Affairs, but now direct 
censuses and surveys have become the main approach. 

13. The administra ti ve reporting system is sui table for 
occasional events such as births and deaths as well as changes 
of residents. But it yields complete counting, and necessarily 
means heavy burdens both on reporters and on organizations in 
charge of statistical tabulation. 

14. On the other hand, the direct statistical data 
collection system makes use of sampling techniques wherever 
possible, resulting in the reduction of cost and labour. At the 
same time, it enables statistical organizations to produce 
statistics independently from other administrative organizations, 
which is preferable in democratic countries. 

15. As computerization prevails, establishments and 
enterprises, especially larger ones, could be completely handled 
by computer. Field operations would be minimized. On the other 
hand, people and households cannot or should not be fully handled 
by computer, if we take into account size of population, and 
people'S freedom or privacy. 

b. Accuracy 
16. As the registers are improved and computerized, their 

accuracy will advance I as observed above. However, accuracy 
declines from the nationwide level down to the prefectural level, 
and further do'~ to the municipality level, and to breakdowns by 
sex. 

17. Tables 3 and 4 tell give findings for the year 1990. 
At the prefectural level (average population, 2 million), the 
difference ratio (0.19 % for the nationwide level) ranges from 
2.59 % to -0.60 % for 1990. Populated prefectures have negative 
figures. This means a great many residents newly moving in tend 
to fail to report, which, in turn, affects the figures for 
prefectures that are losing people. As to sex breakdowns, males 
have larger difference rat~os than females on average. Finally, 
within a prefecture, the difference ratio fluctuates much more: 
three central business wards of Tokyo have considerable positive 
numbers, reflecting a loss of residents, like many rural areas 
where residents also tend to move out. 

lS. On the other hand, population censuses cannot be called 
complete, either. As is well known, cohort analyses sometimes 
reveal under-enumeration of youths aged 20-30 in population 
censuses in Japan. They are not good at enumerating minorities 
ei ther, as sho'~ in Table 5. However, these problems can be 
solved through various efforts, some of which are touched on in 
the last section. 

c. Extensiveness of data 
19. The Basic Resident Registers cover only a few data 

items concerning population statistics: household composition, 
permanent and current address, and each household member's name, 
sex, date of birth, and social insurance number (local). This 
may be true of any resident's register in the world. Basic items 
in any population census such as labour force status, industry, 
occupation, status in employment, education, and migration are 
not recorded nor can they be precisely handled in registers 
because these items are subject to frequent changes in most 
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cases. Moreover,the Register records only Japanese nationals. 
Therefore, population statistics obtained from registers are 
limited in content. 

20. In Nordic countries, population censuses have been 
abolished, but certain sample surveys are needed for pop~lation 
statistics, or registers should be very informative. 

d. Usage as a sampling frame 
21. The Population Census and the Establishment Census 

produce most fundamental statistics and at the same time provide 
most basic sampling frames on population and households and on 
establishments, respectively, in Japan. 

22. As for sample surveys on population and households, 
enumeration districts of the Population Census, will continue to 
play a key role as sampling units in most cases. The Basic 
Resident Registers have not been interconnected on a national 
basis and are not convenient for sampling. In addi tion, the 
Registers are not informative enough for stratification. 

23. As for establishments, larger ones are chosen from the 
Establishment Directory and smaller ones are chosen from within 
enumeration districts of the Establishment Census. However, as 
computerization advances, a different approach will emerge, with 
the construction of an integrated master register, for example. 

e. Views on freedom 
24. Difficulties with resident registers pointed above are 

a matter of people's freedom from their government. If they 
would not mind being controlled to any extent, registers could 
be completely accurate, and could record extensive individual 
data updated at all times. 

25. I t seems to me tha t people can be happier and more 
relaxed in a loosely controlled si tuation like one in Japan 
tOday. They are only occasionally asked to respond to censuses 
and sample surveys of the government. 

IV. Improvements for ~he 1995 Population Census 

a. Outline of the 1995 Population Census 
26. Population censuses are taken every five years in 

Japan, al ternating between rna jor ones with a full range of 
questions (22 in the 1990 Census) and simplified ones with fewer 
questions (17 in the 1985 Census). The 1995 Census is to be a 
simplified one, but it will provide invaluable statistics for 
national policies preparing for the 21st century. 

27. ~he enumeration method and the questions are to be as 
in the past, that is, self-enumeration mobilizing as many as 800 
thousand enumerators, and 17 questions. '1'here was debate on 
questions to be asked in the Census, but ambj tious questions 
have been deemed more suitable for later sample surveys. 

28. For the 1995 Census, the Ministry of Finance has 
approved a budget of 530,000,000 US dollars (out of which 
482,000,000 US dollars is to be entrusted to local governments.) 

b. Measures to be taken for the 1995 Population Census 
29. In order to count all people completely, measures such 

as the following will be taken: (i) proxy enumeration and 
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collection of information in an improved way, in the case of 
inaccessihle household'6; (ii) advance notices and requests for 
cooperation to households residing in apartments with a special 
security system; (iii) utilization of mini-communication media 
for foreigners; and (iv) distribution of pamphlets to households 
calling for cooperation. 

30. Taking privacy consciousness into account, filled-in 
questionnaires can be sealed up and submitted to enumerators as 
in the past, but their accuracy needs be confirmed more 
thoroughly. 

31. Publicity efforts have begun one year earlier than in 
the past. Moreover, statistical data festivals will be held, and 
statistical charts and graphs will be sent to schools. 

32. Safety measures for enumerators should be taken as far 
as possible. To that end, (i) enumeration in groups or in pairs 
is recommended wherever necessary through the enumerators' mutual 
cooperation; (ii) "night-time supervisors" can be appointed to 
escort or assist enumerators, and 50 on. . 

33. A decentralized coding method will be implemented in 
a limi ted way, where local governments will take charge of 
one-digit industrial classification coding. Six months will be 
saved by this measure. However, how to maintain and control the 
accuracy of coding is still a problem. 

34. Personal computers are to be used as much as possible 
in managerial work performed by the local governments, so 
computer r~ntal fees and software will be issued to them. In 
particular, Summary Slips containing the number of persons by sex 
for each of BUBs are to be submitted on floppy disks. 

d. Data entry equipment 
35. OMRs specially developed by NEC have been used for 

high speed input of computer data since the 1970 Population 
Census. Such OMRs have been improved several times, to allow 
two-side reading in the 1980 Census and augmented image reading 
in the 1990 Census. However, they have not acquired market 
popularity so far, so the 1995 Census will be the last one to 
use this kind of OMRs, and commercial OCRs might be used for the 
2000 Census. OCRs should provide more flexibility in designing 
census questionnaire forms. 

e. Choices of ways to provide data 
36. The traditional data publication, using paper, and new 

ways of data provision via electronic media such as magnetic 
tape, floppy disks and CD-ROM can complement each other, and a 
reasonable combina tion of these media needs be chosen. The 
budget for data provision has been requested in a traditional way 
and approved accordingly for the 1995 Census, but there should 
be discussions on its actual usage. 

37. A data base called SISMAC was developed by the 
Statistics Bureau in 1989, and its use has spread among 
government organizations more rapidly and widely than expected. 
This service has been restricted to the central government for 
now, because of accounting regulations. A similar service will 
be provided to local governments and the private sector at a 
nominal charge. 
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f. Small area statistics 
38. The usefulness of compiling small area statistics from 

the results of censuses, especially for local governments, is 
obvious and becoming greater, due to the development of GIS 
technology. 

39. The Statistics Bureau set up 1,600, 000 BUBs (Basic 
Unit Blocks) over the whole country for the 1990 Population 
Census, and it has complied digitizing all of them. Here, BUBs 
are permanent small area units delineated by roads, rivers, 
railways, and so on. Two BUBs are used, on average, to define 
one enumeration district (ED) which normally contains 50 
households for temporal census taking. In addition, a GIS named 
CMS (Census Mapping System) has been developed to use small area 
statistics which are to be accumulated on BUBs. 

40. The Statistics Bureau instructed local governments to 
check the BUBs they had set up for the 1990 Census and modify 
them if necessary as of one year ahead of the 1995 Census date. 
Ten percent of BUBs have turned out to be modified. 

v. Conclusion 

41. A population census is a huge and expensive statistical 
operation, which is nevertheless worthwhile when it takes into 
account such aspects as accuracy, extensiveness of data, small 
area statistics, people's freedom and so forth. Its shortcomings 
c;;ould be overcome through proper efforts, some of which are 
described in conjunction with the 1995 Population Census. 
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Tab] e 1. 

Year 

1898 
1903 
1908 
1913 
1918 
1920 

Note: ... 

Table 2. 

Year 

1 q r,~, 

196U 
1965 
1 97 (l 
.1 Q"l~) 

1980 
198~ 

1990 

Inconsi~tency between permanent- and current
address population figures 

(thousand) 
Permanent Current Adjusted 

43,760 45,400 43,710 
46,730 48,540 46,590 
49,590 51,740 49,320 
:,3,360 55,130 52,910 
56,670 58,090 55,660 
57,920 55,960 ... 56,860 

1920 Population Census figure 

Differences between population figures from resident 
registers and population censuses (Japanese nationals) 

(thousand) 
Census Register Difference DiL/Cen. 

(Reg.-Cen.) 

nn, (d q Qn,T,? 1,645 
q:-', fq 1 9~,,4El1 2,640 
Q7,6tW 100,018 2,337 

1 OJ, 1 1 q 104,030 910 
111, :'cq ]1],~'4:) 748 
116,Yll 116,601 210 
L'O,~~?q 120,364 35 
1 :':', -'~'? 1 7? , (l', 1 22f3 

Note: The Basic Rp5idpnt Registers were introduced in 1967. 
The number of those whose nationality is unknown is prorated. 

(% ) 

2 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 



Table 3. Difference ratios between population figures by sex from 
the Basic Resident Registers and the ~opulation Census 
(Japanese nationals) at the prefectural level (1990) 

Prefecture 

Japan 
Hokka1do 
Aomor1-ken 
Iwate-ken 
Miyagi-ken 
Akita-ken 
Yamagata-ken 
Fukushima-ken 
Ibaraki-ken 
Tochigi-ken 
Gumma-ken 
Saitama-ken 
Ch1ba-ken 
Tokyo-to 
Kanagawa-ken 
Niigata-ken 
Toyama-ken 
Ishikawa-ken 
Fukui-ken 
Yamanashi-ken 
Nagano-ken 
Gifu-ken 
Sh1zuoka-ken 
Aicti"i'-ken 
Mi.e-ken 
Shiga-ken 
~~yoto- fu 
Osaka-fu 
flyoqo-ken 
Nara-ken 
W,1~:c1yClmi'l-kE'n 

'1'" t. t (1 r i - k en 
Shirnane-ken 
Okayama-ken 
Hlroshima-ken 
Yam~~quch i - ~:en 

ToY. ush i rna - ~:en 

K'lQclW<l- ken 
Ltd 1111' .... kr'TI 

Kocld -k.f·n 

Ful: tJo k a - k en 
[;il·'.p-, k,..,n 
N,1q,)!'>aki -I-.,.,n 
~:urn;l!n()t()- ken 
Oita-ken 
Miyazaki-k,..,n 
~:aq':.!;h i rna - ken 
Ok i nawa - ~:en 

Census 
Population 

122722.4 
5635.1 
1480.9 
1415.0 
2243.1 
1226.1 
1256.9 
2100.3 
2834.3 
1925.9 
1955.8 
6374.4 
5527.8 

11695.2 
7~118.6 

2nO.4 
1117.5 
1260.8 

H8.3 
:50.1 

2248.2 
2('55.2 
3650.5 
6625.2 
1782.3 
1:13.4 
:::556.3 
8557.2 
5326.1 
} 368.4 
1 (. i; 9. 9 

'::13.8 
779.3 

P17.2 
2:32.8 
15;9.2 

830.8 
lC'~1.6 

1:'12.7 
Sn.9 

47'34.3 
P76.3 

1 ~ ',8.5 
1:-37.6 
1233.6 
1!67.3 
17c)S.9 
1217.5 

(thousand, %) 
Difference ratio (%) 
Total Male Female 

0.19 
0.14 
2.59 
1. 00 

-0.47 
1. 00 
0.15 
0.38 
0.69 
0.40 
0.46 

-0.58 
-0.16 
-0.51 
-O . .:n 
0.26 
0.61 

-0.20 
0.26 
0.60 
0.47 
0.59 
0.62 

-0.48 
0.96 
0.45 

-0.60 
-0.05 

0.63 
0.57 
1.90 
0.96 
0.56 
0.82 
0.30 
0.62 
1. 16 
0.7t1 
1. 29 
1. 51 

-0.35 
n. 6~, 
O. 7 ~J 

0.62 
0.92 
1. 24 
0.36 
1. 73 

0.36 
0.50 
4.26 
1. 97 

-0.46 
1. 68 
0.37 
0.60 
0.91 
0.37 
0.47 

-0.65 
-0.22 
-0.77 
-0.53 

0.50 
0.85 
0.10 

-0.08 
0.64 
0.62 
0.95 
0.70 

-0.61 
1. 24 
0.48 

-0.58 
0.38 
1. 20 
1. 18 
? . ~,., 

1. 20 
0.80 
1. 27 
0.40 
0.94 
?O=. 
1 . 11 
1. 86 
1. 95 

-0.22 
1 . "f) 
1. 43 
1.07 
1. 36 
?01 
0.92 
2.63 

0.01 
-0.19 
1. 07 
0.12 

-0.48 
0.38 

-0.05 
0.18 
0.48 
0.42 
0.45 

-0.51 
-0.09 
-0.24 
-0.20 

0.04 
0.39 

-0.48 
0.$8 
0.56 
0.34 
0.24 
0.54 

-0.35 
0.71 
0.41 

-0.61 
-0.47 

0.10 
0.00 
1 .29 
0.73 
0.33 
0.41 
0.21 
0.34 
0.35 
0.39 
0.78 
1.12 

-0.46 
0.11 
0.15 
0.22 
0.53 
0.55 

-0.13 
0.86 

Note: The number of those ·..;hose nat1ona1i ty is unknown is prorated. 
Difference ratio = (Register - Census) / Census 



Table 4. Difference ratios between population figures by sex from 
the Basic Resident Registers and the Population Census 
(Japanese nationals) at the municipality level (1990) 

Prefecture, 
City, town, etc. 

Iwate-ken 
Total of shi area 

Morioka-shi 
Miyako-shi 
Ofunato-shi 
Mizusawa-shi 
Hanamaki-sh! 
Kitakami-sh! 
Kuji-shi 
Tono-shi 
lchinoseki-shi 
Rikuzentakata-shi 
Kamaishi-shi 
Esashi-shi 
Ninoh(,-!'lhi 

Total of gun area 
Iwate-gun 
Shiwa-gun 
Hienuki-gun 
Waga-gun 
19awa-gun 
Ni shiiwai-g'Jn 
Hi gash] j wa i-gUll 
Kesen-gun 
Kami.hei-gun 
Sh i rnoilr'i --qUI, 

KUtlQ!I('-qur, 

Ninohe-gufl 

Census 
Population 

1415.0 
790.5 
234.8 

58.4 
37.8 
58.1 
70.4 
58.6 
38.7 
28.9 
61. 9 
27.2 
52.4 
34.4 
7.8.8 

624.5 
126.7 

92.7 
24.5 
44.7 
55.1 
26.6 
65.8 
J7.6 
25.0 
f)l.O 
52.7 
32.0 

(thousand, %) 

Difference ratio (%) 
Total Male Female 

1. 00 
0.32 

-1.13 
0.27 
1.11 

-0.49 
-0.07 
-0.03 
1. 95 
2.15 

-1.21 
B.20 
1. 47 
2.65 
1.61 
1. 86 
0.B2 

-1.47 
0.73 
2.40 
0.98 
1. 93 
2.48 

-0.09 
3.82 
<1 • 1 c:; 
6. :-", 
3.77 
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1. 97 
1.01 

-1. 07 
1.27 
2.07 

-0.07 
0.08 
0.25 
4.64 
3.16 

-0.82 
13.05 

2.17 
3.32 
2.91 
3.17 
1. 60 

-1.06 
1. 62 
3.27 
1. 41 
2.80 
3.69 

-0.60 
6.17 
f). 7 B 

10. <19 

6.20 

0.12 
-0.30 
-1.20 
-0.64 

0.23 
-0.88 
-0.20 
-0.31 
-0.52 
1.23 

-1. 59 
3.98 
0.85 
2.03 
0.44 
0.64 
0.06 

-1. 86 
-0.08 
1. 60 
0.57 
1.12 
1. 33 
0.41 
1.71 
1. 75 
2.59 
1. 57 



Tokyo-to 
Total of ku area 

Chiyoda-ku 
Chuo-ku 
Minato-ku 
Shinjuku-ku 
8unkyo~-ku 

Taito-ku 
Sumida-ku 
Koto-ku 
Shinagawa-ku 
Meguro-ku 
Ota-ku 
Setagaya-ku 
Shibuya-ku 
Nakano-ku 
Suginami-ku 
Toshima-ku 
Kita-ku 
Arakawa-ku 
Itabashi-ku 
Nerima-ku 
Adachi-ku 
Katsushika-ku 
Edogawa-ku 

Total of shi area 
Hachioji-shi 
Tachikawa-shi 
Musashino-shi 
Mitaka-shi 
Ome-shi 
Fuchu-shi 
Akishima-shi 
Chofu-shi 
fv1ach ida --s h i 

\ 
Koqan~i-shi 

K od Zl i L a - r; h i 
Hi Il n --:-:h i 
H i g;1 S h i rn u cay a t1l a - s h i 
Kokubunji-shi 
f{unitachi-shi 
Tanashi-shi 
Hoya-shi 
Fussa-shi 
Komae-shi 
Higashiyamato-shi 
Kiyose-shi 
Higashikurume-shi 
Musashimurayama-shi 
Tama-shi 
Inagi-shi 
Akigawa-shi 

Total of gun area 
Nishitama-gun 
Total of island area 

11695.2 
8029.3 

38.7 
67.5 

151.5 
285.8 
177.5 
160.1 
220.0 
379.6 
338.5 
246.5 
640.0 
780.2 
199.8 
,313. 6 
522.6 
"253. 7 

349 .. 2 
178.5 
512.7 
612 .. 9 
620.6 
419.9 
559.8 

3500.9 
464 .. 3 
151.4 
137.6 
164.0 
125.4 
207 .. 5 
104.1 
195.6 
347.5 
105.1 
161.6 
165 . 1 
1 33 .. 3 
100 .. 4 

65.3 
74.7 
94 .. 6 
57 .. 2 
73.8 
74 .. 6 
67.3 

113.2 
65.1 

143.7 
58.3 
50.2 

165.0 
132.8 

32.2 

-0.51 
-0.04 
21.02 
13.44 

6.96 
0 .. 75 

-0.82 
2.75 
1.33 

-0.22 
-1.52 
-1.35 

1 .. 06 
-1.43 

0.46 
-2.23 
-2.08 
-1.89 
-0.27 
-0.48 
-2.04 
-0.55 

1 .. 27 
0.70 
0.31 

-1.62 
-2.74 
0.69 

-2.13 
-2.21 
-1 .. 86 
-1.82 
-0 .. 27 
-2.75 
-0.70 
-3.05 
-2.6·1 
-':' 01 . .. 

-0.G1 
-2.00 
-1.34 
-2.20 
-0.75 
0.90 

-2.07 
0 .. 13 

-1 .. 37 
-0.04 

0.12 
-2.42 
-1.61 

0.43 
0.10 

-0 .. 02 
0.62 

-0 .. 77 
-0.19 
21.71 
14.17 

8.41 
1.01 

-1.17 
1.70 
1.49 

-0.16 
-1.81 
-1'.34 
1.21 

-1.64 
1.38 

-3.22 
-2.63 
-2.62 
-0.62 
-1.55 
-2.50 
-0.62 
1.54 
0.62 
0.16 

-2.10 
-3.44 
1.02 

-2.51 
-2.70 
-2 .. 08 
-3.48 
-0.37 
-3.66 
-0.75 
-3.39 
-2.9B 
-.-t.?} 

-O.7~ 

-2 .. 63 
-1.44 
-2.04 
-1.17 

0.28 
-3.18 

0.02 
-0.99 

0.16 
-0.31 
-2.97 
-2.06 

0.43 
-0.33 
-0.33 
-0.30 

-0.24 
0.11 

20.39 
12.77 

5.69 
0.48 

-0.48 
3.81 
1.17 

-0.28 
-1.24 
-1.35 

0 .. 90 
-1 .. 24 
-0 .. 39 
-1.25 
-1.55 
-1.14 

0.08 
0 .. 62 

-1 .. 56 
-0.48 

0.98 
0.79 
0 .. 46 

-1.12 
-2 .. 00 

0.37 
~1.75 

-1.68 
-1.63 

0.07 
-0.17 
-1.78 
-0.65 
-2.69 
_..... ""'7 

/ - /.. 

-1.3? 
-0.47 
-1.33 
-1.23 
-2.36 
-0.32 

1.54 
-0.89 

0.23 
-jl .. 7 4 
-0.24 

0.57 
-1.84 
-1.12 

0.42 
0.55 
0.31 
1.58 

Note: The number of those whose nationality is unknown is prorated. 
Difference ratio = (Register - Census) / Census 
t:en - prefecture 
shi - city 
gun - group of towns and villages 
ku ~ ward set up in major cities 
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Table 5. Differences between population figures from 
Foreiner's Register and population censuses 

(thousand) 
Year Census Register Difference Dif. ICen. (% ) 

(Reg. -Cen. ) 

1960 577 660 82 14. :3 
1965 594 664 70 11 .9 
.1 eno GOI 706 105 ] I . ~i 

1975 642 750 108 16.8 
1980 669 781 112 ] 6.7 
1985 720 841 121 16.7 
1990 888 1037 148 16.6 

Note: Foreigne~s with a short stay (within 90 days) are 
excluded from the Foreigner's Register, while 
those staying for less than three months are not I 

counted in population censuses. 
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I. IntroductiCll 

1. In Japan, statistics on internal migration are compiled based on the 
records derived from the Basic Resident Registers prepared in each municipal 
office. According to the Law on the Bas:'c Resider.~ Registers, in-migrants into a 
municipality (shi, }ru, machi or mura) are obliged to give notice of such items 
as the date of in-migration and t.'e add=ess of previOUS residence to the head of 
the municipal government within 14 days after the in-migration. When an in
migrant neglects to make a notification, the head, ex officio, registers hirn/her 
in the Basic Resident Registers. The head of each municipal government then 
reports the numbe~ of in-migrants by ~onth of notification or of ex of:icio 
registration, sex and place of pre\"ious residence (distinguishing only 
prefectures, ku-area of Tokyo-to, 12 major shi and outside Japan) to the 
Director-General of the Management and Coordination Agency through the governor 
of the prefecture (to, do, fu or ken) that the municipality belongs to. The 
Statistics Bureau releases the resul~s in the form of quarterly reports and 
annual reports. Though these sta~is-:.ics contain the number of imnigrants, they 
are essentially on internal mig~a-:.:'on, as t~ey do not count emigrants. 
Furthermore, the Law of the Basic Resident Registers is applied only for 
Japanese, and consequently, the res~ts do not cover internal migration of non
Japanese residents. 

2. The statistics on internal migration derived from the Basic Resident 
Registers are widely used for aQ~inistrative purposes, current population 
estimates and de~ographic analyses. Howeve~, they lack information on 
demographic and socia-economic ctaracteristics of migrants, including age. 
Though the Basic Resident Registers the:selves contain age of in-migrants, data 
on age have not been collected, beca~se of the workloads of the municipal 
governments. Recently, however, many of the municipal governments have 
canputarized the p~ocessing of the 3asic Resident Registers. Taking this change 
into account, the Statistics Burea~ is considering t~e possibility of providing 
statistics on in~ernal migratic~ classified by age and other avai:able 
information. Eva') if this is achie\"ej, t::JNever, such characteristics of mig~ants 
as education and employment sta~~s will not be collectible from the Basic 
Resident Regis~ers. Under these ci~c~~stances, topics on internal migration 
have been includec in each dece~~~al :arge-scale ?opulation Census and such 
sample surveys as -:.he Housing Survey a::d t.~e Employmen~ Status SUrvey in Japan. 

3. As the methexi of measuring mig~ation, it is cannon to depend on a lifeti.rre 
migration approach, fixed-period misra~:on approach or last-residence migration 
approach in a J;X:lpulation census. I:: t.":e Population Censuses of Japan, lifeti.rre 
migration was measured in the Popula~ion Censuses of 1920, 1930, 1940 and 1950; 
fixed period migra~ion (one-year ?eriod) in the 1960 Population Census; last 
reidence migraticn L'1 the Populatlc~ Censuses of 1970 and 1980, with time noved 
into the present residence; and aga:....~ ::"xed period nugration (five-year peric:xi) 
in the 1990 Population Census. 

4. As is well ,kno.-m, statistics c;:,ta:...'1ed through ~,e above approaches dUfer 
fran each other. The methc:xi of usir.~ t::e resident registration system, hereafter 
called the mova'!le!:~ migration appr:ac::, captures all migrations, provided the 
system is canplete. On the other h~d, a person is not regarded as a migra'1t in 
the fixed periexi (::i ve-year pericri) :nig:-ation approach in a census, for example, 
when he/she lived in area A five years ~fore the census date, then migrated to 
area B again mic::rated to area A be::ore -:he census, ar.d was enumerated in area A. , ~ 

Table 1 shows the differences in t..":e a"':"Ounts of mig~ation in Japan as measured 
by sane of the above methods. Althcugh the popJ.lation covered in each approach 
is not the. same in Table 1, the disc:-epa'1cies are obvious, especially for longer 
pericxis. 

5. Given the above situation, it is worthwhile to canpa.ratively analyze the 
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statistics provided by the different methods. In the following, migration 
measured by the fixed ~riod (fi ve-year ~riod) migratioo approach taken in the 
1990 population Census of Japan and that by the last residence migration 
approach in the 1980 Population Census are compared with migration figures 
obtained from the Basic Resident Registers, under some assumptions. One's 
migratioll pattern may be supposed to be greatly affected by his/her migration 
history, and the discrepancies above may arise from that. It is t.herefore 
desirable to employ a technique that takes the migration history into account. 
However, it is imfOSsible to apply such a technique here, as the Censuses do not 
include data on the migration history of a respondent. On the other hand, 
direct comparison as in Table 1 is not sufficient. In the analyses in this 
paper, the models assuming that the probability of a person to migrate is 
inde~ndent of his/her migration history are first employed, and the ex~ed 
figures derived fram such models are calculated. Through examining differences 
still existing, then, we have tried to get some idea of the nature of the 
census measurement of migration. The analyses in this paper are ratiler crude, 
arId are for preliminary consideration. 

II. Fixed Period Migration and Movement Migration 

6. In the 1990 population Census of Japan taken as of October I, migration 
was measured by asking the place where a res:p:Jndent had lived five years before, 
namely as of October 1, 1985. Before considering the relation between the 
re~ult~ by the fixed fX'riod migration approoch in the 1990 Census illld rrovemcnt 
migration by t.he Basjc Resident Registers, it is necessary to note the 
differences in the population covered in each approach. In the 1990 Census, 
migration status was asked for only those whose age was five years or over as 
of October 1, 1990. But the census results include the foreign residents in 
Japan. In contrast, the Basic Resident Registers cover only Japtlnf~se residents, 
but do not exclude those under age five. Therefore, it is difficult to canpare 
tJle resul ts exact.1 y. fI(Mever, the' propJrt ion of foreign residents is on 1 Y Cl rounrl 
onC' pPTC'C'1lI ill ,J;lpall, illthouqh tIH'Y <In' rapi.dly irlCtc'.]siIlCj. Jo'l.IrU1PnnO[(', 
regardinq movement rni grCltion , tile results are used mostly in the fann of rates 
in the following. Therefore, the differences in coverage are ignored in the 
comparison, and the international migration factor is also assumed to be 
negligible in this report. Although the amount of international migration has 
been rapidly increasing, this assumption is made because data are limited and 
net international migration is still small. In this pap€.'r, due to the lack of 
age infon~"]tion in tlie st-.,:'lt.istics derived fran tile Basic Resident Registers, tile 
factor of age cannot be taken into account. Besides. migration rates as well as 
death rates are asst~ed to be constant throughout the period concerned. This 
assumption couIrl be checked without many difficulties, however, DeC"<'1use result.s 
brtsed on lhe B;I~;ic Ht'~;id('!lL HC'tJi~;l('rs and the V.it.a.l SL;lLi.st.ic~; i11L~ ;Iva.il.lul(' 
every year. 

7. The po!rioo considered here is from October I, 1985 to September 30, 1990. 
The notation used in the first model is as follows. The whole area of Japan is 
considered to be divided into n areas, and each area is represented by i, j or 
k. 

P(i,j,t) Popllation living in area i at tile beginning of the perioo and 
living in area j at time t (t=O at the beginning of the period 
and t=5 at the end of the period). 

P( * , j, t) Population living in Jap3l1 at the beginning of the FEriod and 
li ving in area j at time t (= P ( 1 , j , t ) + ••• + P ( n , j , t) ) . 

m( i I j) Rate of migration f ram area i to j (applied for tile :p:Jp.llation of 
area i). 

d (i ) ~ath rate in area i. 
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~. If, it is :EXJSsible ~,assume that the ~bablity of a person living in area 
~ to m~grate to area J ~s regarded to be ~ndependent of his/her migration 
history, the change in the st:ates of the population distribution in a very 
short period h can be approxirrately expressed by the following ec::uations. 

P(i, j,t+h) = t m(k, j)h P(i,k,t)-(l-t m( j,k)h-d( j)h)P(i, j ,t). 
tTj k~j 

(i, j = 1, 2, ••. I n) 

Here, it is also assumed that the rrortality level can be related to the place of 
residence. 

9. By taking the limit of h, the differential equations belcw are obtained. 

dP ( i , j , t ) / dt = L ni ( k, j ) P ( i , k , t ) - ( L m ( j , k ) +d ( j ) ) P ( i , j , t) . 
k~j ktj 

(i, j = 1, 2, ... , n) 

Using matrix notation, the above can be expressed as follQ<JS. 

dP(t)/dt = SP(t). 

P(t) is a matrix of which the (j,i) element is P(i,j,t), and S is a matrix of 
'w'hich the (j, k) element is m (k, j) for k not being equal to j and of which the (j, 
j) element is -(Im(j,k)+d(j». The matrix p(O) of initial val~es is obviously 

diagonal and i~s i-th diagonal element is P(*,i,O), the population living in 
area i at the beginning of the period. The solution of the differential 
equations above is as follows. 

P(t) = (exp(tS»P(O) 

10. Before applying this rrodel, it may be necessary to exa.mir;e to .... 'hat extent 
the statistics provided by the 1990 Population Census and the Basic Resident 
Registers satisfy a theoretically expected relation. When bo~~ of ~~em cover 
~~e same population, it is ex~ed ~~t net-migration for eac~ area calculated 
by the Census should be equal to that by the Basic Resident Registe~s. It is 
L~possible to apply this method strictly, due to the difference in coverage as 
already described. As Table 2 shows, however, bo~~ kinds of stat~stics are 
reasonably consistent. In addition, as the period concerned ir. ~~e 1990 Census 
is from OCtobe~ 1985 to September 1990, it is desirable to use ~e s~tistics 
derived fran the Basic Resident Registers canpiled for the same ;EricC.. As shONn 
in Table 1 and Table 2, ha.vever, the total number of inter-prefectural migrants 
for the period by the Basic Resident Registers is 15,762 thousa::d ar.d is about 
equal to that for the five-year period starting f~om the be~innL~g of 1986 
(15,764 thousand). Therefore, regarding the movement migration stat~stics, the 
figures for the latter period are used in the following. The same is true for 
death statistics. 

11. Although it might be possible to apply the first model by dividing Japan 
into several areas, only the simplest case of two areas is usee in ~1is paper 
as a first steo. The results are shown in Table 3-1, Table 3-2 and :able 3-3. 
In these table~, Japan is divided into the Tokyo area (consist~g of Saitama
ken, Chiba-ken, Tokyo-to and Kanagawa-ken) and the remaining area. Table 3-1 
shows the results from the Censuses. The number of residents ~~ To~~ area at 
the time of the 1985 Census was 30 f 273 thousand. A.l1ong them, combining this 
with the results from the 1990 Census, 28,035 thousand persons lived in the 
Tokyo area at the time of the 1990 Census, and 1,303 thousand ou-...side the Tokyo 
area. These figures indicate that the remaining 935 thousand persons were 
living abroad at the time of the 1990 Census or had died before the 1990 Census. 
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In Table 3-1, the IXJPU}atioo c:wnts classified. by status at the time of the 1985 
Census are also shown. Among 31,797 thousand residents in the TOkyo area 
counted in the 1990 Census, 28,035 thrusand had lived in TOkyo area at the time 
of the 1985 Census, 1,978 thousand ootside the Tokyo area, 220 thousand in other 
countries. From these results, 1,563 should have been born after the 1985 
Census. According to the Vital Statistics, the number of births from 1986 to 
1990 in the Tokyo area was 1,575 thousand. Fran this, it can be considered that 
the Census count and the answer to the question on migration are sufficiently 
accurate. Table 3-2 shows the results fran the Basic Resident Registers and the 
Vital Statistics for the five-year period, with population estimates as of 
October 1, 1988. By multiplying these population estimates by five and by 
regarding the results as person-years lived, the rates necessary for the model 
are obtained. As a result, the coefficient matrix S of the differential equation 
is as follows. 

[ -(16.4 + 5.1)/1000 7.0/1000-1 
16.4/1000 -(7.0 + 6.8)/1000 

By solving the differential equations in paragraph 9 using S above and the 
initial values included in Table 3-1, P(5) is obtained as shown in 'I'able 3-3. 
Cc .. np:1.ring the figures in '1'i'lble 3-3 WitJl tJlOse givell ill TabJe 3-1, it is obvious 
that the model based on the Basic Resident Registers grcfltJy ovcrestimates 
fixed pericxi migration. 

12. AltJ10Ugh many causes can be thought of for the overcstim-,te, cOllsidering a 
number of the assumptions introduced in the preceding paragraphs, the most 
imp:>rtant one is to have assumed that the probability of a person to migrate is 
independent of his/her migration history. Especially, it seems a serious flaw 
not to take into account the effects of return migration in the rrodel aOOve, as 
suggested fran a canparison of Table 3-1 and Table 3-3. Due to limitations of 
available data, it is impossible to learn the magnitude of return migration. To 
try to obtain very rough estimates 'of the degree of return migration, however, 
t.he following second model could be introduced by mcxiifying the first model. 
For simplification, again only the case of two areas is corm.idcred. Cormhlcri 119 
that the state at the begirming of the period is known, we regard m(1,2) as 
being composed of two parts, namely r(I,2) and s(1,2). r(1,2) is the rate of 
migration from area 1 to area 2, applied for those who lived in area 2 at the 
beginning of the period, and s (1,2) is for those who did not live in area 2 at 
the beginning. r(2,1) and s(2,1) are similarly defined. By using these notations, 
the differential equati.ons in paragrap1 9 can be nodified as follows. 

dP(1,1,t)/dt = -(s(1,2)+d(1))P(I,1,t)+r(2,1)P(1,2,t). 
dP(1,2,t)/dt = s(1,2)P(1,1,t)-(r(2,1)+d(2))P(1,2,t). 
dP(2,1,t)/dt = -(r(1,2)+d(I)P(2,I,t)+s(2,1)P(2,2,t). 
dP(2,2,t)/dt = r(1,2)p(2,1,t)-(s(2,1)+d(2)P(2,2,t). 

This mcxiel would not be really adequate, as only the states at the beginning of 
the t:eriod are taken into consideration. For very rough estimation, however, it 
can be expected to work. 

13. The figures in Table 3-4 are so calculated that, by giving a set of r(1,2), 
s(1,2), r(2,1) and s(2,1), the elements of the solution matrix p(S) of the above 
differential equations become as close as possible to the values in Table 3-1, 
measured in the 1990 Census. S.ince the methcxi used for adjustment still needs to 
be improved, it is ani tted f ran this pa~r. Accord ing to Table 3-4, for example, 
r(1,2) is 0.1479 (area 1 being the TOkyo area), while 5(1,2) is 0.0119. Although 
these estimates are not yet reliable enough, it is certain that return 
migration plays an significant role in migration analyses. 
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III. Last Residence Migratial and M:Jvement Migraticn 

14. In the 1980 Population Census of Japan, taken as of O:::tober 1, migration 
was measured by asking the time m::rved into the present residence and, for those 
wno moved within five years before the time of the census, the previous address. 
In many tables by prefecture on migration, each respondent was Classified into 
one of the following categories, according to the last movement within a 
specified period: non-migrant, intra-municipal migrant*, intra-prefectural 
migrant (excluding intra-municipal migrant), and inter-prefectural migrant 
(distinguishing the prefecture of origin). Here, a crude model, ignoring the 
effect of migration history is considered again, and the consequences of it are 
ex~~ed. The differences in coverage between the two kinds of statistics are 
almost the same as described in paragraph 6. The assumptions taken are also 
more or less same ~ International migration is, again, not considered. 

* A movement within a municipality is regarded as a migration in this section. 

15. For simplification, a model of two areas which consist of municipalities 
is considered. For convenience, Saitama-ken and Niigata-ken are taken as 
ex~~ples of area 1, and the remaining part of Saitarna-ken or Niigata-ken is 
regarded as area 2 , respectively. Practically, however, this third model mainly 
concerns area 1. Tte period considered is from October 1, 1975 to the time of 
tte 1980 Census. In this model those who were born after the beginning of the 
pericd are not cov·ered. The notations used in this section are as follows. 

P\o,l,t) : 

P(A,l,t) 

PI,B,l,t) 

P\2,1,t) 

P\"',l,t) 

mlA,l) 
m\B,l) 

Population living in area 1 at time t and not having moved 
between time 0 to time t (t=O at the beginning of the :period and 
t=5 at t..."":.e end of the pericd). 
Population living in area 1 at time t whose last migration 
be'bNeen time 0 and time t is intra-municipal. 
Populaticn living in area 1 at time t whose last migration 
between time 0 and time t is intra-area (excluding 
intra-mu.'llcipal migration). 
Populat~cn living in area 1 at time t whose last migration 
between 'C.ime 0 and time t is fran area 2. 
Population living in area 1 at time t 
(= P(O,l,t)+P(A,1,t)+P(B,1,t)+P(2,1,t». 
Rate of intra-municipal migration in area 1. 
Rate of intra-area migration (excluding intra-municipal migration) 
in area 1. 

P(O,2,t), P(A,2,t), etc. are similarly defined. The meaning of m(i,j) and d(i) 
is the same as defined in paragraph 7. 

16. As stated above, it is assumed that the migration rates can be applied 
regardless of the migration history. Under this assumption, the change of P(A,l, 
t), for example, L~ a very short period can be approximately expressed as 
follows. 

P(A,l,t+h) = P(A,l,t)(l- m(B,l)h-rn(1,2)h-d(1)h)+(P(*,1,t)-P(A,l,t»m(A,l)h. 

From this, the differential equation below is obtained. 

dP(A,l,t)/dt = -(m(A,l)+m(B,1)+m(l,2)+d(1»P(A,1,t)+P(*,l,t)m(A,1). 

Similarly, the following differential equations can be obtained for the 
population of area 1. 

dP(O,l,t)/dt = -(m(A,1)+m(B,1)+m(1,2)+d(1»P(0,1,t). 
dP(B,l,t)/dt = -(m(A,1)+m(B,1)+m(1,2)+d(1»P(B,1,t)+P(*,1,t)m(B,1). 
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dP(2,l,t)/dt = -(m(A,l)+m(B,l)+m(l,2)+d(l»P(2,l,t)+P(*,2,t)m(2,l). 

The differential equations for area 2 can be obtained in the same manner. The 
a}x:)ve can be expressed as follONS using the matrix notatien. 

dQ(t)/dt = DQ(t). . . • .• [a] 

Q(t) :: I (P(O,l,t) ,P(A,l,t) ,P(B,l,t) ,P(2,l,t) ,P(O,2,t) ,P(A,2,t) ,P(B,2,t), 
P(l,2,t» . 

L = -rI\ 0 0 
m(A,l) m(A,l)-fl\ m(A,l) 
m(B,l) m(B,l) m(B,l)-m 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

m(1,2) m(l,2) m(l,2) 

m :: m(A,1)+m(B,1)+m(1,2)+d(1). 
ITb :: m(A,2)+m(B,2)+m(2,1)+d(2). 

0 0 0 0 0 
m(A,l) 0 0 0 0 
m(B,l) 0 0 0 0 

-m m(2,1) m( 2,1) m(2,1) m(2,1) 
0 -1Tb 0 0 0 
o m(A,2) m(A,2)-1Tb m(A,2) m(A,2) 
o m(B,2) m(B,2) m(B,2)-1Tb m(B,2) 

m(1,2) 0 0 0 -1Tb 

P(O,l,O) = P(*,l,O), P(O,2,O) :: P(*,2,O). (The remaining elements of 0(0) ,are 
equal to zero.) 

17. The rates of m(B,l), m(B,2), m(1,2) and m(2,1) can be obtained from the 
results based en the Basic Resident Registers, and d(l) and d(2) from the Vital 
Statistics (Table 4). However, the rates of intra-municipal migration, m(A,l) 
and m(A,2), are not available by the Basic Resident Registers. Therefore, they 
are estimated by solving the differential equations for P(O,l,t) and P(0,2,t) 
and by using the figures of the 1980 Census corres{n1ding to P(O,1,5) and P(O,2, 
5). FUrthermore, the solutioo of [a}, exp( tL )O( ° ), is approximately calculated 
by the follCMing. 

(!+(tL)+(tL)l /2!+(tLP /3!+(tL)4 /4! )Q(O) 

18. For Saitama-ken and Niigata-ken, regarding them as area 1 respectively, 
the population distribution by the states of last migration expected according 
to the third model fa], 0(5), is as shown in Table 4 (some of the elements are 
not given in the table):· In the table, the population distribution by the 1980 
Census are also shown in the upper rCI'NS. Although the population covered by the 
method alx::Ne is different from that covered by the Basic Resident Registers, it 
is obvious that the figures by the third model underestimate the numbers of 
those whose last migration between the 1975 and 1980 Censuses was intra
municipal, and that the numbers of those whose last migration was inter
municipal (including inter-area) are overestimated. One of the causes for this 
may be related to the order pattern of rrovements by each person. In Niigata-ken, 

.' for example, 48.5 percent of the people who moved after Q:tober 1979 answered 
in the 1980 Census that their last novement was intra-municipal, compared to 55. 
2 percent of those who moved after October 1975 did. This might mean that 
intra-municipal migration is dominant, and, in the history of each migrant, 
intra-municipal movements tend to supersede his/her previous inter-municipal 
migration. Besides, one of the causes may also be that the period concered in 
this section was such one when 1009 distance nobility in Japan was calming dONn 
after the ecollunic recession caused by the oil crises and by the baby boaners' 
ending their twenties. In this sense, it may be necessary to modify the model 
employing the assumption of changing migration rates. However, it might be 
desired in ,probing migration to consider the order effects of movements of each 
migrant. 



IV. Ccn::lusim 

19. This paper has discussed the characteristics of two types of migration 
measureme."'lt in censuses canparing the measurement by the reside.'1t registration 
system. The models employed for the comparison were so-called Markovian and 
crude as pointed out in Courgeau (1982), and should be improved. Furthemore, 
many other cases needed to be examined. However, the models might make it 
possible to a certain degree to show the effects of matters relating to 
migration history, such as return migration, in the case of Japan. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Number of Miqrants Measured by Different Methods 

Period and Type of Migrants Last Residence Fixed Period Movement Miqration 
Migration Approach Migration Approach Approach (Basic (1)/(3) 
(1980 Census) (1990 Census) Resident Registers) 

III (2) (3) (4) 

From Oct. 1919 to Sep. 1980 
Intra~prefectural Migrants 3510215 3791935 0.926 
Inter~pref.ctural Migrants 3055178 3412812 0.895 

From Oct. 1915 to Sep. 1990 
Intra~pre!ectural Migrants 9169569 19069365 0.481 
Inter-prefectural Migrants 9021219 17541809 0.514 

From Oct. 1985 to Sep. 1990 
Intra-prefectural Migrants 9152506 16755714 
Inter-prefectural Migrants 8889160 15762173 

Notes: (1) "Intra-prefectural Migrants" do not include intra-municipal migrants. 
(2) The results from the Censuses cover non-Japanese residents, but those by the Basic 

Resident Registers do not include them. 

(2)/(3) 

(5) 

0.546 
0.564 

(3) The results from the Censuses are for those who were living in Japan at the time of the 
Census. Those under age five were not covered in the 1990 Census for the migration item . 

.. B .. 



?:e:eceure 

':'otal 

Hoickaido 
"omori-ken 
Iwate-ken 
~.iyagi-ken 
Akita-ken 
Yamagata~ken 

Fukushima-ken 
Ibaraki-ken 
Toehigi-ken 
Gumma~ken 

Saitama-ken 
Chiba-ken 
Tokyo-to 
Kanagawa-ken 
Niigata-ken 
Toyama-ken 
Ishikawa-ken 
Fukui-ken 
Yamanashi-ken 
Nagano-ken 
Gifu-ken 
Shizuoka-ken 
'>'ichi-ken 
Mie-ken 
Shiga-ken 
Kyoto-fu 
Osaka-fu 
Hyogo-ken 
Nara-ken 
Wakayama-ken 
Tottori-ken 
Shimane- ken 
Okayama-ken 
Hiroshima-ken 
Yamaguchi - ken 
Tokushima-ken 
Kagawa-ken 
Ehime-ken 
Kocl"li-ken 
Fukuoka-ken 
Saga-ken 
Nagasaki-ken 
Kumamoto-ken 
Oita-ken 
Miyazaki-ken 
Kagoshima-ken 
Okinawa-ken 

Notes: 

Table 2. Comparison of Net-migration by 1990 Populatio~ Ce~sus and 
by Basic ~esident Reqisters for Each Prefect~=e 

1990 Populat~on Ce~s~s (1000) 3as~e ~es~;e~~ ~eg~s~e:s 
From Oc~. :995 ~o Se~. :990· ::C!':'. :a:1. ::56 ~o ::'ec. 

:lOCO~ 

:990 
In-!!Il.qunts I(;;\.:::.-::-.:.:;:a::-:.s re-:.-mig:ation :~-~":";ra!:.:._' I-"~--' -~a~ts ret-e. -~ ~. ~ ......... ..... 't"... .. .._,. .. & ... _0 .. 

[11 ,2] [31 r 41 !:J :.1 
9919.4 a919.~ 0,0 1576'.C :5'76~.:) 0.0 

164.3 293.3 -119.1 330.9 459.0 -128.1 
63.4 132.7 -69.3 155.1 215.5 -60.5 
64.8 10~.8 -40.0 133.6 173.1 -39.5 

179.3 160.4 18.9 299.7 293.3 16.4 
45.5 82.4 -36.8 97.1 132.7 -35.5 
49.3 70.4 -22.1 95.4 116.8 -21.4 
98.3 124.4 -26.1 185.1 207.0 -21. 9 

206.2 : 160.4 45.B 344.2 293.3 60.9 
122.8 102.4 20.4 207.0 186.7 20.3 

98.9 97.1 1.9 171. 0 166.1 4.9 
741. 0 407.0 334.1 1183.3 930.0 353.2 
659.6 422.3 237.3 1074.3 922.8 251.5 

1267.5 1475.6 -208.1 2325.1 2571.1 -246.0 
919.5 607.3 312.2 1507.6 1204.6 303.0 

92.0 133.9 -41.9 175.2 213.4 -3B.:: 
47.1 60.6 -13.5 86.1 96.Z -10.1 
68.9 75.2 -6.3 112.: 121. 9 -9.7 
39.3 46.9 -8.1 65.9 75.5 -9. i 
56.0 49.2 6.8 98.1 90.1 B.O 

101.8 112.1 -10.9 183.0 189.8 -6.8 
ll1.2 ll1. 6 -0.4 199.8 196.6 3.2 
206.0 205.3 0.1 371.1 368.9 8.1 
414.1 360.5 53.6 667.1 642.4 24.7 
ll3.4 96.5 16.8 198.9 171.3 21.5 

99.5 66.0 33.6 166.1 128.1 38.0 
209.0 217.3 -8.3 3~0.3 364.9 -24.6 
562.1 694.5 -131.1 1004.5 ll67. ;, -163.0 
374 .3 359.0 15.3 646.5 613.7 32.8 
145.6 98.8 46.8 228.4 176. ~ 52.0 

46.8 65.8 -19.0 95.2 109.0 -13.8 
33.7 41.4 -7.1 64.1 71. 9 -1.: 
39.2 55.0 -15.8 1B.6 95.1 -16.4 

111. 6 124.3 -12.B 201. 2 214.0 -13.3 
192.5 209.2 -16.7 349.6 370.6 -21. C 

91.1 121.8 -36.1 185., 221. 9 -36.6 
37.8 49.3 -ll.5 74.5 85.3 -:0.9 
68.0 16.4 -8.4 126.5 133.3 -6.9 
70.3 100.0 -29.8 139.3 166.6 -27.1 
35.3 51.9 -16.6 73.9 88.': -14.5 

348.6 353.0 -4.4 605.3 617.5 -12.: 
51.0 69.0 -19.0 106.6 124.: -17.6 
83.7 139.3 -55.6 185.0 239.8 -54.8 

105.0 130.8 -25.8 204.5 227.3 -22.9 
71.5 96.2 -24.7 138.3 162.0 -23.7 
65.4 94.!i -29.2 141.4 167.0 -25.6 
99.1 140.9 -41.8 211.3 253.2 -41.8 
47.9 75.1 -27.2 123.5 140.6 -17.0 

(1) Notes (2) and (3) of Table 1 are applicable to this table. 

(,3) - i 0; .2/ 
: ~ 41"::: 

1J 

O.~OO 

0.023 
-0. 048 
-0.003 

0.009 
-0.011 
-0.006 
-0.021 
-0.048 

0.001 
-0.018 
-0.019 
-0.~15 
0.C15 
0.007 

-0.019 
-0.C37 

0.:29 
0.:::'5 

-0.:13 
-0. :2Z 
-0.:18 
-0.020 

0.044 
-0.:2!1 
-0.030 

0.046 
0.029 

-0.029 
-0.02!1 
-0.050 
-0.008 

O.OOB 
0.;)03 
0.::'2 
O.COZ 

-0. C07 
-0.:12 
-0. C16 
-0.:26 

0.013 
-0.:04 
-0.004 
-0.014 
-0.C07 
-0.C23 

0.000 
-0.:17 

(2) The total number of inter-prefectural migrants in the 1990 Census differs ::om t~at 
given in Table 1. 
In Table 2, the number of those whose answer is unknown is prorated. 
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Table 3-1. Population by State 'at the ie9inninq of rive-Y.ar Period 
and by sue. at the End of of the Same Period 

119B~ and 1990 Population Censu.e.) 

State at 1990 Census State at 1985 Census 
(1000) 

Livinq in ILiving OUtsidelLivinq in otherlNot yetlPopulation Enumerated 
Tokyo Area ITokYo Area ICountries IBorn· lin 1990 Census 

Livinq in Tolc}'c Area 
Living OUtside Tokyo Area 
Living in Other Coun::ies or Dead· 
population ~~umerated in 1985 Census 

(Percent Dist:ibution) 
Livinq in Tokyo Area 
Livinq OUtside Tokyo )~ea 
Living in Other Coun::ies or Dead· 
Popula:ion ~~~rate~ in 1985 Census 

28035.0 
1302.8 

935.4 
30273.2 

92.6 
4.3 
3.1 

100.0 

1978.2 220.4 
85391.7 172.0 
3405.9 

90775.7 

2.2 
94.1 
3.8 

100.0 

~otes: (1) The results of the 1985 Population Census are used for "Population 
En~rated in 19B5 Census". 

1563.1 31796.7 
494B.l 91814.5 

(2) The Tokyo area consists of four prefectures, namely Saitarna-ken. Chiba-ken, Tokyo-to and Kanagawa-ken. 
(3) Note (2) o! Table 2 is applicable to this table. 

Simple residual. 

Table 3-2. :;ul'llber of Migrants by Basic Resident Registers 
and Deaths by Vital Statistics (1986-1990) 

OUt-migrants !:om Outside Tokyo Area 
Out-migrants !:om Tokyo Area 
Deaths 
Estimated PocU:ation as of Oct. 1. 1988 

Tokyo Area 

2539.5 (16.4) 
792.8 ( 5.1) 

31002.0 

Note: Parenthesized !igures are annual rates per 1000. 
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(1000) 
Outside Tokyo Area 

3201.3 7.0) 

3110.9 6.9) 
9102CO 



Table 3-3. Expec~e~ Ois~ribu~~o~ of Popula~ion Living a~ ~~e aeQiru~inQ of 
Five-·fear Period a~ the End of the Same Period 
by ~,e First Model, Using Rates Calculated from Table 3-2 

Expected 
State at the Time 
of 1990 Census 

Living in Tokyo Area 
Living Outside TO~iO Area 
Living in Other Co~~tries or Dead
Pooulation ~~urnera~ed in 1985 Census 

(Percent Distribu~!on) 
Living in Tokyo Area 
Living Outside TO~iO Area 
Li ving in Other CO· .. :!'ltries or Dead" 
Population Enurnera~ed in 1985 Census 

Sirrple residual. 

(1000) 
S~a~e a~ 1985 Ce~sus 

Living in ILiving Ou~side 
Tokyo .&.rea Tokyo A:ea 

27227.6 2924.0 
2271.2 84814.6 

774 .3 3037.2 
30273.2 90775.7 

89.9 3.2 
7.5 93.4 
2.6 3.3 

100.0 100.0 

Table 3-4. Er.pec~e~ Distribution of Population Living at the Beginning of 
Five-Year Period at ~he End of the Same Period 
by the Second Model, Using Rates Calculated to 
Adjust :he Results 

Expected . 
State at the Time 
of 1990 Census 

Living in Tokyo Area 
Living Outside Tokyo Area 
Living in Other Co~~tries 
Population Enurnera~ed in 

(Percent Distribut~on) 
Living in Tokyo Area 
Living Outside Tor-fO Area 

or Dead" 
1985 Census 

Living in Other Cc'~~ries or Dea~" 
Population Enumera:ed in 1985 Census 

(1000) 
State at 1985 Census 

Living in ILiving Outside 
Tokyo ArealTokyo ~rea 

28196.8 1920.8 
1305.9 95814.3 
770.5 3040.6 

30273.2 90775.7 

93.1 2.1 
4.3 94.5. 
2.5 3.3 

100.0 100.0 

Note: The resul:s of this table are calculated using the following rates 
(per 1000). 
- Rate of out-migration from the Tokyo area for ~~ose who were living 

there a: the beginning of the period 11.9 
- Rate 0: cut-migration from the Tokyo area for those who were living 

outside :he Tokyo area at the beginning of the period 147.9 
- Rate of out-migration from outside the Tokyo area tor those who were 

living i~ the Tokyo area at the beginning of ~~e period 112.0 
- Rate of out-migration from outside the Tokyo area for those who were 

living outside the Tokyo area at the beginning of the period 6.3 
Note that "Outside the Tokyo area" means all the rest of Japan. 

Sirrple residual. 



Table 4. Eatimation by the Third Model for Selected Areas 

(1,000; per 1,000 for rates) 

(Results by Population Cenauses) 
Population of area 1 at the time of 1975 Census (P(·,1,0» 
Population (age 5 and over) of area 1 at the time o! 1980 Cenaus 

Those who did not move between Censuses 
Those whose last migration between Censuses was intra-municipal 
Those whose last migration between Censuses was ~ntra-area 

Those whose last migration between Censuses was from area 2 

Population of area 2 at the time of 1975 Census (?(9,2,0» 
Population (age 5 and over) of area 2 at the time c: 1980 Census 

Those whose last micration between Censuses ~~! from a~ea 1 

(Results by Baaic Resident Registers and Vital Statistics: 1976-1980) 
Rate of intra-area migration in area 1 (m(B,1» 
Rate of out-migration from area 1 (m(1,2» 
Rate of death in a~ea 1 (d(l» 
Rate of intra-area migration in area 2 (m(B,2» 
Rate of out-migratior. from area 2 (m(2,1» 
Rate of death in a~ea 2 (d(2» 

(Results Obtained by Applying the Third Model Usir.~ ~he Figures Above) 
Population (age 5 and over) of area 1 at the time 0: 1960 Census (P(·,l,S» 

Those who did no: move between Censuses (P(C,:,S') 
Those whose last rr.igration between Censuses was ntra-:r.unicipal (? (A, 1, 5) ) 
Those whose last !':.igration between Censuses ,"as ntra-area (P(B, 1, 5» 
Those whose las: rr.1grat10n between Censuses 'h°as rom a!'ea 2 (P(2,:,5» 

Those whose last !':.ioration between both Cens\:ses was f ~om a~ea 1 (P (1,2, :,) ) 
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Area 1 
Saitama-kenINiicata-ken 

4821. 3 2391. 9 
4982.4 2273.8 
3239.4 1782.5 

559.9 269.3 
480.3 133.5 
695.4 87.1 

107118.3 109547.7 
103480.9 106189.5 

446.2 118.8 

28.9 19.2 
34.3 19.6 

4.4 7.2 
61.5 63.8 
2.2 0.4 
6.2 6.1 

5010.3 2276.S 
3239.6 1762.6 
2';2.1 128.8 
587.7 193.7 
9';0.8 171.6 

690.6 186.9 
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1. COLDltry Setting 

Vietnam is a tropical country in South-eru:."'t Asia. and cowrs an area of 331.114 SQUare 

kilometers. It borders China in the north. Laos and Cambodia in th~ west and faces the P~cific 
'")c"'an on the ~ast and south ~npro'!!";m ... t .. l,v on ....... "' ...... t ,,+.,,: ............. ,' ... l ...... ~ ....... a ;" ·"o".nt,,:n<. 11:-1.. 'I... V • • ~ .. ..,... ... _ .a.cu.t.. uv 1-'" ... "","U v.& "j"·U.a",u,, CAnu QI ",. ,g &U L&& ""lAG. , &iUJ. 

plateaus and jungles; only 20 per cent is pl~n land ._ 

TIle country is divided into 53 provincial adrniniittralive units. Thost" 53 art preferably 
grouped ill 7 geo.~hical regions. The province is dh'ided into disaicts which are further sub
divided into conmllmes. In all there are over fiw hWldred districts and ten thousand conmlUnes. 

Vietnam is an agrarian society. In mid-I 994. it had an estimated popUlation of 72.3 million 
people (1994 ESC.~ PopUlation Data Sheet) of whom 80 per cent resided in rural areas. TIlt" 
majority of the working people en~ed in agriculture. mostly cultivating in the rice 
fields.Agrtculture is the main product of Vietnam's economy. accounting fot' about on~ third of the 
gross domestic product (GDP) 

Realizing the need for more up-to-date infonllation about tt-rtility. infant and child 
mortality. family planning and their detenninants. the Government requested the General Statistical 
Oftice (GSO) to conduct an Inter-Censal Demographic Survey (reDS). TIus ::,'Uf'\'ey was national in 
scope. The GSO carried out the Sw-vey in 1994 with financial and technical support fi'om United 
Natiolli> Population Fwd (UNFP A). 

2. Objectives of the 1994 Viet Nam Inter-Censal Demographic Survey 

TIle Inter-Cetlsal Demographic Survey (lCDS) is a nationaJ-wide smnpJe survey. It was 
Wldertaken by General Statistical Office (GSO). The objectives of the lCDS are to: 

• asse~ the overall demographic situation in Viet Nam~ 

- assist in the evaluation ofpopulmion and health in Viet Nam.: 

- advance Slln'ey methodology;. and 

- assist the GSO to strengthen and improve its skills to conduct demographic and heaJth 
survey. 

TIle 1994 ICDS was I'.-pecifically designed to: 

- pl'ovide up-to-date infonnation on t~rtility and child mortality levels: nuptiality: ie.nility 
preference; awareness and use of family planning methods: abortion: breastfeeding practices: 
maternal and child health: and parental expectations about old-age care: and 

- measure changes in fertility and contraceptive prevalence mld at the same time study the 
factors which affect these chan~es: 
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J. Organization of the Sw"Vey 
, 

hI May. 1993. dIe G~lleral Statistical Office. on behalf of dIe Go\'emment of Viet Nam. 
signed a project titled VIE/9J/POJ widl dte United Nations Population FWld (UNFPA). to carry out 
the hlter-Censal Demo~aphic Surve-y and Multi-RoLUld SlU"Veys (MRS). TIlese surveys are funded 
by UNFP A and Viet Naill GovenullenL GSO established the Illtl'!r-Censal SlU'vey Office headed by 
Director of GSO's Division of Population and Labour Statistics to implement this project. Olle 
Technical Group consisted a senior staff of GSO. National Conunittee for Population and Family 
Planning (NCPFP) and Millisb), of Health (MOH) was foroled to provide with a advisory on 
technical issues to me project. 

... Sample Desigll 

TIle sample design adopll!!d for dIe MRS is stratified, compact clustered, where all 
bouseholds within dIe EnLDllerntion District (ED) are included 

The sample of dIe ICDS is a sub-sample ofthe Multi-RolUld Demographic Surveys (MRS). 
The latter is a biannual survey covering about 200,000 households from which GSO regularly 
collects infonnation about vital events and illtenlal migration. The households covered by the 
sample are located in 1.122 ED (primary sampling wlits - PSUs) spread throughout the 53 
COlDlb)"s provinces. 

To· ensure the I'l'!presentativeness for the province lewl. the inverse ratio allocation to 
popUlation size is ult'd. TIle urban and rurn1 samples were designed separately. 111e sampling 
fhuue was developed by dividing d1e urban and rural of t.'!ach provinces/citit.'!s into PSUs of 
appl'oximately 140 households lor IWal and 200 households for I1U'W with detailt'd aud ch.'w·ly 
reco~izable boundary particulars wld maps. TIle updating of the Ihullt' was dont' on tJll" hal\is of 
dle inionnatioll obtained from die latest 1989 popUlation census. 

Among 1.122 EDs Ordle MRS. dlere are 282 w'bsll EDs and 840 rural ones. For dIe ICDS. 
48 urban EDs WId 192 IwarEDs are systematically selected from 282 llI'ban EDs and 840 tlIral 
El)s of dle MRS cOITespondin.gly; the total IIwlIbers of cluster is 240. 111e Iistin~ of households 
contacted for the previous round of MRS (on average about three DlondlS earlier), served as a 

. me trom which dte sample households. nLDllbering about 13,200, were sl'!lectl'!d ( 55 households 
per one ED). Eligible respondents tor the individual interviews were all ever-married woml'!n 
aged 15 to 49 from die sample households. 

TIle swnplt" was tll"signed to produce reliable estimntt"s ofpopulatioll and ht"alth indicators 
separately tor national level (Urban and R1l1'1l1) and 7 geographic regions. 

Because ofdlt." nanu't' ofthl" lCDS sample. a separate weightin.~ tactol'S was required for 
every PSU. TIlt" weighting procedure has two major component: the design component and dte 
response differential component. widl d\e design component bt"ing the major one ...... \fter data enb}' 
and data editin~ weights were applied to the households and individuals in each PSU. to ensure 
that dte weighted smllple would properly represent dIe actual geographic distribution ofthe 
population of Viet Nam. 
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5. Questioonaire , 

Two type of questiolmaires were used for the ICOS: the Household and Individual 
Questionnaires. The contents of the questioIUlaires were based on tilt' DHS Model A 
Quefltionnaire, whi<:h is designed for use in cOWltries with high contraceptive prevalence. Addition 
and modification were made after extensive cOlbi'ultantalions relared ministries and interested 
organizations such as National Committee for PopUlation and Family Planning (NCPFP), Ministry 
of Health (MOH) and others, and UNFPAiCST fimded Adyisors. The questionnaires were 
translated from original English version into Vietnamese. 

The Household Questiormaire listed all usual residents of a sampled household Some 
basic infomUltion was collected ou the characteristics of each person listed. including their 
relationship to head of tile household, sex,. education, parent ilurvivorship of the children aged less 
thall 10. marital status. The main purpose oftbt~ Household QuestiotUlaire was to identifY WOlllen 
who wer~ eli.~ble for the Individual Questionnaire. In addition. th~ Household Questiormaire 
collected infomlation on the household itself. such as the source of water, type of toilet facilities, 
nwnber of rooms of the dwelling, lllaterial used in the construction afme house. and ownership of 
various durable CODS1.Uller goods. 

The Individual Questionnaire was used to collect illfonnation from eligible women· that 
is. alle-wr-married women ~ed 15-9 who was the usual resident of the household at the night 

. - . 
before the household interview. Eligible women were asked questions about the following topics: 

Refo-pondent's BackgrolDld; 
Reproductio~ 
Contraception~ 

Health of Children (Pregnancy and Breastleeding ImmWlization and Health): 
Marriage: 
Fertility Preferences~ 
Husband's BackgrolDld; and 
Expectation and Attitude of respondents about elderly. 

6. Recruitment, Training and fieldwork 

nle fieldworkm were selected from various regions in order to ensure that interviewers 
were accustomed to local dialect and culrural nonns. The all interviewers and editors were 
women and had received the secondarv school certificate or bachelor's deszree. . -

In July.Allgust 1993. prior to the main survey. a pretest of the questionnaire and field 
proc~dures was carried out A two-week training session for inter.·iewers. field t"ditors and 
supervisors was conducted at GSO in Hanoi. The training session was followed by two weeks of 
fieldwoJk A. total of300 pretest interviews were completed in 6 IDS of urban and rural areas of 
three provinces of Viet Nom (Hai Phong in the North, Quang Nam • On Nang in dle Central and 
Can Tho in the South). 



Training for the main l)lU-vey took place in March 1994. Trainin~ was held ill Hahoi. Staff 
mellwel's oHhe Population and Labour DivisiolllDlder GSO conducted the traiJlill.~ session. 

'" 

Participants in the training courses included 46 statistical officers ofOSO and 96 
statistical officers of the Pro\'incial Statistical Officers. The two weeks training course for 
interviewers consisted of instruction in gent'1"tLl interviewing technique, field procedure and 
practice interview in the field After this course. 24 moles were selected as Team Supervisors and 
24 te-males were selected as Field Editors ha\'t' attended in an one-week additionol course on 
supervision and editing. 72 other females trainees who perfi)l1ned satisfactory in the b'aiJlin~ 
progranune were selected as interviewers for dIe main sw·vey. 

nle tieldwork tbr the ICDS was carried out by 24 interviewin~ teams. Each team consisted 
of one supelvisol's from GSO, one field editors and 3 interviewers. DW'jng dIe course ofUle 
tieldwolk the interviewing team uSt,d the local person who can h.'ad the road to i!ample household 
and the IIlterpreter ifnecessary. The tieldwork £tarted in 1st April 1994 and was completed at the 
end of JW)t~ 1994. All the logistic measW't"s were provided to tlle teanlS by the VIEl93IP03 project. 
Assi~ullent ofPSOs was made by dlt" project Each tt'am Wru! allowed a fixt~d period oftim~ to 
comp)eh:\ tieldwork in a PSU before moving to the next PSU. 

TIle main duty of the field editors was to ch~ck the completed questionnaires in dIe field 
and t"IlSW'e' dlat all neCeS8B1)' corrections were made. An additional duty .. vas to tXBllline dl~ on
,~oing inte,"\'iews and vt'rifY the accuracy ofinfonnation collected on dle dil?ibility ofresponclents. 
lllTou~hout dlt' surwy. project statfnmintained clost' contract with all 2-* team~ tJu-oligh direct 
commw,ication llnd ~pot-checkin~ 111e objective was to provide support in tht" tidd and advice to 
cmhanc~ data quality. Each team supt'J"\'isor was provided by the Project " ... ith the original 
household listing and map of each Psu. 111e 55 sBlllple households oft'!ach PSU were st:'!!ected by 
terun :ilupervi~l)r in accordBllct' ,vith the systt'lllalic selection method. III Casl~ orany problt,tn in dIe 
tield,\'CI'-k, the i;upetvisor cOlltJ'act~d the project headquru1ers to resolve. 

7. Data Entlv and PI'oCeSSiu2 . .... ". 

All complett"d qUt-stiotlluurt-s fot" dlt' JCDS \VE't't' sent to the Pro.i~ct for data ::mtty gnd 
procei\sin~. l11c~ chlta t'ntry op~rntioll conf:i~tt>d of offiCt' :.>ditinct codinR. drlta t"ntry and nmchillt" 
,:,ditiu_2. AJthl)u.~h tit"ld 1.'ditOl'il cllt'ckt'd the ct)llIplt"tt'd qUl.'"stiollllain'l'i ill lht" lieht lht'S~ \Wrt.' I"t'

edited at the reDS he-adqu1lrters hy specially trained editors. This re--exBlninalion co .... e,.~d: 
checking all skip sequences. clu'cking circled response codes. BlId checkit1.~ the inionllation 
r!"'corded in tht~ t1Iter questions. Special attention was paid to dIe consistency of r:.>~ponses to age 
qUt'stions BlId accW'att~ l'ompletiof) of tllt' birth histol)'. A second stngo;- of otlic€" editing comprised 
tht" assiltlunent of appl'opriatt" occltpmionru codes. Oue supervisor ruld five drua entlY editors were
responsible fot' dIe data ~ntry and computet' o;-clitin~ op~ratiolls. nle dnta wert" proct"s~ed using 
microcomputers in Computer Center of GSO and ICDS data ~lJtry Blld ~diting proC?rBlJlIJJt' written 
;n ISSA (tI)l~ fnle~,.ated System for SUf"\'t'y AJlDJYilis). TIlt' pro~ranlJnt' tor tile ICDS datn ':'ntry 
comprise-d nil Iht' rBllC?;t' cht'cks ::mcl Soml~ c<'n~i~tt"ncy cht\('k~ 'nl~~ ,Ifltn ~'t1tJ'y \Va$: (lont:' dirt:'('tly 
trom prt"codt'd qm·stiotUinirt"s. All cluta entry stru1~d in tllt' tirst \'o't't'k of AU~1J~t 1994. All datfl 
~lJfl'Y and t"ditiruz operation w~r,:, complt"tecl hy ,:,ruoly of f)ctoht.'r 1994. A ~:~.·rit~~ of' (,(\",pukr-b~t::t'cI 
chtcks we-n' dOIlL~ to clean tllt' data alld r~lUow inconsistt"tlcies. ..\fl~ impulation was a.lso 
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completed at this stage. Age variables such as cutTent a;e. age at first tlmn'iage, and dIe ages of 
livin.~ cbj)dJ'~n 01' dead children wert' imputed for thost:' l~as~S in which infolllullioll was missing 01' 

incolTect entrtes were detected. 

A weighted frequency distribution table, table computing a mean and median values were' 
product:'d The lCDS followed the DHS tabulation plan. in order to maintain compnrability with 
adler countries where DHS surveys have been conducted. Some additional table were included to 
,;"xaminl!! b-peciai topics included on the modified ICDS questionnaire. 

TIlis report prese%lt$ the salient findings. A dl."tailed report is under preparation and is 
~xpectl."d to be published by March. 1995. It is also t"xpected thal the in-depth analysis of dle 
sur.'~y data will be undertaken after the completion of the detailed report. The results of this 
analysis would be reports on the four major themes. namely (i) Basic Demographic Trends 
(F~Jtility and hlfimt ~ortality), (ii) General Contraceptive and Reproductiw Behavior and 
Attitudes. (iii) Family Plannin~ Program Issues, and (iv) Socio-t:'conomic and Health Issues, \liilich 
are plmnled to be published by the late 1995. 
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TRENDS,POLICIES and EXPLANATIONS. 





1.lDtroclaction 

A policy of populaticm. aplDlion wu ieen u aeceasary coaaideriaa the IIIIIll size of the population , the 
VUtneII of the territory , IUd the large poteDtjal for development of other resourcea.Ambitious economic 
plIDs required laborers and a atron& pro-nataliat policy wu adapted.It provided for limited availability of 
contraception aDd gave geuerous incentives to women who attempted to reach their maximum 
fecundity.Inspite of these policies, fertility began to decline by the middle of the 1970 s , a decline that 
intensified during the 1980 s.Data from last years suggeit that fertility decline win continue during recent 

, . period,probably even more rapidly than in the put. 
The purposes of the present work are two. The fint one is to describe and to analyze the population 
policies regarding fertility and population growth implemented between the 19SOs and 1990,the year that 
marked the beginning of the radical political and economic changes that the· coUntry is currently 
experiencing. The second objective is to analyze the recent ptocess of fertility decline observed in the 
country. 

2.Population crowth and pro-nataUst policies. 

During the Manchu domination (1691-1911) Mongolia was dying out as a country.lt is estimated that 
infant mortality rate was near 500 per thousand and more than 10 per cent of women· died after 
childbirth.1n addition an unusually large number of men idhered to religious life.They lived in 
monasteries and practiced strict celibacy.Consequentiy,during this time , the population growth rate 
seems to have been quite low and it is even possible that for long periods the country experienced 
negative rates. . 
By the beginning of the 19SOs,the population dynamic of the country became similar to that prevailing in 
other least developed countries.A post-war "baby-boom" , combined with declining infant 
mortality ,resulted in unprecedented rates of growth and in a large , young population. According to 
census information, between 1956 and 1969 the annual rate of population growth was 2.7 per cent and 
between 1969 and 1979 it was 3.0 per cent.By the middle of the 1960s,the population reached the figure 
of 1 million and by the end of the 198Os, there were 2 million. In 1969 the population aged 14 years and 
younger was 45 per cent of the total, the age dependency ratio reached a value higher than 100 per cent, 
and the median age was only 18.2 years. These figures did not change very much during subsequent 
decades. 
The small size of the population , the vastness of the territory , and the historically low rates of 
population growth help to explain the reasons why during the post-war period the govemrncnt 
implemented a strong pro-natalist policy. During the 19SOs and 1960s , when the country became 
politically and economically stable , and the government began to implement an economic strategy aimed 
at developing a mainly industrial and urban society , labor shortages occurred in some sectors of the 
economy , especially construction . Whether these shortages were the result of the small size of the 
population or lack of skilled labor is not clear but they certainly influenced the government belief that a 
larger and rapidly growing population needed 'to cope with the labor demands implicit in the 
development plans. 
Since the 19208 the government provide a number of incentives f~r women with a large number of 
offsprings. Later on , after War World II and especially during the early 19608 , when the economic and 
political situation became more stable , these incentives were sanctioned by fo~ laws , and the 
Woman's Union, an official agency, was responsible for promoting large families. Women who had five 
children received the Mother's Glory Order· Grade 2 , and Grade 1 if they had more than eight 
children. These women received cash allowances and various benefits , including the right of the prolific 
mother to retire at SO years of age. The labor code protected the rights of working mothers and ensured 
financial usistance.In addition, a tax was levied on unmarried adults and childless parents.Later on , the 
import , distribution , and use of modem methods of contraception were prohibited by law , and the 
criteria for abortion and sterilization became quite strict. 



Nevertbeleaa , a special ccmcem of the aovel'lUDeDt wa also matemal IDd child mortality. Prom 1911 
ooward , MoDgolia paid apecial attemlon 10 improviDg aDd protecriDa the people's health IDd a strong 
system of public health care delivery was established.Although iDfInt IDd materDaI mortality rates were 
dmMrically reduced, bY the 19701 they were still high in spite o( the efforts done in that direction.For 
example, by the middle of that decade , the infant mortality rate was approximately 90 per 1,000 binhs 
and maternal mortality rate near 1.5 per 1,000 births .These problems staned 10 be considered linked to 
the high binh rates , frequent pregnancies at very young or old ages.ln 1976, IUD insertions became 
legal in some qualified cases , especially those related to health reasons , age • and extremely frequent 
pregnancies. However , it seems that this service was provided only on a limited basis and only a few 
women benefited from it. ' 
In 1988 the policy changed more drastically.Alarmed by the high levels of maternal infant mortality and 

, by their reluctance to decline in spite of the official efforts to improve health conditions , the government 
adopted a set of measures to improve the situation. The administration also felt that the country's 
excessive young population was providing an economic burden in terms of expenditures. Officially 
sponsored family planning was expanded and modifications were introduced in the then existing abortion 
law, expanding substantially the reasons for induced pregnancy termination. Thus, abortions become 
legal for all those married women, older than 35 years with more than five children, or single women 
with more than three children, and for women who got pregnant less than one year after a prior 
pregnancy. 

Finally, in December 1989, fll'St trimester abortion on demand was fully legalized and all restrictions 
with respect to use, distribution and import of contraception were removed. However, as mentioned 
before, the country is now in the middle of a severe economic crisis. From 1990 on, all trade had to be 
paid for in hard currency only, and shortages developed in many areas, including basic food and medical 
supplies. There before, the contraceptive supply is currently quite limited and the prospects for the future 
are not very optimistic. In spite of this satiation, as previously explained, fertility has been experiencing a 
substantial decline. 

3.Fertility trends 

The basic source of data used for the following analysis is the number of binhs compiled from the civil 
registration system by the Slate Statistical Office of Mongolia. Reliable information in this 'regard exists 
only from 1963 onyard. In general, a quite strong and efficient population data network and capability 
now exist in the country and the information can be considered as quite reliable. In any case , the 
registered number of births was evaluated by using a Brass-type technique of indirect fertility estimation 
which makes use of the registered births for each of the 20 years preceding a census and the number of 
children ever born counted in that census. For this analysis, the number of births for each year between 
1969 and 1988 was considered. The number of children ever born was taken from the 1989 census. 

By the end of the 19501, fertility appears to have reached bigh Jevels in Mongolia. 
During the 1960s IIId first the 1970. fertility wa quite high: total fertility rate (TFR.) fluctuated between 
seven and eight children per women. Probably it was during this period that fertility reached its higher 
levels in Mongolia's history. Subsequently. by the second half of the 19701, it began a slow but sustained 
decline that became more pronounced and rapid by the end of the 1980s. Table 1 show the evolution of 
crude birth rate, general fertility rate and total fertility rate between 1963 and 1991 ( see also Figure 1 ) 
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Table 1. 
Mooaolia: - Bvolution of aelected indicaton of fenility. 1969-1991. 
Year Crude birth rate General lertlUty rate 

IIJC53 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1m 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

39.3 
040.0 
38.4 
41.7 
38.5 
040.7 
38.6 
40.1 
38.8 
39.8 
40.2 
40.0 
39.3 
37.1. 
36.9 
38.2 
37.1 
37.7 
36.5 
36.3 
35.7 
36.4 
36.1 . 
36.3 
35.1 
36.3 
34.2 
33.2 
30.9 

214.1 
216.0 
205.9 
207.1 
202.3 
213.9 
198.5 
205.1 
196.8 
200.6 
200.8 
198.3 
193.4 
180.6 
178.4 
182.7 
175.7 
177.2 
169.7 
167.3 
163.2 
164.7 
162.2 
161.3 
154.7 
1S8.4 
148.4 
142.4 
131.7 

Total lertlUty rate 

7.99 
7.96 . 
7.51 
7.48 
7.24 
7.66 
6.87 
7.24 
7.09 
7.37 
7.49 
7.49 
7.21 
6.73 
6.62 
6.71 
6.38 
6.40 
5.99 
5.81 
5.54 
5.49 
5.32 
5.16 
4.84 
4.89 
4.50 
4.24 
3.84 

Table 2 shows the age-specific fertility rates for three selected years: 1973, when fertility was very high, 
1983, when fertility had already experience a decline but its level was stilt comparatively high, and 1991, 
the last year available. 

FIGURE 1 
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1'beIe data au .... that the initial decliDe iD ferdlity be cUed maiDly by the decUDe experieaced by 
thole women older tban 30 yean of &p. For example, between 1973 and 1983, TFR. Declined by 26.0 
per cent uevertheleu, aae-specific fertility rate for dlOIe women aaed 30 -341Dd 35-39 decliDed by 41.9 
IDd SO.1 per cent respectively. 1'bc nrea for that 15-29 decJiaed by ODly 10.9 per cent. The nrea 
correapondiDg to 1991 suueat that the more recent decline have also been caused by the women in the 
oldest age groups, but the contribution of those in )'OUDIet age groups has been more signiflC8D.t than in 
the past. Between 1983 IDd 1991 , the age -specifIC fenility rate for those women in age groups 20-24 
and 25-29 also experienced a substantial decline (15.6 and 34.2 per cent respectively). 

Table 2. 
Mongolia: Age -specific fertility rates ,1973,1983 and 1991. 
Age 1973 1983 

15-19 82.7 37.6 
20-24 201.5 262.3 
25-29 364.3 324.7 
30-34 368.3 214.1 
35-39 299.6 149.4 
40-44 136.8 95.2 
45-49 44.4 25.2 

TFR 7.49 5.S4 

1991 

39.7 
221.4 
2l3.8 
146.7 
99.7 
35.8 
10.3 

3.84 

In general. these data suggest that, although women of all ages have reduced their fenility, those in the 
older age groups have experienced the most significant decline. Hence, birth rates have become more 
concentrated in the age groups 20-24 and 15-29.This trend is also suggested by changes in the mean age 
of childbearing. In 1973 • its value was 31.0 years , in 1983 it declined to 29.5 and in 1991 it was 28.3. 

This trends in fertility decline are similar to those that other Third World countries have experienced 
during recent decade. However, amour difference is that in Mongolia such a decline took place within the 
context of strong pro - natalist policies. It is important to notice that fertility began its sustained decline 
when policies were quite strict and incentives very strong . It is true that in 1976 some contraception was 
permitted (IUD insertions ) but only in very qualified cases and it appears that only a small number of 
women benefited from this service . In any cases , the subsequent fall in fertility • that actually began in 
1975, can not be explained by this small policy change. From that year on, the decline was almost linear 
and the slope quite rapid ( see figure 1). The more significant liberalization policies in 1988 did not have 
any noticeable impact on the already descending trend. By the middle of the 1970s , or even before, it 
seems that couples began to perceive it as more advantageous to control their reproductive behavior and 
limit their number of descendants. Considering the highly unfavorable context for family planning , the 
motivation behind this' change appears to have been quite strong to result in a fertility decline such as that 
observed. . 
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4.TIIE PROXIMATE DETERMINANTS OF FERTIL1TY DECLINE 

Relevant iDIi&bU into the nature of recent fertility trends in Mongolia can be ,ained by eumining the 
role of the so-called intermediate variables or proximate determinants of fertility decline, that is, those 
factors that mediate the relationship between individual reproductive· behavior and fertile. The 
most relevant among these variables are marriage patterns,temporary infecundity associated with 
breastfeeding after childbearing, contraceptive prevalence and abortion. 
Data on contraception avail~ility and use are very limited and refers only to the most recent time. table 
4 shows contraceptive availability in Mongolia from 1985 to 1990 and IUDs inserted in 1990 by age of 
the woman and number of previous births. These data assess only official services. Data on private 
access to contraception are not available. The table shows very clearly the dramatic effect that the 
change of policy had in the country. Between 1989 and 1990 the number of IUDs insertions 
increased by almost three. However, in spite odd this increase, only a small proportion of women 
have been benefiting from the official family planning services. 

TABLE 3 . 
MONGOUA: CONTRACEPTIVE AVAlLABILlTY,198S-1990 AND IUDs INSER.TED 
BY AGE OF THE WOMAN AND NUMBER. OF PREVIOUS BIR.THS, 1990. 

IUD Condom oral 
insertions imports contraceptives 

Year (Gross) (13 cycles) 

1985 2960 1500 0 
1986 3820 1500 0 
1987 4400 2000 0 
1988 8295 2000 0 
1989 8325 4000 3822 
1990 23293 2000 3549 

Age IUD 
insertions 
1990 

15-19 253 
20-24 3294 
25-29 6341 
30-34 6042 
3S-39 4630 
40+ 2733 
Total 23293 

IUD 
Previous insertions 
births 1990 
0 136 
1 1162 
2 3147 
3 2618 
4 4362 
5+ 11867 
Total 23293 

Source: Ministry of hcallll. ANALYSIS OF MATERNAL CHILD 
HEALTHIFAMILY PLANNING DATA. (mimeo) ULaanbutar. 1991 
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Table 4 shows the evolution of abortions from 1985 to 1990 aod Table S the number of abortions by age 
of the woman. Accorc:linc to these data, that include only those abortions performed in 
govcrmnent hcaJ.th facilities, almost 30 thousand abortions were performed in 1990 (abortion was 
legalized by the end of 1989).1bis number represent 57.8 abortions per 1.000 women and 
386.2 per 1.000 births. The total abortion rate, the eguivalent of total fertility rate but related to 
pregnancies that end in abortions, is 2.1. In spite of being illegal, it seems that abortion rates were 
also quite high before 1990. Considering the figures presented in table 4, the limited availability 
for contraception and the pace and magnitude of fertility decline, abortion does not seem to be a 
practice that began . in 1990. An indication of this is suggested by' the evolution of the 
·spontaneous abortions and others". Under this category, the statistics of the Ministry of health 
register those women who present themselves to medical facilities reporting spontaneous abortions.ln 
1985, the number of these abortions per 1,000 births was 168.6 and in 1989 it was 179.7. However, in 
1990 this rate fell to 95.3. The sharp decline in ·spontaneous abortions·, in the year when 
abortion was legalized, suggests that many of them were actually illegal. 

TABLE 4 
MONGOUA: SELECTED MEASURES OF INDUCED AND SPONTANEOUS 
ABORTION, 1985 TO 1990. 

Spontaneous 
Induced abortions 

Women Births abortion and other 
1985 429153 73108 6321 12325 
1986 445181 75391 10971 11900 
1987 461671 75009 13030 12991 
1988 478626 79624 23260 12602 
1989 49fi046 m73 18800 13887 
1990 513933 76869 29690 7329 

Induced Induced Spont. Spont. Total Total 
per per per per per per 
woman birth woman birth woman 'birth 

1985 0.0147 0.0865 0.0287 0.1686 0.0434 0.2S5O 
1986 0.0246 0.14S5 0.0267 0.IS78 0.OS14 0.3034 
1987 0.0282 0.1737 0.0281 0.1732 0.0564 0.3469 
1988 0.0486 0.2921 0.0263 0.IS83 0.0749 0.4504 
1989 0.0379 0.2433 0.0280 0.1797 0.06S9 0.4230 
1990 0.0518 0.3862 0.0143 0.09S3 0.0720 0.4816 

Source: Miniltry of health, ANALYSIS OF MATERNAL CHILD 
HEALTHIFAMILY PLANNING DATA. (mimeo.) ULaanbaalar, 1991 

TABLES 
MONGOUA: INDUCED ABORTIONS BY AGE AND TOTAL ABORTION RATE.199O 

Women Induced Abortion Births Abortions 
abortions rate Births rate per birth 

15·19 117211 5S9 0.0238 4691 0.2001 0.1192 
20-24 106129 S326 0.2509 260S5 1.2275 0.2044 
25-29 101908 8991 0.4411 25392 1.2458 0.3541 
30-34 73766 7537 O.SI09 13544 0.9180 0.5565 
35-39 44969 4872 0.5417 S279 0.5870 0.9219 
40-49 ~ 29648 2.1063 76869 4.4512 0.3851 

Total 513933 29648 2.1063 76869 4.4512 0.3857 

Source: Minisay of health. ANALYSIS Of MATERNAL CHILD 
HEALTHIPAMILY PLANNING DATA, (mimeo.) ULunbnw,I991 
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Table 6 ad Figure 2 Ibowa the results of this aoaIyaia. Between uno mel 1990, TFR decliDed from 7.24 
to 4.45, that.1I 38.S per cent. This decliDe wu decomposed into the four previoualy mentioned 
·CODtributiDa facton plus a reaidual category (other factors). This decline wu decomposed into the 
four previoualy mentioDod CODttibutina factors plus a residual category (other factors). The table and 
graphic show the percentage ~OD by each of these factors. 

·TABL.B7 
MONOOlJA: PBRCENTAGB CONTRIBtmON OF'l1IB PROXIMATE 
DBTERMINIST TO FBR11LITY DBCLINB, Iml990 .. 

IDiIiaI TPR (1970). 7.24 
PiDIl TPR(1990 4.S 

Perceulqe reductioD 
by c:onttibudDl fIcfor 

Proportion married IS.3 
Breut - feedinc -11.8 
Abortion 39.3 
Contraception 21.6 
Other facton 36.S 

Total 100.0 

The most significant variable is cenainly abortion.It is important to remember that the data on 
wbich the calculations are based correspond only to abortions performed in hospitals or heaJ,th centers 
or. in other words. only to legal abortions. The contribution of contraceptive prevalence is somewhat 
small. at least when compared with the experience of other Third World countries. However, the 
calculations of the respective figure is based only on contraceptives distributed by government 
institutions and it does not include private access to contraception. The contribution of marital 
patterns (decline in the proportion of women who ever married and increase in age at marriage) is also 
comparatively low. Breastfeeding lengthen a woman's period of natural infertility after a birth and 
hence can increase the interval before the next pregnancy and reduce fertility even if no 
contraception is used. In the case of Mongolia breastfeeding declined and, without the offsetting effect 
of the other factors, fertility would have risen slight. 
Considering the lack of information, a fifth "factor" was included in the analysis. This category. 
• others " , is residual, that is, it includes all those factors which. in addition to the other four. have 
contributed to fertility decline. Although it is not possible to identify those factors with the available 
information, it is not unrealistic to assume that the main three are illegal abortions (or at leut abortions 
that have not been registered in the statistics of the Ministry of Health). private access to modem 
contraception and use of traditional contraceptive practices, including the calendar rhythm 
method.!t is interesting to speculate around this figure. If it is assumed that only one third of the 
contribution of this set of "other factors" comprise illegal and non-registered abortions. the 
overall contribution of abortions to fertility decline would be near SO per cent. Actually, this figure can 
be considered as a low limit of the percentage contribution of abortions. The assumed one third is a 
low figure considering that abortions practiced in the offICial health facilities, which are thoae that the 
Ministry of Health can register, are limited mainly to urban centers. In addition, private access 
to contraception does not seem likely to be frequent in a country where private distribution of 
medicines is negligible. 
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P'apre2 
Moaao1ia: Contribution of Proximate ~iDants to fertility 
DecliDe,l970 aDd 1990 

PCT REDUCTION BY CONTRIBUTING FACTOR 

·r----------·--·---------------~ 

""".".TT 1lIQ, ... 

Thus~' ou·the basis of this admiuedly hypothetical reconstruction Of ·what could have happened·, it can 
be fertility decline in Mongolia. A Limitation of this analysis. in addition to data availability. is the 
fact that fmal year considei'ed (1990) was the first year of legal abortions and hence. the contribution of 
this factor may appear overestimated. However. as mentioned abOve. abortions did not start to be 
practiced in 1990. It appears to have played a major role all through the process of fertility decline. 
Its recent legalization baa only increased its already major importance. 
The pro-nat&list policies implemented during the past there decades. with drastic restrictions on family 
planning. seem to have fo~ families to rely on abortion to limit their fertility. The problem how is that, in 
spite of the fact that there arc no longer restrictions with regard to contraception. the economic crisis that the 
country is experiencing. prevents the demand for contraceptive from being satisfied.By the end of the 19405, 
the country had a number or'state and cooperative enterprises in manufacturing, mining, power-supply, food 
prodUCIS. and building materials. However, it was not until after World War II that the country really 
experienced a significant increase in development and modernization. . 
By the beginning of the 195Os, Mongolia began to experience a rapid srowth in its emerging industrial sector. 
Between 1940 and 1960 the gross industrial output incre~d more than five times. The share of industrial in 
the national income rose frDIn14.6 per cent in 1960 to 34.2 per cent in 1987 (State Statistical office, 1991). 
According to census data, between 1969 and 1989 the percentage of the economically active population 
englled in agricultural activities fell from 53.1 to 30.3 per cent. . 

The main sector of the nadonal economy continued to be agriculture, ancI the main activity, animal husbandry. 
The .tate owned all the .,ncultural land, and production 
was organized through the establiahment of atate farms and cooperatives with productiv~ activities centrally 
controlled. IDOIt of the nomad population. which was vast majority of the rural population, was settled within 
these agricultural associations. Large mechanized state farms were developed with the objective of producing 
grain and vegetables. Currently t crop farming comprises almost one third one third of the agricultural 
production (State Statistical office, 1991). 

~Ultri&lization was accompanied by a rapid urbanization. According to the 1954 census, 21.6 per cent of the 
population resided in urban areas in that year and Ulaanbaaw, the capital, was the only city with a population 
larger that SO thousand inhabitants. the 1989 census registered 57.0 per cent of the population as urban and. in 
addition to rile capital, two more cities have a population larger than SO thousand inhabitants: 
Darhan, with 85.7 thousand and Erdcnct with 56.1 thousand . Nevertheless ,contrary to the experience of other 
Third world councries , urbanization was orderly , systematic , and methodical. Migration was strictly 
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·controlJed IDII reapoDded maiaIy to the IIbor force demand both in urbIn IDII runl areu , In the main three 
c1tieI , IUd in other amalJer urbIIl ceuren , pbyaicaI expulSion wu IIrictIy planned . 

. With'respect to social. dcvelopmeDt t the proareaa was eaormous. Wbcreu in the ~Iy 1920a few people otber 
thin priests knew bow to read IDII write, rec:eat data Ibows that more 'IbID 90 per cent of the populadon is 
literate . The country ~ developed modem and comprehensive social security system with pensions Famed 
·to·men who have reached the age of 60 aad women who have turIIcd 55 • State pensions for agricultural 
associations were introduced in 1976. The country bas a well establisbed health infrutructure which extends to , 
the community level and health care is free of cbarge . AccordiDa to recent statistics, the number of 
physicians per thousand populadon is 1.8 and the IlUII)ber of hospital 'beds 12.S ( State Statistical Office 
';1991). . 

W~n have traditionally been involved in productive activities in MODlolia., and it is not surprisiDl that since 
the beginniDl of the process of modernization they have had a high degree of participation in the labor force. 
DuriDl the past three decades percentage of women of workiDl age who are actually working fluctuates uound . 
SOper cent . 

. 6.-11m FERTILITY CURRENT SITUATION 

M mentioned in another section, free access to contraception and abortion on demand exist now in 
Mongolia.' Nevertheless, a pro-natalist position still prevails among some official circles. 
Actually, most of the incentives toward large family size have not been abandoned and there is much 
concern regarding the substantial recent fertility decline because of its effect on curbing population 
growth. The reasons for perceiving high population growth rates as favorable for the country are not 
related to any development plan or economic strategy. Mongolia is currently experiencing a revival 
of its traditions and culture and the idea of a sustained population increase is considered as an essential 
contribution to maintain the national identity and to strengthen the. country as a nation. In other words, 
preserving the country's demographic vigor is scen as being closely related to the safeguard of the 
Country's fundamental idenlity. This position is understandable when one considers the current population 
size of Mongolia, its huge territory, its resources potential, its geo-political position, and the fact that in 
the relatively recent past it almost disappear as a nation. Mongolia does not have, and certainly will not 
have in the ncar future, over population problems such as those exhibited by other least developed 
countries. For example, high population density in rural areas resulting in scarcity of agricultural land 
is unimaginable in Mongolia. Related problems of over-urbanization, marginal to the most buic services 
are also unknown. Until recently, in spite of the rapid population growth, Mongolia's economy wu able 
to create enough jobs to maintain low unemployment levels and the government seems to have had the 
capacity to deliver basic social services to most of the population. In sum, the comparatively high 
population growth rate exhibited by the country during the past three or four decades never generated 
conditions that conflicted with the past government's economic and social goals. On the contrary, 
according to the official perception, .such a growth was too low. Therefore, the put policies regarding 
contraception and abortion were not changed with the aim of curbing population growtli. The laws passed 
by the present administration in this respect were motivated by the concern with maternal and child health 
and by the large· unmet demand for family planning. Birthspacing and reproductive careers not starting at 
young ages and not continuing beyond 30 years of age are now perceived as desirable goals. The 
fact that couples really want to control their fertility is also beginning to be recognized. 
There is some reluctance to establish a sound official family planning program mainly because of an 

apprehension that it may reduce fertility rates even more and, consequently, the pace of population 
growth. However, it is important to notice that an expansion of the available family planning services will 
have initially only a limited effect on the declining trend in fertility. Most contraceptive users will corne 
from those wornen who would have otherwise aborted their pregnancies if contraceptives were not 
available. In other words, a family planning program is quite likely to reduce drastically the number of 
abortions, which is curren.tly the most accessible means that women have to plan their families, but its 
impact on fertility rates will not be of much significance, at least immediately. The data presented in the 
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. . 
previous aection abowa that women really wlDt to control their fertility and the only accessible means 
they have DOW ta abortioa.. . 
It is im.portaDt to rerDCII1bef that fertility in Mcmgolia bepn to decline in a context of ItrODg pr'O-uataliat 
policies aDd it aeems that the lack of an official family plauning program will not prevent this sustainable 
decJ.iDe from continuina. '!be difference wUl be in· the methods available to the population and certainly 
CODtrIcepdon is much more desirable 'and advisable than abortion which, on any 1fOUDds, can be 
CODIidered u a family planning ~od. . 

It II interesting to give more attention to the coacern amana some official circles with respect to the 
ctoclme in fertility IDd its effect on .population srowth. The current economic crisis that MODiolia is 
experieDciDg bu, to some extent, begun to produce changes in the official attitudes. Some doubts are 
~&inn;", to emerge with regard to the benefits of extremely high population srowth rates. There is some 
realization that a too rapid pace of population iDcreue may exceed the rate at which the government can 
deliver basic serVices and the economy create new jobs. It is important to notice that nobody blames the 
put hiP rates of population growth for the current economic problems. On the contrary, it is common to 
beaJa~ts that ccmipare the resource potential of the country and the size of its territory with its 
C1f.lenl population size. For example, it is frequently mentioned that Mongolia has a herd of 
,pproxjmately million head of livestock and only 2.2 million people, which gives a ratio of 12 
'animIJ~ per person. However, the current economic problems have somewhat moderated the extreme 
pro;natalist position maintained by the past administratien. There is still a favorable attitude toward 
bijb population growth rates but, at the same time, some concern ~bout its possible negative economic 
:Consequences. Nevertheless, it is important to understlDd that more concern exists regarding the 
poaaibility that, as a result of the sharp decline in fertility, the rates of population growth may become 
extremely low or negative. As will be 'shown', this is a quite'unIikely possibility. 
The population growth that· Mongolia will experience in the next three decades is not 118 low as some 
sectors in the lovernment seem to think. According to the result of recently performed population 
projections that considered the new fertility repme prevalent in the country, the population will continue 
to arow at an averqe rate. of almost 2 per cent up to the year 20lS (State Statistical office, 1992). Even 
if fertility continues declining at the same pace, by the middle of the next decade the population of 
Mongolia will reach the fllUfC of 3 millions and by the end of the 2020 probably the 4 millions. The 
large cohorts bom during the post-war period, th8f have already began their reproductive careers, will 
maintlin comparatively high rates of arowth for the next four decades. When a population has a larle and 
'Youna base, it takes two lenerations or more for decliniol growth rates to offset the numerical effect of 
high arowth rates in the put. Even the number of births will continue to increase in spite of the declining 
fertility. Therefore, the dilemma of maintaining relatively hiah population growth rates and, at the same 
time, reducing the birth extent,. ardflCial. Population will continue to increase, and although more 
~ than in the put, the .expected rate ofarowth can DOt be .,:oosidered as low. The impetus of 
natural population arowth, provided by the young age structure that resulted from past high fertility, will 
DOt be neutralized by the magnitude and speed of fertility decline in the next three or four. decades. . . 

7.- CONCWSIONS. 

Modern' 'Monaolia emerpcl as an independent state with a vast territory and a small population. 
lncreasiDg its size baa always been a matter of great coacern for the lovernment. In 1921 Mongolia 
became the second socialist country in the world and, from the very beainning, the lovemment 
implemeDted a lOt of inceDdves for families to have a larle number of children and women to reach 
their maximum fecundity levels. Lar.er on, these measures were complemented by laws that prohibited 
sterilization, abortion, and the distribution and UIe of contraception. 
. . 

Political and economic inltability after indepeDdeace, c..-cl by the CODIOlidation of the revolution and 
World War D, prevented the population from experieDciDg substantial rates of arowth for more 
·than three decada. However, in abe late I950a IDd 196Oa, fenility experienced a subataDtial iDcreue that 
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resulted in .uaprecedented population growth rates. This increase reached a peak in the mid- 1960a and 
after that, during the secoDfi half of the 19701, in spite of the government's pro-nataUst efforts, it began a . 
substantial decline. .. 

By the end of 198~, Mongolia started a process of economic and polltical reforms movins away from a 
centrally-controlled system toward a market-oriented one. Although a decrease in fertility is DOt, in 
general, seen as a favorable deve.lopment, the goverrunent is aliio shuwing concern for the negative 
impact of high birth rates on women's and children's health as well as for the large unmet demand 
for contraception. Although most pro-natalist policics are stiU in effect, the formal laws that prohibited 
acC!SS to contraception were abolished and abortion on demand was legalized. 

Th.e available information strongly suggest that abonion has been main means used by women to control 
!h::ir fertility. Previously illegal, and now legal, .it appears to have been responsible for almost SO per 
cent of the decline in fertility. It seems that in the next few years it will continue having a central role, 
unless the government implement a more extensive family planning program and unless current problems 
of contraceptive availability can be solved. 

In general, it seems that pro-natalist policies in Mongolia have had a limited effect on the fertility trends 
ob'~e;·ved during the last three decades or, at least, less significance than one might initially assume. To 
begb "/,lith, fhe increase in fertility experienced during the post-war period appears to have been not 
only lhe result of the pro-r.atalist policies that were in effect in that time, but also the effect of a recovery 
cf birth deferred by the previous period of internal and external conflicts. An improvement in the 
standard of living and its effect on womerl's health and fecundity levels my also explain this increase. 
However, the main reason to propose a limited impact of the pro- nataHst policies is the fact thr.t fertility 
bcga.a to decline during the second half of the 1970s, when the policies were still quite strict. By that time 
IUDs insertions were permitted for the first time but only in very Qllalified ca,es. The onset of fertility 
decli:l;! can not be explnined by this little policy·change. Starting in 1974, the decline was aimost linear 
and the slope quite marke.:! (see Figure 1). The more profowld liberalization of the policies in 1988 did 
not hlJ.."e a remarkable im;>act on the. already descending trend either. As suggested before, fertility 
ticnds in Motlgoli~ seem to be mainly the result of the accelerated process of development and 
modernization experienced by the country especially after War Worlel II. Families increasingly began to 
ciscover that it was more beneficial to regulate their reprodl,lctivc: behavior and limit their number of 
uffspring's. 
It is important to clarify that it is not proposed h:re that the pro-natl!.list measures of the past 
administration did not have any effect on fertility trends. They were probably effective in 
reinforcing the pasl-war in~rease in fertility and they certainly prevented a more rapid decline when 
fertility began to fall. 
However. it appc<irs that other factors have been much more important in determining the trends such as 
the sub~tl!.ntial cconomk tmd social changes that the country experienced after War World 11. 

The strong Im.'tivati01~ shown by the Mongolian population to limit their fertility. and the fact that 
abortion has been the n~ain mean to accomplish this goal, suggest the urgent need for implementing 
a mQre extensive f:unity planning program in the country. Lack of resources due to the deep economic 
crisis t.iat the country is experiencing is a major limitation. However. some reicvancy still exist to expend 
the limite~ available services mainly because of a concern with a more rapid decline in fertility and its 
effect on p\>pulation growth rates. It seems, however, that the motivations exhibited by Mongolian 
warne,. to control their reproductive behavior is 100 strong to expect that the official reluctance will have 
a major effc!ct on [he fn!1jng fertility trend. If this position is maintained. they will continue relying on 
abortion, or on any other :nean available, to accomplish their desired family size. 
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Introduction 

One of the questions asked in censuses, is the economic activity of the adult population. 

Classification of work and economic activity has been inadequate in many censuses, particularly in 

developing countries. In the Pacific islands, subsistence and certain kinds of cash activities are often 

overlooked. This is because in many past censuses, only persons engaged in cash related activities 

were enumerated as being "'economically active". Furthermore much of the macroeconomics 

analysis deals exclusively with this group implying that it is the economically significant segment 

of the population. In many Pacific Island countries, however, this group makes up a minority of the 

adult population (Friesen, 1990). The aim of this paper is to examine census questions and assess 

their suitability for Pacific Islands situations and their implications for future planning. 

Assessment Of Economic Data In Pacific Censuses 

Following the meeting of Pacific census planners in 1988, in which a paper was presented that 

described the collection of economic data in the Pacific as a "mess", an Expert Working Group was 

set up to consider ways in which the collection of data on economic activity might be improved and 

to formulate specific recommendations for submission to Pacific Island countries on how this could 

be achieved (Pirie, 1991). From their survey the group felt that in general "paid employment" was 

adequately treated, but the recording of persons in the more traditional, non-monetary or partly 

monetized sectors, and in particular the economic activities of women had not been adequately 

covered. 

Part of the problem stemmed from the fact that, the concept of the labour force, of those who 

"work" or are "economically active", were developed for industrial economies and have little 

relevance for Pacific island economies, which are mostly subsistence in nature. The Expert Group 

agreed on the fundamental importance of agriculture to the economies of the Pacific Island states 

and felt that past censuses had too frequently failed to pay sufficient heed to the need to provide 

comprehensive information covering agricultural employment. The roles of females and young 

persons particularly had been ignored. 
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Recommended Format For Future Censuses 

A sample set of questions was suggested that might improve this situation although testing would 

be needed before this could be certain. 

I 

a) Did person have paid job 
last week, i.e. for wages, 
profit or work in a 
family business? 

NO( ) 
If NO 
ask b) 

YES ( ) 
If YES, ask 
II and III 

: . 

II 

What kind of work was 
that? 

For whom? 

At ~hat place? 

b) Did person do any traditio~al- What kind of work was that? 
type work last week e g. grow : 
crops, catch fish or make 
crafts intended for sale? 

NO ( ) 
If NO 
ask c) 

YES ( ) 
If YES, ask 
II and III 

c) Did person do any work 
last week to grow or 
catch food for own 
or family use? 

NO ( ) YES ( ) 
If YES, ask 
II and III 

... 
What kind of work was that? 

III 

How many hours was spent 
doing that work last week? 

More than 1 hour 
up to 4 hours 
4 to 8 hours 

8 to 40 hours 
40+ hours 

How many hours was 
spent doing that type of 
work last week? 

More than 1 hour 
up to 4 hours 
4 to 8 hours 
8 to 40 hours 
40+ hours 

How many hours were 
spent doing that work 

last week? 

More than 1 hour 
up to 4 hours 

4 to 8 hours 
8 to 40 hours 
40+ hours 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

~s of today, only the 1989 Vanuatu and the 1994 Federated Sates of Micronesia (FSM) censuses 

have modi~ed their census questions on economic activity to suit their needs. There were some 

notable differences with the above format. Firstly, apart from inquiring about the economic activity 

the week before the census, Vanuatu also asked for the usual occupation over the previous 12 

months. Secondly, when inquiring about the kind of work done last week (as in II above), they were 
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more personal in asking the questions. For example instead of the question "What kind of work was 

that?" they framed the question as, "Tell me what exactly you worked on in order to eam money?". 

Of the two formats the Vanuatu version would, in my view, be easier to understand by both the 

enumerator and the respondent, because of its "personal touch". 

Economic Activity In Fijian Census 

The format of the Fiji 1986 census (Fiji Bureau of Statistics, 1988) was as follows: 

Type of Activity 
last week 

Occupation 

Industry 

Employment status 

What did person do last week? 
cash work, other work 

Ifno work, what was the reason? 
looking for work, not looking, 
housewife, student, pensioner, too old, 
disabled etc. 

What is the person's occupation? 
What kind of work does person do? 

Who does person work for? 
Department if Govt. or large company 

If self-employed, what is person's 
trade or business? 

How is person paid? Wage, salary, by sale 
or job done, unpaid. 

To get comprehensive and reliable data from the answers to questions set out in this way requires 

very thorough training and careful supervision and checking. Where these have been available in the 

past, the results have been reasonably good but where they have not, the guidance to the enumerator 

from the form itself is not sufficient to permit good results. 

These questions were largely based on census questionnaires employed in developed countries. 

Designed to measure economic activities and occupations in a vastly different socio-economic and 

cultural environment, the uncritical adaptation of these questions in Fiji (as in many other Pacific 

island countries) and a format that was insensitive to local conditions, failed to capture an accurate 

picture of Fijian economic activity. The questions used are likely to generate good results for paid 

employment of the conventional kind; such information, however, is only of very limited use for 
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development planning endeavors in Fiji is in virtually all Pacific Island countries, where the 

majority of its people work in traditional agriculture. Census questions that are insensitive to such 

. local conditions paint an inaccurate picture of the economic behavior of Pacific Islanders. 

To cite an example, women in rural areas who refer to "housework" as their main activity, but are 

. also engaged in subsistence activities are most likely missed by enumerators who accept answers at 

their face value and do not probe for other (usually subsistence) activities. Framing questions that 

differentiate between women who are involved in only housework and those who combine 

housework and subsistence activities, will prompt enumerators to be specific and thus collect more 

accurate and reliable economic activity data. 

Designing Questions On Economic Activity 

In designing the question on "economic activity", a number of factors need to be considered. It is 

essential to clarify the specific purpose for which the information is to be used. If the purpose of the 

questions is to elicit inforIhation on the type of activities that the population of a country are 

engaged in most of their time, then the information generated should reflect this; if this is not the 

case, then the questions should be discarded or changed to suit the purpose for which they were 

designed. 

It should take into account the fact that most Pacific islands people engage in different types of 

economic activities, and it needs ~ be made clear to which activity the question refers. In general, 

where a person is involved in only one economic activity, the interest centers on that activity. This 

should be made clear to the respondent. However, where a respondent is involved in two or more 

economic activities, it is necessary to consider whether you wish to know all of them, or only the 

principal one. Where the interest centers on the principal/main activity, the basis on which the main 

ecolJ.omic activity is to be determined must be made clear. Is it the one in which most ~ is spent, 

the one which contributes most to income, or the one which forms the basis of the respondent's 

identity either in he~/b.is own eyes or in others' eyes? 

In view of the 'simple' format of the Fiji census questions, it seems that the above factors were not 

taken into account when designing the questionnaire. This undoubtedly is one, if not the main, 

causes of under-reporting the subsistence activities. 
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Possible Causes Of Under-Reporting 

a) Enumerator biases 

1) not understanding the concepts involved, e.g. "providing the necessities of life for the person 

or the person's family or household" as set out in the enumerators' manual, may be beyond 

comprehension of the average enumerator because of the language difficulties (and a few, if any, of 

them would read/refer to the manual anyway). Furthermore, the instruction was not included in the 

questionnaire, which means that the guidance to the enumerator form itself is not sufficient to 

permit good results (see questionnaire format above). 

2) the ability of enumerators to convey the concepts to the respondents. This is vitally important 

in Fiji in view of the fact that, while all instructions are in English, the medium of exchange of the 

majority of the rural population is either Fijian or Hindi languages. Greater reliance is thus placed 

on the interpretive skills of enumerators. 

b) Respondents biases 

1) respondents' attitudes. The respondents' attitudes towards their activities may introduce bias to 

their reporting of activities. For example, women most often report themselves as "housewives" 

even though they perform some subsistence activities and/or are engaged in cash cropping. This is 

especially the case in rural areas where women view 'other' activities such as gardening, fishing, 

etc. as part of 'housework', which is quite different from the notion of "housework" in most 

developed countries. 

2) misunderstanding the concepts involved. Respondents may interpret the question according to 

how they understood them, which may be different from what was asked of them. This 

misunderstanding'could be caused by the inappropriateness of the question to the local situation. 

Implications For Under-Reporting Economic Activities 

1) Under-reporting of women's economic activities is mainly responsible for the low rates of 

participation by Pacific women in the "labour force" and may discourage the analysis of available 
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statistics of importance to women (Chilcott and Lucas, 1985), and this makes women less visible to 

planners and politicians (Friesen, 1990). 

2) Under-reporting the subsistence sector implies that the role of the majority of the country's 

population has been overlooked and this has implications for future planning. . 

3) Under-reporting children's subsistence activities has implications for future planning of the 

country's youth. 

As already mentioned, this under-reporting is due mainly to questions being asked in line with 

generaJly accepted classification systems and not to meet Pacific islands' future planning needs. In 

order to meet these needs it is imperative that Pacific Islanders themselves are more involved in 

designing the questions in the way that ~ know best will benefit their people. 

Implications for 1996 round of Pacific Island Censuses 

As with most surveys, the type of questions that are asked, and the way they are asked, is ultimately 

detennined by the purpose for which this information is sought. The general attitude that censuses 

are conducted at 5 or 10 years' intervals, in line with general convention, shows no real appreciation 

for conducting censuses. Censuses are conducted because they do serve a purpose by providing 

useful data for planning and policy fonnulation. Census questions on economic activity in Pacific 

Island countries need to ackno\\1ledge that the vast majority of Pacific island people are involved in 

the subsistence economy (Haberkorn, 1994). 

The Federated States of Micronesia, in its first national census undertaken in August 1994, 

acknowledged this reality. From a policy and planning point of view, it appeared quite essential to 

the Government to know what the vast majority of its population does most of their time. In this 

respect, apart from expanding on the usual "did X work last week" question, and including various 

subsistence gardening, fishing, and handicraft-production options, the census also introduced 

another innovation by adding a question on market-orientation. People were asked whether or not 

they also sold some of their produce or fish catches, and if so, how frequently. 
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Funhennore, the 1994 FSM census introduced another imponant variation in the context of 

measuring economic activity, whic~ may serve as a model for other Pacific island counnies 

planning to conduct censuses in 1996: a more precise definition of "housework". As most Pacific 

island women~ particularly in rural areas, who refer to "housework" as their 'main' activity are also 

engaged in the subsistence sector, the 1994 FSM census included two categories of "housework" 

rather than having just one single reference. 

Question 20a on economic activity entailed the following two options: 

4 [] Yes, did MAINL Y housework and SOME farming, fishing, production of handicrafts; 

5 [ ] No, HOUSEWORK ONLY 

"As economic statistics on women are often quite deficient, if not outright non-existent. and 

considering that the vast majority of rural women throughout the Pacific islands make gardens. 

produce and collect food, look after animals, are involved in cash-cropping - all in addition to 

'housework' and raising children, should underline the importance of accurate reporting in a 

census" (Haberkorn, 1994). 

Considering the need for an accurate economic classification, which will provide a more realistic 

picture of the Pacific islands economies, as well as contribute important social and economic 

benchmark data for the future (and the monitoring/evaluation of the impact of current development 

programmes), it is imperative that census questions measuring economic activity are modified to 

suit local conditions and planning needs. The 1994 FSM census serves as a timely model of what 

can and should be done in this context in the 1996 round of Pacific islands censuses. 
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1. INTRODUCTI OS 

1. Importance of Migrat ion Data 

It IS a historical fact that population movement and socio-economic 

changes have greatly influenced each other. It is a(so true in the context 

of Korea. During the pre-stage of economic development, internal migration 

drew little attention to policy-makers, since the Korean society was pre

dominant ly agrarian. 

However, during the latter of 19405 and 19505, some cities were over

populated. which marked the ini t ial stage of urbanizat ion in Korea. Such 

over-urbanization had nothing to do with industrialization and economic 

development but was due to population movement resultant from Korean liber

ation in 1945 and the Korean War between 1950-53. Particularly during the 

latter of the 1960s, deterioration of the economy accompanied by over

population due to high fertility in rural area played a key role In expe

diting the young population to move to the urban area. 

Along with enforcement of The First Five Years' Economic Development 

Plan 1n 1962. Korea started its vigorous economic development. which 

spurred internal migration. Although the migration stream during the early 

stage of development was overwhelmingly rural-to-urban, it should be noted 

that migration and urbanization were strongly interrelated with economic 

development and industrialization, unlike the initial stage of urbanization 

during the 1940s and 1950s. Economic growth-oriented pol icy brought ahout 

considerable improvement in the non-agricultural sector particularly in 
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manufacturing, creating demand for labor in urban areas which were the 

center of industrialization. The supply of laborers who were mainly young 

migrants from rural areas met such demand. 

The illlJlI'oving quul i ty o( life snd the increasing demand for labor in 

urban areas continued to pull migrants from rural areas, while the deterio

rating quality of I ife and overpopulation in rural areas continued to push 

rural population to urban areas. As a result, Korean society has experi

enced the unprecedented rapid urbanization accompanying the acceleration of 

economic growth. Thus, population movement played a positive role in the 

economic development of the country, more than compensating for its social 

side effect . In recent·years. the heavy concentration of population in 

several large cities. especially Seoul, the capital city of the Republic of 

Korea has had, however, a negative impact on not only social but also 

economic development, increasing social costs. 

Population concentration in the capital city has becoine an important 

policy concern and a variety of packages of redistribution plans were 

prepared. However, the process of urban concentration continued in spite of 

~hese ambitious policy packages and worsened metropolitan congestion while 

causing manpower shortages in rural areas. It is often mentioned that the 

population redistribution policies ended in failure due to their lower 

priority than those related to economic development and the unrealistic 

target set under them. The redistribution policies never enjoyed the same 

intensity and cohesiveness as the other development policies did. Nonethe

less. targets in various population redistribution plan packages were set 

far beyond feasible levels. One of the other important obstacles to redis

tribut ion pol icies has been the deficiency of comprehensive data on which 



to base pol icy planning. 

2. Sources of Migration Data 

Continuous and systematic studies on various aspects of population 

movement which is one of three major factors of population change are 

inevitable for the effective implementation of comprehensive national 

policies. In Korea. the system of birth and death registration has a histo

ry of more than two hundred years. though the Qual i ty of the data has 

remained imperfect. (In recent years. the qual i ty of vi tal stat ist ics to be 

utilized for various policy establishment has improved). Internal migra

tion. however. was not taken into account in that registration. The history 

of compi ling migrat ion data is short. In Korea. the major source of data 

on population movement is the census. Of course. there are other sources of 

population movement data; namely. the Resident Registration System(RRS). ad 

hoc surveys and some indirect method of analyzing population movement. 

With regard to the RRS. population movement is identified based on the 

volume of in-migration and out-migration which occurred during a certain 

period of time in a certain administrative unit. The reported data on in

migration and out-migration submitted by local Governments have been 

compiled and released by the National Statistical Office(NSO). However. the 

degree of utilization is limited since the data have limitations; the data 

provide information at only district level. not other administrative level. 

Due to the nature of the data. migration cannot be linked to various socio

economic aspects. since sex and region are the only identified characteris

tics of migrants. The most significant defect is the fact that all popula

tion movement identified based on this register does not always reflect the 



actual movement. because some of the population tend to report their move

ment wi thout actual movement for some reasons, i. e, acquirement of an 

apartment appl ieat ion right. arrangement of a better school for a chi Id, 

etc. In addition, omission and delay in reporting are causes for limitation 

in ut i I izing data. In order to overcome those defects and hence to improve 

the quality, the RRS has been rearranged through improvement of administra

t ive systems several times. In the long run, the system wi II be developed 

and util ized as an important administrative data. 

In some cases, ad hoc surveys are being conducted to identify the 

statlls of Koreall migrutioll. As in most sample surveys, the ad hoc surveys 

011 migration. however. tend to have problems in their representativness 

along with sampl ing errors, since they are conducted in only limited areas. 

II. POPULATION CENSUS AS A SOURCE OF MIGRATION DATA 

I. IntroductiOn of Migration into the Census 

The Republic of Korea has been conducting a census every five years, 

since its first taking in 1925. The coming 1995 census which is to be 

COlllillCtcd as of 1st November 1995. comprises the 15th census of population 

and 7th census of housing in its series. 

As presented in Table 1, in 1930 the Korean census introdqced the 

topic of migration for the first time. However, only place of birth was 

included in this census. Thereafter, place of birth has continued to be 

covered in every end-of-decade census, though the 1949 (instead of 1950) 



census omi tted it. As an except ion. the 1985 census also included this 

topic. 

Table 1. History of Inclusion of Migration-Related Items In the Korean Census 

Year of Census 

'25 '30 '35 '40 '44 '49 '55 '60 '66 '70 '75 '80 '85 '90 

Place of Birth '..;, I I 

Domi c i I e of 
five years before 

Dom i c i leo f " 
one year before 

Note: () - on the complete basis 

• - on the Sample basis 

--, , - " , 
._' 

" - , -, 

• • --:. ( , -

• • • --
1-

'I -

" x ~- • 0 

As the imbalance of population distribution became a center of prob

lems in linkage to the country's development, there was a strong demand for 

information on migration that would enable the policy-makers to assess the 

level and pattern together with determinants and consequences of Korean 

migration. In meeting such a growing demand, the Korean census has com

prised topics on domiciles of five years before and one year before In 

addition to the topic on place of birth. 

Since the domicile of 5 years before was initiated in the 1970 census, 

it has been adopted in every census on a sample enumeration basis, except 

for the 1985 census where all topics were enumerated on a complete basis. 

The topic on domicile of 1 year before was introduced only in the 1980 

census and its second adoption was in the 1990 census on the basis of 

sample enumeration. However, the Korean census has never included topics on 

• 
• 



return migrat ion, frequency of movement. etc., owing to its I imiiat ion in 

survey topics. 

2. Dissemination of Migration Data 

The data on these topics collected from the census have been released 

mainly in the form of u report that consists of one separate voillme: it 

contains 13 tabulat ions on these three topics by demographic and socio

economIc characteristics of other topics(sce Appendix Table I). The data on 

the report is often insufficient for some users. since contents tll be 

publ ished are too I imi ted. As an effort at maximizing the use of data. the 

special 

request. 

tabulations that are not contained in the report are produced 011 

Since the tabulations contained in the report cannot but yield 

migration information at the level of province due to limitation of space, 

the dissemination of special tabulations satisfies the information needs of 

many users who require the information for unique geographic areas and 

small areas such as ci ty and town. 

It should be also noted that NSO provided the individual data of 2 

percent of the 1990 census which contains data on the above three migra

tion~related topics. This provision is to accommodate users who want to do 

micro-level analyses. The taped data has been sold by 8n agency at the 

price of about 300.000 wonlequivalent to 400 US dollar}. 

Moreover, to facilitate the non-professional use of migration data, 

NSO carried out an in-depth analysis on migration in collaboration with a 

research institute of a university. The report, entitled "Determinants and 

Consequences of Imbalance in Population Distribution," was released as an 
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output of the project. 

3. Comparison of Migration Data of Census with RRS 

It is hard to expect that the migration statistics are to be accurate 

and can be collected continuously. The RRS in Korea provides administra

tive and continuous migration data from the view point of the resident 

populat ion. 

The Table 2 is calculated to demonstrate the extent to which the 

volume of migrants derived from the 1990 census is close to that from the 

RRS. As evident in the Table. the signs(or directions) of net inter-region

al migrants in the census are identical to those in the RRS for al I re

gions. except for Taegu. However. the di fference in volume between the two 

different sources is 1327 thousand people for the wh~le country, showing 

that in- or out-migrants in the RRS are more than those in the census by 

69.7 percent. By region, the differences for in- and out-migrants are very 

considerable with the differences ranging from 40.2 percent to 169.2 per

cent in relative terms. 

However, these differences in volume of migrants seem to be rational 

to some extent, in that the nature of two sources is different from one to 

another. Under the RRS, every move is registered within 14 days after its 

occurrence, while the domiciles of lor 5 years before in the census refer 

to places of residence exactly in the specified terms. Accordingly, the mi

grants under the RRS do include those who moved but died before reporting 

their moves and the multiple moves that occurred on the same person within 

the specific term. However, the migrants under the census cannot identify 
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Table 2. Comparison of Census Data(Domicile of I Year before) with Data frOil 

Resident Registration system(1990) 

(Un j t thousand persons) 

Census RRS OJ f f erellce 

In Out Net In Out Net In Out Net 

Whole 1904 1904 3231 3231 -1327 -1327 

Seoul 390 561 -171 754 845 -91 -364 -284 -80 

Pusun 105 129 -24 184 220 -36 -79 -91 12 

Taegllc 90 82 8 139 141 -2 -49 -59 10 

Inchon 163 65 98 249 132 117 -86 -67 -19 

KW8ngju 62 42 20 121 93 28 -59 -51 -8 

Taejon 72 34 38 102 69 33 -30 -35 5 

Kllngg j 530 281 249 767 517 250 -237 -236 -1 

Kungwol1 54 92 -38 82 129 -47 -28 -37 9 

Chullgbuk 52 54 -2 85 102 -17 -33 -48 15 

Chullgnum 59 95 - .\6 1 I I 164 -53 -52 -69 17 

Chonbuk 33 72 ... -39 88 141 -53 -55 -69 14 

Chonnam 52 116 -64 140 240 -100 -88 -124 36 

. Kyungbuk 99 130 -31 169 219 -50 -70 -89 19 

Kyungnum 132 113 19 218 200 18 -86 -87 

Cheju 11 10 22 19 3 -11 -9 -2 

Others 28 -28 , 28 -28 
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the above moves. 

The differences in migrants between two different sources all cannot. 

however, be ascribed to the difference in their nature. The migrants iden

tified under the RRS may include those who report their move though their 

moves did not actually occur. as explained earl ier. Of course. it cannot be 

denied that the migrants identified under the census are subject to under

enumerat ion due to respondents' memory lapse errors. Despi te all these 

defects, these two sources of migration data are receiving favorable com

ments from both demographers and policy-makers. since they are compensating 

for each other. 

I I I. LINKAG'E OF MIGRATION DATA TO POPULATIO~ REDISTRIBUTION POLICY 

Although it IS difficult to evaluate the population redistribution 

policies imposed on during the past 30 years, there is a consensus that 

each of the policies has its basis on the migration data together with the 

data on population distribution. 

As can be seen from the Table 3, during 1960-1970 the population 

growth is the most signi f icant in the capi tal, Seoul (S. 2%). followed by 

Pusan(4.S%) the second largest city. The considerable growth of population 

in these two areas could be explained by the volume of migrants derived 

from the topic on domicile of 5 years before{refer to the Table 4): for 

Seoul. in-migrants were 1191 thousand people. accounting for 4S.1 percent 

of the total inter-regional in-migrants during the last 5 years, while out-



Table 3. Population and II.s Growth Rale By Regioll 

(Un it : t hous8nd popu I a t i 011. %) 

1960 1960-70 IlJ70 1970-80 1980 1980-90 1990 

Whole 24989 2. ] 31434 I. 7 37436 1.5 43411 

Seoul 2445 8. 2 5525 4. 1 8364 2.4 10613 

Pusan 11M 4. X I R7(, 5. 2 3160 1.8 .~798 

Ta l'glll! (,77 4. 7 IORI 4. () 1605 13 2229 

Inchon 401 4. 7 M.~ 5.2 1084 5. 2 1818 

KWi.lllg.j lJ 314 4 . .3 4H4 4.1 72R 4. 5 1131} 

Taejoll lll} 5. 8 407 4. 7 6Sl 4. R 1050 

Konggi 2348 1.4 2710 3.S 3850 4. 7 () 156 

Kangwoll 1637 1.3 1865 -0.4 1791 ··t. 3 1580 
Chullgbuk 1370 O. 8 14,80 -0. 4 1424 -0. 2 1390 
Chllll8nam 2229 O. I} 2451 -0. 6 2.~04 -I. 3 2014 
Chonhuk 2395 O. 2 24.n -0.6 2288 -1. (l 2070 
Chonnam 3239 O. 8 3511 -1. 4 3052 -2.0 2507 
Kyungbuk 3171 O. 9 3475 -0.4 3350 -1. 6 2861 
KYlIlIglIURl 3018 O. 3 3119 0.6 3322 1.0 3672 

. Cht'ju 282 6. 5 365 2.4 463 1. 1 515 
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migrants were 248 thousand people, accounting for 10.0 percent of the total 

out-migrants, which indicates that Seoul gained population from the other 

regions in the net term. Although not very significant, Pusan also gained 

net-migrants from the other regions. However, most of the regions were 

deprived of population. 

Having recognized the serious concentration of population in Seoul and 

Pusan, the policies with the target of constraint of population concentra

tion into these areas were set up and implemented. The policies set up 

during 1970-75 are as follows; 

(I) A basic plan for the restriction of population concentration in the 

capital area as set up in 1970 by the ~inistry of Construction 

(2) The first plan for the complex development of the country(1972-1981) as 

set up in 1971 by the Ministry of Construction 

(3) A policy for the decentralization of population from the metropolitan 

area as set up in 1972 by the Blue House 

(4) A pol icy for the decentralization of population from the metropolitan 

areas as set up in 1973 by the Economic Planning Board 

(5) A plan for the decentralization of the Seoul population as set up in 

1975 by Seoul City 

As influenced by these various policies, the population growth of 

Seoul slowed down during 1970-80; the growth rate for Seoul decreased to 
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4.1 percent. The growth rate for Pusan maintained the same le,el as during 

1975-80. Compared wi th two d iff erent per i ods of 1970-75 and 1975-80. i 11-

migrants for Seoul continued to decrease in their proportion to the total 

in-migrants of the country. while out-migrants continued 10 increase. 

indicating that the number of net-migrants Seoul gained frJm the other 

regions continued to decrease. The out-migrants outnumbered in-migrants in 

most regions except for Pusan and Kyonggi which encircles Seoul. In that 

the gains of populat ion by Seoul decreased. it is easy to measure that 

Kyonggi enjoyed. as Seoul did. gaining the considerable portion of out

migrants from the other regions. This is apparent from the gro~th rate for 

Kyonggi which jumped from 1.4 percent during 1960-70 to 3.5 percent during 

1970-80. 

The still high population growth of Seoul in spite of its down-trend 

together with rapid concentration of population into Kyonggi during 1970-80 

made the capital region(Seoul. Inchon and Kyonggi) highly crowded. Accord

ingly. the policies-related to population redistribution put a great empha

SIS on restriction of population concentration in as well as decentraliza

tion of population from the Capital region. They are: 

(1) A basic plan for redistribution of population from the Capital Region 

as set up in 1977 by the First Minister·without Portfolio' 

(2) The 2nd plan for the complex development of the country(1982-1991) as 

set up in 1982 by the Ministry of Construction 

(3) A plan for restricting the construction of public offices and large 
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scale of bllildings as set up in 1982 by the Ministry of Construction 

(4) A basic plan for rearrangement of The Capital Region as set up in 1984 

by the Ministry of Construction 

(5) The 3rd pllln for the complex development of the cOlllllry(19lJ2-2001) as 

sct liP ill 1992 by the Ministry of Construction 

During 1980-1990. the paplllat ion growth rate for Seoul and Pusan 

decreased considerably. Although those pol icies enforced cannot be exactly 

evaluated. we can say wi thout hesi tat ion that the census data has close 

linkage to setting up the related policies as explained above. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the Korean context. ident i fying the internal migrat ion is of great 

importance for setting up a variety of pol icies, since the population 

movement has had a great impact on the society as well as the economy of 

the country. In this t.egard. the census is inevitable in providing the 

basis on which the relevant policies are set up. As pointed out. the census 

has contributed to I inking the migration data with pol icies. However. 

deficiency of the census data has been often mentioned, since it is enough 

to reveal only volume and direction of migration but not motivation and 

frequency of migrat ion which are increasingly needed to figure out ir'itrica

cy of migration. More effort should be made at exploring the effective data 

on migration through the census. 
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Appendix Table 1. Tabulations Contained in the Report on Migration From the 

1990 Census 

Table. 

Table. 

Table. 

1. Migrants by Sex. Usual Place of Residence and Place of Birth 

2. Migrants 5 Years Old and Over by Sex. Usual Place of Residence 

and Residence Five Years Ago 

3. Migrants by Usual Place of Residence. Sex. Five Year Ago Group 

and Place of Birth 

Table. 4. Migrants I Year Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence. Sex. 

Five Year Ago Group and Residence One Year Ago 

Table. 5. Migrants Five Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence. 

Sex. Five Year Ago Group and Residence Five Years Ago 

Table. 6. Migrants 6 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence. Sex. 

School Attendance and Educational Attainment. and Residence One 

Year Ago 

Table. 7. Migrants 6 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence. Sex. 

School Attendance and Educational Attainment. and Residence Five 

Years Ago 

Table. 8. Migrants ~5 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence. Sex, 

Marital Status, Ago and Residence One Year Ago 

Table. 9. Migrants 15 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence, Sex, 

Marital Status, Ago and Residence Five Years Ago 

Table. 10. Migrants 15 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence, Sex, 

Industry(Major Division) and Residence One Year Ago 

Table. 11. Migrants 15 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence, Sex, 

Industry(Major Division) and Residence Five Years Ago 

Table. 12. Migrants 15 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence, Sex, 

Occupation{Major Group) and Residence One Year Aso 

Table. 13. Migrants 15 Years Old and Over by Usual Place of Residence, Sex, 

Occupation(Major Group) and Residence Five Years Ago 
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NSO ACTMTIES TOWARD IMPROVING 

TECHNOLOGY TO ENHANCE THE VALUE AND USE OF CENSUS DATA 

Introduction 

This paper aims at presenting an overview of the present and the near 

future activities of National Statistical Office, Thailand, toward utilizing emerging 

information technology to enhance the value and use of census data. 

Population and Housing Census 

National Statistical Office has been in charge of conducting censuses 

since 1960 under the authorization of 1962 Statistical Act (revised in 1965) 

and in accordance with the United Nations'recommendation that countries 

should undertake censuses in order to collect information on population and 

other characteristics as we" as housing conditions at least every ten years. In 

1970 NSO has conducted the first housing census simulteneously with the 

population census. The next population and housing census plans to conduct 

in April 2000. 

The main objective of the population and housing census is to collect 

statistical information on the number, age and sex structure. fertility, education, 

occupation and migration of the population and the type and condition of 

housing. 

For census methodology, NSO will use the sample census enumeration 

technique as being used on the previous 1970 and 1980 census, by 

In Bangkok Metropolis, all persons and households will be listed and 

simultaneously enumerated with the short form questionaire except for the 

sample households which will be enumerated with the long form questionaire. 

In municipal area (excluding Bagkok Metropolis), all persons and 

households will be listed and enumerated by using the long form qU8stionaire, 

there is no sample selection in this area. 
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In non-municipal areas, all persons and households will be listed and 

enumerated using the short form questionaire. After complete enumeration in 

each district, the field supervisors select sample of households to be 

interviewed in detail by using long form questionaires. 

For topics there will be about 1 0 questions on the short form 

questionaire the question will concern on the number, age. sex structure. 

education,and occupation. For the long form questionaire there will be 27 

questions on population and 17 questions on housing the question will concern 

on age and sex structure, fertility, education. occupation. migration and also on 

type and condition of housing for housing questions. 

ComputerlzatJon 

1. NS(i consists of 9 divisions, there are two divisions concerning on 

data processing namely. 

Data processing Technique Division, responsible for performing the 

reserch on the development of computer science and prepare the document 

planning ant', establishing the data base and teleprocessing system. define 

pattems and method of data processing quality control. giving advise concern 

using and proCessing data by computer. 

Data Processing Division, responsible for preparing the data from -
the questionalre into the form ready to be computeriZe (manual editing and data 

keying). processing the statistical data. providing processing the facilities for all 

government and private agencies. operating and mataining the computer 

systems. 

The computer system being used by these two divisions consist of 

1. Mainframe computer system 4381 with CPU IBM 4381 IR92E 

18 channels 32 MB memory. this system is used mainly for batch processing 

the census and survey datas. 

2. Mainframe computer system 3090 with CPU IBM 3090/11 OJ 

16 channels 32 MB memory. this system is used mainly for data base and on 

line processing. 
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3. Microcomputer, there are 48 units being used between 2 

divisions, all of them emulated as terminal. 

4. Data entry system, there are 1 28 stations and are being used 

for data keying the census and survey data. 

Database 

The database is set up collect information of census and survey 

projects of NSO an(l other govemment agencies. The information is organized in 

a form of relational database structure. 

The information that can be retrived from the database are 

". Social information e.g. population census, labor force, 

education, public health, and village information. 

2. Economic information e.g. business, industrial, and agriculture 

census. 

Decentralization of Data Processing 

One of the major problem of NSO is the timelines on processing the 

data, because the processing system is still very centralise, the questionnaires 

from all censuses and surveys are being edited, data keying and tabulated by 

using the computer fercilities station in Bangkok. In order to improve, NSO has 

set up the computer net work by linking 150 personal computers which is now 

station in every province to the IBM 3090 in Bangkok in 1994. There are 75 

provinces. The provincial statistical officers personals were trained to use micro 

computer along with computer operator and data entry operator. 

At present the listing form from the surveys, the village survey, and 

the gross provincial product Information are now being data keying at the 

province. For practising in useing micro computer they are now producing their 

own annually Changwat Stistlcal Report. 



In 1 gg6 50 more personal computers will be distributed to many 

provinces for the plan that the 1006 Industrial Census will be manual edited. 

and data keying at the province. the next Population and Houseing census is 

also planed to process at the provincial level. 

Beside decentralize processing ability to the provinces. The 

personal computer have been used among the subject matter divisions to 

tabulate analyze and produce the publication as well. 

Geographical Information Sytem (GIS) 

NSO is also taking adventage of the GIS technology to improve the 

existing data presentation. Map are being produced in 3 levels; 

1. Macro level, the boundaries of province, district and subdistrict 

are degitized as the first layer. the other layer will be the communication line 

e.g. street, railway, river and other major importance place such as tourist spot, 

airport, major office building. big industrial, etc. 

2. Micro level the enumeration district and block boundary in the 

municipal area, and sanitary district of each province will be degitized as the 

first layer the other layer other will be the road, cannel and the location of the 

Important building, etc. 

·3. Geographical Data Presentation would take the map from the 

macro level to produce charts and reports for example the Statistical Atlast of 

Population Report. 

The Computer Technique Branch under The Data Processing 

Technique Division has assisted in training the personal from Statistical 

Mapping Branch on GIS since 1993. This year they will receive two local area 

net works (LAN). One will be used on the macro level and other will be on the 

micro level. 

Utilizing the data 

The result of the 1990 census beside publishing the census 

reports by province, the analytical reports. The sample data of the one percent 

sample for the whole kingdom and the twenty percent sample data of each 
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province is also available in floppy disk. NSO also plans to produce the 

tabulation tables in floppy disk form for the future census. 

Conclusion 

NSO policies in decentralize the provincial statistical office has 

increase the responsibility of provincial officer, specially on data processing 

and presenting data to serve the local user. The new technology on GIS, the 

availability of the personal computer to the subject matter so they can be able 

to process and analyze their own data has increase the value in presenting the 

statistical Information. NSO is still at the state of the beginning, much more 

training and experience is needed to all sectors in order to catch up with the 

rapid change of the new technology. 
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Mapping Census Data with MapIllfo 

Page I 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are increasingly utilized 
throughout the world. The development takes different directions in 
various countries. For instance, in USA you will find that the use of 
a GIS software like Maplnfo for data analysis is more common in 
private companies. Approximately 70% of the users arc active within 
the private sector. The use is focused on cutting marketing costs and 
effectively increasing market shares. In other countries, GIS is 
mostly an affair for people working with land surveying and 
cartography. Within my immediate field of interest, which is 
statistics, GIS gives me powerful tools for analysis of statistical 
relations with respect to geographical environments. As statisticians, 
we have a great deal to offer the private sector, mainly in the field of 
population census data, but we have less to offer the cartographers. 

Y ct, with GIS two different disciplines have to cooperate: Statistics 
and geodetics. It might turn out to he a trouhlesome marriage. Their 
scientific languages differ, and the experts are often working in 
different environments. 

On one hand, land SUI vcy and geographic organisations me presently 
developing datahases with large allloullts of digiti/,ed ohjects. 
Statistical data, attached to geographic objects, arc allrihutes of 
minor interest to cartographers (the number of inhabitants is an 
attribute to the digitized boundaries of a county). Instead, geometric 
accuracy is important, and the objects must he located with 
appropriate projections to earth's surface. Most geographical 
organisations use extremely advanced equipment and GIS software. 
Developing the databases requires heavy investments and takes a lot 
of time. Some databases still suffer from lack of contt;Jlts while 
others have died because of the difficulties and costs of updating. 

Statisticians, on the other hand, build statistical databases with large 
amounts of information about society. Approximately 85% of all 
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databases contain some sort of geographical information, which are 
considered as attributes to the statistical data. 

When the geographic and statistical databases are combined, the 
possibilities of analyzing data are tremendously improved, and new 
dimensions appear. 

For statistical purposes, it is not neccessary with a lot of digitized 
data with high geometric precision. Boundaries for various 
administrative areas arc often sufficient for basic applications. 
To make thematic presentations and analysis of statistical relations, 
you might only need a modest number of digitized nodes to create 
the boundaries, and accuracy is not so important. Neither is it 
neccessary to use advanced GIS software with great complexity. 
There are several software packages, which are quite powerful but 
fairly cheap and easy to learn. And they do not require extremely 
advanced equipment. MapInfo is an example of such a software. It 
_offers cartographic functions as well as functions for statistical 
analysis, and it is sufficient t~ execute most of the basic work within 
the statistical field. A cartographer would hardly agree with me, but 
that is what my experiences tell me. 

Just before Christmas I was in Beijing in China to run a training 
course in Maplnfo. The State Family Planning Commission (SFPC) 
had just installed Maplnfo and bought digitized boundaries for all 
coullties in China. Within a few days, the participants in the training 
course had achieved sufficient knowledge to imp0l1 their own census 
data into the software, to combine <.lata with thc digitizc<.l boun<.laries, 
to create thematic maps, and to use advanced SQL queries for 
selections and mathcmatical operations. And all at a low cost. 

In my department at Statistics Sweden we work almost entirely with 
Maplnfo, amI so do most of our customers, working with GIS. For 
smallcr organisations and private companies, in need of proccssing 
statistical inforlllatioll with gcographic dilllensions, a cheap software 
like Maplnfo is good value. 

til Maplnfo you can work with raster maps as well as vector maps. It 
is also possible to do your own digitizing, if you have a special 
equipment for that. You can create a map, combining many different 
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map layers. Maplnfo has drawing and editing features, that allow 
you to change location of digitized nodes. By combining adjacent 
geographic objects, you will get a new set of boundaries for bigger 
geographic areas. For instance, from the Chinese boundaries 
for counties we could automatically get boundaries for provinces, 
combining all counties with the same province code. The data 
associated with the counties were summarized at the same time. 

Allthough you use Maplnfo for statistical analysis and your 
statistical skillness is most important, it is Ileccesary to know 
something about mapping concepts, projections and coordinate 
systems, but you do not have to be an expert. 

During the training course in Beijing we worked with three Chinese 
provinces: Jiangsu, Anhui and Zheijang. We conver1ed the format of 
boundaries to the internal Maplnfo format. The Chinese census data 
were stored as ASCII-files. They were fairly easy to bring into 
Maplnfo. Excel and Lotus files can also uirectly he opened by 
Maplnfo. We linked the census data to the boundaries by means of 
the county code. The quality of geographic identities is very cssential 
for a successful joint. Names or codes, attached to bounuary files, 
must correspond to geographical names or codes in the statistical 
uata. 

After the basic mapping work, we used thematic mapping to analyze 
the data, which had been prepareu by the head of the training group, 
Mr Fanghui David Feng from China Population, Information and 
Research Center (CPIRC). We worked with data on total population, 
total number of households, agriculture population and sex ratio. We 
trieu different methods of thematic mapping, appropriate for our type 
of data: Ranges of values, hal' and pie charts, graduated circles and 
dot density. It is also possible to create hi variate thcmatic maps to 
present two thematic variables. To this paper I have enclosed a few 
examples of thematic maps, conslructed during the training course. 
They are quite simple, but they visualize the data, and fhcy are casy 
to understand. 

One of the 1I10st powerful features in Maplnfo is SQL select. Apart 
from usual selections of certain statistical data or certain geographic 
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areas, it allowed us to operate with multiple tables and to aggregate 
data in various ways. When we linked the census data to the 
counties, this {'lmctlon was very useful. Special expressions made it 
possible to derive new data columns and to compute statistical sums 
and total area of each county. In this way we added population 
density to our data. 

Finally the group trained on customizing maps. choosing suitable 
zooming, colors, text style, text font, symbol style and so on. By 
means of Map Info's page layout feature, we combined map 
representations with other data associated with the map, like 
statistical data in table fonnat and/or in graph f()nnat. 

For me it was a great pleasure to show the functionality of a GIS 
soil ware for statistical purposes. The participants in the training 
course learned quickly. and I am convinced their kllowledges will 
be useful li)r them in their daily work with statistical presentation 
and analysis. 

For a statistical organisation, which is about to make its first 
investments in GIS, it is recommended to start with a soflware 
package, that is reasonably priced and runable on reasonably priced 
hardware. The costs fClr training and maintenance of competence 
will also be reasonable. It is a clever way to get introduced to the 
facilities, oflcred by 1. J IS soH wares. 

Atler a while the organisation might discover. that it has a need of 
more advanced GIS technology, but it is most likely, that what a 
fairly simple software oilers, is what YOll actually need. If more 
advanced soft wares are required at later stages, your tiles can 
probably be read or converted to the appropriate ftmnal. And the 
initial investments have been modest and useful c,pericnces hnvc 
been brought into the organisaLion. 

STAllS'nes SWFI >FN 
lJepartment of Populatioll alld RCgHlIlS 

Program for ReglOlIal Services 
Statistician Jette Bodin 
Tel.: +46 )Q 17 6~ 66 
Fax.: +46 19 17 ()Q 52 
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Introduction 

WIDER USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS 
IN POPULATION CENSUS OPERATIONS 

Sam Suharto and Djamal Benzine· 
UNSTAT 

The use of microcomputers has been a prerequisite for any population census 
operation, particularly dUring the 1990 round of population and housing censuses. 
DUring the 1980 round of censuses. microcomputers were still limited in use, and most 
countries. particularly the aeveloplng ones, were using minicomputers and mainframes 
supported by independent units of peripherals and workstations or terminals. In the 
1980 round, many developed and some developing countries used computers more 
widely than for data entry and data processing work of the census. 

In the 1990 round of censuses. on the other hand, the availability of less expensive 
and more portable microcomputers more user-friendly software, and rapid 
development of computer communication software. has opened up the possibility that 
microcomputers can be used to perform more tasks in the census undertaking process 
than the traditional data entry and data processing. In fact, many developed and some 
developing countries having the technical expertise and access to state-of-the-art 
software, as well as the capability of developing their own in-house software, have 
utilized microcomputers In many areas of census operation beyond data entry and 
processing. This paper reviews the areas in census operations for which 
microcomputers can be. and have been, used to improve overall census organization 
and management. Wherever possible, examples are given on which countries such 
applications have been used. The availability of the software, whether it is prepared in
house or commercially available Will also be mentioned. 

Stages of Census Operations 

It is well known that a population census is a complex, costly operation covering the 
total process of collecting, compiling, evaluating, analyzing and publishing or 
disseminating demographic, economic and social data pertaining, at a specified time, to 
all persons in a country or In a well-delimited part of a country (United Nations. 1980)'. 
The complexity of the operation stems from the essential characteristics of the census, 
which are: the requirement that each individual and each living quarters, residing in a 

Sam Suharto is a SpecialISt In Population Censua tMttIods and Ola"'" Benzme .. it Speaalist in Population o.tabeI .. ' 
and Oata Oluemtnallon 
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precisely defined area (e.g., the entire country' or a well-delimited part of it) be 
enumerated, and that the data collection refer to a well-defined point of time carried out 
simultaneously within a certain period of time. A population census is, therefore, an 
extensive, complicated and expensive statistical operation, consisting of a series of 
interrelated activities. To avoid costly inefficiency and serious problems of quality in 
the results of the census. it is desirable that all activities in every stage of the 
operations be planned carefully j. ~dvance and be continuously monitored. 
Microcomputers have already be: ,extensively used in the general area of 
orqanization, administration. and management and have proved to contribute toward a 
more effiCient, cost effective and timely operation. The application of microcomputers 
In managing and controlling the complex operations of the census should be planned 
and programmed in detail. 

Generally, the stages of activities in census operations are as follows: (a) 
preparatory work, (b) enumeration, (c) data processing, (d) evaluation of the results, (e) . 
data analysis, (f) data dissemination and (g) systematic recording of the census 
experience (United Nations. 1980)2. Naturally, the first stage, preparatory work, plays a 
crUCial role since it determines the course of the rest of the operations. It is, therefore, 
necessary that conSiderations of efficiency begin at this initial stage. 

Census administration 

The central office of the census organization has the following responsibilities, 
normally refiected in its organizational structure: (a) planning and monitoring the 
census, (b) cartographic work, (c) data processing, (d) analysis and reporting and (e) 
administration. It goes without saying that at the present stage of technological 
development all national statistical and census organizations in developing countries 
have already used microcomputers as the primary tools for day to day administration. 
Any consus planning should start with the use of computer 5 to pi oduce tho hUQe 
number of pages of census plans including: drafllegislation, budget requiremont, 
census organization and structure, calendar of activities, preliminary draft of items to be 
collected, tabulation plans, sensus procedures, principles of data processing, with the 
corresponding instrUctions regarding editing and codinq, plan for Cfmsus evaluation, 
strategy for the publicity campaign, a plan on the preparation of publication and data 
dissemination, etc. And, it is fair to assume that virtually all census organizations have 
used and are familiar with word-processing and spread-sheet software. Familiarization 
with database software is also essential. These basic requirements should be made 
available for planning of a modern census. 

The first and foremost step of census p~anning is compiling the list of administr alive 
diviSions in the country from the national level to the smallest administrative unit, like 
villages, communes, or if it is already available, to the census enumeration areas (EA). 
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The administrative and geographical subdivisions of all levels in the country should 
have geographical codes. These codes are important as a unique identifier for each 
administrative Unit and EA dUring data entry and processing. They will also be 
essential in the computerization of the overall management of the census operations, 
The geocoding system snould be such that it identifies the exact geographical location 
of the area. Database software. sucn as dBase. Foxpro. Paradox. etc. can be used for 
storing these files. 

DUring the 1991 census ot Bangladesh the computerized list of the Villages Included 
names and the pamculars of the viliages/mouzas/mohallahs (Yusuf. 19933). The 
geocoae Information also provided Identifications of the higher administrative units 
(unions/wards, thanas and districts) In addition, other characteristics, such as total 
population. number of EAs In the village, number of enumerators and supervisors, etc. 
were added and was us~ful for the logistics of the census operations. Labels for each 
envelope containing questionnaires and other forms for each enumerator were printed 
by the computer. mentioning EA number, village name and number, district name and 
number. etc. The crew leaaers receive a list of the data for their area which Includes 
:he estimated numoer of DODulatlon of each EA (from the household listing operation) 
for control purposes The data file was Instrumental in printing of the checks for 
payment to the more than :52.000 enumerators and supervisors. SpeCially designed 
checks were printed for computer preparation of the payroll. 

To store information In a database file has many advantages. First, the file is useful 
for aSSisting in logistical works, particularly to ensure the completeness of the many 
documents. manuals. Instructions and packages to be sent to the regional and sub 
regional census offices. The computer can print appropriate labels for shipments 
Indicating the correct numDer of items to be sent to particular offices. Use of bar-codes 
for EA identification has also been recommended to enable quick reading, using a . 
scanner for the envelopes or the packages of census documents sent from the field. 
The file can be used to check the completeness of documents received from the field 
offices. Follow-up letters can be produced by the computer for missing items, etc. 

For the 1991 population and housing census of Uganda4 , an enumeration area 
register (EAR) was created before enumeration to facilitate the planning and budgeting 
of field operations and subsequently the actual enumeration. The EAR was updated as 
information came In from the field. It served as a basis for the production control 
system (peS), designed for mOnitoring and controlling operations within various stages 
of data collection and processing. This included: preparation for enumeration; 
despatching matenals to the field: reception of questionnaires from the field; storing 
questionnaires; handing over questionnaires from storage to coding: handing over 
questionnaires from coding to data entry; handing over questionnaires from data entry 
to editing; handing over questionnaires from editing to tabulation. 



The section in charge of the pes was responsible for control of the flow of 
questionnaires and data within the various stages to avoid omissions or duplications. 
This included keeping record of the progress of all activities and of the data. The 
inventory of the equipment and other accessories used during the data processing 
exercise was kept by the section which monitored the usage of material and equipment 
and issued material to the staff. 

Another use of the microcomputer at an early stage is the compilation of address 
lists. Despite the fact that many countries do not use lists of addresses for census 
enumeration. Out of about 90 countries which replied to Ari; Dekker's questionnaires 
(Ockker, 1991 5), about 20% usod computers for compilillq nddlp.ss lists. COlJIltrios 
which rely for their enumeration on the householder method and use the mall for 
sending census questionnaires need complete addresses including street names and 
house numbers of the households as vital for success of the census. The majority of 
countries do not employ street addresses for the census, but for those that do, the 
computer is indispenslble. 

Questionnaire design and instructions 

Microcomputers have been used to assist in the preparation of census 
questionnaires. Several desktop publishing form designs and even recently upgraded 
word processing-software can be exploited to design sufficiently good quality 
questionna.ires. Most of the software have graphic facilities for producing different 
lines, boxes, shades and vaneties of fonts, which can be adjusted for size and style. 
Microcomputers can be used to produce· high quality camera-ready master copies on 
high resolution laser printers, now widely available at affordable prices, for further 
bulk printing of the questionnaires (United Nations, 19896 ). The major advantages of 
using microcomputers for questionnaire design is the ease of corrections and changes 
during the development stage. It is common that questionnaire design goes through 
many revisions before the final questionnaire is decided. Mallually dcsiUIll~d 
questionnaires, even with cut and paste methods, cannot match the speed and quality 
of computer-assisted questionnaire design. . 

. The use of microcomputers in the development of census questionnaires and 
instructions has been widespreads. Levin (1992)7 in preparing the questionnaire 
interviewer's Guide and Office Operations Manual for the 1992 Census of Micronesians 
on Guam used WordPerfect entirely. Impressive questionnaires can be produced in 
WordPerfect by taking advantage of the several features and options available in the 
software. The higher version of WordPerfect (presently version 6.1) supports a lot 
more fonts and has better graphic capability. There are advantages to using the same 
software for developing the questionnaire and the manual instructions because of the 
copy and paste capability, i.e. to copy a portion from the questionnaire and paste it in 
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the appropriate section of the manual instruction for enumerators and supervisors. In 
this way, the exact look and wording that appear in the questionnaire can be 
transferred with ease when writing the concept, definitions. instructions and further 
explanations. If the software used for preparing the questionnaire is different than that 
used for the preparation of the manual. the copy and paste as well as import functions 
are available in most software to accommodate the transfer. Similarly. manual 
Instructions for the coders and ealtors can be done in the same manner. 

Most large pnnting companies are now also equipped with microcomputers and high 
resolution laser pnnters for the deSign of the printing master copy. If this is the case. in 
addition to hard copy. a copy of the Questionnaires file and the other documents to be 
printed can be prOVided to the printer on diskette. This. in turn, will speed up the 
preparation of the pnnt layout of the master copy and aVOid unnecessary detailed 
proofreading and reduce pOSSible printing errors. For countries where an in-house 
pnntlng capability has been developed with a simple. printing press, an original. 
croduced by laser printer IS normally good enough quality as a base for producing a 
printing master. Recently, a digital CopyPrinter, manufactured by several companies, 
such as: Gestetner, Nashuatec ana Rex Rotary, can be equipped with an interface to 
microcomputers, which then act as the computer printer. CopyPrinter can produce high 
speed printing of up to 10. 000 copies per hour, using a roll paper master and can be 
operated in a clean environment like a photocopier. Although the quality of 
CopyPrinter is not as good as an offset printing press, the cost of the equipment is only 
a fraction of even a small offset press. 

Cartographic work 

The use of a microcomputer In census mapping may be differentiated between pre
enumeration and post-enumeration cartographic activities. Pre-enumeration mapping 
Involves the preparation of maps of enumeration areas (EAs) and supervision areas 
(SAs) which divide the whole country Into segments with clear boundaries. Post-census 
cartographic work includes further development of a system where the maps with 
spatial information can be Integrated with databases from the census and other sources 
into a system that is useful for thematiC map display and other strategic spatial analysis 
and planning. This is generally called a geographic information system (GIS). 

Pre-enumeration cartographic work in census operations can be tedious and time 
consuming work. In fact many countries spend the major part of census preparation in 
the cartographic activities. At least two years are often necessary to prepare for the 
mapping of all EAs in the countries. Once the field work is completed. specially 
trained cartographic draftspersons need to be recruited to draw the maps based on the 
inputs from the fields. The maps are to be duplicated and copies of the maps are sent 
to the field. The original EA maps will be stored for future use or updating. Drawing 
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and re-<frawing the maps, storing the hard copy maps and future updating of the maps 
is an enonnous and time consuming task. Moreover, maps that are stored in map 
filing cabinets become deteriorated and faded over time even if high quality paper or 
plastic drafting film are used. Modern microcomputer methods may be used to assist 
making the work more efficient ;uick and of better quality copy and consistency. 
However, according to Dekke' 991)8 in the 1989 survey, there was only a very small 
number of countries (less thr' . 0), bUlh developed and developing, that have utilized 
computerized mapping durir 'e 1980 round of censuses. The majority of countries 
still rely on conventional mar· ,JI drawing of maps. 

A more recent survey conducted by UNSTAT in 1S:.:3 on tha "Usefulness and 
Applications of GIS for Population and Related Statistics'" shows that there has been a 
marked increase in the number of countries using computers for either pre- or post
enumeration computerized mapping. Out of 102 countries or areas replying to the 
survey, 44 stated that they were using computers for their geographic mapping system, 
29 of which were'developing countries (see table 1). Twelve of these countries or 
terntories (Canada, Finland, Hungary, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, 
Singapore, Slovenia. Sweden, Switzerland and Zimbabwe) employed computer 
mappIng for their pre-enumeration cartographic work. In addition, 8 other countries 
(including Argentina, Australia, Germany, Japan, Republic of Korea, Trinidad and 
Tobago) have acquired the computer mapping capability and will use their present 
computer mapping system also for pre-enumeration cartographic work in future 
censuses. Thirty-seven out of the 44 countries have already had, or have been, 
developing the GIS system, 

ARCIINFO software, produced by ESRI, was by far the most popular software used, 
although many countries said that it was 'not a "user friendly" software. Other software 
used include Maplnfo, Atlas-GIS, Intergraph and ERDAS. Countries having expertise 
in software development tried to produce an in-house interface software to be used 
together with ARCIINFO or Maplnfo to meet the in-house need. The United States 
Bureau of the Census has developed and used a highly specialized geographic 
information system, the T opologicallv Integrated Geographic Encoding and 
Referencing (TIGER) system, to perform its myriad mapping and geographic location 
operations associated with.\he 1990 decennial census of population and housing'o. 
The TIGER system has been primarily used for two functions: map generation and 
geographic control. Maps have been generated both for the collection and display of 
census data. Geographic control refers to the correct assignment or allocation of 
census and sample units to geographic regions and subregions (Saafeld, 1993). 

The Government of Zimbabwe, with assistance from Statistics Sweden, used 
computer mapping for its pre-enumeration activities. The main argument for using 
computer assisted mapping is for the pace at which EA maps can be produced for the 
actual enumeration (Rundquist, 1989)". Many countries experience delay in census 
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preparation due to major bottlenecks in the drafting and fair drawing of the enumeration 
maps. 

Table 1. Results of the Survey Carried Out by UNSTAT 

Countnes replying to UNSTAT 
survey: 102 

·Developed countnes (18) 
.Developlng countries (84) 

Countnes having any computer 
mapping activities: 44 

·Developed countnes (12) 
.Developlng countries (32) 

Countnes uSing computer mapping 
for pre-enumeration cartographic work: 12 

-Developed countries (5) 
-DevelOPing countries (7) 

Countries uSing computer mapping 
software for GIS purposes: 37 

·Developed countries (10) 
-Developing countries (27) 

Additional reasons for uSing computer assisted mapping is the speed at which maps 
can be adjusted, amended and updated as well as the quality of the maps. 
Amendments of EA maps manually take much longer time than using the compu~ef. 
Moreover, production of maps by computer is more standardized in quality than thO$~ \ 
manually drawn by many different drafts persons. Computerized map files may alsO be 
duplicated at any time in a matter of minutes and can be archived on magnetic or . 
optical media for future reference. Rundquist estimated that a draftsperson produces .. 
on the average slightly more than 3 maps per day while, computerized EA maps can 
produce at least 10 to 15 EA maps per day. Using computerized mapping, Zimbabwe 
requires only 20 drafts persons instead of 70 by using manual drafting of the EA maps. 
Naturally, training the draftspersons on how to use the computer software is required. 

Statistics Sweden recommended the use.of SMILE (Statistical Mapping In Lund
with an' extra letter E added) software. It can be installed on,an IBM PC compatible 386 
processor with 640 RAM, math co-processor, MS-DOS 3.3 or later, and VGAJEGA 
graphic display. It is also necessary to have digitizing tablets to be connected to the 
computer to draw the maps and, of course, a good printer. The version which was 
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used in Zimbabwe was slow. However, in his later report (1991), Rundquist 
recommended updating to the newer version of the software. The software can be 
used to create maps by following the digitizing instructions on the screen. The most 
important initial step is to calibrate (i.e., defining the range of coordinates to be used) 
the map original to the computer and define maximum and minimum values of the x
and y- coordinates. The other functions of the software are to display and to 
IllwlIpulate maps, like adding text or symbol~. The software costs about $400 for each 
Installation. Every computer station must have a separate copy. 

Portable microcomputers have been used to assist in mapping areas and translate 
the precise identification of geographical co-ordinates (latitudes and longitudes) using 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver sets on the base maps stored in the 
computer file. The United States has used this technique, particularly for the less 
densely populated and farms areas, to update maps for the location of houses and 
other features in vast and widespread areas. A small GPS receiver, placed on the top 
of the vehicle and connected to a laptop computer, which has the necessary map file 
and software, was able to chart the movement of the vehicle on the map. The mapper 
could easily mark an Icon, uSing the touch of a computer pen or the click of a mouse for 
the precise location of bUildings and other features on the map. The application of 
GPS for census cartographic work in developing countries is expected to be further 
enhanced. Tripathl (~994 12 ) strongly supports the use of a GPS receiver in field 
mapping work and claimed that the applications of GPS are limitless. 

The Instituto National de Estadistica, Geografia e Informatica (INEGI) of Mexico in 
1988 developed a system called "Automated Geostatistical Information System" 
(SAIG}13, which is an integration of software, hardware, procedures. methods, 
technology, information, people, etc. SAIG has been developed to produce, in an 
automated way, geostatistical cartography for census activities. SAIG produced basic 
as well as thematic maps for 32 states, 2,403 municipalities, 3,463 urban localities, 
25,000 urban EAs and 15,000 rural EAs. SAIG has been specially designed to be 
applied together With AU-2 software and ARC-INFO, which are the basic software used 
for digitizing of cartographic and topographic maps. 

Among industrialized cour!1ries, Canada, the United States, Sweden, Switzerland, 
and Australia are among the leading countries which have used computer assisted 
mapping for many years. Much of the computer software developed in-house in these 
countries, however, may not be directly applicable in developing countries. 

The United Nations Statistical Division produced an integrated, easy-to-use software 
package called PopMap14 for developing computerized aUases of population data and 
related information. PopMap has been deSigned primarily for post-census cartographic 
work, but some countries, among which Algeria and Cuba, have indicated intention to 
use it also for pre-enumeration cartographic work. It combines graphics, spreadsheets 
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and mapping with an integrated geographical data base engine. Without being a 
complete GIS software, PopMap provides some elements to develop a simple but 
useful geographical information system for thematic and interpretative needs. PopMap 
.:5 user-friendly and does not require computer programming skills. It is distributed free 
:f cnarge to developing countnes reauestlng it. Many developing countnes have 
~ecelvea and used PopMap for theIr census presentation and dissemination. ~5 

PopMap has been applied to proouce The Uganda Census Atlas. It was developed 
':Iy the Census Office of Uganaa In COllaboration with UNSTAT. The Atlas contains 
::Jata on population from the 1991 population census, but it also Includes results of 1969 
ana 1980 population censuses to facilitate mapping and analysis of trends. Presently it 
includes: population aenslty, age groups, marital status. religion, educational 
attainment. orphanhood. and hOUSing and household conditions. 16 Application of 
PopMap In census actiVities IS Increasing, thanks to its ease of use and impressive 
results. 

The Computer Software Development project at UNST AT is proposing to develop a 
mapping software which Will be Ideal for use in pre-census mapping activiities. The 
software Will pnmanly focus on the use of scanning technology to draw Enumeration 
Area maps either from a base maps or from a scatch-maps prepared in the field. The 
software Will then factOrIze the polygone on the screen and will also be able to 
recognize characters. Although a prototype of this software is already available, it is 
still required a major development efforts while funding of this effort is still unsure. 

Management of census operations 

Regardless of the country's size. conducting a population census project is an 
Immense task. As mentioned earlier, a population census may be considered to be the 
most complex undertaking among all statistical operations consisting of a large number 
of interrelated steps and activities. ' T Some of these activities are massive in scale, 
some must be carried out in a uniform manner and some must incorporate both these 
elements. Large activities may be broken down into smaller interdependent tasks. The 
success of smaller tasks depends on the predecessor tasks being completed 
successfully. Tasks must be planned in such a manner that their preconditions are met 
and that all types of resources, including human, physical. and financial. are available 
to carry out the work. '1S 

Commercially marketed microcomputer software are available for project pJanning 
and scheduling which can be used to automate the major part of the project planning 
and control process. Many of such programmes allow different views on the planning 
process, providing a schedule of required resources, time line charts, task dependency 
tables, cash flow analyses, critical path charts. The software assists the management 
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of census operations in keeping track of the many interrelated activities planned to be 
carried out at certain times according to assumptions that other factors have occurred, 
i.o., completion.pf prerequisite activities, availability of the required funds, availability of 
manpower, availability of space, availability of certain documents, etc. If any of these 
assumptions do not occur at the required time, making a particular task impossible to 
Implement. the management is abll=' to make decisions whether adjustments to a certain 
path of activities need to be madr nether there is any effect on the overall critical 
path so that modification to the s' ~ :egy of project implementation is necessary to 
maintain the census enumeration date in tact. A microcomputer based planning and 
management control can be used to provide a more accurate assessment on the 
overall planning process. It is well known that many activities will not take place 
exactly according to the pian. continuous adjustments need to be made. This fine 
tuning process enriches the capability of management to improve its ability in fixing 
lead times and estimating durations for certain activities, both for the remainder of the 
current project as well as for future statistical projects. Among well known software 
available in the market are: Project 4.0 for Windows (Microsoft), Time Line for Windows 
(Symantec Corp.) and Project Scheduler 6 for: Windows (Scitor Corp.), etc. 

During the 1991 Population Census of Australia, the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
developed an integrated approach ·0 management information to allow managers to 
morutor progress and deal with prr ")Iems quickly and effectively (Tam and Green, 
1994 ).19 The system was a complex product combining data files from a number of 
sources including staff payment system, administration system, census processing 
system, quality control system and various clerical systems into a larger integrated 
system. Tam and Green stated that the system provided standard management reports 
on a regular baSIS for managers to respond flexibly. The system has become a solid 
foundation for undertaking future censuses. 

CENTRACK (CENsus TRACKing System) is part of the IMPS (Integrated 
Microcomputer Processing System) software package produced by the Intemational 
;>tiltistical Program Center (ISPC) of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, being an 
interactive census management and control system that helps census managers 
monitor the proceSSing phases of a census (U.S. Census Bureau, 1992).20 Although it 
has been employed primarily to monitor and manage the processing stage of census 
operations, CENTRACK also is used for management control during the data 
collection phase. CENTRACK requires a good cartographic system with a geocoding 
scheme which identifies each geographic, administrative, and statistical area down to 
the EA level. The software requires a hierarchical geocoding scheme to generate a 
database with the EA as the unit of control. 

At each EA level, CENTRACK can be used to monitor the phases or steps that the 
process requires, from the receiving of questionnaires, filing, storing, preliminary 
checking, manual editing, coding, data entry operation, computer editing, sorting, and 
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tabulations of data files. CENtRACK can print a master transmIttal form to keep track 
of the status of each EA. It can also be used to validate geographical identification of 
:t1e Keyed Information cUring data entry, flag duplication and omission of EAs as well 
as scot EAs which are not within acceotable tolerance levels. and produce the census 
:rellmlnary counts anc management reDorts. 

A management control system was ceslgned for the pilot census In Uganda21 , uSing 
CENTRACK. The system Clsc:osea duolicatlons and omiSSions of EAs and allowed 
:roouction of the census orellmtnary counts. For this application. CENTRACK was 
:auna useful as a necessary tOOl for control. However, In oroer to cope with the large 
~uantlty of data and reoor11ng ana control requirements. a more flexible software 
:rovea necessary. KeeDlng the DaSIC CENTRACK pnnclple of control. an E A register 
'Nas created uSing dBASE IV 

Computer assisted coding (CAC) 

Since the beginning of the 1990 round of censuses. there are several developed 
:auntnes wnlch have aaootea comouter assisted coding (CAC). These include: 
Australia. France, the Netherlanas and New Zealand, among others. Coding for 
answers to questions IS an Important part of census data processing. Coding can vary 
from simple entry of numbers following a pre-determined list of codes like the relation 
to head of household, areas of provinces or municipalities, to assignment of multiple 
digit codes corresponding to a complex hierarchical classification. like the occupational 
or Industnal characteristics of the respondents. Most developing countries are still 
resorting to a manual coding system, which is a time consuming, error prone, and 
expensive process. 

Computer aSSisted coclng IS the automation of that part of a clerical process for 
matching a respondent's descnptlon with a code list and allocating an appropriate 
alpha-numeric symbol. As stated. only part of the clerical process IS automated. 
Decisions by the human mind are still required when multiple codes are acceptable for 
the description supplied. If the computer is instructed to select the closest matched 
code. then the process IS called automatic coding (AC). Canada and Sweden reported 
use of fully automatic coding, where computer processing of text, followed by 
Interpretation in the form of codes without human intervention (Dekker, 1994. See also 
Statistics Canada. 199022 ). CAC uses a computer programme to match a response to a 
question with a symbol selected from a code list. The response is entered into the 
computer, either through a keyboard or optical character reader. Then the computer 
searches files containing the coce list and displays the closest codes (each with its 
definition) matching the deSCription. The coder must then decide whether to accept 
one of the displayed codes or enter an altemative description and repeat the matching 
process. If the definition is unclear to the coder, an "expansion" facility can be 
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incorporated into the system which enables the coder to view all the descriptions for a 
particular code including examples (Department of Statistics, New Zealand, 198aD). 

According to the more experienced countries, CAC improved coding rates and 
considerably reducing coding errors, and thus enhanced the quality of the census, 
data;:4. Computer code lists are substantially shorter since manual code lists often 
contain duplicate entries for ease of looking up descriptions and using different starting 
alphabets. Printed code lists can be several thousands pages2S. In CAC, word order is 
irrelevant since computer matching techniques can be made to all key words in the 
description of a particular code. Coding processes are simplified, just by putting the 
curser to the correct code and pressing "return": Correction and up-dating of the code 
list can also be made simpler for the main database file since all coders use the same 
code list file in the computer. For a hard copy code list, corrections must be made to all 
ttle copies; possible errors in transcription can occur. ' 

In Australia, the 1991 census officials claimed that the CAC was cost efficient . 
because fewer temporary staff and less office space were required for coding (Tam and 
Green, 1994). The disadvantages of CAC, however, were the cost itself and the longer 
lead time establishing the processing system. This activity required careful 
management because of the greater development risk involved. It appeared that 
coders tend to take more time to reach peak performance as compared with those in a 
manual coding process. It was less easy, therefore, to replace coders near the end of 
processing. Australia is testing census processing using automatic coding for future 
censuses, which would considerably reduce staffing levels and, hence, reduce 
proceSSing costs. 

While many of the countries applying CAC use a mainframe for storing dictionaries, 
reference files are accessed through key station terminals, and a single field can be 
coded using PCs or in a LAN environment. The availability of a PC with high speed 
CPU power and large disk capacity as server will make the coding much more efficient. 
The CAC is an operation that is determined by the inpuUoutput speed to disk files and 

the CPU power. Slow response times are frustrating to the coders and may lead to 
inattentiveness, reduced output and poor quality data. 

J 

Data entry, data editing and tabulation 

As discussed above, the use of microcomputers for census data proceSSing has 
been widely covered (for example, United Nations, 1989). Earlier, the application of 
microcomputers in census operations was primarily in the area of data entry while 
further processing was carried out in mainframe computers. Later on, however, the 
use of microcomputers was expanded to cover all data processing phases including 
computer editing and tabulation. According to a recent survey conducted by UNSTAT 
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on the 1990 round of censuses .. more than half of the developing countries which have 
relied mainly on microcomputers for the processing of their last census. For these 
developing countries. the most popular software used to process the census was IMPS 
(Integrated Microcomputers Processing Software) developed by the International " 
Statistical Programme Center. U.S. Bureau of the Census (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
i 992). Other software include. PC-EDIT and XTABLE brought out respectively for data 
entry/editing a'nd for tabulation by UNSTAT, and distributed free of charge and TPL 
Tables deSigned primarily for proauClng tables and marketed by QQQ Software 
company. Statistical packages such as ISSA, SPSS-PC, EOLE+ and SAS/PC. some of 
which Incorporate interesting analytical tools, are more suited to processing survey 
data than large census files. 

A recent advances In the automation pf data capture. for which microcomputers have 
played a significant role, IS the use of optical mark recognition (OMR) or optical . 
character recognition (OCR). OMR and OCR have been linked to microcomputers to. 
read speCially designed and printed census forms. Bangladesh had success in utilizi,ng 
this equipment for ItS 1981 ana 1991 population and hOUSing censuses. Also. during 
their last census the Republic of Korea and the Caribbean countries used OMR ' 
machines. while Hong Kong used OCR devices which were also connected to . 
microcomputers, Experience shows. however, that the cost for the required high quality 
paper and the precision questionnaire printing may outweigh the advantages Of optical ' 
recognition devices, Le .. processing speed, and data recording accuracy .. As a ' :,' 
guideline, if the required quality paper is unavailable locally and if there is no local'" , 
printer for precision printing, which means that everything has to be imported from 
abroad, the use of OMR and OCR is not recommended. 

Recourse to computer-assisted statistical information collection (CASIC) technology 
which aims at integrating data collection, data entry and processing by a combined use 
of automation and telecommunications requires: (a) a reliable and affordable 
telecommunication infrastructure. generally not available in developing countries, and 
b) a complex and costly development. presently difficult to put in place in a developing 
country environment. Its use for census applications is not cost-effective and therefore, 
at this time, not recommended. 

Databases and data dissemination 

Among the most common microcomputer applications during post-census activities 
are the construction of population databases and census data dissemination. The 
wealth of information collected in the census should be readily available ·for intensive 
use and analysis. There are two types of census databases: those which' store ." 
microdata (Le., individual census records) and those which contain macro data (t:~.i 
tables, indicators, aggregate values, charts, graphics, sound, video image, etc.). 
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For the first category, the simplest form is a set of aU edited census records, stored 
as a flat file on computer readable media. As the size of such files is usually large -
several million records, optical disks such as Compact Disks - Read Only Memory 
(CD-ROMs) and Write Once Read Many (WORMs) would be the most appropriate 
media to use. CD-ROMs and WORMs have a much larger storage capacity than 
magnetic disks (660 megabytes of formatted user data, equivalent to 16 magnetic tapes 
at 1600 bits per inch). Compression techniques can be used to reduce further the size 
of the files. Compression programmes such as the popular freeware LHARC, by 
Haruyasu Yoshizaki, and the PC shareware program PKZIP from PK software Inc. can 
reduce the size of the files by a factor of 2 to 3. Decompression programmes, provided 
with the compression software, are necessary to put back the data in its original form 
pnor to processing. Microoata databases require also cross-tabulation programmes to 
aggregate data for analYSIS. 

A more sophisticated approach to the dissemination of microdata is that used by the 
Central Statistical Office of Hungary, where databases consisting of more than 
12.000,000 records of 70 bytes of personal or household data per record. representing 
the full content of all questionnaires collected during the 1990 Hungarian population 
and hOUSing census are stored on a single CD-ROM. User-friendly data retrieval 
software is prOVided In the CD-ROM for proceSSing the data (e.g.,cross-tabulation of 2 
or more variables, producing graphs or maps) . The system is called Statistical 
Database Query System (SDBQ). Other software, REDATAM-Plus, developed by 
CELADE, organizes hierarchically and stores basic data elements (microdata) of large 
files In such a way that tabulations and other statistics can be produced for small 
areas. 26 

Databases of statistical tables produced during census data proceSSing fall in the 
category of macrodata databases. The Census Office in Uganda27, which has decided 
to store in a hard disk all the tables produced for the 1991 population and housing 
census and make them easily available to users, has adopted a simple method. A 
system which handles more than 5.000 tables was developed in three stages: a) 
editing of the tables: b) de__¥elopment of the menus: and c) deSigning and writing of 
batch files. The tables, produced in ASCII using TPL software, were retrieved in 
WordPerfect format. 'Ille files were split to cleato a scpmate filo for each t;1I)lo, in a 
st·andardized format and saved as individual DOS text files. The menu system, 
consisting of DOS batch files and DOS text files, allows navigation to the desired table. 
A first selection invites the user to chose the desired level (national level. district level 
or "other tables"); for district level tabulations, the second selection permits the user to 
select one of the 38 distncts: the third and fourth selections bring the user to the 
category (out of 8 possible chOices) and to the individual table requested which can be 
browsed, printed or copied onto a diskette. The system was created on a 386 
microcomputer with only 1 Mb RAM and 110Mb hard drive. 
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Statistics Sweden (SCB) has established a system called PC-AXIS operating on 
micro-computers " for processing statistical material retrieved from statistical data 
bases ". The system. aaapted from an earlier mainframe "ersion. works on IBM PC/AT 
and compatible microcomputers. Classification routtnes provided in the software allow 
creation ot aggregation and cOde/text lists that can be used when processing or 
revIsIng tables. The system processes only tables of a specific format: the PC-AXIS. 
Tables therefore must have been either created by the system itself or converted into 
that format. The datacase In PC-AXIS "consists of one or several subject areas. Every 
subject area may contain one or several tables". The user selects a subject area. a 
table ana the variables to be Included in the table to be retrieved. PC-AXIS can be 
leased or purchased from SCB. 

Among the mlcrocomcuter software specIalizing In the dissemination of census data, 
ST A TVI E'N. develocea by the Central Statistical Office of the Netherlanas. should be 
mentIoned. STATVIEW was specIfically designed for dissemination of large sets of 
statistical data Inclualng statistIcal tables and meta information. The software, which 
runs on IBM PCs ana compatible microcomputers. offers the POSSIbility to modify the 
,ayouts cf the tables ane :0 change the format of selected information Into other formats 
sUltaDle fer Lotus 1-2-3 JBASE and statistical packages such as SPSS-PC and SAS. 
The softNare needea to convert the user's data into STATVIEW databases is sold by 
Its owners for about Hfi i ,000. The end-user module to access the STA lV'IEW 
databases IS considered "public domain" and is available free-of-charge.:8 

As In the case of the Hungarian census the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 
prcaucso CD-ROM product contalntng information from the census, marketed as 
CDATA COATA86. for example. consist of software and digitized statistIcal 
ccur,c2nes as well as the 1986 census data. It was developed with the cooperation of 
an Australian high tecnnology company, Space Time Research Proprietary Ltd. In its 
','miter ~ 994 issue of "Census Update", ABS announced Release 2 of CDATA91 
(Release 1 was Issuea earlier). It contains a wealth of information on Australia's 
population based on the 1991 census combined With the versatility of mappIng 
software. enables anyone With a PC and CD-ROM to find out the age, sex. 
employment, income. education, religion. ethnicity, etc. of people in any state, electoral 
boundar)'. postcode area, suburb - down to 200 households. Release 2. available with 
eIther Sucermap or Maplnfo software, offers basic community profile data, digitized 
census boundanes and digitized topography. 

Conclusions 

With the a"ailability of many categories of software, ranging from standard word 
processors, spreadsheet and database management programmes to highly specialized 
pac.~ages for statistical applications. GIS, data analysis, graphics as well as project 
planntng software, comclned with the emergence of a new class of penpherals such 
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as scanning devices, high resolution laser printers, high storage capacity optical media 
recording devices, microcomputers have become a powerful tool for census 
undertaking. 

For the last 15 years their power and speed have been continuously increasing, 
while the cost of hardware has been concurrently decreasing. These trends are 
expected to continue in the near future. Their relative low cost, small size, ease of 
maintenance, user friendliness and ability to operate under difficult environmental 
conditions make them suitable to developing countries. 

For all of the above conSiderations, microcomputers are expected to playa major 
role in vanous aspects of census operations in the next round of population and 
hOUSing censuses in developed as well as in developing countries. 

Notes: 

1 United Nabons. "Principles and RecommendatIons (or Population and HOUSing Censuses·. United Nations 
Publlcabons. Senes M NO.67. New York. 1980. 

2 Same as note 1) 

J Yusul. Mohammed, "Final Report ProJect BGO/90IPOl • Census 01 Populabon and HOUSing 1991". Dhaka, June 
1993 (unpublished) 

4. UN·DESIPA and the Census Office. Stabsbcs Department, Entebbe, Uganda "The 1991 Population and Housing 
Census: Production Control Report·. Entebbe. Uganda, January 1993. 

5. Dekker, Arij L.(1991). ·Newor Uncommon Computer Methods in Population Census Dala ProceSSing·. Paper 
presented to the 48th aessaon of lSI. Cairo, September, 1991: The same paper has been published under the title of 
"Computer Met~s in PopulatIon Census Data Processing· in the International Statistical Review, volume 62, number 
1. Apn11994. 

6. United Nations Department of Technical Co·operation for Development and the United Nations Statistical Office, "The 
Use of Microcomputers for Census Data ProceSSIng·, Working Paper UNFPAIINT ·88·P09/1, New York 1989, p.24.26. 

7 Michael J, Levin, ·Use of MicrocomDuters in Survey Development and ProceSSing·, presented in internal seminar at 
UNSTAT. New York. September 1992. hiS miSSion report to Guam, Micronesian Area Research Center, University of 
Guam. July 1992. 

8. See note 5). 

9. ThiS survey is conducted in conJunction WIth UNFPA.funded Intercountry project (INTl92.1P92) Geographical 
Information systems (GIS). _ 

10. For further. information on the TIGER sY5tem, see for example RobClt Marx (1986), • Tho 11qaf SySI(lnI,' Automating 
tho Googfepl,1C SfroctUf8 of the United Stales Census· Government Publication Review March·Apnl, 13(2), 181.201; 
and AI:m Saalfold (1993), "GeoQraphic Informabon Syst~ms Research at tho'Bureauo;the Census" . Proceedings of 
the 1993 Annual Research Conference, Bureau of the Census, March 21-24, 1993, 393-4U4. 

11 HUlldquist, Franz·Michocl, ·Short Torm Mlssron on Cnrtogrnpl,;c Work for tim f 992 Populntlon ConstJs of 
Zimbabwo·, Statistics Sweden Consulting OfliClI, ZlMSTAT 1989:19, November 1969. 

12. See T~pathi, Raj R., cartography and computerized mapping adviser, Mission Report to Namibia. 17·29 Apli 1994, 
to proJcct Strengthenmg MCH/FP SeMces". UNFPA-CST, Harare, May 1994 (unpublished). 

13. Oa!lcd on information provided by INEGI MelCico In the Questionnaire on usefulness and applications of 
gcogHlphical information systems tor population and ;elated statistics, New York, December, 1993. 

14. 1111ited Notions Department for Economic and Social Information and Poficy Analy-'...is (1994), ·PopMop • Integrated 
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, 5. See Ojamal Benzine, ·Some New TOOls for PopulatIOn Dat,bases ,nd Date Di...""".tJofI ... • UNSTAT Tecnniclll 
Notes, May '994. 

16. United Natons Oeoanment for EconomIC and SOClallnformaton and PohcV Analysla and Census Office. S1BliitiCl 
Department of Uganda, 'Census Atlas. Use,-s Guide·, New York. February '994. 

H United Nations. "PrlnclPles and Recommenoatlons for Population and Housmg Censuses·. Unrted Nations 
Publications, Senes M NO.67, New 'l'orl(, 1980 p 12. 

18, See note 6). 

~9. Tam, S M and B.W. Green ",A New MethOdOIoqy for Processmg Australl. s 1991 PODulatlon and HOUSIng 
Census·, Interna1l0nal Stabs1lcal ReVIew. Volume 62. Number 1. Apnl 1994. 

20 See U S Bureau of the Census. International Statistical Programs Center, 'CENTRACK • CENsus TRACKing 
System. Usef's GUide", Washington D C _.J1y 1992. . 

21 See note 4) 

:2. Statistics Canada. "Automated COdmg Software: Its Generalization. Opt/m/zallon, and Integration mto the Suit of 
Survey ProcessIng Tools", Presented at the Seminar on Integrated StallStlcallnformabon System and Related Matters 
"ISIS '90). Economic CommISSIon for Europe. 8rall&lava, Czechoelovaiua, 14-18 May 1990. 

:3. The United Nations Economic And SOelal CommISSIon for AsIa and the Paafic (ESCAP) organIZed a 'Wor1aIhop on 
:omputer·Asslsted Coding" from 17 to 2~ Apnl 1989 hosted by the Department of StatlltICS of New Zealand held It 
:hnstcnurcn. Several paper.; were prepareo oy New Zealand and including 'What is Computer-AssISted CCdlng". The 
·epon of the Workshop on Computer·ASSlSted Coding was ISSUed by ESCAP as document STATMJCAClRec" dated 
:9 May 1989 

24. See. for example, report of the New Zealand Department of StatIStiCS, to ttle Workshop on Computer-Asalated 
COding (1989); S.M. Tam and B W Green In ·Processlng Australia's 1991 PODu/ation and HOUSing Census· (1994); 
and J. 8etlehem, L Hofman and M. Schuernof1, ·ComP'Aer ASSIsted Coding at the Nethenands Central BunIeu of 
Statistics· (1989). 

25. The New Zealand Geostallsllcal System a national street listing of New Zealand contains approXImately 3,500 
pages, wnlle The BUSiness OlreC1ory contains In excess of 14,000 pages (New Zealand, Department of StatIstICS, 1989); 
,he ABS BUSiness Oirectory contains names, addresses and Industry codes of over 1 million Australian bUSIneseell 
(Tam and Green, 1994), 

26 Further on SDBa see Hunganan Central StatIStical Office - CD·ROM ProJect ·Statisticsi DataBase Query: Users 
SUlds", Budapest' 993 and on REDAT AM·PLUS see Silva, An and Arthur Conning, PractIcal Expenence Reltlling to 
~t'l9 Croat/on of REDATAM-PLUS DataDases· In Technical Papers presented at the Third Interregional Worxsnop on 
:.Jcpulallon Databases and Related Topecs. Harare. Zimbabwe, 9-13 December 1991, DESD/SEM.9213. Both of these 
Jataoase l';ottware were reviewed In detail by Diamat Benzine In 'Some New Tools for PopulatIon DarSDaSflS and Data 
OlssommatJon ... "UNSTAT Technical Notes, May 1994. 

'27. UN·OESIPA and the Census Office. StallStlCS Department. Entebbe, Uganda NTh. 1991 PopulatIon and Housing 
Census: Census Data Dissemmallon System Report-, Entebbe, Uganda, June 1994. 

28. See Nordb3ck, Lars. -DissemInation of StatIstical Databas.s from a StatIstical Office: PC-AXIS and the PC-AXIS 
>=crmat·, :n T echnlcni Papers presented at The Third InteF1'egloanal Workshoc on PopulatiOn Databases and Related 
TOPICS, Htlr::!rC!, 9-13 OecemDer 199', UN-OESD/SEM.9213. For further information and preCISion of Quotes on the cost 
Jf the cofl'llare, contact Stallsbcs Sweden Kanavagen 100, 5-11581 StockhOlm, Sweden. 

29. For further Informaton on STATVIEW. one may contact the Oepanment of Automation. StatlSticallnformdcl Unit. 
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OBJEC~rIVES OF ~rl-IE PAPEH.: 

Using data fronl the 1984 Fertility and Mortality 
Survey, we estinlate trends and differentials in total 
fertility rates CfFI{s) and period parity progression 
ratios (PPPRs) in the State of Karnataka. 

We also undertake a nlultivariate analysis of the 
deterluinants of parity progression. 

BACKGROUND: 

Karnataka is located in the south of India. It is 
India's eighth largest stale, with a popUlation of about 
45 l11illion in 1991. 

In 1984, the year in which the Survey of Fertility and 
Mortality (SFM) was taken, the Sal11pJe H.egistration 
Systel11 (SRS) estiluated Karnataka's ~rFR to be 3.8 
children per WOlllall. l'his was sUlllewhat lower than 
the all-India average at that tilHe. 
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DATA: 

The 1984 Survey of Fertility and Mortality (SFM) 
collct.:ted infunnatioll at the village-level, household 
level, and individual level (all usual residents). It 
also collected a retrospective birth history for each 
ever-Hlarried WOlllan. We linked the village and 
household illfonnalioll to the infonnalion for ever
Inarried WOlllen. 

'The survey was conducted in 250 villages anu 110 
urban blot.:ks. 'l'hese arc the sallIe villages anti blocks 
that were incluued in the Saillple l{egistratioll Systenl 
(SRS) ill Karnataka at that tilHe. 

Survey coverage within these villages anu blocks was 
designed to be 100 percent. When analyzing the 
data, we oll1itteu SOllIe WOHlen fronl the analysis 
because of data errors or il1COlllplete infortnatiull. 
WOluell over 60 years of age were also ollliUed ill 
order to luiniIlljze problellis or recall error in the 
birth histories of older WOlnen. 

Our final lillkeu \vork file cOlllprised 7(),()2lJ ever
lllarrieu WOlllan records ~ cat.:h inc luu i ng i nfon llatiull 
on parity, births, and selectetl denlographic and 
socioecolloillic hackgrollllu characteristics. 
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'file 'rFR is defined as the IHllllber of births a \VOlllan 

would have ir. hypulhetically. sht: lived through her 
reproductive years experiencing the current calendar 
year's age-specific birth rates. 

One can calculate the 'fFI{ by adding up age-specific 
fertility rates (ASFH.s) for single-year age gruups 
over the reproductive age span 15-49 (births per 
WOlllan at age 15 plus births per \VOlnan at age 16, 
and so on). 

I f the birth rates (births per WOlllan per year) are for 
5-year age groups, the SUlll of the i\SFH.s Blust be 
11lultiplied by five. 

ASFI{s and rrFH.s were estilllated using standard 
1l1ethodology for estilllatillg fertility frol11 birth 
histories. 

ASFI~s and T'FI{s were estilllated for each calendar 
year during the IS-year periud before the survey, 
1968-1982. 

By suitably aggregatillg llUlllcraturs and dcnuillinators 
of single-year ASFI{s, five-year ASFJ{s and 'rFRs 
were also estilnated for the five-year periuds 1968-
1972, 1973-1977, and 1978-1982. 
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Table 22: Trends in total fertility rate for Karnataka 

Characteri!;tie 19fiR-72 1973-77 197R-R2 

Kanullaka 4.~88 4.838 4.023 

Residence 
lIrhan 5.033 4,333 3.540 
Rural 4,97() 5, lH I 4.210 

Education 
IIlitcnlte 5,007 5,()6R 4.377 
Literate but less than primary 5,207 4.712 3.940 
Primary but less than matrie 4.889 4.143 3.252 
Matric or higher 3.049 2.750 2.149 

Religion 
Hindu 4.877 4.739 3.918 
Muslim 5.924 5.795 5.056 
Other Religion 4.882 4.239 3.361 

Caste/Trihe 
Scheduled caste 4.5tt6 5.056 4.4hZ 
Scheduled tribe 5.137 5.124 4.464 
NOIl-SetST 5.()40 4,798 3.947 

Note: Total fertility rates are estimated from lhe 110rmal birth history method. 



Figure 1: Trend in the total fertility rate for Karnataka: estilllates 
frUlll the Salllpic Registration SystClll and the 1984 
Survey on Fertility and Mortality l.:olHpared 
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Figure IIa: Trends in total fertility rate, by residence 
(TFRs) 
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Figure lIb: Trends ill total fertility rate, by educatiull 
(TFRs) 
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Figure lIe: Trends in total fertility rate, by religion 
(TFRs) 
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Figure lId: Trends in total fertility rate, by caste 
(TFRs) 
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PERIOD PARITY PROGRESSION RATIOS 

l'he calculation of a PPPI~ is a period life table 
calculation. Let x denote duration in parity 3, and let 
Q3,x denote the probability of having a fourth birth 
between exact durations x and x + 1. A set of values 
of lJ.l.x (x = 0, I, ... , 9) is calculated for each tillle 
period of interest. 

Starting frol11 a set of lJ3,x values for a particular 
period, one can calculate S3( 10), the fraction or the 
synthctic cohort of parity 3 WOlllCIl who arc still at 
parity 3 ten years after their third birth, as 

Tlhe quantity 1 - S3( 10) is the fraction of the 
hypothetical cohort who go on to have at least one 
lllore child. rrhus 

A set of lJJ.x values can be cstilllated frolll lhe SFM 
for each year or group of years for the I5-year period 
before the survey. 

SiIl1ilar fonnulae can be written for the other 
parity transitions. 
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Figure 3: 'frends in period parity prugression ralios for 
Karl1ataka 
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PPPR TRENDS BY CHARACTERIS1"ICS: 

Characteristics exanlined are urban-rural residence, 
education, religion, and caste/tribe. 

Findings are presented in Tables 3-10. 

SUlllnlary of findings: 

Differentials and trends in PPPH.s were negligible for 
tfansi lions O~ 1 and 1 ~ 2. For higher-order 
transitions, the trend was downward over tillIe. 

lJrball-rural differences in PPPl{s \vcrc sinall for all 
parity transitiolls. 

l'hose with 1l10re education teuucu to have 
substantially lower PPPH.s than those \vilh less 
education. 

Muslill)S tellded to have higher PPPI{s thall Ililldus. 
and llindus tenJed to have higher PPPI{s tilan "other 

I religion" . 

Scheduled caste and scheduled tribe tended to have 
higher PPPRs than nOll-SeIS'f. 
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Figure 6a: T'rends in progression froll1 tIllrd to fourtI1 
birth, by residence (PPPRs) 
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·Figure 6b: Trends in progression from third to fourth 
birtb, by education (PPPRs) 
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Figure 6c: Trends in progression frotH third to fourth 
birth, by religion (PPPH,s) 
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Figure 6d: Trends in progression fronl third to fourth 
birth, by caste (PPPRs) 
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FINDINGS FH.Otvl rri-IE PI{UPOlrrIONAL 
1·IAZAI{D MODELS OF PAI{rrY PI{OGI{ESSION: 

H .. esults are presented ill 'rabies 14-21. 

The findings frol11 the hazard Illodel analysis largely 
confirlll the findings frolH the PPPI{ analysis, which 
did not include statistical controls. 

In the hazard Illodel analysis, all effects on PPI{s are 
"adjusted" effects that incorporate controls for the 
other predictor variables included in the 1l1udel. 

With other predictor variables controlled by setting 
thelll to their luean values in the sanlplc, PPI{s tend 
to decline over titne. (Calendar year of starling event 
is one of the explanatory variables.) 

Mother's age at starting event tenus to have a strung 
negative effect on parity progression. 

NUlllber of dead children tenus also to have a strung 
negative effect 011 parity progressioll. 

H.esidence has a very slllall effccL \vilh PPI{s for 
urban usually slightly lower Lhall those fur rural. 

Education tends to have a strong negative cffcct un 
parity progressiun. 
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MuslilllS tend to have higher PPI{s than 1-1 inuus or 
"uther religion." 

Scheduled caste and scheduled tribe tend to have 
higher PPH.s than IlOIl-SC/Sl". 

All these effects tended tu be larger fur higher
order PPRs. 

For transitions ~ 1 and 1-~2, the differentials 
tend to be very sI11all and are sOllletilnes reversed. 
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. - --- ~ .. ,-
'1 able 17: Adjusted parity progression ralios (PPRs) for progression from third to fourth birth 

Predictor variable Adju!':tcd PPR 

Motht'r's agl' at third billh 
10 .7)2-
25 . fi'X)-
30 .6.10· 
35 .555-
40 .467-

Mother's year of third birth 
1970 77 .. '" 
197(; .flRC;· 

19HZ :'iII," 

Nlllllhl'l III 111';111 chiltht'll 
II hhC;· 

I .71 R· 

! .770-
\ R1R-

H ('~ illl'IICf' 
, It hall hhl) 

I( '" all .h)h 

blue at ion 
IlIill'lald hili 

I .ill" all' hilt le~~ thnn primary I. "].I. 

I', illlary Inll les!': than matrie .hll· 
Mallie or higher .")7· 

Rcli~ion 
J1indut .,,'ill 
MII~li", 77,,· 
Other rclil-don . 111m 

Caste/tribe 
Scht'dulcd C:lste (,1J1· 
Scheduled trihe 7'C;. 

NOI1-SC/STt h,,1) 

Baseline PPR .h 7·' 

Salllflk N 2hhOO 

Note: The points in the note to Table 14 are relevant, e~ccpt lhat 1lll'Y peltain to transilion 3 ..... instead 
of 1)-.1. 
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PROBLEMS OF THE COLLECTION OF DATA ON MIGRATION 

IN THE 1990 POPULATION CENSUS OF INDONESIA 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main source of data on migration in Indonesia is the population census, 
conducted every ten years by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS), in the year ending 
with zero. Standard concept and definition were used, following the international 
recommendation, by asking three questions, i.e., place of birth, previous residence and 
duration of residence. Several tables on migration were published that can be used to 
estimate the internal migration from one province to the others. In addition, CBS also 
published migrants by socio-economic characteristic and by province. 

Another source is the Indonesian Intercensal Population Survey (SUPAS), carried 
out regularly by CBS, every ten year, in the year ending with 5. The question asked in 
SUPAS are more or less the same as the questions asked in the population census, except 
a few questions were in a greater detail. For example, in the 1985 SUP AS topic on 
fertility and family planning consist of 14 questions, and on migration consist of 5 
questions, namely, place of birth, previous residence, residence five years ago, reason 
for migration. It is interesting to note here that the sample size of SUPAS is around 125 
000 households, compared to about 2 000 000 households in the 1990 population census. 
Consequently, the standard error of estimated items in SUPAS, especially for rare cases 
like infant death rate is higher than those obtained from the population census. 

The following section of this paper describes problems of measuring migration 
from the most recent census of Indonesia. Evaluation of the data on migration reveals that 
the estimated in and out migration of provinces outside Java, Central Kalimantan, Riau, 
Central Sulawesi, West Kalimantan, East Kalimantan, Bengkulu and other provinces, are 
greatly under-estimated. The reasons, probably due to problem on sample design, which 
did not properly take into consideration the uneven distribution of migrants in those 
provinces. The same happen with other rare events, such as, morbidity during the 
previous week, and question on handicap which were asked in the 1980 Population 
Census. 



II. BACKGROUND 

The Republic of Indonesia is an archipelago country comprising more tban 17000 
islands, straddles along the equator, between Asia and Australia. There are 5 large 
islands, namely, Sumatra, Jawa, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Irian Jaya. The rest consists 
of thousand of small islands, summing up the total land areas of 1.9 million square 
kilometers. 

Indonesia is administratively divided into 27 provinces, also known as the First 
Level Administrative Region. The next lower administrative units are regenciesl 
municipalities or districts, that are the Second Level Administrative Regions which are 
further divided into sub-districts. The sub-districts are divided into lowest administrative 
units, the villages. In 1990, according to census report, there were 241 regencies, 56 
municipalities, 3 623 sub districts, 6 670 urban villages and 62 075 rural villages. 

Indonesia has a large number of population (192,2 million at the end of 1994) and 
a relatively high rate of population growth. The second problem is uneven distribution 
of the population among tile islands. More than 60 percent of tile Indonesian population 
live on tile island of Java, an island which comprises only about 7 percent of the total 
land area of Indonesia. The tllird problem is population quality which determines its 
productivity and capability for improving the 4uality of life. Helice population 
devclopmcnt policies and programs arc aimed at tluee areas, i.e. family planning and 
health services, transmigration or population re-distribution and other cross sectoral 
efforts in tile arca of population policy. 

The transmigration program for the last two decades was significantly accelerated, 
espccially from tile highly densely populated areas ill Java to tile rest of tile country. Most 
of tllOse who moved out froln Java to otlIer islands, under tile transmigration program are 
f~lfIlIcrs. Thcy are allocated at transmigration areas or at plantation areas in accordance 
wilh the charac,~l.teristics of their place of origin. This makes tllem easier to adjust tlleir 
way of life in a new environment. Industrial development in many places out side Java 
such as oil industry and mining, have been encouraged by the government in recent 
years and consequently have attracted many people from Java voluntarily to move to 
areas with new activities to find a new job. Similarly to tllOse who move from Java to 
othcr islands under tile transmigration program, tllese people also tend to live together 
according to place of origin. For example, llIany transmigration areas in Central Sulawesi 
are inhabited by transmigrants who came from Bali and trans migrants in East Kalimantan 
mostly came from East Java. 
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III. THE POPULATION CENSUS 

The latest population census, which is the fourth census since the proclamation of 
independence, was conducted in October 1990. The other censuses were carried out in 
1930, 1961, 1971 and 1980. Comparing the procedure of the 1990 census to that of the 
other censuses previously taken by CBS. great progress has been achieved in various 
stage of activities. However. with the increasing demand for a better quality of population 
statistics that can be classified into the smallest administrative units. the problems of 
census taking are also increasing. 

One of this problems is due to the size and distribution of the population, living 
in thousand of islands. The enumeration was done by approximately 400 000 part time 
field workers. selected among students. school teachers, government officers etc. The 
recruitment of low quality enumerators in remote places outside Java could not be 
avoided, possibly affecting the quality of data. Under these circumstances, the supervisors 
were instructed to go to the field themselves and ensure strict control at every step of the 
field works. 

1. Questionnaire 

Several forms and questionnaires were used in the 1990 Population Census, each 
was designed for a special purpose. Among them, the short form and the long form. The 
short form containing only 4 questions. i.e. name, sex, age, relationship to the head of 
household, was used to enumerate all population living in the administrative boundary of 
Indonesia. The main purpose of this enumeration is to get data on total population 
classified by sex and administrative units, starting from province down to district, sub
district and village level. Each table is classified further into urban and rural areas. 

The long form contains 49 questions such as age, sex, religion, citizenship, 
migration, education, language. labor force. fertility etc, was used to enumerate 5 percent 
sample of households. All characteristics of the population and in the census publications 
are the result of the processing of these forms. These data can be grouped as follows: 

1. The total population classified by its characteristics, such as, age, sex, education, 
language, labor force etc. 

2. The component of population growth, i.e., birth, death and migration. 
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3. The Jiving quarters, such as, floor area, roof material, drinking water, type of 
lighting, etc. 

III iuJUition, ilS parts of census activities, CBS also collected data on village facilities, such 
as, school, health ccnter, cooperatives, road condition, lighting, etc. 

The concept, definition, format and contents of the questionnaires are already 
standardized and in principle will not be altered for future censuses. The benefits of this 
arrangement, is that, it makes much easier for the enumerators to do their job in the field 
and the processing can be carried out in a simple way. 

2. Sampling Design 

The primary sampling unit of the 1990 Population Census is enumeration area 
(EA), which is formed on the basis of household listing and village mapping that were 
carried out simultancously through-out Indonesia in 1989. EA is part of a village which 
has permanent natural boundary and contains approximately between 200 and 300 
households. Each EA can be further divided into segment or cluster. In the 1980 
Population Census the primary sampling unit was the Census Block (CB), parts of a 
village with household size of around IOU. After ten years, the CB, both its boundary as 
well as the household size have changed. In many parts of tJ1e country, especially in 
urban areas, it is impossible to locate the boundary of CB anymore. This is one of tJ1e 
reasons why CBS has constructed new EA for the sample design of tJle 1990 Population 
CcnslIs, instead of using the CB that were forllled in conjunction witJI tJle 1980 census. 

Since the household listing and thc selection of the EA was made several months 
hefore the actual enumeration, it should be taken into account any possible change tJ18t 
OCCUlTed during that period, tJlrough revisit by tJlC ellUlllerator to the field before tJle 
l'llUllleration took place, otherwise the estimated charaderistics of the population by 
province and district, as well as urbanlrural will be affected by tJmt change. 

Based on the results of the household listing and village mapping CBS also has 
established Master Sampling Framc (MSF) for future surveys such as National Socio
Ecollomic Survcys, Economic Estahlishment Survey, and other household surveys. The 
MSF will be evaluated regularly and updated in tJle future until a new MSF will be 
formed in conjunction with the 2000 Populatioll Census. 
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The selection of the sample \vas carried out in two stages. The first stage was the 
selection of EA with probability proportional to size of households. The second stage was 
the selection of households within the selected EA. systematically. Special arrangement 
was also made for urban and rural areas. Approximately l.5 million households were 
selected in rural areas and 660 000 households in urban areas. 

Evaluation of the census results reveals that the estimated characteristics of 
population with very skew distribution and which were not uniformly distributed through
out the country were not so accurate. For example, the estimated population by 
citizenship, in which more than 90 percent are Indonesian and the rest are foreigners. The 
data on foreigners by nationality, province and district seems to be inaccurate. The same 
problem appears also in case of rare events like non Moslem, handicapped persons, 
morbidity and migration by province and by district. The sample design of tbe 1990 
Population Census did not accommodate those rare events. To get those data, CBS should 
carried out a separate surveys, with a special sample design. 

3. Migration-

Following the international recommendation, question on place of birth is included 
in the long form of sample census. however the data on migration (life time migration) 
cannot be tabulated down to district level. Each member of the household, that was 
selected in the sample of the 1990 Population Census, was asked her/his province place 
of birth. There was not much problem to get this information during the enumeration, 
except probably among the illiterate population in rural areas. They usually know the 
village or sub-district where they were born, but many of them could not mentioned 
correctly the province where the village is located. The enumerator should ask additional 
questions or ask other members of the household and neighbour. The answer of this 
question is the place of birth where his/her mother usually live (de jure), but in some 
cases, the answer is the address of the hospital or health center where he/she was born. 
To get correct answer, the enumerator should explain to the respondence both the concept 
as well as the purpose of this question. 

Other questions related to migration are the province of previous residence, the 
residence five year ago, and duration of stay. These questions were asked to all member 
of households who were selected in the sample. The main purpose of these questions is 
to get data on recent migration. The same problem arises as in the case of place of birth, 
sometimes the respondence could answer correctly, especially regarding the question on 
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duration of stay (in year). Again, the enumerators should explain and asked the help of 
other person or asked the respondence to show the documents related to this matter. 

Evaluation of the migration data from the 1990 Population Census reveals that the 
estimated in-migration as well as oul-migration for provinces oul side Java, especially 
provinces that received a lot of trans migrants from Java such as Central Kalimaritan and 
East Kalimantan, are quite low. There are some factors that may contribute to this 
phenomcna. Firstly, it rclatcs to the sample ucsign of UIC 1990 Population Ccnsus. It was 
stateu earlier that transrnigrants from Java, consisting mainly of farmers, were located at 
transmigration areas similar to their place of origin. Also, UlOse who voluntary move out 
of Java were mainly consist of non agriculture workers, usually live in cluster close to 
inuustrial center in urban areas. Probably, this group of population were not well 
represented in the sample. Non-sampling error and under enumeration among migrants 
in urban areas coulu be oUler cause of discrepancy of Ule uata on migration pointeu 
earlier. 

To get a better quality data on migration, a spccial survey shoulu be carried out 
separatcly from Ule population census. The sample design has to lise a spccial sampling 
frallle devoted to the area of migrants concentration, in the form of eithcr frame of 
households or Enulllcration Arca. This information can be obtained through householu 
listing, for example household listing of the population census, with additional question 
on migrant and non migrant. Stratification should be considered carefully on the basis of 
distinct characteristic of migrants, such as, urban and rural, transmigration and non 
transmigration areas on the islands out side Java etc. The question will not be Iimiteu 
only to place of birUI and place of previous residence but it can be extended to many 
other questions, for example, stage of migration, push allli pull factors, the hackgrollllu, 
altitllue etc. 

4. Rural-urban movement 

Another aspect of population movement, which was almost neglected in Ule past 
and no large scale survey has ever been carried out in Indonesia, is the continuing process 
of movement of population from rural to urban areas. The population census gives only 
few tables on the total population who live in urban areas, classified by province and its 
characteristics. No data is available that relates to the movement for example, place of 
origin, reason for moving, living conditions of Ule migrants in urban areas, migration 
history and experiences, etc. 



The percentage of urban population in many developing nations, Indonesia without 
exception, has been increasing sharply during the past two decades. Results of the 
population census indicate that the urban population has increased from 17.4 percent in 
1971, to 22.3 percent in 1980 and to 30.9 percent in 1990. Unfortunately, the population 
census does not provide detail tables showing the percentage of increase of urban 
population caused by rural urban movement and its characteristics. It is also possible that 
the increase of urban population is due to the change of the status of the village from 
rural to urban and caused by the movement of population from other urban areas, seeking 
a better work opportunity. 

IV. THE INTERCENSAL POPULATION SURVEY (SUP AS) 1995 

CBS has regularly carried out SUPAS every ten year, in the year ending with 5. 
SUPAS can be regarded as a mini census, since the items included in the questionnaires 
are more or less similar to those asked in the population census, except the sample size 
is much smaller, that is, around 125 000 households, compared to around 2 000 000 
households in the last population census. 

The next SUP AS will be carried out in October 1995 with a special topic on 
migration. more specifically to measure the movement of population from rural to urban 
are3.s. Basically, each of the population aged 5 years and over that are selected in the 
sample, will be asked his/her place of residence 5 year ago, including information about 
the name of province. district, sub-district and village. This information will be matched 
with those recorded in village census file. to find out whether it is an urban or rural 
village. Through this process, specific tables on migration, such as, those who moved to 
and live in urban areas can be classified into those who came from rural areas and who 
are coming from other urban areas. Each of this group can be classified further by its 
characteristics such as, level of education, religion, nationality, occupation, etc. 

As part of the 1995 SUPAS activities, CBS has planned to draw sub-sample in 6 
large cities, namely, Jakarta, Bandung, Surabaya, Semarang, Medan and Ujung Pandang, 
for in-depth study on migration. The objective of this study is to collect data on migration 
and its characteristics as the followings: 

1. Living quarters: status of ownership, material of walls, material of floor, type of 
lighting, type of cooking fuel, source of drinking water etc. 

2. Demographic and socia-economic characteristics of migrants and non-migrants. 
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3. Motivation of people to move and not to move. 
4. Living condition of migrants, compared to condition before moving. 
5. Future mobility. 

One section of the questionnaire concerning migration history which will be used 
to record tbe movement of migrants during the past 15 years, starting from 1985 till 
1995. Each of the address of migrants where he/she had ever lived will be recorded. 
Particular emphasis will be placed on the most recent movement, by asking more detail 
questions for example, reasons for moving, together with questions regarding the problem 
that the person may have experienced during the period he/she lives at new residence. An 
attempt will also be made to discover the process by which a migrant takes uecision to 
move to new residence. 

We do not expect much to get migration data from the vital registration system ill 
ncar future, since tJle system itself in some parts of tJle country is not running well and 
the quality of the data is poor. For several years to come tJle population census amI 
surveys will still be tJle main source of migration data in Indonesia. CBS has given a 
priority to tJle improvement of tJle methodology of tJle survey, tJlat makes possible to get 
a better quality of migration data classified by administrative areas down to district level. 

C()nstruction of a new sampling frame, specially used for migration survey, based 
on tJle information collected during the household listing and village mapping of the 
population census, is considered to be useful. However, to add some questions regarding 
migration status of tJle population on tJle listing form of tJle complete count of the 
population census, will increase the burden of tJle enumerators and also increase per 
capita cost of tJle census. 

Using indirect method of estimation, for example vitaJ statistics method and 
survival metJlOd, is anotJler way to get data on migration from tJle results of tJle 
popUlation censuses and surveys. However, tJlOse data should be evaluated carefully, 
since under enumeration and misreport.ing of the age among illiterate people arc comlllon 
in some parts of the country. 
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XNTRODUCTION 

Census Taking in Hong Kong 

1. It has been established practice in Hong Kong to conduct 

population census at periodic intervals. Population censuses have 

been conducted at ten-year intervals in 1961, 1971, 1981 and 

1991. To obtain more up-to-date information on the population, 

a population by-census is also conducted in between two 

population censuses. The latest by-census was conducted in 1986, 

preceded by the ones conducted in 1966 and 1976. 

2. The design of censuses has undergone changes over the years. 

The 1961 and 1971 censuses were full enumerations of the 

population, covering a wide spectrum of social, demographic and 

economic characteristics. For both the 1981 and 1991 censuses, 

a fairly large sample (about 14% of the population) was subject 

to enquiry on all relevant detailed data on chara~teristics 

whereas the rest of the population were enumerated on the basic 

characteristics only. In a by-census, no full head-count was 

carried out at all but a sample of households (also 14%) was 

covered and questions on personal and household characteristics 

were similar to those enquired in the censuses. 

Legal Basis 

3. All the censuses and by-censuses conducted after World War 

II were carried out with the backing of the law of Hong Kong. 

Under the Census and statistics ordinance, "the Governor in 

Council may, by order in the Gazette, direct that a census of 

population be taken for Hong Kong or any part thereof". The 

Ordinance stipulates that persons specified to give information 

for the purpose of the census or by-census are obliged to supply 

information for completing the survey schedule. 
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OVERVIEW OF CENSUS DATA 

Census Da ta Itenls 

4. The latest population census conducted by the Census and 

statistics Department was carried out in 1991 in which some S.7 

million residents were enumerated. Basically, the 1991 population 

census comprised a complete but simple enumeration of all persons 

on their basic characteristics and a detailed one-in-seven sample 

enquiry on a broad range of socio-economic characteristics. Using 

this design, one-seventh of the households were surveyed using 

a "long form" questionnaire while the remaining six-sevenths were 

enumerated with a "short form" questionnaire. 

S. The data items collected from the "short form" include 

a. Year and month of birth 

b. Sex 

c. Relationship to h~ad of household 

d. Whether a usual member of a household 

e. Whereabouts on census reference night 

f. Type of household (domestic or collective) 

g. Type of living quarters 

-In addition to those listed above, the "long form" also covers 

the following data items 

a. Marital status 

b. School attendance 

c. Education attainment 

d. Field of education 

e. Usual language 

f. Ability to speak other languages/dialects 

g. Place of birth 

h. Nationality 

i. Duration of residence in Hong Kong 

j. Duration of residence in present district 
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k. Previous district of residence 

1. District of residence five years ago 

m. Activity status 

n. Industry 

o. Occupation 

p. Earnings from main employment 

q. Whether having secondary employment 

r. Earnings from other employment 

s. Other cash income 

t. Type of accommodation 

u. Tenure 

v. Rent 

sensitivity of Information 

6. Respondents have different perceptions on the level of 

sensitivity of individual data items. In the case of the census, 

some respondents are very concerned about disclosure of 

information on income and nationality. While the statute does no~ 

make any distinction on the level of sensitivity of data items 

in respect to data disclosure, the perception of sensitivity of 

respondents is taken into account when formulating strategy in 

releasing census data. 

Small Area statistics 

7. In Hong Kong, there are a number of geographical demarcation 

systems. Even wi thin the public sector, different government 

departments use different geographical systems to suit their own 

requirements. Census data are basically provided in two 

geographic demarcation systems, viz. TPU/SB (Tertiary Planning 

Units and street Blocks) system and DB/CA (District Board 

districts and Constituency Areas) system. 

8. 'l'he 'l'PU/SB system is used mainly for town planning and 

related purposes. The system divides the total land area of Hong 

Kong into 9 Primary Planning Units (PPU). These PPUs are 
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disaggregated into 51 Secondary Planning units (SPU). The SPUs 

are further divided into 274 Tertiary Planning units (TPU). The 
TPUs are delineated further into street Blocks (SB) in the urban 

" 
area and into Village Clusters (VC) in the rural areas. There 

are some 4 000 SB and VC. 

9. The DB/CA system is developed for district administration 

and election purposes. The system in 1991 divides the total land 

and sea areas of Hong Kong into 19 District Board districts. The 

DBs are further subdivided into 210 Constituency Areas. For the 

purpose of the 1991 population census, population by CA refer to 

persons living on land" only, i.e. persons enumerated on board 

marine vessels are excluded. 

10. There are diverse requirements for small area census 

statistics from different types of users in both the public and 

the pr i va te sectors. In fact, small area statistics are of 

paramount importance in a census/by-census since these are the 

few large-scale surveys which c;:an support compilation of detailed 

data in respect of small areas. In order to meet such 

requirements while safeguarding against data disclosure relating 

to individual person or household, a careful balance has to be 

struck. 

Intercensal Estimates of Population and Forecasts of Population 

11. Data collected from censuses and by-censuses are only 

available once every five years. In view of the changes occurred 

during the intercensal period, updating of the census and by

census data is required. Beginning from 1983, annual estimates 

are produced on the size of the population by District Board 

districts. These intercensal estimates are useful for monitoring 

the distribution of population and providing a control for 

further disaggregation by small geographical areas. 
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12. Census and by-census data form the basis for the compilation 

of these intercensal estimates of population distribution. 
-Additional information is of course needed as input for the 

estimation. Such information include 

a. Information in the geographical frame of living 

quarters - This is a computerized list of all living 

quarters in Hong Kong which is continuously updated 

using administrative records and through field visits. 

b. Estimates from the General Household Survey - 'rhis is 

a continuous . household survey conducted to collect 

information on, inter alia, the number of persons 

living in different types of quarters by district. 

c. Estimated Total Population - It is considered that the 

sum of population in small areas should reconcile with 

an independent population estimate for the whole 

territory. This population estimate is regularly 

updated using the demographic balancing equation. 

(i.e. Population size = census-based population size + 

birth - death + arrivul - departure) 

13. Census/by-census data also form the basis for updating 

population projections. A 20-year projection of the total 

population by age and sex is made. Assumption on future trends 

of fertility, mortality and migration are required and these are 

established based on past trends and recent developments in the 

demographic and socio-economic conditions in Hong Kong. 

14. In addition to the territorial popUlation total, forecasts 

on population distribution by small areas are required for 

planning purposes. In this connection, an inter-departmental 

Working Group on population Distribution has been formed. Based 

on the forecast of territorial population total, the Working 

Group produces the following series of forecast on population 

distribution : 
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a. Population forecasts (ten years) by District Board 

district. 

b. Population forecasts (ten years) by Tertiary Planning .. 
Unit/Planning Area. 

c. Age structure forecasts (ten years) by broad district. 

15. The purposes of preparing these forecasts are 

a. To work out a series of likely future population 

distribution at small area level so that all 

population-related planning activities in the 

government can be commonly based. 

b. To establish a base line for rolling forward to longer 

term forecasts and to provide an important source of 

data on population for further breakdown required by 

various studies conducted by government departments or 

government-employed consulttlnts. 

USER GROUPS OF CENSUS DATA 

16. The primary objective of the census is to gather detailed 

and accurate data on the social, demographic and economic 

characteristics of the population at a specific point in time. 

As a result of the comprehensiveness of the exercise, data 

collected serve as the benchmark data on the profile of the 

population. Nowadays, the usefulness of census data has been well 

recognised. Users of census data range from those in the 

government, academic institution to the business sector. In this 

section, an overview of the major user groups of census data is 

given. 

Government 

17. Undoubtedly, government deptlrtments are the major users of 

census data and the uses to which census data are put to are 

numerous. Not(lbly, census data facilitate the planning of public 
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services such as education, medical and health, transport, and 
i 

housing programmes. The wealth of information on special 

population groups such as children, youth, single parents and the 
• 

elderly can be used as inputs to assess and formulate special 

programmes to meet their needs. 

18. In the past decade, census data and the related small area 

population data have been increasingly used for electoral 

purposes. Small area population data are required for the 

demarcation of constituencies for the election of members of the 

District Boards, the Municipal Councils and the Legislative 

Council. 

Academic Research 

19. The census is a rich source of data for social, demographic 

and economic research of the population. It provides 

comprehensive information on the size, distribution and 

composition of the population. Together with data collected in 

past censuses and by-census, data series on various 

characteristics of the population can be established for the 

study of social changes. Issues such as fertility, internal 

population migration, occupational manpower supply, ageing of the 

population, income distribution, household life cycle 

development, etc. can be studied using census data. The results 

of such studies are not only of academic interest but often the 

basis of public debate on government policies. 

Private sector 

20. In the modern setting, decision making in the business 

sector requires a high analytical content with great reliance on 

reliable statistical data. The census data are useful to the 

business sector for appralslng market conditions, planning 

investments and locating retail or service outlets. They are 

important for estimating consumer demands, which depend on the 

size, composition and geographical distribution of the 
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population. For industrial and business enterprises with an 

intensive labour element, the size and composition of the 

prospective labour force is a relevant factor for the choice ~f 

plant and office locations. 

21. The great demand for official statistics, including census 

data, has led to the development of a data vendor industry. '1'he 

so-called "intermediary" adds value to official statistics and 

serves well in the dissemination, and hence in the use, of 

official statistics. starting from the 1986 by-census, the Census 

and statistics Department has been in agreement with a private 

sector data vendor to disseminate census data in CD-ROM. 

CONSIDERATIONS IN THE RELEASE OF CENSUS DATA 

22. Census data are basically meant for use in a statistical or 

aggregate sense. Unlike administrative records on individuals, 

where data disclosure will affect the individuals concerned, the 

use of statistical data will not affect individuals directly. 

'I'his mode of use allows a greater access to information with less 

data privacy considerations. Meanwhile, statistical agencies are 

obliged by statute to uphold responsibility to individual 

respondents in maintaining confidentiality in respect of data 

pertaining to the individual person or household. The following 

gives an overview o~ the considerations in the release of census 

data. 

statutory Hequirements 

23. Under the Census and statistics ordinance, census officers 

are required not to disclose to any person, except a person 

authorized to receive it, any information received in the course 

of carrying out his duties as a census officer. They are not 

required to disclose any information obtained to any other 

authority even for the purpose of or in connection with the 

investigation of crime or the assessment or levying of any tax. 

Any person who violates the ordinance is liable to a fine and to 
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imprisonment. Bound by the statute, the Census and statistics 

Department has to design measures to ensure that released census 

data will not allow the identification of individual respondents 
" either directly or through intelligent deduction. 

Trust and Goodwill of l?cspolldents 

24. In conducting the census, pledges have been made to 

respondents on confidentiality of individual data. To a great 

extent, the success of the census, and also other statistical 

surveys, depends on the trust and co-operation of the 

respondents. The trust by the publ ic on the integrity of a 

statistical agency is built up over a long period of time, but 

this may collapse easily over a few isolated incidents of 

inadvertent or del iberate disclosure of data. Indeed, census 

officers not only have to abide by the statute, they have to pay 

due regard to the perception of tile res(.>ollucnts uS well. If a 

disclosure of census data, even well within the rule of law, is 

perceived by respondeJ:}ts as il violiltion of data privacy of 

individuals, this would lead to a distrust of the integrity of 

the statistical agency concerned and even a decline of 

co-operation from respondents in future censuses and surveys. 

Accuracy of Data 

25. Effort has been made by the Department to ensure that census 

data released are of high quality, whatever level of 

disaggregation is adopted. As census taker, the Department is 

fully aware of the uses as well as the limitation of census data. 

'l'he Del'artment has the oul iyil tiull to n.!(.Ju~e the r i!:>k of misusing 

census data. A case in point is the production of detailed 

statistics by users based on diltn coll('ctl"d from tho "]Ollq form". 

As such data are collected on a sample basis, albeit a very large 

one, some of the detailed tabulations of such data items (say 

breakdowns by street Block) are subject to rather large sampling 

errors. The circulation and use of such unreliable statistics by 

users may lead to serious consequences. Besides, consistency 
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amongst data produced by different estimation methods (based on 

the same raw data set) is often a cause of significant confusion 
when important public debates on social issues are held. 

Technology 

26. The advancement of information technology certainly poses 
opportunities for greater uses of census data. However, this may 
also lead to a greater threat of unauthorized data disclosure. 
The power of computer and software has increased at a very fast 

rate and it is possible to undertake data processing that is 
undreamed of some twenty years ago. With such a powerful tool, 

there is a greater possibility for intruders to identify or 

intelligently deduce individual data records. Such risk, though 

small, should be treated with great caution and effort should be 

made to prevent unauthorized disclosure of data pertaining to 
individuals. Besides, many software are very user friendly, such 

that some users who are totally unfamiliar with certain advanced 

techniques are much tempte~ to apply them, leading to the 
production of unwarranted estimates and analyses. 

Flexibility Desired by Users of Census Data 

27. The census operation is a costly exercise and it would be 

a great pity if da£a collected could be used only in a very 

restrictive manner. In modern society where information is a 

. powerful tool for decision making, census data are used by a 

great many types of users and a wide range of census data 

products have been marketed to meet users' requirements. From the 

perspective of users, they would like to maximize the means of 

access to census data. Many users, particularly those engaged in 
academic research, would like to have direct access to the whole, 

or a substantial part, of the census data set (in the form of 

microdata) as this would allow them greater flexibility in their 
analyses. Release of census dtltn in this manner, even for 
anonymised data records, poses some risk of unauthorized 

individual data disclosure. It is often debated whether the risk 
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is real. However, as far as the raw data suppliers (1. e. 

individual households and persons) are concerned, many do 

perceive the risk as real and take it a matter of genuine .. 
concern. 

Access to Statistical Data from the Census 

28. From the considerations mentioned above, it is necessary to 
strike a balance between protection of data confidentiality and 

access of census data. In Hong Kong, as long as there is no 

possible risk of disclosure of individual data, access is open 
and facilitated with no 'restrictions attached, apart perhaps from 

the requirement to pay an affordable fee and subject to whether 

data breakdown is too refined such that reliability is too low. 

CURRENT CENSUS DATA PRODUCTS 

29. In Hong Kong, the value of census data to urban studies, 

whether for the sake of academic interest, government planning 

or business purposes, has become quite well known. To meet the 

requirements of users, the Census and statistics Department has 
prepared a variety of census data products for use by users in 

both the public and private sectors. Together it is hoped that 

they will maximize the utility of and access to the data while 

adequate account is taken of data consistency and reliability and 

raw data suppliers' concern about confidentiality of individual 
data. The products produced from the 1991 Census are introduced 

below. 

Reports and Tabulations 

30. The census operation was carried out during 15 - 24 March 

1991. The first batch of statistical tables, viz. the "Summary 

tabulations" were produced in August 1991. On 28 October 1991, 

a press conference was held to announce the major findings of the 

census. The "Main Tabulations" and the "Basic Tables for Tertiary 

Planning units" and "Basic Tables for District Board Districts" 
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were produced in mid-1992. The "Graphic Guide" was produced In 

December 1992 while the "Main Report" in May 1993. Apart from 

reports and publications, the Department also makes availab!e 

street Block and constituency Area data sheets and other "Public 

Tables" for perusal, or photocopying at a charge. 

31. A post-census tabulation service is also provided to 

government departments to meet their specific needs. Government 

departments can either send in their requests for census 

tabulations or, to speed up the process, they can make use of the 

"just-in-time" tabulation service whereby they send in their 

requirements in SAS or dBase IV format and the department will 

run the tables for them. 

Sample Data Tapes 

32. '1'0 facilitate sophisticated users, a 1% anonymiscd sample 

data set is made available (at a small charge). [Note: the 

data set covers 1% of the p~pulation, hence equivalent to 7% of 

the one-in-seven sample.] The data items contained in this 

sample tape are those collected from the "long form" 

questionnaire. To safeguard against data disclosure, the 

classifications of data items are broadened appropriately, i.e. 

in less detailed gr~upings, and the geographical identification 

of individual records is removed. Furthermore, users have to 

undertake : 

a. not to use the data for any project other than the one 

applied for; 

b. not to transmit to any other party in the same or any 

value-added form; 

c. to destroy the data set after the project ilpplied for 

has been completed, subject to a maximum period of 

three years from the date of supply of the data set 

(re-application, nevertheless, can be considered); and 

d. not to publish or incorporate into any paper for 

presentation to an audience or make accessible to the , 

public any de'rived statistics from the 1% sample data. 
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However, regarding (d), the uspr having decIded on what 

statistical data he wants after "experimenting" with the sample 
data tape, may request the Oepartlll01lt to make tal.>Ullltiolls or to , 
perform computations based on the original census data set, 

subject to requirements on data confidentiality and data 
reliability. For this to be done, a fee has to be paid but it is 

certainly affordable. The reason for implementing the 

arrangement is to meet several objectives: (i) the full sample 

tape is not made available to the public thus greatly reducing 

the risk, or perceived risk, of breach of data confidentiality 

requirements; (ii) researchers are provided with flexibility and 

convenience in researching on census data; and (iii) consistent 

sets of statistics are circulated in the community. 

CD-ROM 

33. '1'he CD-HOM is a special uilta prOullct taryeted ilt users 

interested in milpping small area census data to geographical 

areas. The CD-ROM is e~pecially suitable for handling voluminous 

data in view of its massive storage capability. Coupled with a 

user-friendly software, the CD-ROM product is able to produce 

tables, maps and graphs of population characteristics for any 

area in Hong Kong down to the street block or village cluster 

level. Data can be presented for any area with population size 

exceeding 100 persons. '1'he restriction is instituted as a 

measure of safeguarding data confidentiality for individuals and 

households. 

34. The CD-ROM product is developed and marketed by a private 

sector data vendor wIth ussistaIH":C' from the Census am} statistics 
Department. !jo lar' tlli!; in llIuch Wt'ICOllll' by 1lI"lly IInt"- Pill-ti(.~s. 

'rhe 'lJroduct CUll be consiuered itS compr ising the following two 

distinct parts : 

a. Population census results There are altogether 

821,425 counts/statistics on social, demographic and 

economic characteristics of the population available 
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in the form of summary tables which relate to either 

one, two or three data attributes. 

b. Geographical and Mapping Boundary Information ~ 

Digitised maps are aVrli lable for 'l'ertiary Planning 

units and District Board districts. It is hence easy 

to draw on the computer screen map boundaries for 

existing areas or user amalgamated areas. Charts in 

colour pertaining to the distribution of statistical 

data can be chosen. 

35. To maintain confidentiality of individual data, arrangement 

is made placing some' (but not very serious) restrictions on 

tabulation details. A summary is given as follows 

a. Small Street Block Group - This refers to a SB with 

100 persons or more, or a group of SBs merged together 

ill which OIlC or more of tlw SU!1 l.>cfore mcrglll<J hall 

less than 100 persons. Only results from the complete 

enumeration are given. 

b. Large Street Block Group - This refers to either a sa 
with 1 000 persons or more, or a group of SBs merged 

together in which one or more of the SBs before 

merging had less than 1 000 persons. Basic results 

from both _ the complete enumeration and the sample 

enquiry are given. 

c. Small Tertiary Planning Unit Group - This refers to a 

TPU with 1 000 persons or more, or a group of TPUs 

merged together in which one or more of the TPUs 

before merging had less than 1 000 persons. Basic 

resul ts from both the complete enumeration and the 

sample survey enquiry are given. 

d. Large Tertiary Planning Group - This refers to either 

a TPU with 10 000 persons or more, or a group of TPUs 

merged together in which one or more of the TPUs 

before merging had less than 10 000 persons. In 

addition to basic results from the complete 

enumeration and th,~ .. sample enquiry, detailed results 
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from the sample enquiry are also given. 

e. Constituency Area - Basic results from both complete 
enumeration anu the s(llIIple enquiry are given. 

• 
f. Large Constituency Area Group - This refers to either 

CAs with 10 000 persons or more, or a group of CAs 

merged together in which one or more of the CAs before 

merging had less than 10 000 persons. In addition to 

basic results from the complete enumeration and the 

sample enquiry, detailed results from the sample 

enquiry are also given. 

g. District Board districts - Both basic and detailed 

results from the complete enumeration and the sample 

enquiry are provided. 

36. For the CD-ROM product, population refers to the enumerated 

resident population of the whole land territory of Bong Kong. 

Hesidents temporar ily away from HOllY Kong, transients, and marine 

"residents are excluded. 

37. As an enhancement to the CLJ-HOM prouuct, a supplementary 

data set of employment statistics in diskette form is also made 

available. The employment statistics are compiled from the 

resul ts of the Quarterly Survey of Employment, Vacancies and 

Payroll (SEVP) conducted by the Department. 'l'his survey is 

conducted on establishments and shows the geographical 

distribution of the working population. In order to maintain I 

compatibility with census data contained in the CD-ROM, the 

geographical breakdown of the employment statistics also adopt 

such geographical classification. However, only Small Tertiary 

Planning Unit Group and District I\UiU'U LJi!:.;tricts are useu. '1'he 

linkage of population and employment data on the same 

geographical basis greatly enhallces the usefulness of the 

statistical data concerned, especially for business purposes like 

locating reta i lot" serv ice out 1 c,t!~. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

38. Time has already past for asking questions like "should a 
" 

census be held?" and "given that a census is so costly, can we 

do something else instead?". Naturally we should not forget that 
these questions are still sensible questions, but then we know 

we need not spend too much time on these questions because the 

answers are quite clear that censuses will be necessary. 

39. The questions which require closer examination now are, of 
course, still many. The subject of census taking and application 
of the data calls for the full support of theoreticians and 

practitioners in sorting out many problems and in bringing about 

developments so that data quality will be constantly upgraded, 

costs kept down and utility maximized. 

40. New technology has brought about new methods for data 

collection, processing, dissemination and utilization of the 
data. We should try our best to exploit such technology. In the 

meantime, we still have to ensure the cost-effective use of such 

technology, to continue to develop statistical techniques and to 
carefully address issues which are related to human aspects in 

data collection, processing, presentation and dissemination. 
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Comparison Between The Two Approaches In 
Collecting Population pata of 

Cities and Towns In China 

By Mr. Liu Changsong 
Mr. Yang Rizhang and Mr. Wu Yajun 

Department of Population and Employment Statistics 
State Statistical Bureau of China 

Since the policy of reform and opening to the outside world has 
been adopted in China, great changes have taken place in social 
life. The rapid development in economy promoted the development of 
cities and towns. The population of cities and towns have been 
increased to a great extent after the reform and opening to' the 
outside world. There are two approaches in collecting the 
population data of cities and towns: the first one is to collect 
the population data according to the administrative regions; the 
second one is to only collect the population data of districts, 
subdistricts and neighborhood committees. In recent years, the 
population of cities and towns collected according to the 
administrative regions have been over half of the total population 
of China. Many ideas were pointed out by those who do not know how 
the population data of cities and towns were collected. Some people 
thought that the development of urbanization in China is too fast. 
Some people even threw doubt upon the population data of cities and 
towns and thought these data were inconceivable. 

This paper will introduce how the two approaches go and make 
some comparisons between the two approaches so that the changes of 
population of cities and towns in China and the real level of 
urbanization of China could be understood. 

1. The Set-up of Cities and Towns and the Statistical Scope of 
Population of Cities and Towns 

The ratification department and, .relev,flIlt regulations. The set
up and cancellation of a municipality should be ratified by the 
National People's Congress. The set-up and cancellation of a city 
should be ratified by the State Council and some specific matters 
will be controlled by the Ministry of Civil Affairs. The set-up and 
cancellation of a town should be ratified by the provincial 
government and reported to the Ministry of Civil Affairs. 

It was regulated in 1955 that a town could be set up in a 
residential area with permanent pop~lation over 2,000 and non
agricultural population over sot, and a city could be set up in a 
residential area with permanent population over 20,000· and non
agricultural population over sot. 
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It was regulated in 1963 that a town, if necessary, could be 
set up. in a residential area with permanent population over 3,000 
and non-agricultural population ·over 70t, or with permanent 
population between 2,500 and 3,000 and non-agricultural population 
over 85t. 

It was regulated in 1984 that a town could be set up in the 
place wh'ere the township government was located and where the 
population were below 20,000 and n~n-agricultural population were 
over 85t. And a town could be set up in places where the county 
governments were located. A town, if necessary, could be set up in 
the region of minority population, in the areas with sparse· 
population, in mountainous areas, in scenery areas, in mining 
areas, in the border areas and ports, etc. 

In 1993, the population density, the proportion of industrial 
output value, the proportion of tertiary industry, the pipe water 
and highways should be put into consideration when setting up a 
city. 

2. The Changes of Numbers of Cities and Towns and the" 
population Data of Cities and Towns According to from the Household 
Registration 

(1) The changes of numbers of cities and towns. After· the 
founding of the People's Republic of China, on the basis of 1953 
population census, the system of household registration was 
established in 1954. According to the household registration, the 
cities and towns of China developed in following stages: 

A. From 1954 to 1960, this is the primary stage of development 
of cities and towns. In 1954, there were 165 cities with population 
of 57.68 million. Up to 1960, the cities have reached 208 with a 
population of 117.71 million (See the attached table). 

B. From 1961 to 1964, this is a decreasing stage. The number of 
cities in 1961 reduced to 169 in 1964 from 208, and the population 
of cities and towns also decreased to 129.5 million from 147.83 
million; This was because that China suffered the three-years 
natural disasters and the government decided to reduce the number 
of cities. 

C. From 1965 to 1980, this is the stage of recoverY and slow 
development. The number of cities increased to 217 from 171. From 
1965 to 1973, within 8 years, 10 cities were added, from 1973 to 
1980, within 7 years, 36 cities were added. But up to 1981, only 9 
cities have been added comparing the number of cities with that of 
20 years ago in 1961. The population of cities and towns in 1980 
increased to 191.41 million from 130.45 in 1965. The population of 
cities and towns in 1973 were 153.4 million which did not recovered 
to the 163.48 million in 1960. 
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D. From 1981 to now, this is a stage of quick development. 
Along with the in-depth development of the reform and opening to 
the outside world, the focal point of work of the government has 
been turned to the economic construction, a large number of special 
economic zones, economic development zones and protective tax zones 
were set up one after another, where absorbed lots of rural labors. 
Along with the development of township enterprises and the 
commodity economy in rural areas, the commodity consciousness of 
peasants has been strengthened gradually, as a result, a large 
number of rural surplus labors have been engaged in non
agricultural industries. The government adjusted the policies in 
time and relaxed the restrictions. The political, economic and 
cultural centers have been developed into market towns quickly and 
many places where the county governments were located have been 
changed into cities. The number of cities in 1990 increased to 461 
from 229 in 1981, and the number of towns increased to 9115 from 
2845. And the population of cities and towns increased to 598.08 
million from 201.72 million. 

After 1990, cities and towns continued developing, the number 
of cities and towns increased to 558 and 10,472 respectively. The 
population of cities and towns were 750.19 million. 

There are different ways to divide the stages. Some experts 
divided the development of cities and towns into five stages. 
Although the years divided are different, there are no essential 
differences. . 

The Number of Cities and Towns from 1981 to 1990 

Cities 
year 

Number Increased 
Over Last Year 

Number of Towns 
Under the Counties 

Increased & 
Decreased 
OVer Last 
Year 

---------------------------------------------------------------
1981 229 12 2845 -29 
1982 239 10 2819 -26 
1983 271 32 2781 -38 
1984 295 24 6211 3430 
1985 324 29 7511 1300 
1986 347 23 8464 953 
1987 381 34 9121 657 
1988 432 51 8614 507 
1989 446 14 9088 474 
1990 461 15 9115 27 
----------------------------------------------------------------
Data source: Statistics from household registration. 
Note: After the county was changed into a city, the towns where the 
original county government was located will not be counted as the 
town under the cOWity, therefore, the· number of towns sometime 
decreased. 
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(2) .The change of population of cities and towns was influenced 
by various factors, the proportion of population of cities and 
towns from household registra~ion are higher than the real level of 
urbanization. During the population survey according to the 
household registration, the population data of cities and towns are 
collected by taking the permanent residents within the 
administrative regions of cities of towns as the survey target. The 
number of population of cities and towns was changed in different 
time, under different economic situation, with the change of 
government policies and administrative regions of cities and towns. 
The main factors which influence the number of population of cities 
and towns are as follows: 

A. The population of cities will be influenced'by the change of 
areas of suburbs. From 1954 to 1957, the number of cities increased 
to 1·77 from 165, an increase of 5%, the population of cities 
increased .to 69.02 million from 57.68 million, an increase of 20%. 
From 1957 to 1959, the number of cities increased to 183 from 177, 
an increase of 3%, the population of cities increased to 111.26 
million, an inc;rease of 61%. By comparing these ·two periods, we may 
find that during the second period, the cities did not increase too 
many, but the population of the cities increased to a great extent. 
How do we explain this fact ? This is because the areas of suburbs 
of some cities· were enlarged. For example, the population in 
Bauding City in 1957 were 260 thousand, as its suburb was enlarged 
twice, the population of Bauding City increased to 1.14 million in 
1959. Because of the enlargement of suburb, large rural areas were 
included within the administration of cities and towns which led to 
the increase of proportion of agricultural population. In 1960, the 
proportion of agricultural population to the total population of 
cities and towns were over 80%. Obviously, it does not tally with 
China's actual situation to judge the level of urbanization of 
China through such population of cities and towns. 

B. The population of cities will be influenced by the State 
policies. After 1960, China began to suffer the three-years natural 
disaster and ejltered a difficult time, the foods were· in short 
supply, the government mobilized the employees of cities and towns 
to return to the rural areas and decided to reduce the'areas of 
suburb of cities and adjusted the structure of cities and towns. 
The number of cities reduced to 169 in 1964 from 208 in 1961. 

C. The population of cities will be influenced by the .household 
registration. From 1950 to 1960, the rural people could easily move 
into cities, especially after 1957, the population of cities 
increased quickly. After 1960, during the period of three-years 
natural disaster, the system of household registration became very 
strict, it was· very difficult for the rural people to move into 
cities.· Those 'who were not registered in the household registration 
would not be· supplied with foods and could not work and study' and 
live in a city. From 1960 to 1980, the number of rural population 
moved into cities were very little, and a few cities ~ncreased, 
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only 9 cities were added within 20 years, and the population only 
increased 18.41 million which were even lower than the natural 
growth of population of cities in 1960 within 20 years. 

In recent years, along witn the development of economy, the 
coupon for foods were cancelled in most of cities and provinces. 
The system of household registration became loosen, and the 
population moved into cities increased to ill .great extent .. The 
population of cities and towns increased quickly. 

D. From the statistics of household registration, we may find 
that the development of population of cities and towns and the 
level of urbanization are out of proportion. The population data of 
cities and towns collected according to the administrative regions 
of cities and towns generally include more agricultural population. 
The level of urbanization will be overestimated if we estimate the 
level of urbani~ation in the light of such size of population. 
Therefore, the I proportion of population of cities and towns 
estimated accordi~g to the household registration is higher than 
the real level of urbanization. 

Since 1981, the population of cities and towns of China has 
been increasing quickly. The population of cities increase to 
331.86 million from 143.32 million, an increase of 1.3 times. The 
population of towns increased to 263.02 million from 58.4 million, 
an increase of 3'.5 times. The proportion of non-agricultural 
population to the tptal population of cities and towns became less 
and less. The proportion of non-agricultural population of cities 
reduced to 45% in 1990 from 68% in 1981. The proportion of· non
agricultural population of towns reduce.to 24% in 1990 from 77% in 
1981. It is clear that the agricultural population of towns make up 
three forth of the total population of towns. 

The Proportion of Non-agricultural Population to 
The Total Population of Cities and Towns 

Year 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

Cities 

0.685743 
0.678451 
0.591126 
0.576817 
0.558162 
0.530291 
0.496883 
0.467041 
0.462892 
0.4528~5 

Towns 

0.769269 
0.736658 
0.719807 
0.388719 
0.343947 
0.292735 
0.259558 
0.251594 
0.244628 
0.242766 

--------~------------------------------------------
Data source: Statistics of Household Registration 
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3. The' Two Different Approaches Adopted in Collecting the 
Population Data of Cities and Towns During China's, 1990 Population 
Census. 

(1) The scope ~f two approaches adopted. The population under 
,the administration of township and county are 'mainly agricultural 
population. When a,county becomes a city or a township becomes a 
town, if the population data are collected according to the 
administrative regions, the population of these regions will be the 
population of cities and towns. Therefore, a large number of 
agricultural population will be added into the population of cities 
and towns. In order to make the statistics on China's population of 
cities and towns reflect basically the real situation of China's 
urbanization, it was decided that two different approaches would be 
adopted in collecting the population data of cities and towns 
during China's 1990 population census. 

A. To collect. the population data· according to the current 
administrative regions of cities and towns,. that, is to collect the 
population data of cities and towns according to traditional 
household registration in order to meet the demand of government 
administration. 

B. To collect the population data according to the districts, 
subdistricts and neighborhood committees. This approach was adopted 
in two kinds of cities, The first kind of city is the city with 
districts, the second kind of city is the city without districts. 
The total population of districts and suburb of the city with 
districts were counted as the population of cities and towns. As 
far as the city without districts ( city at county level) is 
concerned, the population of subdistricts of the city were counted 
as the population of' cities and towns. For the towns, the 
population of neighborhood committees were counted as the 
population of cities and towns, others were taken as the 
agricultural population. 

(2) The comparison of the two approaches. The population of 
cities and tOWftS are 601.557 million according to the statistics 
collected from the administrative regions, taking up 53.21% of the 
total population. The population of cities and towns are 296.145 
million according to the statistics collected from the districts, 
subdistricts and neighborhood committees, accounting for 26.2% of 
the total population. The specific differences are as follows: 
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The Differences of Population of Cities and Towns 
Collected by the Two Approaches 

(10 thc;>usand) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
By Administration 
Regions 

By Districts Difference 
Subdistricts 
& Neighborhood 
Committees No. of person \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
City 33504 21122 -12382 -36.96 

Town 26651 8492 -18159 -68.14 

County 52895 83436 +30541 +57.74 
-------------------------------------------------------------------

(3) The differences of the population of cities and towns 
collected by the two approaches mainly existed in the population of 
counties, as a matter of fact, in the agricultural population of 
rural areas. 

The Proportion of Non-agricultural Population 
Collected by the Two Approaches to 

the Population of Cities and Towns (\) 

By Administration 
Regions 

City 42.75 

Town 21.20 

County 3.82 

By Districts, Subdistricts & 
Neighborhood Committees 

61. 86 

67.56 

3.82 

From the proportion of non-agricultural population mentioned 
above, we may find that for the population of counties 
(agricultural population), the difference of the number of 
popUlation by two different approaches are 305,.41 million, but the 
proportion of non-agricultural population kept the sarna, both are 
3.82\. That is to say the number of population added (i,e. the 
number of population deducted from the population of cities and 
towns) is same as the original number of population of counties 
which are mainly agricultural population. 

The population of cities and towns according to the statistics 
from districts, subdistricts, and neighborhood committees include 
part of agricultural population. From the proportion of 
agricultural and non-agricultural population, we found that the 
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agricultural population made up 38.14% of the total population of 
cities and 32.44% of the total population of towns according to 
statistics from the districts, subdistricts and neighborhood 
committees. These percentages were still very high. . 

(4) Two points here need to be point out: 

A. The. agricultural population and non-agricultural population 
are divided according to the character of household registration, 
not according to the professions. The character of the household 
registration has lasted for years. Except a few people could change 
their characters of the household registration from agricultural 
population to non-agricultural population because of the occupation 
of lands and the expansion of city, the character of household 
registration of most people will not be changed for a ever. 
Although some of them are engaged in the non-agricultural work for 
years, they still belong to the agricultural population. In fact, 
China's agricultural population include a large number of people 
who are engaged in non-agricultural work. In· recent years, the 
industrial enterprises of cities and towns have developed to a 
great extent, but the proportion of non-agricultural population has 
not increased quickly. Because of this reason, the non-agricultural 
population in 1990 only increased 3 percentage points compared with 
1961. Especially in the southeast coastal areas of China, such as 
the southern region of Jiansu Province and eastern region of 
Zhejian Province, the rural areas were basically urbanized, and 
most of the original peasants have been engaged in industry , 
construction, transportation and service instead of the 
agriculture, but they are still included in the agricultural 
population. As a result, the proportion of non-agricultural 
population is a little bit lower if the population of cities and 
towns were collected according to the character of household 
registration. 

The Proportion of Population of Cities and Towns and 
Non-agricultural Population to the Total Population of China 

Year Proportion of Pop. of Cities 
& Towns to Total Pop. % 

Proportion of Non-agri. 
Pop. to Total Pop. t 

._---_._--... _-------------------_._--..• _-----------------------
1961 
1966 
1981 
19.86 
1990 

22.45 
17.99 
20.16 
41.29 
52.80 

16.10 
13.82 
].'4.31 
17.51 
19.19 

--~.-----...... ---=-.... -== •••• -•••• -.-•• -.=-.-==.--.... _--_._---
B. The population of. cities and towns collected according to 

districts, subdistricts and neighborhood committees may basically 
represent the level of u~banization of China. The population of 
cities and towns by such approach we~ 296.145 million, making up 
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26.2% of the total population according to China's 1990 population 
census. Before the 1990 population census, some demographers 
estimated that the real level of urbanization of China was about 
20t, the result of the census was quite similar as the estimation. 
Therefore, we believe that the population data of cities and towns 
collected according to the districts, subdistricts and neighborhood 
committee basically reflected the real level of China's 
urbanization. 

The Proportion of Population of 
Cities and Towns of China Over Years 

Year No. of Pop. of Proportion of 
Cities & Towns Pop of Cities & 

Towns to Total Pop. 

1961 
1966 
1971 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 

14783 
13413 
14493 
16341 
16668 
17245 
18496 
19141 
20172 
21156 
24123 
33006 
38244 
43753 
50101 
54249 
57383 
59808 
61888 
71234 

0.2245 
0.1799 
0.1700 
0.1744 
0.1755 
0.1792 
0.1896 
0.1939 
0.2016 
0.2083 
0.2354 
0.3190 
0.3659 
0.4139 
0.4672 
0.4978 
0.5185 
0.5280 
0.5405 
0.6181 

Proportion of Pop. of 
Cities & Towns to 
Non-agri. Pop. 

0.717243 
0.767986 
0.738908 
0.72162 
0.717303 
0.7216 
0.719723 
0.724257 
0.709895 
0.695547 
0.631513 
0.505635 
0.469904 
0.423171 
0.388036 
0.376154 
0.368925 
0.363379 
0.360199 
0.328663 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The developing countries of the South Pacific Region have 
a very large variety of demographic, socio-economic, 
political and other characteristics. This also applies to 
their level, pattern and rate of urbanisation. Of 
particular interest to the statistician and the demographer 
is that there is also a very large variation in the way the 
rural-urban continuum is divided into a rural and urban 
part. The main reason for this special interest is that in 
many countries in the region, the creation of the rural
urban dichotomy is the work of statisticians and 
demographers. The delineation of urban areas is usually a 
part of the census project. 

In spite of the large variation in the level, pattern and 
rate of urbanisation, there are also a number of 
urbanisation related characteristics which many countries 
in the South Pacific Region seem to have in common. These 
are listed below. 

i. Urbanisation is a relatively recent phenomenon 

This is not only so in comparison to western-industrialised 
countries, but also compared to most developing countries. 
The oldest towns in the region date from the last part of 
the 19th century. (at least as far as the date of legal 
proclamation is concerned) . Most city and town 
proclamations date however from the 20th century. In the 
Melanesian countries of the western Pacific, but 
particulary in Papua New Guinea (PNG) urbanisation is 
basically a post-world War II phenomenon. 

ii. The population size of cities and towns is usually 
very small 

only 2 urban areas in the entire South Pacific Region have 
a population of more than 100,000 pers.ons, viz. Greater 
Suva in Fiji and the National Capital District (NCO) in 
Papua New Guinea. Both of these are agglomerations l • 

Urban areas with a population between 1,000 and 5,000 are 
far more common and the smallest urban areas have a 
population of only about 500 persons2 • In most cases, 

2 

For the 1996 Census in Fij i, Greater Suva has been 
defined as Suva city, Lami Town and the soon to be 
proclaimed Nasinu Town, as well as the peri-urban area 
of Suva, Lami and Nasinu. It should be noted that 
Nausori is not considered as a part of Greater Suva. 

In Fij i this is the case for Korovou, Seaqaqa and 
Nabouwalu. There are also several urban areas in PNG 
with a population of about 500 persons. In these 
cases, the urban area consists of only one enumeration 
area (EA) or census unit (CU). 
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these very sma 11 urban areas are however the service 
centres for a very significant rural hinterland. 

The small size of urban areas in the region should be seen 
in relation to the total popUlation size of the countries 
in which they are located. Most of these have a population 
of less than 100,000 persons and some are real micro states 
with a population of less than 10,000 persons3 • 

iii. The J~te of ~rban growthja in most cases moderate 

In spite of the extensive literature which refers to the 
fast rate of urbanisation and city/town growth and its 
associated problems, urbanisation and city/town growth can 
in virtually all countries in the region not. be considered 
as extreme. 'rhis is certainly true if the situation in 
other regions of the world is taken as reference point. 
Unti 1 recentl y, in colonia 1 times, there were in many 
countries severe r~strictions on rural-urban migration of 
the indigenous popUlation. After independence, the rate of 
urbanisation and city/town growth generally increased but 
it hardly ever reached an excessive level. 

At present the rate of population growth (the birth rate -
the death rate 'l_ the rate of net migration) of virtually 
all urban areas is higher than the rate of natural increase 
(the birth rate - the, death rate). In the meant] me, 
natural increase usually contribute;. (far) more to urban 
growth th"n rural-urban migration. It should also he noted 
that a very significant part of the popUlation growth of 
many urhall ,H'Pt'\!i which i!:; H()J the result of naturilI 
increase, is Dqt due to rurnl-urban migration either. It 
is a consequence of the fact that the urban boundary has 
been extended between the 2 points of measurement (usually 
2 censuses)4. l.ncorporation is therefore an important 
component of population growth for many urban areas 
particularly in Fiji and and PNGs• 

4 

Countries wi th a total poulation size of less than 
10,000 persons in 1995 are Niue, Nauru and Tuvalu. 

In a sense, the person responsible for urban area 
delineation makes a considerable contribution to rural 
urban drifts and its related problems such as urban 
crime by extending the urban areas to which people can 
drift and commit there crimes in. 

In the case of Fiji, the recent decrease in the rate 
of urban growth is to a large extent due to a fourth 
factor viz. international migration. A significant 
number of people left the country after the 1987 
military coups and a large proportion of these were 
urban dweller~. 
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Most cities and towns in the South Pacific Hcqioll arc 
characterised by a low-densi ty layoue'. 'rhere are some 
notable exceptions, for instance Majuro in the Man,hall 
Islands which has an extremely high populat iOIl dell~d ty. 
Population density in many urban areas, but particularly in 
the peri-urban part of urban areas is not much more than 
500 persons per km'. This is very low compared to most 
urban areas in other regions of the world, parUcularly 
Europe, Asia and Latin America. 

Urban areas in the region are with a few exceptions located 
on the coast. 'rhe main exceptions can be founel in the 
Highlands Region of Papua New Guinea? 'I'his do('s not 
necessarily mean that all these coastal urban areas h;we a 
maritime character. In Fiji, many coastal urban ilrcas do 
for instance not have any port facilities. 

The delineation of legal cities/towns in many countries in 
the region is not based on clear and unambiguous 
statistical cr iter ia. 'l'he boundaries are usually of a 
P.Q_!J ti_g_91 nature and'they tend to separate urban from rural 
in a very unsatisfactory and often very misleading way. 
From a _~t~tistica~ point of view, the most unsatisfactory 
city/town boundaries can undoubtedly be found in Fiji, 
where city/town delineation is based on what can be 
labelled as a "rate-paying" criterionM• As a consequence 
many Fijian villages, often located in or adjacent to the 
legal city/town are exclucl~d, from the city/townq • The 
inhabitants of these villages, which have been labelled 
"urban villages" are however in virtually all C3ses in 

6 

? 

Connell and Lea (1993:93) refer to the low-density 
Jayout of cities 3nd towns in Melanesia. The same is 
the case for most Polynesian and Micronesian towns. 

In Fiji (in 1995) the only exceptions are Nausori and 
the gold mining centre Vatukoula as well as the 2 very 
small urban centres Korovou and Seaqaqa. 

Until recently, the most incomprehensible town 
boundary in Fiji was that at Nadi Town. The soon to 
be proclaimed town Rakiraki will however consist of 4 
oddly shaped disconnected small areas which will 
probably make it one of the towns wi th the most 
peculiar shape in the entire world. 

In 1995, the on] y exception is the "urban vi 11 age" 
Namoli which has been incorporated in Lautoka City. 
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predominantly urban-type employment. Moreover, these 
"urhilll villngC'n" nrC' ummlly very elor.C'ly ilsr.ociatC'd with 
the city/town particularly as far as the services provided 
by the city/town are concerned. Studies of urbanisation, 
urban growth, rural-urban drift, urban crime etc. etc. 
which only look at the situation in the legal cities/towns 
will therefore lead to extremely strange and misleading 
results. Consequently, these studies should not be based 
on cities/towns but on urban areas which have been 
delineated using statistical criteria. 

This paper will not discuss urbanisation and urban growth 
in the South Pacific Region in a broad sense but 
concentrate on the statistician's and demographer's views 
on what constitutes urban. In other words, it will deal 
with the .t~j._cal problems of urban area delineation. 
Decisions on how to create a rural-urban dichotomy is not 
only the main determining factor of all urbanisation 
related studies but it has also enormous socio-economic as 
well as political implications1o • Consequently, it is of 
utmost importance to reduce the level of arbitrariness in 
the division of the rural-urban continuum to an absolute 
mInImum. This division should be based on sound criteria 
which are developed by the statistics Department (Census 
Office) in close collaboration with other relevant 
government departments and institutions in the country. 

section II of this paper briefly describes how urban area 
delineation was carried out in the past and which problems 
were encountered in doing this. It is not feasible to do 
this for ~l countries in the region. The case of Fiji has 
been chosen for purposes of illustration. It should also 
be noted that, very little has been publ ished on the 
technic;:al aspects- of urban area delineation in the region. 
With the exception of Fiji and Papua New Guinea, urban area 
delineation clearly has not been very well documented. 

After the historical picture in section II, urban area 
delineation for the 1996 census in Fiji is discussed in 
section III. During the preparatory phase of this census, 
the need for a more sophisticated division of the rural
urban continuum arose and this led to the creation of an 
additional geographic sector which has been labelled the 
rural-non-agricult.ural sector. The characteristics of t.his 
sector and its subdivision into categories (types) is 
discussed in Section IV. As a result of the new 
developments introduced for the 1996 census, it was 
concluded that the existing geographic coding system was 
not flexible enough or, in other words, it proved to be 
very difficult to incorporate these developments into this 

10 The political implications are particularly important 
in countries where the weights allocated to rural and 
urban votes are different as for instant in Fiji. 
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coding system in a satisfactory manner. Proposals were 
therefore made to revise the coding system. A brief 
description of 3 alternative coding systems can be found in 
Section v. 

Finally, it should be noted that this paper should not only 
be considered as a contribution from Fiji to the 16th 
Census Conference to be held in New Delhi, India from 17-20 
January 1995. It is also a paper which summarizes the work 
with regards urban delineation and related work which has 
been carried out to date by the Bureau in preparation for 
the 1996 census. It should therefore be seen as a briefing 
paper for government departments and institutions in Fiji 
which have been consulted with regards the urban boundary 
work of the Bureau as well as all other persons with an 
interest in urban area delineation and its problems and 
implications 11 • 

11 A more detailed accountof this work can be found in 
the reports and research papers produced by the 
Bureau, referred to in this paper. 
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II. URBAN CRITERIA ~ND THE DELINEATION OF URBAN AREAS 
I~_rJJI IN THE PAST 

1. ~ban areas and urban area delineation before Independence 

In Section I, it was mentioned that urbanisation is a 
recent phenom~non in the South Pacific Region. This also 
applies to Fiji. It is true that in the 19th century two 
centres in Fiji received the status of legal town, viz. 
Levuka in 1878 and Suva in 1881. Most other towns were 
however proclaimed between 1931 (Nausori) and 1969 
(Savusavu) 12. The most recent additions are Lami (in 1977) 
and Tavua (in 1992)13. 

All censuses, until 1956, provided information for legal 
towns. These pre-independence "de-jure" towns were very 
small and no attempt was made to delineate their peri-urban 
areas. In many cases, these peri-urban areas were almost 
non-existent in the colonial days. Some early census 
reports, (particularly the 1956 census) do however attempt 
to collect some information for "de-facto" as well "de
jure" towns, but this has not been done consistently. 

After 1956, several new urban-type developments took place 
outside the legal town boundaries. It was therefore 
decided to create urban ~reas based on statistical criteria 
for the 1966 census. This work was carried out by 
Bloomfield and it was a major component of the 1966 census 
project. Bloomfield used 2 criteria for the delineation of 
urbanised areas. 

12 

Jl 

"The first criterion was the complex of build-up 
areas contiguous or closely associated with the 
town. Such areas were delimited by fieldwork, or 
from aerial photographs and topographical maps. 
The second criterion was that of preponderant 
economic acitivty. Areas were included where a 
significant proportion of the economically active 
population was engaged in non-agricultural 
employment. Accurate surveys of employment were 
not poss ible under the circumstances but 
discusssions with local officials in all areas 
provided general information on the predominance 
or otherwise of non-agricultural employment. 
Urban areas were therefore defined on the basis 
of these two criteria for Suva City, Lautoka Town 

Ba and Labasa were proclaimed in 1939, Nadi in 1946 
and Sigatoka in 1959. Lautoka was the first legal 
town in the Western Division (1920). 

Nasinu and Rakiraki will probably be proclaimed legal 
towns in the first part of 1995 and Navua in 1996. 
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and the Townships of Ba, Labasa, Levuka, Nadi, 
Nausori and Sigatokaw". 

Several comments can be made about these 1966 urban 
criteria: 

Firstly, Bloomfield does not explicitly state that he used 
a population size criterion for the delineation of the 
above eight urban centres, all of which had received the 
full legal status of town in 1966. However, in his report 
he comments that internationally used population size 
criteria are not very suitable in the case of Fiji due to 
the very small scale of most urban areas. In this 
connection, it should also be mentioned that he considered 
an additional six centres (without legal status) as urban 
places for census purposes viz. Vatukoula, Rakiraki, 
Savusavu, Tavua, Navua and Korovou. These centres were 
labelled "unincorporated townships". It is interesting to 
note that Korovou, the service centre for Tailevu Province 
had, at that time, a population of only 329(!) persons. 
Generally however, it seems that a figure of about 500 
persons was considered as the minimum population size 
criterion for an urban area. 

Secondly, the population density and contiguity criterion 
is stated in very general terms and fieldwork indicates 
that this criterion was often interpreted in a rather loose 
way, particularly in cases where there was a need for a 
clearer and unambiguous boundary. 

Thirdly, the economic activity criterion has not been 
quantified, mainly because no recent employment figures 
were available. Consequently, Bloomfield estimated the 
"preponderant economic activity" of areas considered for 
inclusion from local knowledge and interviews. 

Fourthly, Bloomfield did not specifically mention urban 
functions and attributes as one of his criteria. From his 
report, it is however clear that he used "functions and 
facilities" as a major determinant of "urbanness". In this 
report, he produces a list of these functions and 
facili ties for each of the 1966 urban areas IS 

14 

IS 

Bloomfield, 1967:8. 

Bloomfield's list of urban attributes was, with small 
alterations, also used in subsequent censuses. See 
Appendix A, section I. 
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2. Urban a~eas and. urban area delineation in the post
Independence censuses ot 1976 and 1986 

In preparation for the first census after independence in 
1976, a major review of the 1966 urban areas was carried 
out by Bakker and Walsh l5 • After wide ranging 
consultations with relevant government departments and 
institutions as well as local authorities, it was decided 
to accept the broad criteria for the delineation of urban 
areas which had been established by Bloomfield prior to the 
1966 census. It became however soon clear that, in 1976, 
it was far more difficult to ru:;rn.!Y these criteria in a 
consistent manner. This was mainly due to developments 
which had taken place during the 1966-1976 intercensal 
period lli • Moreover, several new and usually rather small 
centres were considered for urban status for 9_~t1~_~~ 
RYLP~se§. It was however decided to postpone the decision 
of a change in status of these centres to the 1986 
census 17 • 

The populotion density and contiguity criterion c<ltlsed 
considerable problems in 1976, particularly in the case of 
"ribbon development" which had occurred since 1966. In 
these cases, the "cut-off" point was usually decided in 
close co-operation with the local authorities. For areas 
considered for inclusion, much emphasis was placed on the 
extent of association w~thin the urban area. 

The applicatj,on of the economic activity criterion 
basically caused the same problems as in 1966. Once again, 
no recent employment figures were available. Attempts to 
obtain EA level information on economic activity from the 
1966 census tapes were not successful due to the bad 
condition of these tapes. consequently, as in 1966, the 
economic acti vi ty structure of the popu lation had to be 
determined through consultations with loca 1 authorities, 
local knowledge and some additional fieldwork particularly 
in obvious borderline areas. 

Bloomf ie ld had dt:~f ined the boundaries of the 1966 urban 
areas taking scheduled as well as expected future 
developments into account. In 1976, it appeared that 
virtually all developments had indeed occurred inside these 

IS 

Iii 

17 

A detailed account of the results of this r"evicw ilnd 
a description of the 1976 urban areas as well as their 
subdivision into enumeration areas (EA) can be found 
in Bakker ilnd Walsh, 1976. 

During this period, Savusavu had also been proclaimed 
a legal town. 

The most likely new candidates for urban status (for 
census purposes) in 1976 were Pacific Harbour (Oeuba) 
and Seaqaqa. 
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boundaries. Consequently, there was no need for major 
urban area extensions. Virtually all 1976 boundary 
alterations were of a minor nature. Many of the boundary 
corrections were attempts to define urban boundaries more 
clearly on the ground. In virtually all cases, boundaries 
clearly related to natural or manmade features were 
established in order to reduce enumerator errors of under
or double count to a minimum. More generally, it was 
attempted to find a compromise between the ideal boundary 
from the theoretical point of view and a clearly defined 
and unambiguous boundary for practical purposes 1g • 

Several problems of a more general nature were encountered 
whilst carrying out the 1976 urban delineation work. The 
most important ones fall into two categories viz. 
"off icial" boundary problems and the problem of outdated 
maps. 

Firstly, it is extremely difficult to identify significant 
parts of many "official" boundaries in Fiji on the ground. 
This applies in particular to city/town boundaries and 
tikina boundaries. These boundaries are typically shown as 
lines on topographic, town planning or cadastral maps. 
More often than not, they do not follow clear terrain or 
manmade features. Since the Bureau of Statistics is not 
allowed to change these "official" political/administrative 
boundaries for statistical/census purposes but must produce 
census results for these political/administrative 
geographic units, much time and effort had to be devoted to 
identify these boundaries on the ground and to make sure 
that the field supervisors and enumerators knew these 
boundaries19 • 

The second cause of problems was related to out of date 
maps. The availability of up to date maps is one of the 
most basic requirements for statistical work particularly 
in censuses and surveys. The topographic maps used for 
delineation in 1976 showed the situation of the 1950's. A 
very large part of post-war developments were not shown on 
these maps. This made all delineation work extremely 
difficult and awkward particularly in the peri-urban areas 
(which in many cases were not at all shown on the maps). 
Extensive use was made of aerial photographs especially in 
the Greater Suva peri-urban area. 

It should also be noted that computer assisted delineation 
was non-existent in 1976. 

The urban boundary revision team for the 1976 census made 

18 See also Linge, 1965:11; Quoted in Bloomfield, 1967:9. 

19 In 1976, electoral subdivisions within cities/towns, 
viz. the wards, usually had boundaries which were 
clearly defined on the map and on the ground. 
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a number of recommendations for the 1986 census concerning 
urban boundary alterations as well as the creation of some 
new urban areas for census purposes. Unfortunately, prior 
to this census, the time and the resources were not 
available for a review of the 1976 urban criteria and urban 
boundaries. staff of the 1986 Census Project therefore 
decided to leave the 1976 urban boundaries unchangedw. 

20 Prior to the 1986 census, the sUbdivision of urban 
areas into enumeration areas (EA) was however changed 
for those areas which had seen rapid population growth 
during the 1976-1986 intercensal period. Moreover, 
Lami also had been proclaimed a legal town in 1977 
The entire Lami urban area was taken out of the suv; 
urban area. • 
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III. THE ORBAN CRITERIA AND THE DELINEATION OF URBAN AREAS 
FOR THE 1996 CENSUS 

1. General 

since the 1986 census used unchanged 1976 urban boundaries, 
the Bureau of statistics decided that the first activity of 
the 1996 Census Project should be to review the 1976 urban 
criteria ind to establish urban boundaries reflecting the 
developments which had taken place after 1976. Moreover, 
since 1976, the boundaries of many cities/towns had been 
changed, whereas severa 1 "unincorporated" towns had been 
proclaimed legal townsn . 

In August 1994, the Bureau established an Urban Boundary 
Revision Team (UBRT). The following tasks were assigned to 
this team: 

i. To establish the criteria for urban to be used in the 
1996 census. 

ii. TO'review the boundaries of urban areas established in 
1976 (and used in 1986) and to assess their 
suitability for the 1996 census. 

iii. To propose changes in the boundaries of urban areas in 
order to include new developments which have taken 
place after 1976 and to take changes in city and town 
boundaries into account, using the 1996 census 
criteria for urban are,:ls. 

iv. If necessary, to create new urban areas based on the 
1996 census criteria fJr urban areas. 

Moreover, the team was asked to obtain 
information on changes in "official" 
(administrative, political, electoral etc.) 

up to date 
boundaries 

The work of the UBRT started with a comprehensive study of 
the technical literature 01 urban area delineation. It 
concluded that the guidelines, recommendations etc. in this 
literature are usually far more relevant for large scale 
urban developnents in other regions of the world than for 
the generally rather small urban areas in the South Pacific 

22 Boundary alterations occurred for Suva City, Lautoka 
City, Labasa Town, Sigatoka Town, Ba Town and Nausori 
Town. Lami and Tavua became legal towns after 1976 
whereas Nasinu and Rakiraki will be proclaimed legal 
towns in 1995. It is likely that Navua Town will also 
be proclaimed before the 1996 Census. 
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Region]~. Technical literature dealing with urban area 
delineation in the island countries of the South Pacific is 
very scarce. In the early 1960's, attempts by the South 
Pacific commission (SPC) to find some common ground on this 
topic were not very successful. This was partly due to the 
rather different views in th~ region on what constitutes an 
urban area. These views reflected to a large extent the 
variety in urban definitions used by the metropolitan 
powers which colonized or administered countries the 
region74 • As a consequence most countries adopted urban 
criteria according to their own specific requirements. In 
most cases, these criteria have not been very well 
documented, the exceptions being Fiji and Papua New Guinea. 

The use of computers in urban area delineation is now far 
more advanced than in 1976. Unfortunately, the Fiji Land 
Information System (FLIS) is still in its infancy and could 
not yet be used for urban area delineation for the 1996 
census]~ . 

.Further preparations included a detailed study of the 
available maps and aerial photographs. A new ser ies of 
topographic maps on a scale 1: 50,000 is currently being 
produced. These maps are a major improvement compared to 
the old 1950 seriesM• Special emphasis was also placed on 
a study of the available land ownership maps. For urban 
area delineation in Flji, these maps are of crucial 
importance since urban-type development tends to take place 
on freehold or crown land. Native land is often by-passed 
for this kind of development. It appear that it is mainly 
used if planners and devlopers have. 

The UBRT consulted a large number of relevant government 

23 

26 

This apples in particular to several reports published 
by the United Nations. (See for instance the reports 
included in the list of references attached to this 
page). 

These include UK, France, Germany, USA, Australia and 
New Zea land. The now Indonesian province of Irian 
Jaya was colonized by the Dutch. 

At the moment of writing, most 1986 enumeration area 
(EA) boundnries have not yet been digitised and it is 
therefore not yet possible to produce thematic maps of 
1986 census data at the EA level. Moreover, for the 
delineation of small urban areas in Fiji, information 
for parts of EA's is usually required. The FLIS will 
not be able to produce information at this level of 
detail. 

Most new maps sheets for viti Levu are available at he 
moment. Unfortunately, most sheets for the Northern 
and Eastern Division are not yet available but it is 
hoped that they will be produced before the 1996 
census. 
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departments and institutions as well as local authorities 
(particularly all town clerks and some district officers). 

2. criteria for urban areas for the 1996 census 

The UBRT developed 5 criteria for urban areas and an 
additional one related to the clarity of urban boundaries. 
The urban area criteria, in order of priority, refer to: 

i. Urban'attributes 

ii. Economic activity 

iii. Population size 

iv. Association and contiguity 

v. Population density 

For the last three criteria a detailed set of sub-criteria 
has been devised in order to deal with the very significant 
number of borderline cases on the rural-urban continuum. 
All criteria and sub-criteria have been listed in Appendix 
A of this paper. The reader interested in the details is 
referred to this appendix. 

It is clear that from the above list of 5 criteria for 
urban areas, only 3 apply to extensions of existing urban 
areas viz. 

i. Economic activity 

ii. Association and contiguity 

iii. Population density 

3. Brief discussion of the criteria 

In this section, each of the criteria is briefly discussed. 
In particular, the problems encountered in applying these 
criteria are highlighted. It is however not feasible to 
give a detailed account in this paper of the manner in 
which the criteria were applied in the case of the 
boundaries (or sections of boundaries) of individual urban 
areas. Readers interested in these details are referred to 
the comprehensive report produced by the UBRT of the Bureau 
of Statistics27 • 

21 Urban Boundary Revision Team, Bureau of Statistics, 
1995. (Forthcoming). 
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(1) Urban attributes 

The urban attributes listed under this heading are 
basically the same as those devised by Bloomfield for 
the 1996 census. After 30 years, only some minor 
adjustments were necessary. It should be noted that 
this list is a minimum list. Furthermore, these urban 
attr ibutes refer to entire urban areas and not to 
extensions of existing urban areas. The scale of most 
urban areas in Fiji is such that there is usually only 
one Post Office, one Police Station, one communal 
market etc. I f the boundary of these sma 11 urban 
areas js extended, the inhabitants of these extensions 
usually continue to use the services provided by the 
centre. 

(2) Economic activity 

As in 1976, it was once again not feasible to quantify 
the "predominant proportion of the economically active 
population engaged in non-agricultural employment" 
precisely. This proportion was estimated by the UBRT 
using various methods. To some extent, preliminary 
these estimates with regards economic activity at the 
EA level could be based on (dated) 1986 census 
information. Quite. often, consultations with local 
authorities and with persons with a detailed local 
knowledge of the areas of interest proved to be 
sufficient to arrive at an acceptable estimate. 
Finally, the DBRT visited all areas considered for 
inclusion in an urban area. These field visits 
usually provided the missing information. In 
borderline areas, the UBRT always had the option to 
carry out ~ limited survey in order to establish the 
extent of "urbanness of these areas 7R • 

It should be noted that the economic activity 
criterion was always the most important one whenever 
it had to be decided whether or not a Fijian village 
should be given the status of "urban village" for 
census purposes. As mentioned before, these "urban 
villages" are sometimes located in a city/town but 
more often adjacent to a city/town of which they are 
not_lggally a part. They are however closely 
associated with the city/town and make use of its 
services. 

The Bureau has 3 Field Teams based in Suva (for 
Central and Eastern Division), Ba (for Western 
Division) and Labasa (for Northern Division). These 
teams were sometimes asked to collect more detailed 
information on the economic structure of borderline 
areas. 
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(3) population size 

until the 1986 census, the minimum population size 
criterion for an urban area was not precisely defined. 
As noted before, it may however be assumed that, for 
practical purposes, the minimum population size was 
about 500 persons. The 1996 criteria state 500 as the 
minimu~ population size of an urban area. They list 
however a number of cases where the actual size of the 
population may be somewhat lower~. 

(4) Association and contiguity 

Once again, this criterion was difficult to apply. 
Consequently, a set of sub-criteria was developed to 
deal with the numerous borderline cases in a 
consistent manner. Most problems occurred as a 
conseq~ence of 2 types of discontinuous development 
which have been labelled "ribbon" development and 
"leap-frog" development. The cause of discontinuation 
associa~ed with these types of development is usually 
one (or a combination) of the following: 

i. The area of discontinuation is below the minimum 
f :i.oor level requirement for a particular 
city/town. 

ii. Development has by-passed an area of native land 
and starts again whenever freehold or crown land 
is available. 

iii. The physical features 
discontinuation are such 
developed at enormous cost. 

of 
that 

the area of 
it can only be 

The UBRT had to use the sub-criteria as a fall-back 
position in a very large number of cases. 

(5) Population density 

Popula~ion density was given the lowest priority of 
all criteria. After much discussion, it was decided 
to quantify this criterion and a minimum population 

The minimum population size criterion of 500 persons 
was "borrowed" from the 1980 census of Papua New 
Guinea. See for instance: National Statistical 
Office, PNG. Undated. The only urban area in Fiji 
with an expected 1996 census population of less than 
500 is Korovou. 
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densi ty of 500 persons per km2 was chosenJo • Once 
again, there were a large number of cases where the 
sub-criteria had to be applied. As expected, this was 
particularly so in the case of leap-frog development 
and ribbon development. In these cases, the 
population density calculations had to be adjusted. 

As stressed in Appendix A, the final and overriding 
criterion which was always applied was that the urban 
boundar ies have to be manageable for the census 
f ieldworkers. In other words, the boundaries must be 
clearly defined on the map as well as on the ground in 
order to reduce enumeration errors to a minimum. In 
several cases, boundary corrections had to be made to 
arrive at a clearly identifiable boundary [using physical 
or man made features]. These final boundary corrections, 
made for reasons of easy identification, were in virtually 
all cases minor. 

'l'he 1996 UBH'J' encountered several problems of a more 
general nature. Some of these are similar to those of 1976 
but in most cases the situation has become far more 
complicated. The most important general problems, apart 
trom the already mentioned scarcity of relevant technical 
literature on the delineation of small urban areas, are 
listed below: 

(a) The shortcomings of compute~_package programmes for 
delineation of {very small urban areas 

_III 

31 

computer package programmes are often avai lable to 
ass ist in urban area delineation. However, urban 
areas in Fiji usually consist of a very limited number 
of EA's (and in some cases only one EA). This does 
not offer much scope for statistical analysis. 
Moreover, in virtually all cases only parts of rural 
EAs and nQ_t_ entire rural EAs are considered for 
inclusion into urban areas. The smallest geographic 
unit the computer programmes deal with is the EA31. 

Once again, this figure was derived from the 1980 
census of PNG, which stated a minimum population 
density of 200 persons per square mile. As mentioned 
in section I, urban areas in PNG as well in as Fiji 
are characterised by a low-density layout and the PNG 
figure seems to be a resonable cut-off point for Fiji 
as well. 

In Fiji, the smallest geographic 
purposes is the enumeration area 
countries in the region, names like 
Census District (CD) etc. are used. 

area for census 
(EA) • In other 
Census unit (CU), 
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It should also again be noted that, in the case of 
Fiji, the FLIS has not yet sufficiently been developed 
to support the urban delineation work. 

(b) The problems of identification of many "official" 
boundaries 

32 

33 

34 

This problem was already mentioned in section II in 
connection with the 1976 urban area delineation. As 
far as city/town boundaries is concerned, the 
si tuation has def ini tely worsened32 • Large sections 
of city/town boundaries cannot precisely be identified 
on 1:50,000 or 1:25,000 scale topographic maps. 
City/town boundaries usually do not follow physical or 
manmade features but the boundaries of the individual 
lots of "rate payers". Consequently, these boundaries 
can only be identified on very large scale cadastral 
maps which usually only show a minimum of physical and 
manmade features. 

As far as the tikina boundaries is concerned, the 
situation is slightly better than in 1976. Many of 
the old tikinas have been amalgamated into a far more 
restricted number of new tikinas. The latter will be 
used in the 1996 census. In the past, tikina 
boundaries clearly separated groups of Fijian 
nucleated villages. At present there are often large 
concentrations of people (for whom these tikina 
boundaries mean very little) living close to or even 
on the tikina boundaries3~. 

In the 1996 census, there may be some problems with 
the ward boundaries as well. In 1976, these ward 
boundaries were usually clearly defined on the map as 
well as on the ground. In 1995, no decisions have 
however yet been made with regards the ward allocation 
of city/town extensions of the last 10 years~. 

The electoral boundaries which politically separate 
rural from urban Fiji are often not very meaningful 
from a statistical point of view. It would have been 
preferable if the census and electoral urban 
boundaries were the same but this is unfortunately not 

There will undoubtedly be very severe boundary 
problems for the soon to be proclaimed towns Nasinu 
and Rakiraki. 

In many cases, the direction of a tikina boundary on 
the ground has to be shown to the census field staff 
using a compass. 

Moreover, the soon to be proclaimed towns Nasinu, 
Rakiraki and Navua have not yet been divided into 
wards. 
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the case. On several occasions the establishment of 
an electoral urban boundary was the result of a 
"balancing" exercise in order to arrive at acceptable 
numbers of potential voters of different ethnic origin 
in a particular "urban area". 

(c) Maps and aerial photographs 

As far as topographic maps is concerned, the situation 
has greatly improved. The new series of 1:50,000 maps 
has been very useful in urban area delineation work 
for the 1996 census. They will prove equally useful 
for the meaningful subdivision of the country into 
EAs. Unfortunately not all new map sheets have been 
produced at this stage. 

(d) 5; 1 ~ S_G i f j ~~a.t !~m_. 9f_~_rnalJ ___ ~_~_l1t_r:QfLj_n_r_~_:r_~J_._F i jJ_J!h lct) do 
not (yet) meet the urban criteria 

There are a very large number of those centres in the 
rural areas of Fiji. They include government 
stations, mission stations, resorts, agricultural and 
forestry stations, boarding schools and training 
institutions etc. Although these centres are located 
in the rura 1 area, they are nQ.t rura 1 in character, 
especially as far as their economic characteristics 
are concerned. It has for a long time been considered 
as rather unsatisfactory to classify these centres as 
rural for census purposes. It was therefore decided 
to introduce a third geographic sector before the 1996 
census. This sector has been labelled the "rural-non
agricultural" (RNA) sector. A brief account of the 
definition of this sector and its division into 
categories (types) is given in section IV of this 
paper. 

(e) The geographic coding system 

In the 1996 census, several new developments will be 
introduced. It was found to be very cumbersome if not 
impossible to incorporate all these developments, 
particularly those concerning the urban sector into 
the geographic coding system which is currently in 
use. It was therefore decided to develop a new 
geographic coding system which takes these and 
possible future developments into account. Three 
alternative geographic coding systems are brie~ly 
explained in section V of this paper. 

The UBRT produced a report which includes the urban 
criteria for the 1996 census as well as the 1996 urban 
boundaries based on these criteria. The report also gives 
a comprehensive account of problems which were encountered 
and how these were solved. After a first draft had been 
completed, the Bureau organised and conducted a "Seminar on 
the proposed s~.tistical boundaries of the urban areas of 

.Y1: .. ' 
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Fiji for the 1996 census" at the University of the South 
Pacific (USP) in Suva. For this seminar, a large number of 
persons of relevant government departments and institutions 
which had been consulted were invited, as w~ll as local 
authorities and all other persons with an interest in this 
particular subject. 

The main objective of the seminar was to make users 
familiar with the urban boundary work of the Bureau. More 
in particular, it was hoped that the seminar would produce 
some helpful feedback from users. This would assist the 
VBRT to iron out some of the loose ends and to improve the 
1996 urban boundaries. A complete record of the 
proceedings of this seminar can be found in the report of 
the UBRT. If possible, suggestions for improvement were 
incorporated in the final draft of the report35 • 

35 A second seminar was held to discuss the RNA sector 
and the revised geographic coding system. (Section IV 
and V of this paper). 
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IV TH_~Jlfl'.~QPUCTION OF THE RURAL NON-AGRICULTURAL SECTORlfi 

1. General 

In preparation for the 1996 census, the Bureau decided to 
divide the rural-urban continuum in a somewhat more 
sophisticated way than has been the case in the past. An 
essential part of this exercise was to group the numerous 
(usually small) nuclear centres in the rural area with 
distinct non-rural characteristics status into a separate 
geographic sector. This sector was labelled the rural-non
agricultural (RNA) sector. 

In defining this additional geographic sector, the Bureau 
has relied heavily on the work which has been carried out 
by the 1980 Census Project in New Guinea (PNG). The RNA 
sector in Fiji can be seen as closely related to the rural
non-village (RNV) sector in PNG but has been adapted in 
order to address the specific requirements in Fiji3 • Much 
work resulting from the introduction of the RNA sector has 
already been carried out. This includes a significant 
proportion of the necessary fieldwork for the 1996 census. 

2. Definition of the RN~ sector 

The RNA Sector in Fiji can be defined as consisting of all 
nucleated centres located in the rural area but with 
distinctive non-rural characteristics particularly as far 
ClS the ir g_cQnQI11 iG structure is concerned i . e. t.he 
economically active population is predominantly involved in 
non-rural economic activities. It should be stressed that, 
nIt.hough many rural-nan-agricultural centres (RNAC) in Fiji 
have a significant population (particularly some government 
stations and large resorts), ~ylation size has not been 
the ~Jit;i~£.l __ factor for being classified as RNAC. Many 
RNAC's in Fiji, particularly some with a predominantly 
industrial character, are clearly very important from the 
~conomic point of view whereas their resident popul~tion 
may be quite small. This applies for instance to many 
forestry stations, PWD depots, sawmills etc. Moreover, 
some types of RNAC have a highly fluctuating resident 
population. This is for instance the case for many resorts 

17 

For a more detailed description of the RNA Sector and 
its categories in Fiji, See: Bakker, 1994. 

For the RNV sector in PNG, see the 1980 census 
pUblicat.ions produced by Census Director R. Gilbert 
but particularly: National Statistical Office, PNG. 
Undated: 8-10. It should be noted that the name 
rural-non-village was considered as less appropriate 
in Fiji since indigenous Fijians live in nucleated 
villages whereas rural persons from other ethnic 

. groups usually live in dispersed settlements. 
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(seasonal factor) but particularly for the boarding schools 
(school holidays). As far as boarding schools are 
concerned, their de-facto population on census night 1995 
will be quite small if the census is conducted during a 
school holiday as has been the case in the previo~s 
censuses. 

The main advantages of introducing this additional secter 
are as follows: 

i. Firstly it will facilitate and make more meaningf~: 
the geographic subdivision of Fiji. Centres which d~ 
not (yet) meet the criteria for an urban area can nc~ 
be classified as RHAC and not simply be treated as 
rural. It is also clear that centres which will r:e 
pronoted to urban status in future censuses should i~ 
most cases have been classif ied as RNAC during t::e 
prev ious census (es)~'. 

Sec~ndly, all statistical tables based on data 
collected in a census or survey can now be produced 
not only for the urban and rural sector but for the 
RNA sector as well. This adds a very powerf~: 
dimension to the analysis of census and survey data. 
This applies in particular to the analysis of socio
economic da ta39 • 

Thirdly, the more sophisticated 
classification system will lead to 
statification of future sample surveys. 

geographic 
improved 

3. The classification of RNAC's 

It is also useful to classify the different types of 
RNAC's. This is a procedure similar to classifying EAs in 
urban areas (EA type). In the coding system presently used 
by the Bureau, 3 digits are allocated to EAs. This coding 
system will however be revised for the 1996 census (See 
section V). 

38 

39 

Most candidates amongst the RNAC's which will be 
considered for urban status in the future will 
probably come from the category government stations. 

In PNG all socio-economic analysis but also all 
demographic analysis based on 1980 census data was not 
only carried out for the Rural Village and Urban 
Sector but for the RNV Sector as well. As a 
consequence, estimates of fertility and mortality 
levels and patterns are now available for each of the 
geographic sectors. 
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The classification system of RNAC's is still under 
discussion. During fieldwork carried out in the Western 
and Northern Division, it appeared however that a 
classification system consisting of 10 categories (types) 
is sufficiently detailed. A classification, consisting of 
the following 10 categories (types) A to J has therefore 
been proposed4o • 

A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 

40 

Government stations 
Mission stations 
Agricultural Research stations 
Forestry stations 
Plantations/Estates and Livestock stations 
Mining, Industrial and Commercial Compounds 
Resorts and Hotels 
Educational and Training Institutions 
Rural Residential 
Mixed/Miscellaneous 

Consequently, only 1 digit is needed for the coding of 
the type of RNAC. 
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V. TOWARDS A REVISED GEOGRAPHIC CODING SYSTEM FOR STATISTICAL 
PURPQSES~1 

1. General 

The current geographic coding system in Fiji is a 7 digit 
code. The first 2 digits identify the province (of which 
there are 15 in Fiji), the second 2 digits identify the 
tikina (of which there are maximally 14 in one province) 
and the last 3 digits identify the EA~2. Sofar, the last 
3 digits have only been used as sequential EA numbers. No 
attempt has been made to use these digits to specify the 
geographic sectors and their subdivisions. One can 
therefore conclude that the present geographic coding 
system has been under-utilized. The introduction of a new 
or revised geographic coding system has now become a matter 
of some urgency, the more so since the present system is 
unable to incorporate the new developments which will be 
introduced in the 1996 census. 

2. Requirements for the revised geographic coding system 

These requirements are listed below: 

i. The revised coding system should distinguish between 
EAs located in the different geographic sectors. As 
mentioned in section IV, the 1996 census, will not 
simply distinguish between a rural and urban sector. 
An additional geographic sector, designated the rural
non-agricultural (RNA) Sector will be introduced 
before this census. 

ii. The revised coding system should make use of the 
classification of RNACs which has been proposed for 
Fij i "3. 

iii. The revised coding system should distinguish between 
those urban EAs situated within the legal city/town 
and those situated outside the city/town boundary I 
that is in the peri-urban area. For EAs within a 
legal city/town the coding system should also identify 
the ward in which the EA is located. 

41 

42 

43 

For a detailed description of several alternative 
geographic coding systems for Fiji, see: Bakker, 1995. 

Future censuses and surveys in Fiji will publish the 
results for the new tikinas which are amalgamations of 
the old tikinas. 

The proposed classification can be found 
SectionIV.3 of this paper. 

in 
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iv. The revised coding system should distinguish between 
the types of urban EAs. The EA type classification 
should indicate the most important characteristic or 
the main function of urban EAs. All EAs within the 
legal city/town as well as in the peri-urban area 
should be allocated a EA type code. A classification 
of urban EA types based on salient socio-economic 
characteristics was already introduced for the 1976 
census but these EA types were not incorporated in the 
geographic coding system«. They were however used on 
many occasions, particularly for sample stratification 
purposes. The 1976 classification proved to be quite 
satisfactory. Consequently, the Bureau intends to use 
basically the same urban EA type classification in 
future censuses and surveys. The following 
classification of EA types differs only in detail from 
the 1976 classif ication4S • 

A. Mainly High Class Residential 
B. Mainly Low Class Residential 
C. Housing Authority 
D. EAs with Commercial Core 
E. Mainly Industrial 
F. Institution 
G. squatter Settlement 
H. Urban Village 
I. Mixed 
J. Other 

v. In the futur~, the revised geographic coding system 
should also distinguish between the iYQg of rural EAs. 
This classification has not yet been worked out in 
detai 146 • 

3. The proposed geographic coding system for the future 

A number of alternative geographic coding systems have been 
devised. Three of these, designated System A, Band Care 
briefly discussed in this section. 

44 

4S 

46 

Bakker and Walsh, 1976:22 (Table 7). 

Once again, this classification has been restricted to 
10 types, mainly for coding purposes. 

The Bureau, in cooperation with the Ministry of Fijian 
Affairs, is working on this classification. This 
classification will distinguish between rural EAs on 
the small islands (often atolls) and on the large 
islands. EAs on the large islands will be divided 
into coastal and inland EAs. Further subdivisions 
will most likely be made based accessibility etc. 
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a. Alternative Geographic Coding System A 

Originally it was attempted to incorporate all new 
requirements (listed in Section V.2) in the existing 
7 digit coding system. In practice, only the last 3 
digits (EA part) were available for "manipulation" 
since the province and tikina are 
political/administrative units. The boundaries of 
these cannot be changed by the Bureau. 

The resulting Coding System A has a number of 
drawbacks. Firstly, 3 digits (that is a total of 1000 
numbers) are not enough for the allocation of a unique 
code to all EAs by geographic sector and subdivisions 
of the sectors including the EA type. System A makes 
an extremely "congested" impression particularly for 
the block of numbers allocated to the urban sector. 
The coding system has to allow for at least 3 urban 
areas (or parts of urban areas) in one tikina~. In 
the block allocated to Qng urban area, it is possible 
to squeeze in the ~ain subdivisions of the urban area 
but not the urban EA type. 

Secondly, the system does not cause any problem for 
the rural sector of a tikina as long as no rural EA 
type is introduced. A future rural EA type 
classification would have to be very simple in order 
to incorporate it in Geographic Coding System A. 

Thirdly, the production of census tabulations for 
several urban areas is not easy and straightforward. 
This applies to those urban areas which are located in 
different provinces and/or tikinas48 • 

b. Alternative Geographic coding System B 

47 

48 

49 

The above problems with Coding System A can easily be 
solved if the second group of 2 digits (allocated to 
the tikina) is also used to identify urban areas in a 
province49 • In other words I the urban areas would 

In 1995 I there is only one tikina in the entire 
country which includes 3 urban areas (or parts of 
urban areas). This is Naitasiri Tikina in which parts 
of the Suva, Nasinu and Nausori urban areas are 
located. 

This is the case for the following urban areas: suva, 
Nasinu, Nausori and Nadi. 

This is very similar to the geographic coding system 
used in PNG where census divisions (CD) are classified 
as rural or urban. These CDs have a 2 digit code. 
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become something like "honorary tikinas" for coding 
purposes. This solution solves the problems of 
Geographic Coding System A. However, it may be 
considered as not "politically correct". Moreover 
Geographic Coding System B introduces a new problem 
since it becomes difficult to produce census 
tabulations for some tikinas, viz. those which include 
(an) urban area (s) of which a part is located in 
another tikinaso • 

c. Alternative Geographic Coding System C 

so 

51 

The remaining problem of System B (in addition to all 
problems of System A) can only be solved if an 
additional digit is introduced. This digit would 
identify the geographic sector within the tikina. In 
each tikina 1000 numbers would then be available to 
~ach of the geographic sectors and their subdivisions 
including the EA type. Furthermore, the extra digit 
could be used to identify individual urban areas in a 
tikina. In that case, 1000 numbers would also be 
ava i lable to each urban area~l. At the moment of 
writing, it is likely that the Bureau will introduce 
Geographic Coding System C as its geographic coding 
system for censuses and surveys in the future. 

Each urban CO is subdivided into urban census units 
(CU) and each CU is allocated a 3-digit code. PNG 
uses however a 9 digit code (2 for province, 2 for 
district, 2 for CD and 3 for CU). 

In 1995, this is the case for the following tikinas: 
Nadi, Nawaka, Naitasiri, Suva and Bau. 

This is particularly important in the case of 
Naitasiri Tikina which has part of 3 urban areas 
within its boundary. 
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APPENDIX A: CRITERIA FOR URBAN AREAS AND FOR EXTENSIONS 
OF EXISTING URBAN AREAS USED FOR THE 1996 CENSUS OF FIJI52 

I. criteria for Urban Areas 

(1) Urban Attributes 

An urban area should have most of the following attributes: 

(a) Commerce 
A significant number of retail establishments 
Market(s) 
Bank(s) 

(b) Industry 

(c) Administration 
Hospital or minimally a health center 
Post Office 
Police Station 
Public Works Department 

(d) utility ,Services 
Electricity 
Water 

Note: It should be mentioned that for urban areas which do not 
contain a legal city or town there will be no Town Council. The 
presence of this form of local government is therefore not a 
requirement for this category of urban areas. 

(2) Economic Activity 

A predominant proportion of the economically active population 
(labour force) of an urban area should be engaged in non
agricultural employment. 

(3) Population Size 

An urban area should have a minimum population of 500 persons. 
Possible exceptions are: 

(a) Centres which may have less than 500 persons in 1996 but 
were considered as urban areas during the previous 
census (es) . These centres should remain urban areas in the 
1996 census if they still have the same urban function(s) 
and attributes as during the previous census(es). 

(b) Centres which may have slightly less than 500 persons in 
1996 and were not considered as urban areas during the 
previous censuses-may be considered as urban areas in the 

52 Urban Boundary Revision Team, Bureau of Statistics, 
1995 (forthcoming): 26-29. 
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1996 census if: 

major urban-type developments in such a centre are 
presently taking place or will place in the near 
future; or 

the centre has been designated as a regional service 
centreH • or , -
its population size will almost certainly exceed 500 
persons before the year 2000; or 

the centre may receive the status of legal township in 
the near future. 

(4) Association and contiguity 

The city/town as well its peri-urban area should either form a 
continuous built-up area or in cases where developments are 
separated from each other, the distance between these 
developments should ideally not be more than 200m. All 
developments in the peri-urban area should be closely associated 
with the city/town in the centre. Exceptions to the 200m 
criterion should be made if: 

(a) certain land-use categories breakup the continuity of a 
built-up area. These land-use categories are a selection 
of those specified by the UNSC and ECE which are relevant 
in the case of Fiji~4. Examples are public parks, 
playgrounds and gardens, industrial and commercial 
complexes, football fields and other sports facilities, 
bridged rivers, parking lots and other transport 
infrastructure, churchyards and cemeteries etc.; or 

(b) the land whicb breaks up the continuity is either 

53 

freehold or crown land and it may furthermore be 
expected that the area of discontinuity will soon be 
filled up by urban-type development. (This is 
particularly important in the case ribbon 
development); or 

is lower than the mInImum floor level requirement for 
a particular town. (This will usually lead to leap -
frog development); or 

is not suitable for any type of development because of 

In the 1970' s, several small towns were designated 
"regional growth centres" for planning purposes. In 
the 1980's, the concept of growth centres was however 
abandoned. 

united Nations statistical Commission and Economic 
Commission for Europe, 1987: 11-12. 
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its physical characteristics e.g. the land is 
extremely rocky, consists of extremely steep slopes or 
cliffs etc. 

(5) population Density 

An urban area should have a minimum population density of 200 
persons per square km. Exceptions can be made for: 

(a) urban developments along a road (ribbon development) 

(b) discontinuous urban development (leap-frog development). 
The reason for by-passing significant areas for urban-type 
development should either be that these areas: 

are lower than the minimum floor level requirement for 
a particular town; ~ 

consist mainly of native land which is not (yet) 
available for urban-type development. 

Important: To the above 5 criteria for urban areas, another 
criterion with regards urban boundaries should be added. The 
reason for this is that rigorous application of the 5 urban area 
criteria does not automatically lead to urban boundaries which 
can be easily identified. For census purposes, the most basic 
requirement is however that the boundaries of urban areas should 
be easily recognisable on the map as well ~s on the qround. 
Consequently, whenever an optimal boundary based on the above 5 
urban area criteria cannot be clearly and unambiguously defined, 
the urban boundary should be moved to the nearest line which can 
be clearly identified. If possible, the urban boundary should 
be described by following natural features (ridge, river, creek 
etc) or manmade features (road, track, railway, canal etc). The 
boundary corrections of this nature should be kept to a minimum. 
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II CRITERIA FOR EXTENSIONS OF EXISTING URBAN AREAS 

It is clear that not all the criteria for urban areas 
presented in section I of this appendix also apply to 
extensions of existing urban areas. 

Firstly, given the small size of most towns in Fiji, it 
cannot reasonably be expected that these extensions have 
all the urban attributes detailed under criterion '(1) in 
the previous section I. As far as health, educational, 
postal, banking, market, police, public works and other 
services is concerned, the population residing in areas 
which are considered for inclusion in an urban area usually 
fall back on services offered by the city/town in the 
centre. An important criterion therefore becomes whether 
new developments considered for inclusion in an urban area 
are closely associated with the town in the centre through 
the services which the town offers. Similarly, population 
size is a criterion which applies to an ~ntire urban area 
and not to parts of an urban area. 

Of the criteria listed for urban areas in the previous 
section, only the following are therefore applicable to 
extensions of existing .urban areas: 

(1) Economic Activity 

(2) AssociatJ_QD_!l__ll!S contiguity and its sub-criteria 

_' 

(3) PQ~atioq Den~ity and its sub-criteria 

Important: The additional criterion with regards the clarity of 
urban boundaries is of course equally important in the case of 
extensions of urban areas. 
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ANALYSIS OF CENSlS DATA ON URBA~ISATION I~ MALAYSIA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Urbanisation and urban growth are phenomena of increasing concern to both planners 

and policy makers alike since trends and pattern of urbanisation have wide ranging 

implications on socio-economic development. During the past decades. both the scale 

and pattern of urban growth in Malaysia were transformed continuously and with 

increasing rapidity. Like many countries, the growth of the urban population was much 

more rapid than that of the population in rural areas in Malaysia. The extent of growth in 

some urban centres was not just seen within their legal boundaries but had led to a 

spillover of the population into their peripheries. This situation can be attributed to two 

factors; firstly, the availability of vast employment opportunities which drew migrants 

from the rural arcas to settle in these peripheries and. secondly. the population moving 

away from the densely populated urban core centres to settle in the outer limits of their 

urban boundaries. 

1.2 Utilising data from the poplJation censuses, this paper assesses the changing trends and 

levels of urbanisation in .\1aJaysiu. Attempts are also made to identify the various 

components of urban growth which thus contribute to a better understanding of the 

processes behind the rapid rate of urbanisation in the country. This paper also highlights 

the introduction of a new detinition of urban areas used in the 1991 Population Census 

which marks a turning poim in the study of urbanisation in Malaysia. 

2. DEFINITIONS AND CO~CEPTS USED IN THE MALAYSIAN POPULATION 

CENSUSES 

2.1 Prior to the 1970 Population Census, the definition of urban areas used in the population 

censuses refers to gazetted areas which comprised 10clI administrative units with a 

population ('{ 1,000 persons or above. These gazetted areas. each under the jurisdiction 

of a lorell authority, by and large, were classifed on the basis of their urban 

chruacteristics. However. for the 1970 Census and subsequently the 1980 Census. the 

criterion for a minimum population for a gazetted ar.!a to be considered as an urban area 
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was increased to 10.00U persons to reflect a more realistic level of urbanisation because 

settlcments with a population size bclow this figure often displayed rural socio-economic 

characteristics. In addition. the urban threshold of 1.000 persons would have over

emphasised the degree of urbanisation in the country. With the introduction of the 1976 

Local Government Act. which called for a restructuring of local authorities. the scenario 

of urbanisation levels changed dramatically. This Act resulted in instances whereby 

extensions of boundaries included areas exhibiting rural characteristics within the 

gazetted areas. thereby creating an 'overbounding' effect of urban areas. Ignoring this 

restructuring would. on the other hand. result in the 'underbounding' of urban areas as the 

process of urban sprawl would be disregarded. In order to reflect a more realistic situation 

of urbanisation. areas which were overbounded were adjusted in the 1991 Census. 

Against this backdrop. it became imperative that a new definition of urban areas which 

would be more of a statistical one rather than that based on gazetted areas needed to be 

drawn up. 

2.2 Hence. in the 1991 Population Census. a new definition of urban areas was introduced to 

reflect a more realistic level of urbanisation. This definition was drawn up after several 

indcpth studies were carried out to identify the most suitable characteristics to be used for 

determining urban areas. As a result. the definition of urban areas. as used in the 1991 

Census. refers to gazetted areas and their adjoining built-up areas which had a combined 

population of IO.U()O persons or more. Built-up areas were identified as adjoining areas 

with 60 per cent of the economically active population involved in non-agricultural 

activities and 30 per cent of the living quarters with modem toilet facilities. 

3. OVf:RALL TRENDS ANn LEVELS OF URBANISATION 

3.1 The historical pattern and level of urbanisation in Malaysia arc best studied by examining 

the three regions of Malaysia. that is, Peninsular Malaysia. Sabah and Sarawak. This is 

because of the differing availability of data amongst these regions. While data for 

Peninsular Malaysia :Irc avail .. ble as far back as 1911. those for Sabah and Sarawak are 

less cornprl~hensive and arc only available from 1951 for Sabah and 1947 for Sarawak 

respectively. The ,197U Population Census was the first country-wide census which was 

carried out simultaneously in all the three regions of Malaysia. As such. time series 

comparisons at the Malaysia level is only available for the census years of 1970, 1980 

and 1991. 
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3.2 Due to the different population thresholds used to define urban areas for the different 

censuses, data prior to the 19 7 0 Census \vere adjusted to reflect a common urban 

population cut-off of 10.000 persons or more to review the changes .in the levels and 

trends in urbanisation over time (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Urbanisation levels. urban population growth and tempo of 
urbanisation by region, Malaysia· 

Raqion/year Proportion Avaraqa annual Tupo of 

of population urban population urbanisation 

in urban areas qrowth rate (par cant) 

(per cent) (perl cant) 

Peninsular Malaysia 

1911 10).7 

1921 14.0 4.9 2.7 

1931 1S.1 3.3 0.7 

1947 ::..e.9 3.1 1.4 

1957 26.5 S.S 3.4 

1970 28.8 3.2 0.6 

19S0 I 39.1 (37.2) 5.2 (4.7) 3.1 (2.6) 

1991 54.3 5.3 (5.8) 3.0 (3.5) 

Sabah 

1951 7.S 

1960 13.4 9.4 5.9 

1970 16.5 5.7 2.1 

1980 20.6 6.0 2.2 

1991 33.7 10.4 4.7 

Barawale 

1947 6.9 

1960 12.6 6.9 4.6 

1970 15.5 4.S 2.1 

1980 18.0 3.9 1.5 

1991 37.4 9.3 6.7 

Malayaia 

1970 26.8 

1980 35.8 (34.2) 5.2 (3.0) 2.9 (2.4) 

1991 50.6 5.8 (6.2) 3.:il (3.6) 

+ For purposes of comparison, the minimum population cut·off has been adjusted to 

10,000 persons wherever applicable. 
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3.3 In addition. the 19~O data on urban areas have been adjusted to take into account 

extended areas which have been omitted during the preparation of the census due to the 

late notification of these extended areas from the: local authorities. As such, the level of 

IIrbanisation for 1980 in this paper differs slightly from those published in the official 

census reports. The rates published in the official census reports arc shown in parenthesis 

in Table I. 

3.4 Between 1970 and 19t) I. the share of the urban population in Malaysia ulmost dl)ubled~ 

its share rose from 26.R per cent in 1970 to 50.6 per cent in 1991. However, the increase 

in the urban proportion was more marked during the 1980-1991 period. The sharp 

increase in the level of urbanisation from 35.8 per cent to 50.6 per cent over the 1980-

1991 period was largely attributc.~d to the introduction of the new definition of urban areas 

in 1991 where built-up areas with urban characteristics were included. 

3.5 Due to the different pace of economic development for the three regions in Malaysia. 

different levels of urbanisation were noted. During the period 1911-1991. the proportion 

of urban population in Peninsular Malaysia rose from 10.7 per cent to 54.3 per cent over 

the RO-year period. 'nle upsurge was also reflected in the levels of urbanisation for Sabah. 

from 7.8 per cent in 1951 to 33.7 pe~ cent in 1991 and Sarawak. from 6.9 per cent in 1947 

to 37.4 per cent in 1991. 

3.0 Variations in the rate of urban population growth provide another dimension on the 

nature of the change in the level of urbanisation over time. A commonly used indicator of 

urban popUlation growth is the tempo of urbanisation which is a measure of the 

difference in the growth rate of the urban population and that of the total population. The 

urban growth rates and tempo of urbanisation during the intcrecnsal periods of the 

respective census years arc also shown in Table 1. 

3.7 In general. the growth of the urhan population in Peninsular Matuysia prior to the Second 

World War was mainly attribukd 10 the ~rowth (\f the tin and ruhbcr industry which 

attracted immigrants from other countries. The post-war intl~rccn~al period of 1947-1957 

witnessed an upsurge in the average annual growth rate of the urban population. which 

increased to o5.X per cent from :\. J per cent during the last illtercensal period of 193 1-

1947. This was largely attributed to the relocation of people from the remote rura I 
villages to the security of the towns during the state of emergency imposed to counter' 
communist insurgency in the country in 1948. Due to this increase, the tempo of 
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urbanisation rose sharply from 1.4 per cent 10 3 A per cent. The relatively low urban 

population growth rate of3.: per cent seen during thc 195;-1970 period can be explained 

by the normalization of conditions after :\1a1aysia gained her independence from the 

British. 

3.8 Beginning from the 1970s. the Jverage annual gro\\1h rate of the urban population as wcll 

as the tempo of urbanisation increased for the three regions in Malaysia. The substantial 

levels of urban growth noted in the recent intercensa1 period of 19RO-1991 for all three 

regions was due mainly to the ~hange in the definition of urban arcas in the 1:1st census in 

1991. However. \\'hen a standardistion of the definition betwecn the 19RO and 1991 

Censuses was applied. the scenario changed slightly as can be seen in the following 

discussion. 

Table 2 : Level of urbanisation by state, Malaysia. 1970-1991 

Stata/Federal 
'1'arritory' 

Johor 
Kedah 
Kelantan 
Melaka 
Neqeri S embil an 
pahanq 

Perak 
Perlis 
Pulau Pin.no 
Sa.bah 
Sarawak 
Selanoor 
Terenooanu 
Federal Territory 

Kuala Lumpur 
Labuan 

Malayda 

Percanta~. of urban population 

1970 

26.3 

12.6 

15.1 

:2 5.1 

2:'.6 

19.0 

27.5 

51. 0 

16.9 

15.5 

9.5 

2:.0 

100.0 

26.8 

1980 

1970/1980 

Definition 

35.2 

::.5 

::8.: 
,,3.8 

32.6 

.26. : 

33.8 

8.9 

.7.5 

15.9 

:S.O 
40.9 

.. :'.9 

100.0 

46 .3 

35.8 

1991 

Definition 

37.5 

23.C 

28.1 

27.2 

35.9 

26.7 

36.4 

8.9 

56.1 

24.4 

23.9 

46.3 

42.9 

100.0 
46.3 

38.8 

1991 

1970/1980 

Definition 

32.1 

22.2 

28.7 

17.B 

33.5 

26.0 

36.7 

7.8 

39.5 

21.8 

24.4 

49.6 

36.7 

100.0 
48.5 

36.3 

1991 

Daf11lition 

47.8 

32. S 

33.4 

38.7 

42. :' 
30.~ 

53.6 

26.6 

75.0 

33.2 

37.~ 

75.3 

44.'; 

100.0 
48.S 

SO.6 

3.9 Table 2 and Table 3 present the levels and tempo of urbanisation for each of the fifteen 

states/federal territories of Malaysia in the 1970. 1980 and 1991 Censuses. In 1991. \\;th 

the exception of Perlis and Pahang. almost all states had at least a third of their population 
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residing in urban "reas. Apart frum the Federal Territory of Kuala Lumpur which is also 

the nation' s capital city. the state of Selango~ was the most urbanised state in 199] with 

75.3 per cent followed closely by the state of Pulau Pinang which had 75.0 per cent of its 
population residing in urban areas. 

3.10 Between the 1970 and 19RO Censuses. several states. such as Selangor and Terengganu. 

showed sharp increases in their levels of urbanisation. While the rise in Selangor can be 

attributed mainly to the increase in the number of urban towns due to. economic growth, 

that fur Tcrcngganu was mainly due to the large expansion in the administrative 

boullllm;cs tor its urban areas. 

3.11 Table 2 further illustrates the fact that. had the definition remained unchanged. that is, 

using the 1980 definition. the level of urban isation in Malaysia in 199 I would be merely 

36.3 per cent. This wuuld indicate an increase of only 0.5 percentage points during the 

last cleven years. which seems unrealistically low in view uf the development process 

that occurred during this periud in Malaysia. In fact, several states would have shown 

decreases in urbanisation levels if the definition had not changed in 1991. On the other 

hand. if the 1991 definitiun were applied to the 1980 Census, the level uf urbanisation of 

the country in 1980 would havc been 39 per cent. The state which would show the largest 

change if th~ new definition were to apply in 19RO would be Pulau Pinang which 

incrl'ascd by R.6 pcrc(:nlagr points flom 47.5 per cent to 56.1 per ccnl. 

3.12 During tlll~ period 19HO ·19l) I, using the 1991 definition of urban areas for both censuses. 

the urban population glew at a (lister rate of 5.1 per cent than that of the total population 

for the country as a ~hole (2.6 per cent). In terms of urban population growth, Pedis. 

Sabah and Sc1angor were the states with the highcst growth in urban population between 

1980 and 1991 as can be secn from Table 3. The urban population increase in these states 

was attributed to the muvement of in-migrants. both internal and international. to the 

urban centres a!ot well as the built-up areas contiguous to the cure towns. The reasons for 

the large difft~renc(.'s in urbanisation levels noted for the states between the two different 

definitions of urban areas would be further discussed in the compunents of urban growth 

presented in this paper. 

3.13 The slate with the highest tcmpu of urbanisation tbr thc period 1980-1991 was notcd in 

PeTtis with 9.9 per cent. This was fullowed by Sclangor and Sarawak with 4.4 per cent 

and 4.1 per cent respectively. The high tempo of urbanisation in Selangor and Sarawak 
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was attributed to the rapid economic development in these states which attracted a high 

volume of migrants especially to the urban areas as well as the sharp rise in the number of 
urban towns. 

Table 3: Tempo of urbanisation bv state, Mala\'sia. 1970-1991 . . 

State/Federal 

Territory 

Johor 
Kedah 
Kelantan 

Melaka 

NeQeri Sembilan 
PahanQ 

Perak 
Perlis 

Pulau Pinanq 

Sabah 
Sarawak 
Selangor 

Terenqqanu 
Federal Territory 

Kuala Lumpur 

Labuan 

Malaysia 

Averaqe annual qrowth rate. 

Urban 
population 

1970· 1980· 

1980 1991+ 

5.1 4.7 

7.0 4.9 

8.5 4.5 

0.5 4.3 

5.5 3.5 

7.4 4.0 

3.1 4.2 

12.1 

0.8 4.2 

5.4 8.5 

3.9 6.7 

18.3 8.7 

7.2 3.8 

3.5 2.0 

7.0 

5.2 5.1 

Total 
population 

1970· 1980· 

1980 1991 

2.1 

1.2 

2.3 

1.0 

1.4 

4.2 

1.1 

1.8 

1.5 

3.8 

2.4 

3.7 

2.6 

4.3 

2.3 

2.5 

1.7 

2.9 

1.1 

2.1 

2.8 

0.7 

2.2 

1.S 

5.7 

2.6 

4.3 

3.4 

2.0 

6.5 

2.6 

+ Based on 1991 definition of urban areas. 

4. COMPONENTS OF URBAN GROWTH 

Tempo of 

urbani.ation 

1970· 1980· 

1980 1991· 

3.0 

5.8 

6.2 

·0.5 

4.1 
3.2 

2.0 

·0.7 

1.6 

1.5 

14.6 

4.6 

2.9 

2.2 

3.2 

::'.6 

3.2 

1.4 

1.2 

3.5 

9.9 
2.7 

2.8 

4.1 

4.4 

~.4 

0.0 

0.5 

2.5 

4.1 The higber proportion of the urban population was not only attributed to natural increase 

and migration flows but. also to a large extent. to the inclusion of built-up areas. Table 4 
shows that about one in four persons in Malaysia residing in urban areas was found in the 

urban built-up areas. An exercise to apply the 1991 definition of urban areas to the 1980 

Census revealed that this substantial ratio was due to the growth rate of the built-up areas 

being higher than that of the core areas of the towns brought about by the inflow of 

migrants both from the rural areas as well as from the core areas. The average annual 
growth rate of the built-up areas between 1980 and 1991 was 17.5 per cent as against the 

growth of the urban core of 3.0 per cent. 
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Table 4: Population change in urban areas, Malaysia, 1980-1991 
-.- ._.----_._-_. _ .. _---_. _._----_.- .--.-----------.... 
Ar.a NUaber (thoulanda) Percentag. 

41atrlbution 
Averq. aDDU&! growth 

rate (per CeDt) 

---'--'- _----_._------
1980· un 1910 1991 19.0·19'1 

..... ,_ .. _ .. _----- ----." 

Tot"l urban area 5,1)98.1 8,898.6 100 100 S.l 

Core aCf~a 4,764.1 6,621.) 9) 74 3.0 

Built 'up area 334.0 2,277.3 7 26 17. S 

- ... -- .. _---_ ..... -----_ .•. _- _._ .. _._-_-_._--_._--_._ .. _._----_._----------
• Based on the 1991 definition of urba~ ar~aB. 

4.2 Although it has been reiterated that one of the major factors of urban growth during the 

recent intcrccnsal period of 1980·1991 was the inclusion of built-up areas as urban in the 

1991 Census. the relative importance of the other components of urban growth should 
also be considered. Some insights may be gained by looking at the pattern of urban 

growth components in Peninsular Malaysia during the period 1980-1991 (See Table 5). 

Due to the lack of vital statistics data for Sabah and Sarawak, this exercise was not done 

fbr Malaysia as a whole, 

Table 5: Components of urban population growth, Peninsular Malaysia, 1980-1991 

Period 

1947 lq57 

19!i7 lCliO 

1971)·191!'J 

1980·1991 
. __ . - -. _.,_._ ---- . - .... 

chenq. in 

urben 
population 

(thou.and.) 

725.5 

887.3 

1,54:' .2 

J,39.1.1.1 

... 

Percentao. of chano. due tOI 

- __ . __ --- .. -----. .. --.. - -_._----_._---------
Natural 

iocr •••• 

34.9 

60.6 

56.1 
57.1 

._-

Net Net 

recla •• ific.tion Miqration 

33.4 

21.3 

18. -, 

49.6 

. ... - -- _._--_._--------
31.7 

18.1 

5.2 

·6.7 

~t'urC'fl: D Z. I' .. rn<llldl'~ .• A.II. !lawl"j' allJ S (>1<.".1,,7./\. ThO'! Pnpul.:\tion of Malaysia. 

Reueat'cb Paper lJo.1t.' (()"l'artll'p.llt of Statistics. kuala 1.lImpur, 1976). 

4..3 Overall. the main components of urban growth in Peninsular Malaysia during the 1980-

1991 period were fuund to he mainly contributed by natural increase which constituted 57 

per cent and net reclassi fication which showed a proportion of 50 per cent. Net 

reclassified areas include towns and extensions to existing gazetted areas which were 

reclassified as urban areas. They also cover built-up areas adjoining core areas which 

were redefined as urban areas in the 1991 Census. Compared to a similar exercise done 

for the 1970·19kO period. the effect on urban growth due to net reclassification was 
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mainly brought about b)' the inclusion of built-up areas in the new def;nition. !\et 

migration showed a continuous decline over the decades. in panicular during the 1980-

1991 period where a net out-migration was noted. This could be due to the fact that 

migrants were settling in the outer areas around these urban areas. thereby creating a 

second fringe around the core areas. 

Table 6: Components of urban population gro\\1h b)' sub-sector. Peninsular Malaysia, 
1970-1980 and 1980-1991 

Sub-.actor Population Chanqa in Chanq. in population due to. 
(thou.and.) population 

(thou.ands) Natural Net Nat 
incr •••• racla •• i- aiqration 

fic.tion 

1970 1980 1970-1980 

Core areas 2,529.9 2,873.2 343.3 691.1 (201.3\) -10.7 (·3.1\1 '337.1 (-98.2\) 

Reclassified [608 _ 21 1.199.9 591. 6 175.0 ( 29.6\1 416.7 ( 70.4\1 

areas 
1980 1991 1980·1991 

Core areas 4,283.5 5,107.0 823.6 1,365.6 (165.8\) -542.0 ('65.8\) 

Reclasllified [1.684.01 2.569.5 885.5 571.5 ( 64.5\1 314.0 ( 35.5\) 

areas 

4.4 An exercise of holding the areas of the two sub-sectors of urban areas. that is. the core 

and reclassified areas. constant between two censuses was made to study the components 

separately in each of the sub-sectors. Holding the areas constant would enable the 

derivation of the components due to natural increase and net migration. Table 6 shows the 

urban population growth components in the core and reclassified areas for the periods 

1970-1980 and 1980-1991 respectively. The relative importance of the components is. 

however. different in each of the sub-sectors. Results from this decomposition exercise 

showed that natural increase was the main component in the core urban areas. In the 

reclassified areas. net migration was the most important during the 1970-1980 period but 

its importance declined during the 1980-1991 period in favour of natural increase. 

However. the direction of migration flows was different when comparisons were made 

between the core and reclassified areas. The figures in Table 6 show that there was a net 

outflow of persons from the core areas whereas the reclassified areas experienced net in

migration. The proportion found in the net reclassification column for the core areas in 

the 1970-1980 period was due to the fact that some urban towns were downgraded from 
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urban to rural during the intcrccnsal period. Since migration was found to be an important. 

albeit declining. component in the reclassified areas. there is a need to further estimate 

the relative sizes of the inter and intra area flows which constitute the net migration 

figure. The intm flows (':ol1sisfl'd of migratiull hetweclI the corc and reclassified :lrcns 

while the inter area flows were movements between the reclassified areas and the rural 

arcas in Malaysia. 

4.5 However. within the limits of urban areas. analysis showed that the core areas 

experienced net out-migration while the reclassified areas experienced large volumes of 

net in-migrants. This clearly shows that there was a higher prefcrcnce to settle in the 

peripheries and built-up areas contiguous to the core urban areas. 

Table 7: Componellts or urban population growth by state, Peninsular 
Malaysia, 1980-1991 

St.te/Federal 

T.rritory 

,lohuI' 

Kf'!dah 

Xelantan 

Melaka 

MeQeri Sembilan 
Pahang 
Pftrak 

Pet 1 iE: 

Pulau Pinang 
SelaoQI)!" 

Tenmggllllu 

Federal "feu i tOli' 

r.uala Luml'UI 

ChlUlqe in 
urblUl 
population, 

1980·1~91 

,I I~ •. ;. 

1112.6 

153.9 

89.0 

111.1 

114.3 

-IlP.4 

1&. I) 

17(1.7 

1 • J -Ill . ~, 
-' 

ll~ .9 

225. S 

PtminclIlar MitJayr.i.'. ),393 (\ 

P.rcentaQe of chanqe due to: 

N.tural Net 

incr.... raclasDlfication 

52.4 ,.!P 'I 

81.6 55.1) 

68.1 ~O.1 

52.8 62.6 

58.6 40.2 

54.8 22.5 
5~ . t) !ll. ~ 

4~.1 bb. ) 

JI>.9 68.8 
4(,.6 52.], 

R2.B 25.& 

118.6 

57.1 49.b 

Net 

lIIioration 

lR.H 

36.6 

1.8 

'15.4 

1.2 

22.7 

/17.3 

-<).4 

5.6 
1 . :I 

·8.4 

'18.6 

·6." 

4.~ The three components of urban growth for the states in Peninsular Malaysia are shown in 

Table 7. Generally. the main components of urban growth among the states were mainly 

contributed by natural increase and net reclassification while migration only played a 

small role in the growth of urban areas in Malaysia. It is interesting to note that states 

which generally experienced out-migration also recorded net outflows of population from 
urhan areas. This tr.:n<l was noted for hoth the int("n:cn~al reri(lds of 1 Q70-1 QRO and 
19KO· 1991. 
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S. URBAN POPULATIO~ BY SIZE CLASS 

5.1 The distribution of the urban population of Malaysia in 1991 can be broadly summarised 

in Table 8 which gives the proportion of the urban population in each size class as 

compared to the situation in the 1980 Census. The total number of urban centres 

increased tremendously, from a total of 72 urban towns in 1980 to 129 in 1991. The 

number of urban towns in the size classes 75.000 and above doubled during the 

intercensal period. This phenomenon is a product of the change in definition as much as 

population growth due to migration. It is interesting to note that although more than half 

of Malaysia's population (54 per cent) resided in towns of size classes of 150.000 and 

above persons, Malaysia was not experiencing the emergence of one all-dominant city in 

the pattern of urbanisation. This is because the urban population of Malaysia is well 

distributed spatially and is not concentrated in one or two major cities. 

Table 8: Urban centres by size class of population, :\1alaysia, 
1980 and 1991 

1980 1991 

Size cla •• 
of urban NlWar Par cent NlWar Par cent 
centr •• of urban of total of urban of total 

centra. urban centre. urban 
population population 

500,000 and above 1 20 1 13 

150,000-499,999 8 36 14 41 

75,000-149,999 6 14 lS 19 

50,000-74.999 8 11 9 6 

25,000-49,999 10 7 23 9 

10,000-24,999 39 13 67 12 

Total 72 100 129 100 

5.2 Table 9 outlines the changes across size classes during the intercensal period 1980·1991. 
The majority of towns moved up the urban hierarchy, that is. by moving higher in the size 

classification. During the intercensal period, two towns were created and were classified 

under the 25,000-74,999 category and 10.000-24.999 category respectively. 
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Table 9: Comparison of population size-dass of gazetted areas In 1980 
and 1991, Malaysia 

_--'" ... -- -._-- -_ .... _._-_. _ ... --_._---_.----_ ...•. _ .•... _-_. __ . __ ._---
1980 population 

.l •• -cla •• 

1991 populatioD .i •• -cla •• 

75,000 

or !lOr. 
25,000-

76,999 

--_ .. _-----------_._._-_ .. _----
75,000 or more 
2!l,OOO . 74,999 

10,000 - 24,999 

5.000 9,999 
2,000 - 4,999 

1. 000- 1, 999 

Len than 1. 000 

Unq8zetted areas 

All 1991 urban 

15 

12 

3 

30 

5 

16 
7 

2 

1 

1 

32 

6. METROPOLITAN TOWNS IN MALAYSIA 

10,000-

:a,999 

All 1910 

urban ar.a. 

-----._------

1 

20 

28 

15 

2 

67 

15 

18 

39 

6.1 This section presents the metropolitan towns as identified in the 199 J Census. 

Metropolitan towns arc defined as urban areas which have a minimum popUlation size of 

75.000 persons. The number of such towns in Peninsular Malaysia increased markedly 

from 3 in 1947 to 24 in 1991 while those in Sarawak increased from I in 1980 to 3 in 

199). For the first time in 1991.3 towns in Sabah were classified as metropolitan. 

Therefore. in 1991, there were 30 metropolitan towns in Malaysia as shown in Table JO. 

In the study of urbanisation. it is important to know the primate urban centre in relation to 

the other urban centres. In 1991. Kuala Lumpur was the primate city with a popUlation 

size of almost two and a hal f times that of the next largest city. Ipoh. It can also be noted 

that some of these metropolitan towns arc also the state capitals. 
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Table 10: Ranking of metropolitan areas, Malaysia, 1991 
----.-- -- ._ ._.,.- -- --_. __ . .. _._-_ .. _-- ._._ ._--_-- ... -
lank Metropolitan Poplllation Rank Metrcpolitan Populatlon 

araa (tholl.anell ) area (thollund.: 

1 Kuala :"umpur 1,145.1 H ~pang 1 .. 5. l 

2 Ipoh 46 &. e 1- Solayan:; 8aru 13~. S 

Johor 8ahru 44;:.3 ~e Sibu 133.5 

4 Klanq 36[,.2 l~ Tawau 124 ~ 

5 Pet.ll~q Jl1~·a 3S1.- :C Bultit HertajAlr, 122 :' 
6 Kuchin~ 

., ...... 1 
.. I .... :1 Sung". Potan~ 1: .., .., 

., 
Ko~a Bh"ru 23~.15 ~;,: Shah "lam 11f. " 

8 KUAla TeronQganu :::~ . ., 2; Melaka 1:2.~ 

9 Ceorqet.own 219 4 :4 Hiri 1~3.0 

10 Kuantan 201.3 ;:S Ka)ang , ~g.Chu4 99.9 

11 Sarclll1>an 193. 0 Z€ Kluang 98.8 

12 Taipinq 186.8 2~ Ampang:Ulu Kelang 95.5 

13 Alor Star 16".1 2S! Buttarwor~h 94.2 

14 Kota Kinaba,,'J 160.1 29 8illu Pahal 84.5 

15 Sandakan l5~.2 30 Ayer Ham "9,2 

6.2 Table It traces the growth trend of the ten largest metropolitan towns in Peninsular 

Malaysia as identified in the 1991 Census since the 1911 Census. Continuous growth was 

seen in the population over the past eight decades. The sudden increase in the growth 

rates of these metropolitan towns over the period 1947-1957 was an effect of the post

World War urban development attributed to the growth of secondary industries. Another 

reason attributed to the sudden up:>urge in population growth was also the expansion of 

boundaries to their respective urban areas. However, the high growth rates noted for the 

metropolitan towns of Kuala Lumpur, Kota Bharu. Kuala Tcrcngganu and Kuantan 

during the 1970-1980 period were due mainly to the restructuring of the local authorities 

where the boundaries under their jurisdiction were extensively extended. 

6.3 It can be also noted that Georgetown. during the era of the Straits Settlements under the 

British, was the primate city with a population of 101.2 thousand persons. However. it 

began to lose its primacy to Kuala Lumpur after Malaysia gained independence. The 
decline in population size for Georgetown which is located in the state of Pulau Pinang 

was also due to the fact that the boundary of this metropolitan town was not expanded 

over the decades. In contrast, the boundary of Kuala Lumpur was continuously expanded 

to include the peripheries which were experiencing rapid population growth until it was 

declared a Federal Territory in 1974. 
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Table 11: Population and rate of change of major metropolitan towns, 
Peninsular Malaysia, 1911 to 1991 

... _-_ .. _ ... _-- ---------
MetropoU tan Population (thousand.) 
town. -------_._. 

1911 1921 1931 1947 1957 1970 1980 U!J1 

._--------_ .. 

Kuala Lumpur 46.7 80.4 111.4 176.0 316.2 451.8 919.6 1,145.1 

Ipoh 24.0 36.9 53.2 80.9 125.8 248.0 293.8 468.8 

Johor Bahru 9.4 15.3 21.5 38.8 75.1 136.2 246.4 442.3 

K1alu;I 7.7 11.7 20.9 33.5 75.6 113.6 192.1 368.2 

Petaling Jay. 16.6 93.4 207.8 351.7 

Kota Bharu 12.5 10.8 14.8 22.8 38.1 55.1 167.9 234.6 

Kuala Terengganu 14.0 12.5 14.0 27.0 29.4 53.3 180.3 228.7 

Georgl!toWTl 101.2 123.1 149.4 1 A9.1 2301 .5 21iQ.2 24A.2 219.4 

Ku.tII t: .,n I\, 1 21. I 4' . ) 111 . '; 211 I . , 

Seremban 8.7 17.3 21.5 35.3 52.0 80.9 132.9 193.0 
.... - - - _.' -. - - .. -- .... -. - - - ... '-.' -" - .. -- - -... - - - _ . 

Averaq_ annual qrowth rat_. 

~---- - --_._._. __ ... - "" __ . 
1911·21 1921-31 1931-47 1947·57 1957·70 1970-80 1980·91 

----... ----

Kuala Lumpur 5.4 3.3 2.9 5.8 2.7 7.1 2.0 

Ipoh 4.3 3.7 2.6 4.4 4.1i 1.7 4.3 

JOhOl Bahru 4.9 1.4 3.7 6.6 4.6 5.11 5.3 .. 
Klang 4.2 5.8 2.9 13. 1 '.1 <;.2 c,.q 

l'etaling Jaya 1 L 3 R.O 4.A 

Kota Elharu . 1 . ~\ .1.2 2.7 r; 1 7.n 11 . 1 ) . n 

Kuala TeI'engQanu '1.1 1 1 4.1 O.B 4.1> 12.2 2.7-

Georgetown 2.0 1.9 1.S 2.2 1.0 (1.8 . 1 .1 

J(IJ"nt ."In I" '. ·1.·1 II 1 , 
" 

DerOltiban 6.9 2.2 3.1 3.9 .1.·1 !l.1l 3.4 
_. ___ •• _______ 4_ 

- .----.--.----.~ .-.----- -.-- .. ' .--- ~-----,-- --_ .. _-----_. 

7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 Data from the population census show that urbanisation levels in Malaysia arc on the rise. 

By 1991. the urban popUlation in Malaysia constituted about half of the country's 
population. that is 51 per cent. Several factors led to the sharp increase in the urbanisation 

level in Malaysia. the main cause being the introduction of a new definition of urban 

areas in ) 99 J which had included built-up areas with urban characteristics adjoining 

gazetted areas to reflect a morc realistic level of urbanisation. 

7.2 While the increase in the urban population can be attributed to the components of natural 

increase and migration. the main contributory factor to its growth in Malaysia was the 
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sharp rise in reclassified areas. Ih\! results further strengthened the fac\ that migrants tend 

to settle in the peripheries and built-up areas contiguous to the ur:'~n core areas while 

core areas tend to lose their population to these areas. 

"/.3 It is evident from the 194 I C I!nsus data th:!t Malaysia does not experience the emergence 

of a one all-dominant city as urban centres in Malaysia arc spatially well distributed: 

metropolitan towm are found located in almost all states with some of them being state 

capitals. 

7.4 In conclusion, it can be said that the rapid growth of the urban population will exert 

pressure on the provision of adequate housing, sanitary facilities and ilmenities. garbage 

disposal. health and educational facilities as wen as other infrastructure. In this regard. 

the Malaysian Government has undertaken ongoing projects related to these aspects 

including ~nvironmcntal protection due to smoke. gas emi~sion and noise pollution 

caused by increased urbanisation and expanding industries. 
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SOME SALIENT FEATURES OF TilE 1990 POPULATION 
CENSUS AND PROSPECTS FOR 2000 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Location 

Papua New Guinea consist of the Eastern half of the 
second largest island of the World known as New Guinea 
and some 600 associated islands. The Western half of the 
island of New Guinea is the Indonesian Province of Irian 
Jaya. Austral in nnn <::,....1,....,.,,.... .... Tr:~E'.nds lie to :..1 • .; South a.ld 
East respectively. The country is surrounded by the 
South Pacific Ocean. 

The country is rugged with very sharp mountain ranges and 
steep valleys with fast flowing rivers. The coastal 
areas have an extensive system of marshes believed to be 
one of the largest in the world. 

The capital city, Port Moresby, is in the National 
Capital District on the South Coast. It connects with 
other parts of the country by air and by sea transport. 
The country has only a few major roads networks and many 
census divisions and even districts are accessible only 
by air. The coastal population is still generally thinly 
clustered in villages. The population in the highland 
live widely scattered and relatively inaccessible valleys 
and mountain ridges. 
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Papua New Guinea is noted for its cultural and linguistic 
variety. OVer 700 languages are spoken, although 
Melanesian pidgin is spoken widely throughout the country 
and hiri-motu is spoken in some parts of the south coast 
and are now the lingual franca. English is the language 
of education, administration and commerce. 
The Climate in most part of the country is tropical. 

1.2 History of Census Taking 

Prior to 1966 there had been two distinct types of census 
conducted in Papua New Guinea. The least important one 
covered the non-indigenous population at the same time as 
the Australian Census. This group comprised only 25,000 
persons out of an estimated 2 million in 1961. 

The ~ Census was the first to attempt to provide 
estimates of the total indigenous and non-indigenous 
population at one point in time. A complete enumeration 
was conducted in all urban areas and rural - non villages 
(RNVS). A ten percent sample was taken of traditional 
villages. The data available from the administration 
village census was the base for this sample. The first 
National Census raised considerable enthusiasm and was 

.. generally accepted to have been a success. 

In .l2.1.l., a virtual' repeat of the 1966 operation was 
attempted at the same time as the corresponding 
Australian Census. Unfortunately. fewer staff were 
supplied from the Australia Bureau of statistics and they 
were of a much lower level, had less lead time and seem 
to have had little experienc~ of the country. The social 
and political climate had also changed considerably oveL 
the 1966-1971 period. It was an uncertain time with local 
political feedings building towards self government and 
Independence, and certainly not a very suitable time for 
conducting such a major operation. The uncertain 
conditions had a great effect on the numbers, quality and 
enthusiasm of field staff available in 1971 compared to 
1966. Some of the more experienced non-citizen field 
staff had left the country or were preparing to leave. 
Young National Officers were proqressively taking over 
field positions but most at this stage, had little 
experience. As a result of this uncertainty preliminary 
results of t~e processing of the 1971 census in 
Australia, showed a probable major undercount. 
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The J~ Census was regarded as the first ever complete 
census of Papua New Guinea. Planning of it and major 
preparation started in 1977. Political support was great 
and there was great enthusiasm about it. Field staff 
were generally of high standard and the entire operation 
went very will without any major interference. As a 
result the 1980 census overall was generally accepted as 
the best census ever conducted in Papua New Guinea. Full 
coverage of the entire population was attempted for the 
first time both in rural and urban areas respectively. It 
was also the first census that the entire result was 
processed in Papua New Guinea. 

The li2Q Census was also a repeat of the 1980 with few 
changes in Methodologies. Two Sectors of operation was 
attempted in 1990, Rural and Urban Sectors compared to 
three Sectors, rural, urban and rural non villages in 
1980. To know more about the features of the 1990 census 
the following paragraph will indicate that. 

2. SOME SALIENT FEATURES OF THE 1990 CENSUS 

The 1990 census enumerated 3.61 million people excluding 
North Solomon Province where the census could not be held 
due to political reasons. Including an estimated 
population of 154,000 for North Solomons, the total 
enumerated population of PNG came to about 3.76 million 
in 1990. This is however subjected to an under
enumeration of about 10% for the country as a whole owing 
to enumeration difficulties in vastly scattered and 
inaccessible habitations in the rugged and mountainous 
forest areas of the hiqhlandR of PN~ 

The census results show that the provinces are very 
uneven in population size varying from 0.9 percent to 
10.0 percent of the total population of PNG. The 1990 
census shows an annual growth rate of population of 2.3% 
since 1980. Such an annual population growth rate is 
very high compared to the present world annual growth 
rate of 1.7 percent. 

The annual growth rate of population in the provinces 
however vary very widely from a minimum of 0.3% to a 
maximum of 5.3%. The wide variation in the growth rate 
of population in the provinces is mainly due to internal 
migrant between provinces and from rural to urba~ areas. 
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The percent of lifetime internal migrants has increased 
from 5.3% in 1966 to 11.6% in 1990 of the total citizen 
population of PNG. 

out-migrants as percent of total native born population 
was the highest of 23.1% for Gulf, closely followed by 
NCO (22.9%), central (21.3%), Chimbu (20.9%), and Manus 
(20.8%) recording to the 1990 census. In-migrants as the 
percent of total resident population was the highest of 
about 58% for West New Britain Province. 

The census results may not be highly accurate to provide 
levels of school attendance and highest education 
attained in any census but they provide satisfactory 
growth rates between the censuses. For example, the 
school attendance has increased by about 4.5% per annum 
between 1980 and 1990 censuses as against the overall 
population growth rate of 2.3% per annum. While primary 
enrolment rate has increased from about 49% in 1980 to 
53% in 1990, the secondary enrolment rate has increased 
from about 18% in 1980 to about 24% in 1990. Higher 
secondary enrolment rate has increased from about 2% in 
1980 to about 7% in 1990. The citizen population who 
attained the highest educational level of primary 

." education increased by 11% per annum, those attained 
secondary education increased by 12% per annum and those 
attained higher secondary education il1crE:~nsed l>y ul>out 8\ 
per annum between the 1980 and 1990 censuses. 

The literacy rate of citizen population 10 years and over 
was 45.1% according to the 1990 census which was 30.4% in 
1971. The literacy information was not collected in 
1980. By sex, the literacy rate was about 50% for males 
and about 40% for females according to the 1990 census. -
Labour force participation rate of ci ti zen population has 
increased from 63.6% in 1980 to 68.2% in 1990. This 
increase was augmented by an annual increase of 4.0% of 
the farmers for earning cash, 3.8% of the self-employed 
persons and 2.4% of the wage earners between the 1980 and 
1990 censuses. This labour force participation rate for 
PNG is very high. This high rate for PNG is due to the 
much higher 'participation of the women in the labour 
force. The women in PNG have been traditionally engaged 
in the agricultural acti vi ties in rural areas. The 
number of unemployed persons in the labour force has 
increased very significantly between the censuses and the 
unemployment rate has increased from about 3% in 1980 to 
about 8% in 1990. The unemployment rate is much higher 
at about 30% in urban areas than in rural areas (4.5%). 
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The census also collected information on household 
aqr i GU I turn I net i vi ti on in tho runt 1 nroun. I t shows 
that vegetables and root crops are grown by about 85% of 
all rural households in PNG. Banana is grown by about 
81% of all rural households. Coffee, a cash crop was 
grown by 43% of all households mostly in the highlands 
and Northern Coastal regions. Betelnut, another money 
earning crop, was grown by about 41% of all households in 
most provinces of the country except those in the 
highlands region. 

Information on some household facilities were collected 
in the census for urban areas only. According to these 
information 56% of all urban dwellings were on rental 
basis and the remaining 44% dwellings were owned by the 
households. About 25% of all urban dwellings were rented 
from private sources. The census reveals that the 
average number of rooms occupied by a citizen household 
was about 2.7 rooms and the average size of an urban 
household was 6.7 persons. Thus there lived about 2.4 
persons per room on the average, in an urban household 
according to the 1990 census. 

Accordingly 49% of all urban citizen households had water 
supply piped inside their households, although altogether 
about 66% of all urban citizen households, had access to 
piped water supplied by the local authority. Rain water 
tank was the second in importance in providing drinking 
water to 23% of urban citizen households. 

Electrici ty and gas were used as fuel for cooking by 
Rhout ~q% of the urban ri t- ; ?I"n hnllr,o,.. ........ ' rr:. It war
kerosene that was used as fuel for cooking by the highest 
percentage of about 36% of all urban citizen households. 
Firewood was used as a fuel for cooking by about 35% of 
all urban citizen households according to the 1990 
census. Electricity as a source of lighting was used by 
about 60% of the urban citizen households. Kerosene was 
used a source of lighting by about 30% of all urban 
citizen households. 

Among the various types of dwellings, low cost dwellings 
accommodated the highest percentage of about 22% of all 
urban citizen households followed by high cost dwellings 
(19%) and makeshift dwellings (18.6%). Domestic 
quarters, traditional dwellings and flats together 
accommodated about 24% of the urban citizen households 
according to the 1990 census. 
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3. PROSPECTS FOR 2000 

Al though there is no law in PNG or clause in our 
statistical service Act that say how often Papua New 
Guinea should conduct its censuses. Because of funding 
difficulties coupled with delays in processing census 
results it is now generally accepted that census taking 
in Papua New Guinea should take place once every ten 
years, therefore the next census will be conducted in the 
year 2000. 

The 1990 Census experience has taught us a lot of 
lessions. Some major activities have now been put in 
place in an attempt to improve current situation for 2000 
census. The improvements will take place mainly in these 
areas of activities. 

3.1 Rural and Urban Mapping 

For rural the 1990 census relied heavily on the 1980 
Census Maps. In areas where we could not find 1980 base 
maps new maps were produced ar1'd sent to Provinces to 
indicate approximate location of census units (villages) 
and whether they still exist since 1980 census. This was 
very difficult especially in remote areas where mapping 
of census units is virtually impossible due to 
individuals scattered allover the place and also lack of 
roads in may parts of the country. For 2000 census we 
are planning to use local councilors and village elders 
as well as church leaders to assist with rural mapping. 

Similarly urban mapping has been p~an to be done the same 
way by using urban councilors. The NSO role this time is 
ensuring tbat the mapping exercise is done properly. 
Some urban boundaries were determined prior to 1990 
census by urban authorities but were not taken into 
account in the census due to us not knowing these 
changes. All town authorities have been advised to 
inform the census office of any change that has taken 
place or likely to take place between now and the year 
2000 so that it is taken care of in the 2000 census. 
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3.2 Rural Household Listings 

It was decided for 1990 census that house to house 
enumeration would be used in as many parts of the country 
as possible as line up enumeration causes possible under 
count in the census. The provincial census officers were 
directed to divide the provinces into areas of house to 
house and line up enumerations. Some areas designated 
for house to house enumeration were later found to be 
impossible to do house to house and vise versa. There 
were lot of confusion in the ]990 census as to which 
areas to use house to houge and which areas to use line 
up method. The decision was left entirely to the 
Provincial Census Officers and the field staff as they 
see fit or assess the situation on the spot. There was 
very little control on this area. Also household listing 
in areas designated house to house census was not 
properly done and in some provinces were not done at all 
so all these contributed to confusion and hence under 
count in the 1990 census. 

For 2000 Census we will ensure greater control in this 
area. Field Officers will have no choice but to carry 
out the census in areas designated house to house or line 
up. Lot more time will be spent on proper census unit 
mapping and household listing particularly in areas to be 
designated house to house census. Lot more areas this 
time round will be covered by using house to house method 
even in some parts of the highlands 'where in 1990 all 
highlands provinces were exclusively line up method was 
used. 

3.3 UrDan Household Listing 

All urban areas and large rural non-villages were 
censused using the house to house method in 1990. For 
2000 census similar method will apply but this time more' 
concentration of effort will be directed at proper 
mapping and household listing of urban boundaries and 
peripheries. 

3.4 Data Processing 

The biggest problem we found during 1990 census was data 
processing. The 30 NEC Power Matel plus Micro Computers 
with 40 MB Hard Disk and is NEC Pin writer P5300 Dot 
Matrix Printer was sufficient an most reliable, however, 
processing staff were not enough. We had for 1990 census 
only one programmer responsible for processing the entire 
census. He was the only one also trained on IMPS which 
is a package used for processing our census. 
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Few of our computer personnels arc now under going some 
in house training on IMPS. We have had some discussions 
with UNFPA for assistance to send two officers to US 
Bureau of Census to be trained on IMPS for 2000 census. 

And so the problems uncounted in 1990 census is being 
taken care of and every effort is being made to make 2000 
censusis better one for Papua New Guinea. 

NS9501.001 



SOME IMPORTANT FEATURES OF INDONESIA'S 

1990 POPULATION CENSUS ~ 

by 

suqito suwito 

1. Introduction 

1 

since independence, there have been 4 (four) population 

censuses carried out in Indonesia. The first population censuS 

was conducted in 1961 using a 2 (two) - stage field operation: 

the household listing and the full-fledged enumeration. The 

31~ of Octob~r was determined as the Census Day. 

The second census was planned in 1970, but due to budget 

,limitation, it was undertaken in 1971. The household listing 

and complete census were conducted in June-July being 

integrated with voter registration for the 1971 general 

election, while the full-fledged enumeration of the sampled 

households took place in September-October. Census day was 

taken to be September 24~. The third population census was 

undertaken in 1980 with the Census Day was 31~ of october. , 

The 1990 population census, which was the 4~ population 

census, was carried out according to the Governme~ Law No. 21 

of 1979, Presidential Decree No~ 3 of 1980, and the Minister 

of Home Af fa i rs I instruction. The comp J etc C(~II!al!~ nti\f"tcu in 

Presented at 16~ popula~ion Census Conferenc~, 17-2U 
January 1995, New Delhi, India. 
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mid September and ended in 1- of November. The 31~ of October 

was the Census Day. 

2. coverage 

As in the previous censuses, the 1990 population census 

covered all population residing in the entire geographic area of 

Indonesia regardless whether they have permanent residence or not. 

In the enumeration, those who had permanent residence were 

approached by using "de jure" criterion while for those without 

'permanent residence were approached by "de facto" cr iter ion. 

Enumeration of ship';"crews,' isolated populatiolls, and homeless 

population/drifters was undertaken simultaneously, but the 

information collected was limited only to sex and age. Foreigners 
I 

were also included, except for the members of diplomatic corps. 

The 1990 population census was also implemented in 2 stages. 

First was a complete census (Sensus Lengkap) where all households/ 

buildings were registered and all population were interviewed to 

obtain main characteristics, i.e. age, sex, relation to the 

household-head and marital status. Second was called sample census 

(Sensus Sampel) where selected households were surveyed on more 

detailed information. 

3. 1~~gen~_us Mechanism and Time-table 

The 1990 population census was a major undertaking covering 6 

year-activity from planning and preparation in 1987/1988 (including 
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several pilot studies and mapping preparation) to publication and 
I 

data analysis in 1992/1993. Research on determination of village 

boundaries and urban-rural classification as well as preparation of , 
master sampling frame and mapping activities were conducted in 

1988/1989. Preparation and planning for the mapping of a 20 percent 

of enumeration areas (EAs) in all ,urban areas in the regencies, 

excluding provincial capital cities and municipal i t.te~, preparation 

and planning for complete and sample census were undertuken in 

1989/1990. In 1990/1991, the activities included checking village 

and EA maps, the implementation of complete and sample census, and 

collection of data for village potency (PODES) and Post Enumeration 

Survey (PES). Finally, data processing and evaluation, especially 

for data quality, were undertaken in 1991/1992 

publication and data analysis in 1992/1993. 

ending with 

In all stages, there was an integrated team work formed by 

officials from CBS and other related institutions. This is one of 

essentia I features in census undertaking. Involvement of other 

relevant institutions was indispensable in carrying out the census. 

For instance, in the stage of questionnaire design the variables to 

be included were discussed with the users (policy makers) and in 

the construction of field procedures the supports from Ministry of 

Horne Affairs were needed. Data analysis were also undertaken with 

a close cooperation with universities anu relateu im:titutiollB, 

such as Family Planning Coordinating Board. 



4. sa~~ing Method 

Sample census for collecting more detailed information was 
I 

carriod out together with complete census. Sampling rnto wn~ about 

5 percent of the total households. Compared with the 1980 

population census, there were some further modifications, such as: 

(1) sampling rate varies among regencies/municipalities aiming at 

a~suring a sufficient sample si~e for presenting data at the 

regency/municipality level. 

(i i) data at the provincial level were presented for urblln and 

rural areas separately. At the regency /municipa 1 i ty level, 

however, this disaggregation was not done due to efficiency 

reason. 

(iii) the sample size was la,rger, around 2 million households, 

which was manageable considering the allocated processing and 

publishing period of 2 years and the balance between sampling 

and non sampling errors. 

Sample selection was done in 2 (two) stages. First was the 

selection of Enumeration Areas (EAs) systematically from the list 

of geographically ordered districts, villages and EAs. Each regency 

anq municipality was considered as one domain of study. Second was 

the selection of households from selected EAs. The selection 

proccuurc WilS d i f 1 ercnt for urban anu rural area:;, dllr" 111('\ j nl y to 

trun~portation consiucrat ions. For urban an.'il::, tll(" 11()\lSf'lllll d:: W('I'(' 

selected sl'stematically from the household list, while for runt! 
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areas the households were selected systematically through sampling 

of clusters of households. 

A self-weighting design was used in each tegency/municipality 

to permit the use of simple estimation procedures including ratio 

estimates. The above sampling procedure was applicable to 

"ordinary" households in selected EAs, while in special households 

including prisons, hostels and others, sampling w~s done directly 

to the members. 

5. Data Presentation and Analysis 

... The data processing was basically centralized. only large 

provincial offices such a~ North Sumatera, South Sulawesi, and all 

provinces in Java did their own data processing. However, it was a 

significant improvement as in the past data processing of previous 

censuses was fully carried out by the central office. 

Analysis of social and population statistics done by the 

Central Bureau of statistics has been reinforced by the' 

establishment of Bureau of Analysis and Development in 1980. The 

first step of the analysis is rna inly data oVi.d ua t.i 011, it illling at 

identifying the weaknesses of the data which could be used for 

furt.hm- ilnillysi.n Clnd for improving th~ qlJ,1Iit·y of t-II,' lint..". "'II" 

data evaluation was done by the CBS including the assesment of the 

concepts and definitions used, the appropriate sequence of 

questions and quality of the data collected. 
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The first complete report of the census results provided data 

for 27 provinces and for Indonesia as a whole, ,,,broken down by DCX 

and relevant administrative level. This first result of the 1990 

Population Census which was bompleted in 2 months after the 

complete census was announced by the President in his New Year 

Speech at J1 d of December 1990. The second report presented more 
I 

detailed characteristics of the population (for example age, 

marital status, education, activity and housing condition) for all 

provinces and for the nation as a whole. 

In the analysis of census results, the CBS invited scholars 

from various universities and other institutions. The CBS provided 

the fund, raw data, and tables for analysis as well as 
•••• <1' 

consultation. This was undertaken for several reasons. First is due 

to the wide and diverse subj~cts covered by the census needing 

special expertise to interpret the results. Second, this 

cooperation has some benefits such as optimizing the available 

human, resources, exchanging knowledges between scholars from 

uni versi ties and CBS'" staff, increasing the objecti v i ty of the 

analysis, and bridging the 'gap' between data producer, data 

consumers and policy makers. 

There are two types of analysis have been conducted. First was 
.. 
pr~file analysis which was conducted mainly by CBS regional staff 
'. 

under close supervision by CBS main office. Sl~COllll w,,~~ dt't.ennillllllt 
r 

ana lysis conducted by scholars from Un! vers i tiCS/OUIL!!' ill:;'; t i tu t iOIl::; 

using theoretical framework in social and populutioll ilupcctO. 
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Profile analysis aims at providing populntion profile of 27 

provinces in Indonesia as well as of the nation as a whole. Data 

presented is disaggregated to the district level. There are 7 

(seven) aspects covered which are Population Change, Fertility and 

Family Planing, Mortality, Migration, Education, Labour Force and 

Housing. 

For the 1990 Population Census, the determinant analysis 

covered the areas of: 

1) Fertility: analysing the fertility rate and its 

determinant factors. 

2) Mortality: analysing the determinants of infant/child 

mortali ty based on the social-economic chnrncter istics 

including social and environment of households. 

3) Migration: ana~ysing the flow and direction of migration 

since 1971 as well as its determinant factors. 

4) Education: analysing factors behind education attainment. , 
5) Labour Force: analysing the structural change and the 

characteristics of Indonesian labour force. 

6) Population Welfare: using factor analysis nnd direct 
I 

scoring method for classifying welfare level of 

households. 

7) Housing: identifying the trend, pattern and level of the 

fulfilments of shelter needs. 

8) Family Formation: analysing the magnitude of family size 

and its determinant factors. This was especially related 

to the 'small happy family norm' (UKKBS) introduced by the 

govern::1ent. 
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6. Other Features 

In addition, there are some other uses of the census results, 

,'.,for examples: , 

1) Reclassification of Urban and Rural based on the score of 

villages according to some variables such as population 

density, percentage of agricultural households and 

availability of urban-relabed facilities. 

2) Construction of Master Frame and Master Sampling Frame 

which could be used for various surveys conducted during 

the period after the 1990 Population Census. 

J) The use of information about number of households for 

determining eligibility of poor villages towards access 

to financial funds and other population related funds. 
,. 

4) Demographic characteristics derived from the census 

results which, unlike survey results, are available for 

lower level administrative units (such as sub-district/ 

"kecamatan ll )- allowing the private sector to develop 

market segments for marketing decisions. In add i tion, the 

availability of information at lower level administrative 

units makes it possible to present so~e welfare 

indicators at district level cover inq !.Ouch aspects as 

population parameters (growth, density, sox ratio, 

dependency ratio, as examples), education, health, 

housing, and environment. 
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5) Simul taneously with the census, a complete enumeration of 

all villages, called Village PotE'nc.:y, was COlllhlCtod 

collecting important characteristics of the villages. The 

information covered has been used, 'for tho fir~t time, in 

1993 to identify poor villages. This effort of 

identification of the poor in terms of location was of 

great importance in the design of poverty alleviation 

programmes. This undertaking WllS due to ;\11 i Ilcreasing 

commi tmont of the present gOVCl'1llll1Cllt to ('l'illl i l'i\ to povcrty 

leading to a shift in tho strnt.NIY for povC'rty 

alleviation from mostly indirect to a more direct 

approach, such as by providing or improving access of the 

poor to the factors of production. 'I'he poor villages were 
\ 

identified using 27 variables for rural areas and 25 

variables for urban areas. The variables used for 

classifying poor villages could be grouped to 3 (three) 

aspects: Village Potency, Housing and Environment, and 

Population Conditions. 'l'he idcntification of poor 

villages allowed the government to design specific 

poverty eradication programmes. 

7. Concluding Remarks 

In anticipation of an ever and fast changing environment, the 

conduct of census in the future should take into account of the new 

"directions" of the CBS, such as: 
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1) An emerging need for "small area" or local level statistics 

due primarily to a shift to a decentralized type of 

development leads to a need for the CBS to develop its 

regional office human resources in almost all aspects of 

statistical activities. In addition, equipments and 

infrastructures should be improved to enable the production of 

timely data. 

2) In data presentation, due to the fact thClt the policy milkers 

become more statistically oriented, the CBS and its region~l 

offices should be more able to provide not only raw data which 

is difficult for consumers to use but also "processed" 

indicators and analysis which are ready to use for making 
I 

policies. The aim is to produce timely, useful and llser-

friendly information. 

3) As the country develops, a greater role of mailing system in 
I 

census undertaking should be considered as thj~; procedurc~ 

could help reduce the data collection costs. 

4) 'l'hc usc of modern inform~tion tcchnolulJ jpn, mil''' 01:: 1.~()IIII11ltt·r 

network system, which speeds up the flow of data should be 

reinforced. 

5) Finally, the emerging and increasing needs of statistical data 

from the private sector, due primarily to greater competition, 

should be taken into consideration in planning the future 

census undertaking. 
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Population data analysis, dissemination and utilization 
In most countries. regularly conducted surveys, administrative data collection and ccnsuses of the nalional 
statistical offices contribute to the rapid growth of its already huge stuck of statistical data. There is an 
urgent need to properly disseminate this stock of data which can be a valuable resourcc for planners at 
both the national and local levels. It is ironic. however, that planners and decision-makers continue to 
experience need for data - despite the huge stock. The problem of data acccssibility is oftcn attributed to 
lack of good data management systems that will store, organize, verify, analyze. present and disseminate 
timely information. 

Data accessibility has two aspects: logical and physical. Having logical access means a user has sufficient 
awareness and understanding of the data. Having physical access, on the other band. means the user has 
possession and control of the data. Logical access depends on the doculllentation of standard statistical 
procedures for producing and using thc data. Physical access dcpends on facilities for storing, retrieving, 
and disscminating the data. Neither access is sumcicnt withoutthc other. 

Sincc lhe 1974 World Population Conference in Bucharest. and increasingly cver sincc. govcrnments have 
hecollle concerned that Jlopulation datn are under-utili:r.ed in national mill suh-natillllal "I:lnllill,-. IlIClccsses. 

Undcrstanding thc nceds and pcrspectives of data users. including gllVclnlllcnt agcm:H:S. sl~collllill y datil 
centres, and private sector users, is the challenge to be lIlet by most agencies for thcir data products. 

PopMap addrcsses most of these emerging needs through the state-of-the-art microcomputer software for 
data analysis; strategies for fostering increased data utilization through improved packaging and 
communication bctween data producers and data uscrs; aud technologics for disscminating 01' "marketing" 
of population and other statistical data to polential uscrs. 

Country eXIJerience: the Uganda Census Atlas 

Background 
The 1991 POJlulution and Iiousing Census was conductcd under thc ,)rovision of thc Statistics Act. In 
addition to several characteristics in respect of each pcrson, this census "rm'ides information (for the first 
time) on household facilities and housing conditions. Prcvious ccnsuses wcrc conductcd in 1948, 1959, 
1%9 and 19M(). 

The Census was conducted with relerence to II Jalltlllry IIJ(J I as the Ccnslls NI~~hl The ClllllncllItilln mls 
completed by 19 January 1991. The Governmcnt reecivcd linanclal assistance from the Unitcd N:ltiClns 
Popuilltion Fund (UN FPA). United Nations Devclollm(.'nt Programme (liN DP). WOIleI Bank, United St:ttcs 
Agcney for Intcrnational Dcvelopmcnt (USAID), Danish InlernatiOlwl De\'elopment.Agency (DANlDA), 
and technical assistance from the United Nations Department for Economic :lIId S~cinl Information and' 
Policy Analysis (UNDESIPA) and the United Nations Economic COlllmission for Africa (UNECA). 

Three UN-assisted projects (UGAl88/PO I, UGN89/002 and UGA/93/PO I) were implemented for the 
processing, analysis and dissemination of the census data. Data processing work was completed in 
December 1992 and lhe results were published in 1993. 

District flromc~: frolll lhe 56 lables produced on di~trjct IC\l'1. _:l0 \\cre sclccl~'d for rhe Districi .st"JlflHJ~ 
Series public:1tion. A sep:1r:1te pubJic:1tion for eDch of the Jl! distrICts \\ i1~ pr::p:m:d J hc pubhcDtion 
consists of 2 maps, 2 pages of summa~o indicators, :1l1d 31) district k\ cl 1:lbulatllln, 11.211'1 C(lJlI(;~ for each 
distr\CI were printed). 

N alio":.1 lenJ: from the 143 tables produced Oil nalional Ie\ el. ~ R \\L're !il·lccll·d fllr the r~OJliollal 

Su""n:"~ f'uhlic3lillJl One rua" and 2 IlCl.~e~ uf 5tlllllllal\ 1IIIIil::ltlll'; ar'.' :1"·0 i ... III,',o,1 
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Comprebensive national level publication consists of a national summary (39 tables. 41l pages) and two 
volumes: 

Volume I: Tabulations by administrative units (Districts, County, Sub-county, Parish by ~ge and sex) 
about 440 pages; ,i) 

Volume 2: Tabulations of soeio-demographie and housing characteristics (140 tablcs - IIb~lIt SOO pages). 
41 indicators for 1991, and 1980, 1969 (if available). 

In addition to the printed material, an electronic Census Atlas was developed as a new media of data 
dissemination. The Uganda Census Atlas is a computerized geographical database with key indicators and 
statistical profiles from the 1991 Census data and some selccted data from thc 1969, 198() censuses at sub
county/county/district levels. The focus of tbis database is expandability and nexibility. The basis is 
derived from the 1991 population and housing data, but the structure is dynamic and allows to incorporate 
the most up-to-date infomlation, and links datu clements from other sources as they become available 
(sJlceinl survey data, facility dnta, etc.). PopMap has been identified and used for this datnbnse. The 
Census Atlas offers a dynamic graphical presentation of demographic and socio-economic indicators as 
thematic maps. 

Methodology 
There arc three different approaches to census data dissemination: 

Raw dala oriented, in which method dynamic tabulations arc produced from individual record samples and 
made available to the users. The rules and procedures guiding the usc of raw data samples should be 
clearly defined in order to maintain confidentiality and to ensure proper usc of Census data. 

Table oriented, in which method ready-made tables lire stored nnd repr,Oduced at users' request. 

Time-series and Indicators oriented, in whieh method selected aggregated data and indicators, including 
graphical presentntions, arc mnde available together with a user-friendly retrieval software to deliver an 
electronic "atlas. 

By using mature, ofT-the-shelf software conlponents from PopMap. it is possible 10 minimize the 
application development time and ensure reliable performance. 
The remaining part of this paper will focus on time-series and indicators orienled dalabase designcd to 
reach the largest audience, nnd facilitntes access to the main ccnsus resulls. 

The target user 
The Census Atlas was desigued for planners and decision makers of the go\'ernlllcnl. inlernational and 
local non-governmental organizntions and other international agencies who need n general o\'erview of 
selected demographic factors of a given geographicnl area. The Census AII:ls was designed for ellsy 
operation. The user requires only basic computer knowledge and therefore docs not nced any special 
.computer skills or training. 

I' 

Four geographical area levels were selected made up of major administrati\'e and planning boundarics: 
Country, District, County and Sub-County. 

T~" data selection 
TIle dcmographic and soeio-economie indicators were identified, :lIId I" iOI ily \\ as gi\ cn tu indicators from 
the data collected for nil persons during the 1991 Population alld Ilnllsin", ('cnstls, (icndcr Illld rural-urban 
distributions were included under several categories, The 1'111111\\ illg l'ah:glll il'S Ill' I'llpuilltiull 
characteristics were selected for the atlas: population by tYfle. citi7.cnship, nge, religion. educalion, nmrital 
status, migration status, relation to head of household. and 01 phllnhullli. 
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The software 
Maplnfo, Arcillfo, Atlas GIS were reviewed before PopMap was selected for the Uganda Census Atlas. 
Some major reasons for selecting PopMap were the case of developing and disseminating applications. Dnd 
'or cnd-users an easy Ilceess 10 usc.: the np.,lienliulI. , 
DESIPA supplies the PopMop software free of charge to developing countries. Due to the non-existcnt 
initial cost, cnd users can obtain the Uganda Census Atlas at an affordable price. PopMup is easy to Icarn 
and usc, unlike nlost commercial geographical information systems, and provides a viable alternative 
solution for data dissemination. 

PopMap provides the basic clements to develop a gcographical information system for facilitating 
geographical or graphical expression of population indi~ators and related data. It allows development nnd 
maintenance of a four-level hierarchical database comprising of base maps. stlltistical ond individual 
facility data for each level. 

PopMap's developmcnt tools, Data Editor and Map Editor. aJ c f(lr clInslt IIcting the statistical and 
cartographic databases. National institutions can easily disseminute a PopMap u!,plication (e.g. Census 
Atlas) to a larger group of clients. A special edition of the PopMall Retrieval S~'sklll allows elUl users to 
run the application with capabilities for data retrieval. sprcadshct:t manipulations. gl aphies ilnd map 
display. 

EquilJll1ent 
The equipment used in developing the Ccnsus Atlas was a )IO·INti )0 Mhl. Si,cx cOlllputel with 700 
Mcgnbyte hard disk, a Summaskctch II 12 by I K inchcs graphics di~itil.in!:'. tall Ie!. allll II Ilcwlell Packnnl 
Dcskjct Color Printer. Some other 386 PCs were used for data compilation purposcs. 

Staning 
The Census Orrice compiled the data for the atlas. A Census Uata Proccssing Adviser provided guidnncc 
and two staff members were assigned throughout the devclopment work. The Census Athls is now 
maintained by this staff. 

UNDESIPA collaborated with lhe Uganda Census Oniee in develuping the alias by providing technical 
support and training. 

Apillication dcvelolllllcnt cycle 
A typical application development cycle consists of: 

Phase 1 assess user requirements and data sources 

Phnse 2 develop feasibility study and implement a prototype 

Phase 3 evaluate results and recomlllendations for enhancing the prototype 

Phase 4 full-scale implementation: technology transfer and institutionalization 

The developlllellt or thc U~:llld:1 CCIISUS Athls 

During Phase I, a study was made of data sources. the pupulatiun database. the census data dissemination 
systcm. and the requirements and I"csourecs for preparing the census atlas 

Sample maps and basic data were provided to the PopMap team for dcveluping thc rilSt sketch of It census 
population atlas. 

In Phase 2, the country's base map with the boundaries of lhe 38 districts. and the Kampala district base 
map were drawn and presented. 

The ditferent functions Clf PClp~l:lp were explained. olld th:: l'r('C'::5~ (If cr=:tlin!_! an JI'J,licalion '\iJS 

~.:rnC'nm::!tcd in dC'IJil Thi~ in:lud::d n:nigaling thrC'ugh II:: Il~:"r:'"r ,\ q=:n. ,_ ~!rr~1! q' :!:d editing th: 
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district level database, selting up and editins tho district nUlps, selecting and displaying tbe variables on 
the nlaps. It took a few hours for the local team to create a district map. Five new IIUII'S were added to the 
application. 
The IIIlliolllll IIllIfT conlinued In clove"'I' tho l}rotol~'I'C nf Ihe ccmmll 1I1"1~. S,ullr 1i-t'.lhlld. 111111 lc'l'h"il!,,1 
UNsiRtUIiCO ()II tho DIJI,lication dcvalol'lIIelit (dosign Dnd BullwlI'o lise) wele IlIU\,ldcd by Ihe I'o"MIII' IClim 
(UNSTAT/DESIPAlNY). 
Two "physical" databases were established: one with the administrative structure (names and codes of 
districts. counties and sub-counties) and the otber contained the 75 selected aggregates. These two 
physical databases formed the logical population database. A small program was written to aggregate the 
edited raw data to sub-county level. Twelve output screens were designed Dnd constructed. 

The facility database was established using enumeration dDta on: (a) educDtional institutions such as 
primary schools, secondary schools, technical institutions and universities, Dnd (b) healtb facilities such 
as health posts, clinics, health centers and hospitals. The purpose was to display these facilities on the 
census atlas. 

Detailed data sels were transferred into PopMap. The PopMap team imported the sub-county le\'el d:ata in 
dllASE format iltto the PopMap apl,lication database and sent the updated IIppliclltiun to Ugllllda. 

In Itlulle J. a data dissemination system with a customer service proccdure gcncmtcd tabulated dllta fwm 
different tabulation schemes. Specific tables not part of the tabulation schemes also could be produced. 
Such tables were incorporated in tbe data dissemination system (t::Jble datab,lse) for other interested users. 

The Pot,Mal' sub-coullty aggregated dat:abase was fully tested. lind data CI nss-dH:d..ed with the I de\'allt 
ministries. The 1969 and 1980 census data were available only for indicators :It the national and district 
levels (total population, gender distribution, population 'density). Although the data covered only the 1969. 
I ~80 and 1991 censuses. the built-in spreadsheet made it possible to crente population projections. 

During Plta5e 4, the objective and the content of the Census Atlas were rclilled rllll SClilc illlplclIIl'lItntion 
began. 

Recommendations on the further development pC the Census Atlas: 

TIle list of 1991 Census indicators was revised from 75 to 36 to retain only the most relevant raw data sets 
Dnd composite indicators. The initial population by 5-year age groups and sex was replaced by more 
fUllctional age group distributions (education grades). 

The Atlas' administrative levels were defined in a hierarchical order: Country, District (38). County 
(163), Sub-County (809). Area names for the different levels were nssigned to form the administrative 
hierarchy of the Atlas database .• ' 

The Atlas should include a profile of the geographical units at natiollol ilIld district le\'els to reflect the 
administrative and ecological factors as well as demographic alld socio-ecollolllic sUlIlmary ilidiclItllfS . 

. Acquisition of base IltalJS 

The 1969 base maps were updated by the Cartographic Section of the Census Office prior to the census 
enumeration exercise. The updated maps were reduced to A4 size nnd transferred to trnnsp:areneies . 

. Tbe Uganda lIIap included only the District boundaries. The District IIl:IpS featured the County and Sub· 
Counly boundaries as well as other geographical features, i.e. lakes, ri"ers, 1lI0untnins and routes. 

Drawing the map boundaries 

Country and district maltS . 

Both the digiti1.er and the mouse wcre used to draw the lII:1pS. To usc thc 1tI(lIl~C. lII:Jp~ \\ ere <'cproduced on 
tr6tnsparcncics. TIle transparency was taped on the computer screen nnd 'hed \\ ithin the Map Editor 
drawing arca. Registration points made it easy to draw large lII11pS in 5::\ eral p:1gC'i Irnn~p:Jrcncic5. 
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Map boundaries were drawn starting witb the bighest boundary in the hicfilrchy. followed by lower level 
boundaries. A reasonable nUlUber of points (nodes) were registered 1(,.' ellch huundary. COIUI,letcncss or 
the area polygon was emphasized. A node was inserted at every boundary intersection to complete the area 
polygons of the sub-levels. 

Higher level boundaries also served as boundaries for the respective sub-Ic\'els. To avoid boundary 
overlapping special care was given to boundary intersections. 

Rivers and *putes were drawn on the map. 

The Uganda country map had only the district boundaries. County boundaries were available from existing 
district maps that were drawn at different scales. In order to include the county boundaries on the country 
map, the national map was re-scaled to match each district map (usc of registration points in PopMap). 

County 111111)5 

County maps were extracted from district maps with thc Map Editor "Cross Load" command. District 
maps were retrieved (cross loaded), then edited to produce the county nHlps. E,lch county map contained 
the sub-county subdivisions. 

When the boundaries were drawn, the corresponding mlminislmlin: area names m.:l'c assigned 10 put the 
geographical refercnce points. The names of thc ncighboring adminislralive :lIcas and facility icons were 
identified and placed in proper locations. 

nle Map Editor's "Point and Shoot" command tested the completeness of the area polygon. Incomplete 
maps were edited. The Point and Shoot "Update" function updated the maps for usc in the System module. 

Compiling the statistical database 
The indicators were dechlfed into the Atlas database using the PopM:lp Database Editor. There were five 
static variables: land area, total area, annual average growth rales for I ')(,,)-MO·91; and 36 dynamic 
variables: population by type, citizenship. age, religion. educalion. marilal slalus. migration status, 
relatioJl to head of household, nJld orphnnhood. 

Statistical In/ormation 
The statistical infonnation at National and District levels included an area oven'lew to rencct these 
administralive and ecological factors as well as demographic and socio-ccnnolllic sUlIllllary indicators. 

I J;,\'I,.;", l'r(~lile 

• Administrative arcas • Major economic activities • I h:allh ser\'ices 
• Relative location of the area • Total population by sex • Demographic indicators 
• Main language • Education • Tourisl altractions and lodging 
• Climate, relief Dnd vegetation • Urban centres 

Demographic and socio-economic summary indicators 
• Age • Economic activity • Housing conditions 
• Religion • Orphanhood • Household heads 
• Education • Household conditions • Household size 

E:'Ich indicator was di\'ided to show the gender distribulion. 

Interest Points 
Individual facilities were supported by photographs of key inlcrcsi poinls lhe phol(lgr:Jphs \\cre scnnned 
in New York, saved as PCX images, Dnd the file was sent to the Census Oflicc (nn scanner cquipmcnl). 

At the present time there is limited data I\'ailoble on the different types uf fm:i II I\' 
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Preparation alld loading of data 
Census data was summarized using a COBOL program that produccd a tcxt filc with onc s~'mmary rccord 
for each Sub-County. The records were appended into a dBASE IV liIe mid split inlt) ~ariablc tally 
records. MathcDlalical formulas were applied to tlae variable tallics to gcncratc the ilulicalon. The 
indicators were imported into the PopMap Spreadsheet from the dBASE IV file. and updated into the 
U,anda Census Atlas Database. 
Population Density and Average Annual Growth Rate for each District were calculated using the Pop Map 
Spreadsbccl and updatcd into the database. 
Several thematic maps were generated to test the nUlp output and the dnlabase, and subsequent 
modifications were made to the Census Atlas. 
The map was tcsted with special attention to the presentation. The 1I10st appropriate color schemcs for 
various characteristics, and the position of map titles and legends were selected olld set UI' as system 
default values. 

i 

The first version of the Uganda Census Atlas 
In January 1994 a UNDESIPA mission visited the Ccnsus Office to rcview Ihe Ugnnda Ccnsus Atlas. Thc 
mission worked with the Ccnsus Office staff to improve and enhallce the ccnsus nllas. Special cmphasis 
was given on the prescntation of thc maps. 

At the cnd of thc mission, tbe Uganda Census Atlas version 1.0 was demonstralcd 10 the mnnagement of 
the Statistics Department and the United Nations system. 

Documentation 

AU:,! Users Guide 
A condensed Uscr's Guide shows how tq usc the Uganda Census Alias. The guide describes how thc 
installation, data retrieval, mapping and output procedures. Illists all the vnrinbles nnd geographical nreas 
found in the Alias. 

Slide I,rcsentation 

A slide presentnlion dClllonstrntes the vnrious fcatures of the Uganda Census Alias. The images uf PupMap 
lIlal)S were combined wilh le:'\I lIsing Ihc LOlliS, FICcl:IIIl"l~' snf'l\\',lIe, 

Tcdlllical relJOrt 

The Ccnsus Office hns a technical report on the devclopment of thc Census Allns. This cnn be lIscd by 
olber national i'lstitutions intercsted in developing a similar ntlas. 

Dissemination 
In April 1994 at thc lime the UN-assistcd project on census data processing was completcd, the Census 
Atlas was thoroughly tested on data and mnp boundary accuracy, nnd the User's Guide nnd the slide 
ptcscntntion were revised. nlC Census Office stnrtcd to disseminatc the :Itlas 10 \':arious government 
institutions and intercsted clicnts. 

OutfJUts 
Other products generatcd in the devclopment of the Censlls Allus arc: 

Relalional 'dttlab:J!lc lII:mat~elmmt systcm (IU)BMS) fur 51(11;1",(.\ Idl in:.I. a 1111 I'Il'sl'nlaliull (If' NSO 
(J:U:I in workshects. charls and thcmatic maps. 
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PopMap: a step toward better utilization and disseminatIOn of population data 

• Cartographic database of digitized adlllinistrative base maps with sub-national levels and 
geographical features. 

• Technical report on the Atlas development, user manual and slide presentation. 

The Census Office statI has acquired lhe technical skills and capabilities 10 usc POJ1Map in developing and 
managing similar atlases. The Census Office is developing a census Dllas for each individual district 
consisting of sub-county, ward and enumeration area levels. It also plans to extend the alias database to 
cover olher non-population related data. 

Benefit to data users 
PopMap highlights the geographic dimension of population data. It presents data as tubles, graphs, col'or 
patterns against a backdrop of multi-layered maps of geographical areas. 

• Users can navigate from the data to the corresponding gcographic location, or from a geographic 
location to the data describing it. 

• Uscri have a dynamic way to retrieve and process data, generale sceondary v;ariahles and visualize 
data. 

Benefits to data producers 
The software uses a country's standardized base maps and the component political units. e.g., eonumancs, 
district, provinces. These base maps provide the geographical framework for organizing, storing, and 
presenting both raw and derived census data. Data producers. lor ins lance, can reuse Ihese base map. in 
future censuses and in building location-based registers of statistical units in Ihe sampling frames of past 
and future surveys. 

The Ccnsus Atlas comes in a data disk and one PopMap Data Retrie\'al Systcm disk. Attractive packaging 
and compact stornge media and user-interface allow low-cost storage ill III dissemination of information. 
Think of it printcd format - maps, tables, tcxt and of 41 statistical indicators for 10 J I administrative 
units, descriptive profiles of the 38 districts, over 900 tables: 23 tables (population. household and 
hou'sing summary indicators) for each 38 districts, 203 maps, 15 pictures - more than 1000 pages 
would be needed. 

The software implements permanent identification numbers (IDs) for statistical observation units stored in 
the database, e.g. facilities (schools, clinics. clc.) and pulilical IIIlils. Tilt: lI)s allow IIala ,u'u,llIccrs In link 
data across observation units, gcographic locations, and timc. Using thcsc pl:i nHIlIClll I Us olle cun link 
1970, 1980 and 1990 census data from the same observation units to build a time series for each unit. 

Credits 
The dc~lopment of this database application would not hil\'c been possible without the valuable assistance 
and co-operation of these individuals and organizations: 

Mr, Djamal.Eddinc Benzine, TSS Adviser. UNST AT 

Mr. Kauko Holso. Data Processing Adviser, UGA/89/002 

The stolffoflhc Ug:mda Census Office, with specioll mcnlion (If Mr Killin t:;a\OIl 

3nd ~Ir. Edward Kabayi 
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January 10, 1995 

16TH POPULATION CENSUS CONFERENCE 
Jonuary 17-2U, 1995 

New Deihl, India 

Co-Sponsored by 

Office of the Registrar General, India 
• I 

and 

East-West Center 
Program on Population 

Dr. Griffith FEENEY 
Senior Fellow 
Program on Population 
East-West Center 
1777 East-West Road 
Honolulu, HawaII 96848 
U.S.A'. 

Mr. K.S. NATARAJAN : 

Co-Coordinators 

Deputy Registrar General (Demography) 
Office of the Registrar-Gendral, lridia 
2A, Mansingh Road 
New Deihl 110011, INDIA 

Fax: (808) 944-7490 
Tel: (808) 944-7456 

Fax: (91-11) 383145 
Tel: (91-11) 604513 

Joint-Co-Coordinator 

Mr. R.K. BHATIA : 
Deputy Director for Census ~peratlons 
Office of the Registrar-General, India 
2A, Manslngh Road I 
New Deihl 110011, INDIA 

1 

Fax: (91-11) 383145 
Tel: (91-11)384816 



Partlcipanls 

Mr. "ornns P. AFRICA* * Fax: (63-2) 610794 or 
Administrator (63-2) 7160247 
National Statistics Office Tel: (63-2) 7160734 or 
SoHemel Building I. R. MagS~Say Blvd. (63-2) 610794 
Sta. Mesa, Manila, PHILIPPI ES 

I 

Mr. Javid AKRAM * * Fax: (92-51) 211940 
Cllie' Census Commissioner Tel:' (92-51) 213946 
Population Census Organlz~lIon 
Statistics Wing 
69-E Adeel Plaza 
0lU8 Area. Islamabad, PAKI$TAN 

Mr. Timoci BAINIMARAMA Fax: (679) 303656 
Government Statistician Tel: (679) 315144 
Bureau of Statistics 
P.O. Box 2221 
Government Building 
Suva, FIJI 

Mr. Hmnidul Hogue BHUIYAN Fax: (880-2) 86805 
LJiloctor l'al: (880-2) 311 UG4 
Population Census or 318045 
DemofJraphic Survey and Birth-Death 

11n!Ji~~llatlo" WillH 
Ua"ylac.Jesh Bureau of Statistics 
3/2, Asad Avenue, Mohammadpur 
IJltaJ<rt-1207, BANGLADESH 

Ms. Kirsten Jette Brinch BODIN Fax: (46-19) 176952 
Statistics Sweden. BOR/RU Tel: (46-19) 176366 
701 89 Orebro, Swedan 

Dr. Lee-Jay CHO Fax: (808) 944-7490 
Vice President for Program Development Tel: (808) 944-7440 
East- West Center 
1777 East- West Road 
Honolulu. Hawaii 96848 
U.S.A. 

** Did not participate. 
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Mr. Normnit DJIANASAKDI Fax: (662) 2813815 
Chiof Tel: (662) 2810333 Ext. 1902 
Population and Housing Statistics Branch 
Notional Statistical Office 
Larn Luang Road 
Bangkok 10100, THAILAND 

Mr. Dmndinsuren ENKBMTAR Fax: (956-1)·324518 
Assistant to the Director Tel: (956-1) 320262 
Stata Statistical Ollice of Mongolia 
Government of Mongolia 
Ulaan Baatar 11, MONGOLIA 

Dr. '<oltai GNANASEKARAN Fax: (212) 963-4116 
Chief Tel: (212) 963-4983 
Social Statistics Section 
United Nations 
New York, New York 10017 
U.S.A. 

Mr. Iinputantrige Rathnasiri GUNASEKERA Fax: (94-1) 695291 
Deputy Director Tel: (94-1) 697185 
Department of Census and Statistics 
Government of Sri Lanka 
No. 1617, Albert Crescent 
Colombo 7, SRI LANKA 

Mr. Frederick W. H. HO Fax: (852) 8241003 
Commissioner for Census and Statistics Tel: (852) 5824848 . 
Census and Statistics Department 
Room 2110, 21/F Wanchal Tower 
12 Harbor Road, Wanchal 
HONG KONG 

Mr. Akilliko ITO Fax: (81-3) 5273-1180 
Dircctor~Generai Tel: (81-3) 5273-111~ 
Statistics Bureau 
Management and Coordination Agency 
19-1, Wakamatsu-cho, Shlnjuku-ku 
Tokyo 162, JAPAN 
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Mr. Soo-Girn KHOO Fax: (60-3) 2937471 or 
Chief Statistician (60-3) 2937018 
Uepurtlllent of Statistics Tel: (60-3) 2924212 or 
J£lklll Cenderasari (60-3) 2844254 
50514 Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA 

Ms. Min-Kyung KIM Fax: (82-2) 538-3874 
Director Tel: (82-2) 222-1833 
Population Statistical Division 
National Statistical Office 
647 -15, Yoksam-Dong, Kangnam-gu 
Seoul 135-080, KOREA 

Mr. Sam-Sik LEE Fax: (82-2) 538-6348 
Demographer Tel: (82-2) 222-1862 
Population Statistical Division 
National Statistical Office 
647-15, Yoksarn-Dong, Kangnam-gu 
Seoul 135-080, KOREA 

Mr. LlU Chang Song Fax: (86-1) 3810035 
Assistant Deputy Director Tel: (86-1 )326600 
Department of Population a~d Employment 

Statistics . . 
Stale Statistical Bureau 
38 Yuetan Nanjie 

i 

Sanlihe, Beijing 1 00826, C~INA 

Mr. Robert W. MARX ! 
Fax: (301) 457-1902 

Associate Director for D!c~nnlal Census Tel: (301) 457-2131 
United States Bureau of the Census 
United States Department of Commerce 
Washington, D.C. 20233-0<)70 
U.S.A. 

Dr. Andrew MASON Fax: (808) 944-7490 
Director Tel: (800) 944-7455 
Program on Population 

"East-West Center 
1777 East-West Road 
Honolulu. Hawaii 96848 
U.S.A. 
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Mr. Yuki MIURA 
Chairman 
Japan Statistical Associa~ion 
2-43-12, Kichijoji, Higash!l-cho 
Musashimo-shi 
Tol<yo 180, JAPAN 

Mr. Senichi OBAYASHI 
Director , 
Population Census Divisipn 
Statistical Survey Department 
Statistics Bureau i 

Management and Coordination Agency 
19-1, Wakamatsu-cho, ShinJuku-ku 
Tokyo 162, JAPAN 

Mr. Haji Saman Jaafar OKMD 
Scnior Statistician 
Econolllic Planniflg Unit 
Millistry of Finance 
Uallljar Sml Uegawan 2012 
Negara, BRUNEI DARUSSALAM 

Ms. Vilimaina RAKASETA 
Population Advisor 
South Pacific Commission 
Headquarters 
B.P.05 
98848 Nournea Cedex, NEW CALEDONIA 

, 

Ms. Sandra K. ROWLAND 
Statistical Consultant 
U.S. Agency for International Development 
U.S. Consulate General 
Gemini Circle 
Madras 600006, INDIA 

Mr. f<rislma Prasad SHR~STHA 
.. Deputy Director .1 

Centr al Bureau of Statistics 
nall1sllnll Path, TIHlpalha,1 
Kathmandu, NEPAL 

s 

Fax: (81-4) 22-20-8756 
Tel: (81-4) 22-22-3563 

Fax: (81-3) 52-73-1160 
Tel: (81-3) 52-73-1116 

Fax: (673-2) 226132 
Tel: (673-2) 241991 

Fax: (687)263818 
Tel: (687) 262000 

Fax: (91-44) 8250240 

Fax: (977-1) 227720 
Tel: (977-1) 229406 



Mr. Suwilo SUGITO 
Director-General 
Contral Bureau of Statistics 
Jnln" Ur. Sutorno No.8 
Jakarta Pusat, INDONESIA 

Dr. Sam SUHARTO 
Specialist in Population Census Methods 
Statistics Division, DC2-1528 
United Nations 
New York, New York 10017 
U.S.A. 

Mr. Nick SUVULO 
National Statistician 
National Statistical Office 
P.O. Box 337 
Waigani, PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Dr. Siu-Ming TAM 
Assistant Statistician 
Population Census Branch 
Australian Bureau of Slatistic$ 
P.O. Box ·10 
Belconnen, ACT 2616. AUST:AAUA 

Ms. Marilyn Linggi TEO LAI 
Stntisticinn 
LClJllulnil: P'illlniny Unit 
Milli!;try of Finance 
Bandor Seri Begawan 20-12 
NQuara, BRUNEI DARUSSA~M 

Mr. Le Van TOAN 
. Director-General 
General Statistical Office 
2 Hoang Van Thu Street 
Hanoi, VIETNAM 

Mr. Badamtseden TSEND-A tUSH 
Chairman 
State Statistical Office of Mo~golla 
Government of Mongolia 
Ulaan Baa tar 11, MONGOU~ 
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Fax: (62-21) 3857045 
Tel: (62-21) 3857045 

Fax: (212) 963-1940 
Tel: (212) 963-8493 

Fa~ (675)251869 
Tel: (675) 250612 or 

(675) 271499 

Fax: (61-6) 2531093 
Tel: (61-6) 2526402 

Fax: (673-2) 226132 
Tel: (673-2) 241991 

Fax: (84-4) 264345 
Tel: . (84-4) 64353 

Fax: (976-1) 324518 
Tel: (976-1) 320262 



Mr. Nguyeng Anh TUAN 
Assistant to the Director-General 
General Statistical Office 
2 Hoang Van Thu Street 
Hanoi, VIETNAM 

Dr. M. VIJAYANUNNI 
Registrar-General and 
Census Commissioner, India 
OHico of the Registrar-General, India 
21\, Mansingh Road 
Now Delhi 11 (JUll, INDIA 

Mr. WLJ Ya-Jun 
~~I;lli~;lir;iall 

I 

Ur !p;IIIIllOllt of Population and Employment 
~_Jlilli:;lic;s 

StatB Statistical Bureau 
38 Yuetan Nanjie 
SanlillO, Beijing 100826, CHINA 

Mr. y I\r~G Ri-Zhang 
Divisiun Cllief 
Department of Population and Employment 

Statistics 
Stnto Statistical Bureau 
38 Yuelan Nanjie 
Sanlihe, Beijing 100826, CHINA 

Dr. Yuan-chung YU 
Chid 
DOllloUrnphic and Social $tatistics Division 
United Nations 
New York, New York 100~7 
U.S.A. ' 

eWcPop Staff 

Mr. Michael F. STARKWEATHER 
Program Officer 
Program ,on Population 
East-West Center 
1777 East-West Road 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96848, U.S.A. 
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Fax: (84-4) 264345 
Tel: (84-4) 64353 

Fax: (91-11) 383145 
Tel: (91-11)383761 

Fax: (86-1) 381-0035 
Tel: (86-1) 3266600 

Fax: (86-1) 381-0035 
Tel: (86-1) 3266600 

Fax: (212) 963-4116 
Tal: (212) 963-4983 

Fax: (808) 944-7490 
Tel: (808) 944·7427 




